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PREFACE

This volume is part of a series (see inside front cover) that describes data sets and related

spacecraft and investigations from space science and applications flight investigations. The
series describes the data sets held by the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC),
some of the data sets held by NASA-funded investigators, and some of those held by

foreign investigators. The documents in this series will serve as guides to extensive data
sets held and serviced by other Government agencies.

We would like to thank the many investigators who have submitted their data for archiving
at NSSDC. Their cooperation in supplying current status information is gratefully

acknowledged. Thanks are also extended to the other NSSDC personnel, employees of the
onsite contractor, Science Applications Research, who have been involved in the
information handling necessary to produce this volume. Special acknowledgment is given
to Karen Satin for her extensive editorial assistance.

The Data Center is continually striving to increase the usefulness of its data holdings,

supporting indexes, and documentation. Scientists are invited to submit their space science
data and related documentation to NSSDC. Their comments on the corrections to the

present catalog will be greatly appreciated. Catalog recipients are urged to inform potential
data users of its availability.

Sang J. Kim

June 1988
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

This volume is one of a series of 11 that will describe (1) the holdings from all spacecraft

flight investigations for which NSSDC possesses data or can direct people to the data
source, (2) all data sets held by NSSDC, (3) some of the data sets held and serviced by
NASA-funded investigators, and (4) some of the data sets held and serviced by foreign
investigators. The series of documents will also direct readers to extensive data sets held
and serviced by other Government agencies, particularly, the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There is one major omission from this series: the
extensive set of data obtained from the lunar missions conducted by NASA, supplemented

by a few small photographic data sets from Soviet missions. These are described in the
Catalog of Lunar Mission Data (NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 77-02) and will not be repeated in
this series, except for a few cases. The data from IMP-E, the Apollo 15 subsatellite, and

the Apollo 16 subsatellite are included in the series, since these data are important to
disciplines other than those connected with lunar studies. Some of the experiments of the
Apollo ALSEP missions also yielded useful data for magnetospheric and interplanetary
physics, but they are not included in the series because the instruments were confined to the
surface of the moon. Readers should consult the Catalog of Lunar Mission Data if they are

interested in such data sets.

The series consists of (1) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their associated

investigations, separated into various categories; (2) five corresponding volumes that
describe the various orbital information and investigation data sets; and (3) a master index

volume. The five categories of spacecraft are (i) Planetary and Heliocentric, which

includes planetary flybys and probes; (ii) Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications; (iii)
Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Solar Physics, which is entirely geocentric except the
selenocentric RAE-B; (iv) Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific; and (v)
Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific. It is impossible to provide an organization of

categories that separates the investigations cleanly into scientific disciplines, since many
missions were multidisciplinary. With the above organization, which is partly discipline
oriented and partly orbit oriented, it was found that in nearly all cases a given spacecraft
belonged clearly to only one of the five categories. The few exceptions encountered have
resulted in some data sets appearing in more than one data set volume.

Each volume is organized in a way that is believed to be most useful to the user, and the
arrangement is described for each volume in Section 1.2, Organization. The standard
types of orbital information given in the data set catalogs, i.e., predicted, refined, and
definitive, are given in a tabular form to avoid repeating the same brief description an
inordinate number of times. The standard description of a data set from an investigation is
a free-text brief description, since the wide variety of instruments precludes using a tabular
format in most cases.

This catalog series has been prepared following a two-year survey and followup activity by
NSSDC personnel to obtain information about the completeness of the NSSDC holdings
and to solicit the description of data sets that will be archived by individual investigators;
these latter data sets are referred to as directory data sets. This survey was conducted only
for NASA missions launched after December 31, 1962, but it includes the majority of

NSSDC holdings. Of the 100 investigators surveyed, representing 346 inactive (no longer
associated with an active science working team or equivalent) experiments, a small

percentage failed to respond in 17 months of concerted solicitation for information.
Consequently, there are now 20 investigations, for which NSSDC has no data, that will be



droppedfrom thiscat.alogseries,sinceit wouldbeirresponsiblefor NSSDCto send
requestersto apossibledatasourcethatno longerhasdataor is nonresponsive.The
surveyedinvestigationswereidentifiedfor whichdatano longerexistor for whichthe
instrumentfailedatlaunch.Theseinvestigationsareincludedin thespacecraft/investigation
volumessothatuserswill knowthatit is fruitlessto try toobtainsuchdataanywhere.
Also includedin thespacecraft/investigationvolumesaredescriptionsof recentspacecraft
andinvestigationsfrom whichNSSDCexpectsto receivedata.

Themainpurposeof this seriesis to identifythedataandthecontactfrom whomthedata
canbeobtainedwithin thescopepreviouslydefined. In addition,attemptshavebeenmade
to identifythepersonnelinvolvedwith theinvestigationandto providetheircurrent
affiliations,sothatauserwill know whomtocontactfor additionalinformationrelativeto a
givendatasetthatNSSDCarchives.In somecasespeoplehaveretiredor havegoneinto
differentareasof endeavor.Thissituationis treatedby showingthelastaffiliationof such
anindividualandprinting"NLA" (nolongeraffiliated)aftertheperson'sname.The
spacecraft/missionpersonnelareidentifiedatthe institutionwheretheyperformedtheir
relevantduties,asthisis theplacewheretheoriginalprojectrecordsaremostlikely to be
found. "NLA" is printedwith thenamesof personnelwhoarenolongerassociatedwith
thegiveninstitution.

It is hopedthatthisseriesof documentswill servefor manyyearsasthesourcefor datain
thedisciplinesthatNSSDChandles.TheperiodicNSSDC Data Listing will be used to
update the time intervals for which data are available and to identify, in brief form, the new

data sets that become available in the future. The Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft
and Experiments will be used to describe the new spacecraft and experiments that are
placed in orbit.

1.2 ORGANIZATION

This volume of the NSSDC Data Catalog Series for Space Science and Applications Flight
Missions deals with geocentric spacecraft that carried astronomical experiments, with the
exception of the selenocentric RAE-B. The principal subject areas are investigations of
solar, stellar, interstellar, galactic, and intergalactic phenomena throughout the entire
electromagnetic spectrum, from gamma-ray through optical to radio wavelengths. Also
included in this volume are the micrometeoroid experiments aboard Pegasus 1, 2, and 3,
and S 55B and S 55C. No attempt has been made to reference investigations that are
related to the above disciplines but that are described in other volumes of this series.

Section 2, Spacecraft and Investigations Descriptions, contains descriptions of (1)
investigations for which NSSDC has data sets, and (2) investigations for which NSSDC
expects to receive data, either because the investigations were on recently launched
spacecraft or because NSSDC received information during the preparation of this catalog
that data would be forthcoming. The organization of spacecraft descriptions in Section 2 is
mainly alphabetical by the NSSDC spacecraft common name. Under each spacecraft
heading, the appropriate investigation descriptions are arranged alphabetically by name of
the original principal investigator.

Each spacecraft description entry in Section 2 includes the spacecraft alternate names,

NSSDC ID number (see Appendix A), launch information, orbit parameters, sponsoring
country and agency, personnel with their current or latest affiliations, and a brief
description of the mission. Each investigation description entry in Section 2 includes the
investigation name (as used by NSSDC), NSSDC ID number, discipline(s), experiment
personnel with their current or latest affiliations, and a brief description of the investigation.

4



Section3, Indexof SpacecraftandInvestigations,lists thespacecraftandinvestigations
describedin thisvolume. Spacecraftcommonnamesandalternatenamesarein numerical
andalphabeticalorder. Includedwith eachspacecraftcommonnamearethesponsoring
countryandagency,launchdate,orbit type,NSSDCID number,andpagewherethe
spacecraftdescriptionmaybefoundin thisvolume. Groupedundereachspacecraftname
aretheparticularinvestigationsfor thatspacecraftthataredealtwith in thisvolume,
arrangedalphabeticallyby principalinvestigator'slastname.Eachof theseentriesalso
includestheinvestigationname,NSSDCID number,andpagewheretheinvestigation
descriptionmaybe found.

Somedefinitionsandacronymsusedin thisvolumearelistedin AppendicesA andB.

1.3 NSSDCPURPOSE,FACILITIES, AND SERVICES

TheNationalSpaceScienceDataCenterwasestablishedby theNationalAeronauticsand
SpaceAdministrationto providedataandinformationfrom spacescienceandapplications
investigationsin supportof additionalstudiesbeyondthoseperformedby principal
investigators.In additionto its mainfunctionof providingselecteddataandsupporting
informationfor furtheranalysisof spacescienceflight experiments,NSSDCprovidesa
widespectrumof onlineandoffline informationservices.AmongthesearetheReport on
Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments and various user's guides.

Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individual experiments
carried on board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has developed an information

system utilizing a spacecraft/investigation/data identification hierarchy. This catalog is
based on the information contained in that system. The Data Center is initiating an effort to

design a new information base, using a relational data base model, to facilitate easy

electronic access by remote users.

NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use. Researchers
are invited to study the data while at the Data Center. The Data Center staff will assist users
with data searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to spacecraft data, the Data
Center maintains some supporting information and data that may be related to the needs of

researchers.

The services provided by NSSDC are available to any individual or organization resident in
the United States and to researchers outside the United States through WDC-A-R&S.
Normally, a charge is made to cover the cost of reproducing and processing the requested
data. The researcher is notified of the charge, and payment must be received prior to

processing. However, as resources permit, the director of NSSDC may waive charges for
modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific

educational purposes and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with (1)
NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government

agencies, their contractors, or their grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local

governments; or (5) nonprofit organizations.



TheDataCenter'saddressfor information(for U.S.researchers)follows:

NationalSpaceScienceDataCenter
Code633.4
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
Greenbelt,Maryland20771
Telephone:(301)286-6695
TelexNo.: 89675NASCOMGBLT
TWX No.: 7108289716
SPANAddress:NCF::REQUEST

ResearcherswhoresideoutsidetheUnitedStatesshoulddirectrequestsfor informationto
thefollowing address:

WorldDataCenterA for RocketsandSatellites
Code630.2
GoddardSpaceFlight Center
Greenbelt,Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Telephone:(301)286-6695
TelexNo.: 89675NASCOMGBLT
TWX No.: 7108289716
SPANAddress:NCF::REQUEST

For accessto amenuof information,limiteddatadirectory,andlimiteddatadisplay,
requestersmayuseSPANto log ontotheNSSDCAnode,with NSSDCasUsername.No
passwordisrequired.NSSDCmayalsobereachedbyTelenet;currentproceduresare
availablefrom theNSSDCNetworkHotline(301-286-7251).Thelimiteddatadirectoryis
beingcontinuallyexpandedanddeveloped,andallowsusersto searchfor usefuldatasets
by severalmethods.

1.4 DATA ACQUISITION

NSSDCinvitesmembersof thescientificcommunityinvolvedin spaceflightinvestigations
to submitdatato theDataCenteror toprovideinformationaboutthedatasetsthatthey
preferto handledirectly. TheDataCenterassignsadisciplinespecialistto workwitheach
investigatoror scienceworkingteamto determinetheformsof datathatarelikely to be
mostusefulto thecommunityof usersthatobtaindatafromNSSDC.Thepamphlet
Guidelines for Submitting Data to the National Space Science Data Center can be provided
on request.
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lie*eelaeoe*eooe*meowoaeeeee ANS eeeaeeeeee*eeeoeeeeeweeeeomite

SPACECRAFT CORHON NAME-

ALTERNATE NAMES- ASTRO NETHE}_LAND SAT.

NSSOC ID- 74-070A

LAUNCH DATE- 08130174

SPONSORING COUNTRY

NE-IHERLANDS/U. S.

WEIGHT- 121.8 KC

ORBIT pARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09114174

ORBIT PERIOD- 99.2 HIN INCLINATION 98. DEC

PERIAPSIS 266. KM ALT APDAPSIS- 1176. KM ALT

pERSONNEL

NG - J.R. HOLTZ NASA HEADQUARTERS

SC - N.C. ROMAN NASA HEADQUARTERS

PM - W BLDI]4ENDAL FOKKER AIRCRAET CO

PM - E.W. HYMOWITZ NASA-CSFC

PS - I.P. STECHER NASA CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPIlDN

The Astronomical Netherlands Satellite CANS) was an

earth orbiting, sun synchronous satellite, designed as an

astronomical observatory. The Bpacecraft laS

attltudecontrolled by magnetic coils interacting with the

earth's magnetic field, by reaction wheels, and by • so-called

Bye yo s (a device for initially desplnnlng the spacecraft by

ejecting Lmo masses that carry iway most of the angular

momentum). Attitude sensing was carried out by solar sensors

Ccoarse. intermediate, and fine), horizon sensors, • star

sensor, and : magnetometer _wo guide stars near the object
being observ d served as the final polnt;ng references.

Experiments on board observed celesblal objects in UV and X ray

wavelengths. During its observing lifetime of 20 months

(September 1974 to June 1976), ANS measured the positions.

spectra, and tlme variations of galactic and extragalictic

X ray sources in the energy range 2 to 15 keV, and obtained

over IB,O00 observations of about 400 objects ;n the UV range

1500 to 3300 A. For additional details, see W. Bloemendal and

C. Kramer, Philips Tech. Bey., v. 33. p. 117, 1973.

..... ANS, CRINDLAY ............................

]NVESTICA110N NAME HARD X NAY EXPERIMEN_ CHXX)

NSSDC ID- 74-070A 03

pERSDNNEL
PI - J.E C4RINDLAY HARVARD COLLEGE DBS

OI H.W. SCItNOI)PI_R DANISH SPAC[ RFS ]NSI

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment mas designed to detect cosmic X ray

emissions ;n the energy range from ] to 30 keY. The principal

scientific objectives of the experiment were (i) to gather

spectral data with an energy resolution of 20,, (:?) to detect

silicon emission lines at about ].8 and 2.0 keY at an energy

resolution of 0.]5", (3) to study periodic and random intensity

variations of sources over a time range of 4 ms to several

minutes, (4) t.o obtain data on X ray light curves, and (5) to

define positions of sources with a precision approaching L

arc-min. The experimental package contained three major

components: (L) a collimator assembly. (2) a large area

detector (LAD) unit for measuring 1- to 30 keY X rays. and (3)

a Bragg-crystal spectrometer tuned for detection of the silicon

lines. The LAD and Bragg spectrometer detectors were very

sensitive, bring able to detect 3[ 3 photons/(sq cm-s). X ray

incident on the front face of the package passed through the

collimator assembly onto either the LAD or a series of four

Brag@ crystals that were orienLed at about 45 de@ with respect

to the incident beam The collimatlon in front of the LAD mas

a combination of • fine collimation (10 arc min E_I-IM) and

coarse collimation C3 dee FWHH). The tmo counters composing

the LAD were pointed in directions that differ by about 4

arc-m;n. 1his allowed for the possibility of gulding on strong

X ray sources in the event guide stars were not available.

Also, ;t made for a uniform response of the combined output of

the detectors e;bhin this 4 arc-min range Each detector

consisted of _ argon filled proportional counLer with a

94 mg/sq :: b yll_ue .;ride. Ibm effect; .... llect; ......of each c nter was about 40 sq cm, after correction for the

collimator transmission, and each had a detection efficiency in

excess of 10" from ]8 to 20 keV The output from the lAD

counters mas processed by a 15-channel logarithmic pulse height

analyzer, all channels of which mere recorded in memory either

every 4 s or 64 s. Higher time resolutions of 1 to 4 ms were

possible through the use of a scheme that recorded the time of

arrival of the first six events occurring each second in the

LAD. ]n addition, • single channel analyzer was used _o record

the integrated counts in the 1.3 _o 7 keV range ;n 1-, 4 , or

I6-s intervals. Only the coarse collima_or fed X-rays onto the

four Brag@ pentaerythrit_J (PE_) crystals. The diffracted

X-rays mere then detected by two argon filled proportional

counters with 4 7-mg/sq cm beryllium windows. When projectlon

effects and peak reflectivity of the crystal mere accounted

for. the effective debectlon area of each counter was 6 sq cm

i;th;n the 2-eV resolution of the crystal. The output from a

Bragg detector was filtered by an eight channel logarithmic

pulse-height analyzer operating in the energy interval from 1

to 4.2 keY. For both the LAD and Bragg detectors, effective

non-X-ray event reject;on was accomplished by pulse shape

dlscr;minition Of the proportioniJ counter signlls. For

• ddlt;_nal details on thls instrument, see Astrophys. J.,

Letters, v. _01, p. L127, 1@7S_

........ ANS, VAN DUINEN ....................................

INVESTIGATION NAHE- UV TELESCOPE

_S_ ]D- 74-070k-01

pERS[]NN_

P] - RmJ. VAN DUINER U OF CRONINCEN

0] - J. BORCHAN U 0F CRONINCEN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The ultraviolet flee-band photometer of ANS consisted of

I Cassegrain telescope followed by m grating spectrometer of

the Wadsworth type. The telescope primlry mirror had a

diameter of _.S cm and a llght-collecting surface of 266 sq

cm. A rectangular slit in the focal plane of the telescope

provided • fleld of view of 2.S sq arc min to the photometer.

The curved refraction grating of the spectrometer had five

fixed slits in its focal surface. The position and width of

these slits determined the central wavelength and wavelength

range of the passbands. The five passbands, which dld not

overlap, had central wavelengths from 1545 A to 3:?94 A. The

transmitted light reached photomultiplkers one behind each

silt--that mere used in m pulse-count;n• mode. The instrument

was sensitiwe to stars •s faint _s apparent vlsu•l magnitude

• 1]. The primary aim of the experiment was to leisure the

absolute intensities of a large number of objects in the five

passbands and, thus. to make possible • better classification

of hot stars. Eor additional details, see J. W. G. Aalders, et

il., Phil;ps lech. Ray., v. 34, p. 33, 1974.

**************************** HEA0 l lae**Ioeleaetael*lee*eeeeeo

SPACECRAF-I COHPION NAME- HEAD 1

ALIERNATE NAMES HIGH E_IE_CY ASTRON Des-A, H[AO-A

10217

NSSDC ID 77-O/5A SPONSORING COUNTRY
U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 08/12/'17 WEIGH1- :?b52. KC

0RBI1 PARAME_ ERS

ORBIT TYPE CEOCENIRIC EPOCH DAlE 08/13/71

ORBIT PERIOD- 93.5 MIN INCLINATION :72.8 DEC

PE]RIAPSIS 441. KM AI I APOAPS]S 45:? KM ALl

P_SONN[J

PIC R. E. HAI_pEHN NASA HEADQUART _S

SC - A.G. 0PP NASA HLADQUARI ERS

PM F. A. SPEER NASA MSFC

PS - F.B. MCDONALD NASA CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPI ION

High Energy Astronomy Observatory 1 (HEAO 1) was the
first in a series of three satellite observatories designed to

continue the X-ray and gamma-ray studies initiated by ANS, OAO

3, UK S, Lhe OS0 series, the SAS series, and the gamma ray

burst discoveries of the Veil satellites. This mission was

speclfical ly designed to map and survey the celestial sphere

for X ray and gamma-ray sources ;n the energy range of 1:_0 eV

to IO MeV, to estlbJ ish the size lad precise location of X ray

sources to determine the contribution of discrete sources to

the X ray background, and to leisure time variations of X-ray

sources, lh;s observatory consisted of a common spacecraft

equipment module (SFH), mhich carried most of the spacecraft

operational equipment, and a unique experiment module (_),
which carried some elements of the electrical distribution

system in addition to the four experiments: Large Area X ray

Survey, Cosmic X-ray Background Experiment, Scanning Modulation

Collimator, and Hard X-ray and Lom _nergy Gamma-Ray [=periment

Continuous celestial - scans were made perpendicular to the

satelllte sun vector during the initial phase of the m;ssion_

Scan rate was 003 rpm lhe entire celestial sphere would be

scanned in 6 months_ When passing over the South Atlantic

Anomaly (SAA) oF the inner Van AIlen Belt. high voltage

suppl ies were turned off or reduced to prevent, damage caused by

saturation effects. 1he si.-sided HEA{) ] was 5.68 m high and

2 67 267 m in diameter, and weighed 255_ kg. mhich included

I2:?0 kg experiments gem•link telemetry was at a data rate of

6.5 kb/s for real t;me data and 128 kb/s for either of the tmo

tape recorder systems lhe mission lifetime was August 1:?,

1@77, to January 9, 1919. For more detai Is, see Nee
Instrumental;on for Space Astronomy, edited by K. A. van der

Hucht and C. Vaiana, pp. TO1 113. mHE_O A. m H friedman, 1068

...... _A0 1. BOLDI ................................

INVES11CAT]0N NAME- CB._4]C X RAY EXpE-_]MENT (A P)

ORfCINAL PAGE IS

OF FOOR QUALITY



NSSOC ID- 77 07SA-02

PI_SONNFJ_

PI - E.A. BOLDI NASA-CSFC

PI - O.P. CA_IRE PENNSYLVANIA STATE U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment las designed to leisure the diffuse X-ray

background ;n the alertly range of O,]S _o 60 keY. Objectives

lore b measure rel•tlve dlffuslon and absorption Of diffuse

hard and soft X-rays It hlgh gll•ct;c I•tltudes and correlate

these measurements with radio and optical studill; to determine

discrete source background contribution; to detect large-scale

global anlsotropies associated with eolar system motion llth

respect _o distant emission sourcoi; t_ make broadband spectral

classlf;catlons of diffuse and dlmcrote X-ray _ources; and to

establish taaporaJ variations of mmltlcolponent spectral

_urces. Throe types of lultlenode, lultilayer counters wore

used for this experiment. Throe hlgh-enorgy detectors (HED)

with xenon-filled counters covered the energy range Of 3 tO 60

key with an effective •re• of 900 sq ca. The minilUl

detect•big flux in a 1E3-s observation wam IE-4/mq cl-s-keV for

energy bands 3 to 20 keY and 20 to 60 keY. One ledlum energy

detector (ME])) Wlth an argon-f;mJed counter covered the energy
range 1.S to 15 keY. The effective area of this counter lab gO0

mq ca. The llnllul detectable flux gas the mane as for the

HI_s. The two lee-energy detectors (LI3D) lore thln-w;ndol,

propane gas flol counters to cover the energy range of 0.15 to

3 keY. The LB) used peFminent magnets to prevent incident

electrons from reaching the detector llndow and I sunmh•de

whenever direct iunllght was near the field of vile. It had a

800-sq Cl effective aria, The mln;lum detectable flux for •

)E_-e obmervitlon JJl 1E-3/sq ca-s-keY for the O.)S- to

0.28-key band end for the 0.5- to 3.0-key bmnd. The LED& were

shut down ;n May 1978 becauae of depletion of gas in the

systel. For more dotal|s, see R. Rothschild et el., Space

Science Instr., v. 4, p. 26q, 197q.

....... HEA0 1, FRIEDMAN .........................................

INVESTIGATION N_E- LARGE AREA COSMIC X-RAY SURVEY (A-I)

NSSDC ID- 71-07SA-OI

PI_ONNEL

PI - H.D. FRIE_#b_N US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This ; nstrulent was • modular as_e_b ly of seven

large-irma, thin-iindoo, proportional counter ien_r modulel to

record incident X-ray flules. The O_jectivos wore to lap t_e

celeltlal sphere in the energy range from .15 to 20 keV wlth

greater sens;t;vlty than achieved prevlousJy, and to leisure

the spectra, location, and tlme virlations of X-ray sources

with • 0.1- to ]-dog angular resolution. _ch of the sensor

modules consisted of • proportionoJ counter body frail on lhich

was mounted a oindoe iupport structure, counter back structure

i;t_ integral control counter, collimator asselb ly , and

electronic subasselbl lOS. A honeycomb col I construction for

the bas;c counter provided X-rey coil;mat;on of 80-dog by 4-Beg

FWtlM. A back laylr of the three-layered counter provided

anticoincident protection sg•inst chirged particle oventn. The

front layer mas the lain X-ray sensor for molt of the energy

ranges. The col l ilator for each of the counters viewed the

mky. The colllm_tor on sensor modulel 1 through 4 provided

1-dog by 4-dog _ rOY, on sensor modules S and 6 provldod

1-dmg by O.S-deg FtfltH FOV, and on Ion_or module 7 provldod

8-dog by 2-dog _ For. Each of the sensors included movable

radioactive cll ibrition lourcos to provide a check on counter

operation and channel position. There was also a magnet

asmombly to deflect tow-energy rad;ition bolt electronm. The

control counter mlS a smal I counter at the back of the assembly

thit shored the counting gas llth the mall counter. It e•s

euclted by an Fo 55 source end served to gonerote the proper

operating voltage on the laln counter to colponsato for gas

density changes and high-voltage drifts. For more detalls, see

H. Friedman, Prec. Roy. Soc. Lon., v. A 366, p. 423, 1979.

........ I'iEA0 1, PETI_ .........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- L_rd-_ERCy GANMA-RAy AND HARD X-RAY SKY

SURVEY (A-4)

NSSOC ID- 77-075A-O4

P_K_ONNEL

PI - L.E. PE-rERSON U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

PI - W.H.G.LB#IN NASS INST OF TECH

BRIEF OESCR IPT I0N

This experiment meisured point end diffuse eourcee of

X-rays mnd gamma rays in the lO-klV to |O-HeV range. The

instrument consisted of seven NlI (T I)/CsI (Na) Phosm ; ch

scintillators surrounded by eight largo CsI(Na) ic;ntillators

thst provided shielding and defined the fields of view. There

were three detector typem. The intermedlat_-onorgy detectors

had an energy range Of 10 to 200 keY, in ire• of 225 8q el, CII

shielding of 2 in., mnd a field of v;ew (Et_fl) of 1 deg • 20

dog. The slot coil;maters of the intermedlate-energy detector•

were positioned at 60 dog relative to the scan direction,

al Joe ;ng point source determination to ] deg over the

approx;lltely 40-dog-lldo bind scanned during each spacecraft

10

rotation. The point-mode detectors had an energy range of 0.1

to 5 HeY, an 0rex of 180 sq cm, Csl shielding of about 4 in.,

and a field of vlew (F_tH) of 20 dog. Sources detected were

identified elth I o_-onorgy sources by epectral similarity llth

leSSurelentS made by the interlodlate-oner_y detector at about

100 keY. The diffuse-lode detectors hid an energy tonga of 0._

to 10 HeV, an are• of 125 sq Cl, C_] shielding of about 6 in.,

and a field of vlae (Ftdlt14) of 10 dog. Point sources leisured

by the diffuse-mode detectors lore related to theme wl th

• ililar spectra in the polnt-mode detectors. Eich of the

detectora mis equipped mlt_ • pulse-shape analyzer and

discriminator that detected and vetoed CII(Ni) event.s. The

combination of shield upper-and lower-level dlscriiinators

(nominal iettings Of S HeY and 0-1HeV) used for detector

• nticolncidence oas selectabte by COlllnd. Event time was

nol;nally knoll to O.l-s accuracy. This could be ;mprovld to 5

_art_l 2E-S s by ...... d. The" inst .... t am .... tain.d throe• monitors, which leisured proton and electron fluxes in

three energy ranges. There was i high-resolution tiling system

that leisured coslic galli--rly bur_t_J. For more details, see

R. Rothschild, F_rth and Extra. Sci., v. 3, pp. ]89-196, 1979.

........ _AO 1, SChtWARTZ ........................................

INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY SCANN|NC M_OtA__TION COLLIHATOR

(A-3)

NSSOC ID- 77-075A-03

PB_S_NNFI

PI - O. SCH_ANTZ SAD

PI - H.V.D.BRADT HASS INST OF TECH

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment used a scanning modulation coil;miter

C,_qC) instrulent to determine, for selected X ray sources,

their position within 5 arc-i snd their angular size to a

precision of S-lO arc-s in throe energy intervals from 1 to 15

keY, and _o •t_dy the structure of their X-ray emission to a

precision of 10 arc-i in three energy intervals from 1 to 15

keY. The _ ass composed of Lie part_, each contoining four

wire grid planes. _l)ch provided I Ioc•tlon end angular size

lessurelent in one dliens;on. An additional collimator located

foroard to the front grid restrlctad the overall instantaneous

field of view to 4-dog • 4-dog F_HH for each SHC. The outward

v;el direction gas perpendlculir to the spacecraft spln •xls (Z
ells) and, hence, the instrument scanned i great circle bond a_

the sky. The _o parts of the S#4C differed by having their

plane of lix;mmm trlnslilslon inclined +10 dog and -10 de e to

t_ho scan direct]on. Precise two-d;lenslonal Iocotlon& eere

detormlned by the ;ntsrloctlons of t_o locations obtained from

eoch of the collimators. The angular response of the tee S_

components was 30 and 120 arc-s, ihich extended the dynmlic
range up to 16 orc-l;n, over lhlch angular size and structure

measurements oere lade. The S_ instrument los capable of

deLectlng X-ray sources with an intensity of 1E-3 thaL of the

Crab Nebuls. This o_perilent was else oqulpped I;th rio ospoct

sensors to provlde data on the stellar orientation of the

collli_tor axes to achleve the S-arc-s position Of sourcom.

For Sore detailm, six R. E. Criffiths ot at., Astrophy. J., v.
230, p. L21, 1979.

SPACECRAFT COHHONNAHE- HEAD 2

ALTB_NATE NAHE_- HIGH ENE]¢y ASTRON 0BS-B. 11101

HEAD-B, EINSTEIN

NS,_ ID- /B-IO3A SPONSORINC COUNTRY

U.S.

LAUNCH DATE- 11/13/18 WEIGh'I- 3130. KC

ORBIT PARAHET ERS

ORBIT TYPE- GF_CB_TRIC _OCH DATE- 11/14/78

ORBll P_IO0- 94.0 HIN INCLINATION- 23.5 DEC

P_IAPSIS- 465. KH ALT APOAPSIS- 476. K_ ALT

- R.E. HALP_N NASA HFJ_UART_

- A C. OPP NASA h_ADQUART_S

P_ - J.F. STONE NASA-HSFC

- S.S. HOLT NASA _

BR IE.F DESCRIPTION

Thls wos the second of three llmsions in a progras of

rol_larch in high-energy •stronollcll phtnO_ena. The Ipeclf;c

objectives of this IlSslon lore ilag;ng and spectrographic

stud;om of spoclfic X-ray aourcei end studies of the diffuse

X-rly background. The opacocraft was identical to the H_O 1

vehicle, mlth the addition of reictlo_ whoots snd BisecT•ted

eJoctronlcs to enab|o the telescope to be pointed mt I_Jrcll to

llthin 1 Ill oT irc. The instrumen_ p•yloed ae;ghod 1450 kg.

A J•rgl gr•zlng-lncidonce X-fly tele•co_e provldod ilages of

so_rc*s that w.r* th*n snalyzed by f_r ;ntorchongembl*

in&tru_mnts mounted on a caro_l_ll arrangement thee could be

rotated ;nee the focal plane of the telescope. The toUescope

collected X-rays over an anoular range of approxiaately ) dog x

1 dog, oi_h the focal plane instruments deterlln;ng the

limiting roso lutlon up to • fel Irc-s for ench measurelent.

The four instrulents were a &gOld-store mp octrometer (SSS), a

0Fd_i_"_AL PAGE IS
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focal plan crystal spectroleber (FPCS), In imaging proportional

counter (IPC), and a high-resolution imaging detect_or (HR1).

Also included were a leon; for proportional counter (MPC), which

viewed the sky along the telescope al;s, • broadband f;|ter,

and objective grating spectrometers that could be used in

conjunction with focal plane instruments and an aspect system.

The scientific objectives were (11 to locate •ccurateJy and

ca•mine X ray sources in the energy range 0.9 to 4.0 keY, with

high reso|utlon; (_) _o perform high spectral-sensitlvltY

leasurements with both hlgh-and Iow-disperslon spectrographs;

and (3) to perform high-sensitivity leasurements of transient

X ray behavior. The spacecraft was a hexagonal prlsl 5.68 m

high and 2.67 m in diameter. Downlink telemetry was at • dab•

rate Of 6.5 kb/s for real time data and 128 kb/s for either of

two tape recorder systems. An attitude control and

determination subsystem was used to point and maneuver the

spacecraft- Cyros, sun sensors, and star trackers uere

employed as sensing devices. For more details, see R. Clacconl

et al., Astropy. J., v. 230, p. 540, 1979.

.... HEAO 2. CIACCONI .......................

INVESTIGATION NAME- MONITOR PROPORTIONAL COUNTE]_ (MPC)

NSSDC ID- 78-103A-01

pERSONH_
PI - R. CIACCONI SPACE TELESCOPE SCI IN

0I H.D. TANANBAU_ SAD

OI C.W. CLARK MASS INST OF 1ECH

OI S.S. HOLT NASA CSEC

OI - R. NOVICK COI UMBIA U

BRIEF DESCRIPIION

This elperiment consisted of a proportional counter that

viewed space through a collimator realigned to the

high-resolution telescope. The system had an X-ray collimator,
a thermal impedance covering the spacecraft v_ewing aperture,

and an infllght calibration system_ The active area was 66Z sq

ca, the spatial resolution ].b • ].5 deg FWHIH, and the temporal

resolution 266 s. For Bore details, see 1. L. Cline eL al.,

Astrophy. J., v. 255, pp. E4S--L48, 1989. lhis e•periment was

equipped with three identical HRI de_ectors The HRI eas a

dlgltal X-ray camera that provided high spatial and temporal

resolution over the central 25 arc-min of the telescope focal

plane It w•s composed of two microchanneJ plates operating in

cascade, a cross grid charge detector, and a set of

electronics. It had a spatial resolution of 1 arc s, a

temporal resolution of 7.81_5 microseconds, and an energy range

of 0.15 to 3 0 key Spectral studies could be performed using

the interchangeable broadband filter and the ob_ect;ve grating.

- - -HEAD _, CIACCDN] "

]NVESTICAI ION NAME HICH RESOLUIIDN IMACER (HRE)

NSSDC ID 1B ]03A 09

PERSONNEl

PI R CIACCONI SPACE TELESCOPE SC] IN

OI H.D. TANANBAU_ SAU

01 C.W. CLARK MASS INSI [)F TECtl

0] S.S HOE1 NASA CSFC

el R. NOVICK CO[UMBIA U

BRI_t DESCRIPIION
lhis experiment was equipped with Lhree identical HRI

detectors ]he HR] was a digital X ray camera that provided

high spatial and temporal resolution over the central 25
arc m_n of the telescope focal plane ]t was composed of two

microchannel plates operating ;n cascade, a cross grid charge

detector, and set of electronics. It had _ spatial
resolution of _ arc s, a temporal resolution f 7 819b

microseconds, and energy range of 015 to 3.0 KeY Spectral

studies could be performed using the interchangeable broadband

filter and the ob_ectlve grating

HEAO 2. C]ACCONI _ " "

INVESIICAIION NAME FOCAl P[ANI CHYSIAI SPfCIROM|7[R (FPCS)

NSSDC ID IB 103A 03

pERSONNt I
PI R CIACCONI SPACE TEl FSCDPI SCI IN

SAgDI H.D 1ANANBAU_

01 - C.W CLARK MASS INS1 OF TECtt

01 S.S HOt1 NASA CSFC

DE R NDVICK CDL L_B]A U

BRI_: DFSCR]PT10N
lhe FPCS was a curved crystal Bragg spectrometer with a

thin window, gas filled proportional counter as a

position-sensitive detect_or. Where were two identical counters

for redundancy, and sufficient gas •as carried to compensate

for differential leakage through the windows Six different

crystal dkffractors were available The spectrometer and

detector had an imaging capability with available apertures of

3 • 30. 9 • 20, and ] x 20 arc min, and a 6 arc mln diameter

Ihe instrument could be operated aS a Conventlona_

curved crystal spectrometer or used in a modified defocused

mode to achieve higher resolution. For more details, see C. R.

Clnlzares and P_ F. W_nkler, Astrophy. J., v. _46, pp. L3_-L36,

1981-

..... HEAO 2. CIACCONI .....................

INVESTICATIDN NAME- IMACINC PROPORTIONAL coUNTER (IPC)

NSSOC ID- 78 103A 04

PERSONNEL _

PI R. CIACCONI SPACE 1ELESCOPE SCI IN

01 H.D. TANANBAL_ SAO

OI O.W. CLARK MASS INS1 OE 1ECH

Ol S.S. HOLT NASA-CSFC

01 - R. NOVICK COLUIMBIA U

_IF_ DESCRIPTION
The [PC was a position sensitive proportional counter

that provided good efficiency and full focal-plane coverage

eith 75 • 75-arc mln FOV and _n effective area of

appro_i_itely 100 sq cm. It had a spatial resolution of 1

arc--m;n, • temporal resolution of 63 microseconds, and 32

energy channels in the range of O.]_ _o 4.0 keY. leo identical

counters were included for redundancy, plus a background

counter for antico;nc;dence and an ;nfl;ght calibration system.

- -H_O 9, CIACCONI ...............

INVESTICATION NAME SO|ID SLATE SPECIRDMEIE]R (SSS)

NSSDC ID 18 103A 05

pERSONNEL
PI R. CIACCONI SPACE TELESCOPE SCI IN

DI H.D. 1ANANBAUM SAO

OI C.W. CLARK HASS I_l OF IECH

01 - S.S. HOtT NASA CSFC

01 R. NOVICK COLUMBIA U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument eas a cooled solid-state spectrometer and

was used to detect weak sources and weak spectra_ features over

a broad band of energies by employing a nondispersive spectral

technique. A lithium drifted, soS;d-state detector _as operated

at a temperature Of 190 K. The primary detector was 9 mm in

diameter and was surrounded by two veto guard counters A

two-stage solid cryogenic refrigerator was used to cool the

detector. Spectra| measurements were made between 0.4 and 4

keV, eith a re_olutlon from 120 to 1_0 eV, I_/t _ul • The effective

area was 900 sq cm, the fOV 6 arc min in diameter, and the ttme

resolution _ be S microseconds Obserwabions with the

instrument were terminated when the suppl_ of the solid

ammonia-methane cryostat was e•pended and operating

temperatures could no longer be maintained

weee*****ee*w**e eeee* *e*e_ e_le**e*e** _* w* **_el HFAO 3 * • _ •

SPACiCRM I CDMMON NAM| tffAO 3

AI TEE(NAT| NAMES HECtl ENEHCY ASTRON OBS C, IIS32

HEAD C

SPONSOR]NC COU_fTrY

U.S.

W|I@fl _660 KC

EPOCH DATE 09/21/79

INCt]NATIDN- 43 6 DEC

APOAPSIS b04.9 KM ALl

NASA HEADQUARIERS

NASA HEADqUARTErS

NASA MSFC

NASA MSEC

NSSDC ID Tg-oBgA

LAUNCH DAlE 09/20/19

ORBI I PARAMF_ERS

ORBII TYPE GEOCENTRIC

DHBI1 PERIOD 94.5 MIN

pFR IAPSIS 486.4 KM ALl

PERSDNNU

MC R.E HAl PERN

SC A C OPP

PM J f STONE

PS T A PARNEIt

BRIFE DESCRIPI]ON
This third High fnergy Astronomy Observatory (HEAD)

_ISsion performed a sky surve_ of gamma rays and COSmiC rays in

_nclmanner simmJar to HEAO 1 It had higher orbitalin•lion than the previous missions in _hi_ series, since

ti_e payload consisted primarily _f cosmic-ray instrumentation;

greaLer cosmic ray flu• occurs near the earth _s magnetic po_es.

The scientific objectives of the mission were (1) to determine

the isotopic composition of the most abundant components of the

cosmic ray flux with atomic mass between 1 •nd $6. and the flu•

of each element eith atomic number (_) between _ = 4 and 7 =

_0; (9) to search for super heavy nuclei up Lo Z I90 and

measure the composition of the nuclei with Z >90; (3) to study

intensity, spectrum, and time behavior of X-ray and gamma ray

sources between 006 and |0 HeY; measure isotropy of the

diffuse X ray and gamma ray background; a_d perform an

eaploratory search for X and gamma ray line emissions The

normal operating mode was a continuous celestial scan about the

Z a_is (which nominally pointed to the sun).

- HtAD 3. ]SRAIJ
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INVESIICATION NAME HEAVY NUCI[I

NSSDC ID ZG OB2A 03

PERSONNEl

PI H It. ISRAEl WASHINCTON U

P1 - E C STONE CALIF INST OF TECH

P] CJ. WADDINCTON U OF NINNESOTA

Ol WR BINNS MCDONNELL-DOUCLAS CORP

O1 J KLARNANN WASHINCTON U

O] R E VOCI CALIF INS1 OF TECH

BRlt_ DESCRIPIION

The purpose of this experiment was to measure the charge

spectrum of cosmic ray nuclei over the nuclear chirge range

from |Z to 120 in the energy interval 0.3 to ]0 GaY/nucleon to

characterize co3m_c ray sources, processes of nucleosynthesls,

and propagation modes. The detector consisted of a

double ended instrument of upper and lower hodoscopes and three

dual gap ion chambers ]he two ends were separated by a

Cerenkov radiater The geometrical factor was 4 sq cm sr lhe

ion chambers could resolve charge to O 24 charge units at low

energy and 0.39 charge units at hlgh energy and high Z The

Cerenkov counter could resolve 0.3 to 0.4 charge units for

more details, see W R Binns, eL el., Nuc. Instr. and Math.,
v. 16b, pp 415 426, 1981.

HEAD 3, JACOBSON ...........

INVESIICAI]ON NAMI CANNA RAY I]NE SPECIRDM_T[R

NSSDC ID lg 082A O]

PLRSONNEI

PI A S JACOBSON NASAJP|

OI J R ARNOLD U OF CAEIF, SAN DIFCD

01 A f Mfl/ClR NASA JPL

O[ t | P|I[_SON U OF CALIE, SAN DIECO

HRI_ DESCRIPIION

The basic goals of th_s eIper_ment were to search for

gamma ray line emissions arising from a variety of source

phenomena. Particular emphasis was placed on finding line

emissions from processes of nucleosynthesis in supernovae, and

from positron electron annihilation and nuclear reactions in

Iow energy cosmic rays In addition, careful study was made of

the spectral and time varlation_ of known hard X ray sources.

The exper;menL was capable of measuring gamma ray lines falling

within the energy interval from 006 to lO MeV and having an

energy resolution better than _ 5 keY at 1.33 HeY at a line

sensitivity from 1 [ 4 to l | 5 photons/sq cm s, depending on

the energy The experimental package contained four cooled,

dr_fted germanium detectors shielded by cesium iodide lhe key

exper_merttat parameters were (I) a geometry factor of 11.1 sq

cm _r. (?) a field of viem of 2Z deg FWF_, and (3) a time

resolution of less than 0.1 ms for the germanium detector and

10 s for the ce_ium iodide detector. The primary data base is

available at JP| It consists of all the instrument, orbit,

and aspect data plus some spacecraft housekeeping information

on 16OO bpl binary tapes For more detailed information on the

data base, contact J Ling, Mail Stop 169 331, JPL, 4800 Dak
Crove [)rive, Pasadena, Ca qllO9

Hf AD 3, KOCH - - -

INVESIICAIION NAML ISOTOPIC CDNPDS]IIDN D[ C[)SMIC HAYS

NSSDC ID r9 082A 04

PERSONNEl

PI L KOCH CENS

PI B PIT DRS DANISH SPACE RE_ INSI

0 I J J FNCI EHAN CENS

Dl M CAN_ IN CENS

Ol A SOUl OUi CENS

OI P MASSE CENS

D] P M[STRFAU CEILS

O] N LUND DAN]SH SPACE RES INST

(IT I RASMUSSEN DANISH SPACE RES ENST

OI B 8YRNAK DANISH SPACE RES INSI

OI N J WFSIF]RCARRD DANISH SPACE RLS INST

(El M ROIH[NHERC DANISH SPACE RES INSI

01 Y RID CE_S

01 N PEIROU CENS

D] P. CORLD CENS

BIRIEF DESCRIPTION

1his eaperiment measured the relative composition of the

isotopes of the primary cosmic rays between beryllium and iron

(l from 4 to 26) and the elemental abundances up to tin (Z _01
Cerenkov counters and hodoscopes, together with the earth's

lagnetic field, formed a spectrometer They determined charge
and mass of cosmic rays to a precision of 1051 for the most

abundant elements over the momentum range from _ tO 2_ CeV/c

(c speed of light) The primary dale base has been archived at

the Centre Etudes Nuclearires de Saclay and the Danish Space

Research Institute. Informltion on the data products is given

in L1_gelman eL aJ Astron • Astrophys., v. 148, pp. 12 20,
198b.

*********************** *** INT_COSHOS 4 e* **** e******mo**

SPACECRAFI COMMON NAME INTERCDSMOS

ALTEI_NAIE NAMLS 04_80, IK- 4

NSSDC IO 70 084A

LAUNCH DAlE 10/14/70

ORBII PARAMI_ERS

ORBIT TYPE CLDCENIRIC

ORBIT PERIOD 93.6 MIN

PERIAPSIS 263. KM ALI

PL_SONNLL

PH UNKNOWN

PS UNKNOWN

BRIEF DFSCNIPIIDN

lhe Intercosmos 4 mission

SPONSOR INC COUNTRY

U.S S R.

WET GHI 400. KC

P-PDCH DATE 10/1.5/70

INCL INAIION- 48.5 DEC

APOAPSIS 668. KM AI T

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

was a joint effort of the

German Democratic Republic, the U S.SR , and Czechoslovakia.

lhe spacecraft carried a Soviet X ray polarimeLer and X ray
spectrohetiograph, an _st Cerman UV photometer in the

[ymanalpha range and a real time telemetry system and a Czech

X-ray pho_meter with power analyzer and optical photometer.

Radioastronomical, ionospheric, and optical observations of the

payload wore conducted by scientist5 in Bulgaria, Hungary,

Poland, and Rumania. lntercosmos 4 had eight channel
telemetry system that transmitted both sto_d and real tile
data.

..... IN_FRCOSMOS 4, TIN[IO .....

INVESTICAIION NAME SOLAR X RAY POI_R]MEXFR

NSSOC ID lO 084A O}

PERSONN|]

PI I.P. TINOO LEBEDEV PHYS INSI

BRIEE DLSCRIPTION

This experimenL consisted of a Thom_n sea ttering,

block type polarimeter that measured the polarization of solar

X rays during flare_ in the spectral region around O 8 A (15

keY). The Thomson scattering polarimeter was based upon the

angular anisotropy of the polarized X ray intenBity, scattered

by the angle of abuut gO deg The intensity Of the scattered

r_diation was measured simultaneously by three pair_ of photon

cuunter_, ehich were placed around a beryllium scatterer at the

angles of 120 deg with respect to each other To reduce

background counting rate, the amplitude d_criminatlon and

ant_coinctdence techniques were uned, which rejected pulses

having a photon energy above 3b key or coinciding _n two

section5 of the counter The rotation of the satellite around

_he sun pointed a=is was very slow. lhu_, the orientation of

the counters relative to the f;ducial plane was practically

unchanged during flares. PoJar;zaLion ea_ measured by rotation

of the beryllium scatterer, together with photon counters,

around the line of the solar X ray photon_ _ arrival. Polarized

X ray emission _n the wavelength range 0.6 to ].2 A was

detected during the i._itial phase of solar flares

Unfortunately, only two measuring channels had functioned

properly. Besides this, the spectral sensitivity of the second

measuring channel in the wavelength range lambda < 0.35 A

exceeded that of the first one, because the discr;mirlation

circuit of the second channel was switched off. Therefore, the

polarizablon data obtained was in some exLerlt limited Tor

more detail_, see I. P. Tindo, S. L. Mandel'stam, and A I
Shuryghin, Solar Phys., v. 32, p 469, 1973.

.e, ! lw.. • *sea*e*** **eaa*eae • IRAS II ! le lll l##ll I !I I i limit i fill I

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME IRAS

ALTERNATE NAMES INFRA-R[I) ASTRONDM SAT, IR ASIRON. SAT.
13777

NSSDC ID 83 OO4A SPONSURINC COUNIRY

NI_HFRI ANDS/U S./U. K
LAUNCH DATE 01/25/83 WE ICEII 1000 KC

DRBII PARAMI IERS

ORBIT TYPE CEDCI_fflRIC IPOCH DAlE 01/26/83
ORBIT PERIOD 103 MIN INCLINATION 991 DFC

PERIAPSIS 88g KM AI I APOAPSIS 903 KM ALl

F'ERSIINN_

MC D I_RUBLIK NASA HIADQUARIFRS

SC N W BDCCESS NASA HFADQUARILRS

PH C.F. SQUIBB NASA JPL

PS H.H AU_ANN NASA JP1
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) was a =isslon

with joint execution by the United States (NASA), the

Netherlands, and the United Kingdol. The baslc goal of this

mission mas to obtain • full sky survey over the approximate

wavelength range 8 to 120 micromebere with four broadband

photometry channels. IRAS contained a 0.6 J Ritchey-Chretien

telescope cooled by helium to a temperature of near 10 dee K.

An array of 62 detectors was used to detect the infrared flux

in bands centered at 12, 25, 60, and 100 micrometers. The

noise equivalent flux densities were. respectively, 0.1. 0.1,

O.1, and 0.3 Jy (] Jansky : 1E-26 W/sq m-Hz) in the four survey

bands. The positions of galactic and extragalactic sources

mere determined to an accuracy of O.S arc m;n. In addition to

the focal plane detector array used for the all sky survey, a

lea resolution spectrometer and a 60 and ]040 micrometer chopped

photometric channel mere included on IRAS. 1o scan the sky for

satellite was rotated at a constant angular
the survey, the

velocity perpendicul•r to the satellite sun vector. ]RAS could

be pointed also •t • selected celestial object for up to 12

min. Ibis pointing ability permitted observations of selected

objects with up to a factor of EO increase in sensitivity or

spatial resolution compared to that of the survey IRAS ceased

operations on November 21. 1983. Further discussion of the

IRAS miss;on can be found in C Neugebauer eL. •1., Science, v.

224. pp 14 2F. 1984. and in the entire March ]. Eg84 issue of

Astrophysical Journal Letters (v. 278. pp. L1 LSS).

IRAS, JO]Ni IRAS SWC

INV]STICAT10N NAN] IR TEE]SCOPE

NSSDC ID 83 O04A 01

Pt_SONNU

PI JOINl IRAS SWC

_]E} D_SCRIPIION

lhe IRAS telescope system consisted of the optical

subsystem lOSS), and the electronic, cryogenic, structural, and

thermal subsystem lhe OSS consisted of a two mirror

Ritchey Chretien folded optics reflector telescope with an

aperture of 57 cm and a focal length of S.5 cm lhe E0V was

slightly more than 1 dee and w_s diffraction limited at all

wavelengths beyond B micrometers The aperture was 4|_ obscured

by the secondary mirror, with a total effective area of _024 sq

cm The focal p_ane assembly w•s a subassembly of 6_ ]R and R

visible detectors mounted at the Focal plane of the OSS lhe

total array consisted of eight IR color band modules and two

visible band modules

ERAS, JOINT IRAS SWC --

INVtSTICA1]0N NAME 10W RtSOIU1]ON SPICIHOMflf_

NSSDC ID B3004A O2

P_SDNNEI

p] JET]N1 ERAS SWC

BRIU DE_CRIPIION

The additional Dutch experiment consisLed of a

Jew resolution spectrometer (L_S). a

chopped photometric channel (CPC) Io.g wavelength ph(_tometer,

and a _hort wavelength channel (SWC) ac coupled photometer.

lhe LRS was used in combination w_th the survey instrument and

measured spectra of point sources in the range _14 to 23

micrometers, wrth a spectral resolution of about _0% The CPC

mapped IR source_ in two bands, from 41 to 62 5 and from 84 tr)

114 m=cromeLers, with a spatial resolution of ]_ arc min, and

couid not be used simultaneously with the survey instrument

The SWC scanned with the nominal survey rate over a band of 4

to 8 micrometers with a ]h arc s f[]V and could be used with the

survey instrument

• =• • •

SPACFCRAfF COMMON NAME ]U[

AtfFRNAlt NAHFS ]Ni UIFRAV][}IFI EXf'I, SAS D

]0631

NSSDC ID 18 O]_A

LALR_ICEI DAft O]/76/7B

0RB]I PARAMEIIRS

0RBII TYPE CFE)CENTRIC

0ReEl PkRIOD 1436.6 MIN

PIRIAPSIS _664_ KM All

P[]RSONNI t

MC J W WARNi R

SC E J Wi It FR

PM J p CDRRICAN

PS Y KDNDD

SPONSORINC COUNI RY

Fnll/u s lU K
W[ IGHI 66q KC

EPDCll DAlE 01/'21/[8

INCI INATION _B 8 D[C

APOAPSIS 449bl KM At l

NASA H_ AD[JUAR 111_S

NASA HI ADUUARI tRS

NASA GSF C

NASA CS_ C

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE, formerly

SAS-D) satellite was a _paceborne ultraviolet astronomical

ob ..... tory f ..... T: :; in] .... tlonal facility. The IUE
con_alned a 4_ cm te sc e _olely for _pectro_copy in the

waveJmngth range of 1150 to 3_b0 A. The matellite and optical

instrumentation were provided by the Coddard Space Flight

Center (CSFC). The television cameras, used as detectx)rs, were

provided by the United Kingdom Science Research Council

(U_4_C), The _ropean Space Agency (ESA, formerly F_Sro)

supplied solar paddles for the satellite and a European Control

Cen_er. After launch, two _hlrds of the observing Lime was

directed from a cofltrol center at CSFC; one-third of the tiae

the satellite was operated from the _uropean Control Center

near Madrid. The IU_ observatory was in a synchronous orbit.

The 45 cm 8itchey-Chret;en f/lS telescope fed a spectrograph

package. ]he spectrograph package, using secondary electron

conduction (SEC) Vidicon cameras as detectors, covered the

spectral range from ]]50 _o 32S0 A. operating ;n either a high

or low resolution mode with resolutions of approximately 0.1

• nd 6 A, respecLively. The SEC Vidicons could integrate the

s_gnal for up tO many hours_ At high resolution. _pecLra of

stellar sources were obtained as f•int as 12th magnitude, while

at lower re_o_ut_on observations had been made of sources

fainter than IZth magnitude lhe latter observations required

14 h of integration time listings of guest observers and

their investigations can be obtained from the ]U[ Newsletter.

IU_ Observatory, Code 68S, Coddard Space Flight Center,

Greenbelt. Naryland _077]. U.S.A. For more details, see A.

Rogge_ et al., Nature, v. 27_, p. 37_, ]g/B; A Boggess et

al., Nature, v 215 p. 377. 1978

IUI , GUESF INVES1 ICATORS

INV[_SllCATION NAME- LOW /HICk] RESOLUTION, UITRAVIOIfl

SPECTROGRAPH PACKAGE

NSSDC ID ;8 012A O|

PERSONNEl

PI GUEST INVESIICAIORS SFE EXPFR DFSCRIPI

BR I [J DLSCR IPT I DN

This experiment included the ultr•vioJet spectrograph

package carried by the ]UE, consisting of two physical ly

distinc_ ethel le spect rograph/camera units capable of

astronomical observations. _ch spectrograph was aa
three element ethel Je system composed of an off =i

paraboloidal col I imator, an echel le grating, and a spherical

first order grating that was u._ed to separate the echel le

orders and focu_ the spectral di_play on an image converter

plus STC Vidicon camera there was a spare camera for each

unit The camera units were able to integrate the _ignal lhe

readout/preparation cycle for the cameras took approximately 20

rain _avelength calibration was provided by the u_e or a

hem low cathode comparison lamp. The photometric (:am ibration

a" accomplished by observing standard stars wh<)_e _pectral• s

fluxes had previously been cal ibrabed by other mean_. 8oth

rethel le _pectrograph/camera uni ts we e capable of

high resolution (0 1 A) or low resolution (6 A) performance.

lhe dual high/lee resolution capability wa_ implemented by the

insertion of a flat. m_rror in front of the echelle grating, _o

that the only dispersion _a._ provided by the spherical grating

As the SIC Vidicons could integrate the signal for up to many

hours, data with a _ignal to noise ratio of SO could be

obta_r_ed for RO stars of gth and ]4th magnitudes in the high

and lob re_olution modes, respectively lhe distinguishing

characteristic of the _.its was their wavelength coverage f_ne

unit covered the wavelength range from |]g_ to 1g_4 A _n _he

high resolution mode and ]]3b to 20_b A in the lob resolution

mode. For the other uniL, the ranges were from ]SQ_ to _0._| A

and leO0 to .3255 A for the high and low resolution mE, des,

respectively Each unit also had its own choice (If enLran(e

apertures either a 3 arc _ hole or a 10 by 20 arc s slot

]he ]0 by _0 arc _ slots could be blocked by a commor_ _hutter,

but the _ at( -% aperture wa_ always open As a re_*u_t, two

erapert.ure configurations w e possible El) both 3 arc s

apertures open and b_th ]0 by _0 arc _ slots closed, or (2)

al I four apertures open With this instrumentation, the

eobservational opti()R._ open to an observer w re long wavelength

and/or short wavelength spectrograph, h_gh or low resolution,

and large or small apertures. _xposure_ could be made with the

LWo _pectrographs ._imultaneously, but the entrance apertures

for each were distinct, and separaLed in the sky by abo_lt 1

arc •in An additional restriction wa-', that data could be read

out from only one camera at a time ftoiever, one camera could

be exposed while the other camera wa_ being read out The

choice of high or Io• resolution could be made independently

for the two _pectrographs I isLings of g.est ob._erver_ and

their investigations can be obtained from the ]Ul Newsletter,

IU] Observatory , Code 68_, Coddard Sp_ce f I ight Center,

Greenbelt, Maryland _0_/I, U S A

IU[, NONE ASSI_NLI)

INVESI]GATION NAME PART]CII FLUX MONIIOR (SPAC]CRAfl)
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NSSDC 10 78- 012A 0"2

PFRSONNH

P] - NONE ASSI_

BRIEF D[_SCRIPTION

The particle flux monlbor e,periment lie pllced in IU[ be

monitor the trapped electron fluxes that affected the

smns;t;v;Ly of the ultraviolet sensor in the IUE spectrograph

package eKper;ment, NSSDC ID 78-012A 01. The particle flu=

monitor m•S a lithium drifted silicon detect._r with a

half angle conical field of view of 16 dog. It had an aluminum

absorber of 0.351 g/sq. cm ;n front of the collimator and a
brass shield with a m*nmmum thickness of 2.3] g/sq cm. The

effective energy threshold for electron measurements aas ].3

NoV. The experiment was also sensitive to protons with

energies greater than IS NeV. The instrument was used as an

operational tool _o aid in determining background radiation and

acceptable camera e=posure time. The data were also useful as

a monitor of the trapped radiation fluxes. The instrument w•s

provided by Dr. C Bostroe of the Applied Physics Laboratory.

six position fitter wheel providing passbands from 1930 Lo 2230

A (effective wavelength 2130 A) _o 30SO _o 3S70 A (effective

wavelength 3330 A,) as well as a calibration slide and a dark

slide. A pulse counter and dc amplifier similar t_ those used

with the stellar photometers were used with this photo, meter

meter About 2 1/2 months after launch, • failure left the

calibration source permanently in place, and no further dat•

resulted from this detect_)r. Spectrometer 1 covered the

wavelength range from 1800 _o 3800 A in 100 steps with

resolutions of 20 or 200 k (switchable) The silt width of _0

A corresponded to 2 arc min projected on the sky. and the slit

height corresponded to 8 arc-min Spectrometer _ covered the

wavelength range from lO_ lug 2000 A ;n lO0 steps w;th

resolutions Of 10 or 100 A. The slit width of 10 A

corresponded to 2 arc m;n projected onto the sky, and the slit

height corresponded to B arc m;n. Aside from the failures Of

the nebular photometer, the analog channel of stellar

photometer 4, and the degradation of the f, lters, the

instrument operated normally from launch be spacecraft shutoff

;n February 1973. For more details, see A D. Code et al , Ap.

J , v 161, p. 377, 1970.

oeooee*eooeeeeoeoe_oeooBeeoe BAD _ _aS=*e_aooeeeeaaaoeeeoeeee_

SPACECRAF1 COMMON NAME- OAO

At TFRNAIE NAMES OAO A2. 03_9Z,

hlSSDC ID 68 1IDA SPONSORINC COUNtRy

U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 12/07/68 WE]CHT 2150. KO

ORBIT PARAMET _S

ORBIT IYP[ EPOCH DAlE

ORBIT PERIOD 100. I MIN ]NCL INATION 3.5.0 DEC

PER]APS]S 759. KH AIT APOAPSIS 767. KM ALl

PE]R SOhlNEI

SC N C ROHAN NASA HLADI;IUART ERS

PH J PURC EL [ NASA-CSFC

PS J.E. KUPPER]AN, JR (DECE)kSDD) NASA CSFC

OHILF DLSCRIPI ION

]his spacecraft was one of a series of automated

astronomical observatories that mas ground control lable in

orientation and was placed ;n : low earth orbit. Thisspacecraft carried two experiment p ckages, which were located

centrally within the spacecraft, each viewing space from

opposite ends One experiment, the Wisconsin experiment

package (_LP), cons;sled of four stellar photometers (1000 to

4250 A), two scanning spectrometers (1000 to 4000 A), and one

nebular phoLometer (2000 to 3300 A). The other package,

Celescope, consisted of four independent telescopic

Schaarzchild camera_ (]200 to _900 A). BuilL in an octahedron

shape, 10 ft by / fL, the satellite weighed 4400 pounds. ]he

design was dictated by the stringent requirement of the

e=perlments for pointing accuracy, pointing stability, command

capability, data handling, and thermal environment, and by the

constraints of the orbit for ground-station contacts. Sam

two-gimbal star trackers were programmed by the onboard memory

to acquire and track appropriate guide stars. Error sign•Is

were generated that drove the reaction wheels to obtain stellar

stabilization. Coarse momentul wheels were used for slewing

the spaecraft. Remor;es permitted storage of 2OO,000 b;ts of

experimental data. All information mas relayed to the central

control station in Creenbelt, MO. For more details, see J.

Sargent, IFJEf Trans. Ceosci Elec., CE B, p. 215, 1970.

.... DAO 2. WHIPPLE .........................

INVFST[CATION NAME HICti-R_0IUTION I FIESCOPf_S

NSSDC ID 68 110A-Ol

PERSONNLL

PI F.L. WHIPPLE SA0

0] J.F. NCNALL U 0F WISCONSIN

BRIEf DESCRIPTION

This Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO)

ezperiment, referred to as the Celescope experiment, consisted

of two major subassemblies: an optical package, containing

four 12 in. Schwarzsch;ld telescopes that used Uvlcons to

produce teleVlStOn pictures of star fields, and an electronics

package The purpose of Celescope mas to measure the UV

brightness of a large number of stars. The Or;cons were fitted

with filters constructed by combining halves of filter blanks.

Redundant data were obtained, thereby, over four different

passbands. These passbands were from ]200 _o 1500 A, 137S to

1800 A, ]800 be _800 A, and 28_0 _o 32_0 A. _hen struck by UV

radiation in the wavelength range _o whkch ;L was sensitive,

the photocathode of a Uvicon emitted electrons in proportion to

the intensity of the radial;on. The electrons were accelerated

and electrostabicall_ focused onto a target, forming a pattern

that was half the size of the initial optical image at the

focal pJane. A time exposure could be made by allowing the

electron mpicture" to build up on the target Operated by

ground control. Lime exposures of up to 3O-s dural;on could be

made of a field 3 dog square The optical parts of Celescope

weighed 440 pounds, and its electronics 77 The only

s_gnif_cant failure during the 16 _K)nths of opera_ion was

caused by overexposing one of the Uvicons to sunlight Ibm

sensitivity of the other Uvicons decreased significantJ_ but ;n

a correctable manner, although Lh;s decrease was the primary

reason that the operation of this elperiment ceased in April

1970. Over O_K)O 2 deg by _-deg star fields lere observed.

covering •bout 1011 of the sky and yielding observations of some

5000 objects. For more details, see R. N. Watts, Jr., Sky •

Tel., p 280, May 196@; W. A_ Deutschman, Pub A_tron Soc.

Pac. v. 84, p. 123, 1972.

**************************** OAO 3 ****************************

.... 0A0 2, CODE ..................................

INVf_T]GATION NAHE _ISCONS[N [_P_IR_NI PACKACE

NSSDC 1D 6B IIOA O_

PLRSONNII

PI A.D. CODF U 0F WISCONSIN

01 - RJ DAVIS SA0

BRIf_ DFSCRIP1 ION

This Wisconsin equipment package contained seven

telescopes designed t,o make spectrophotometr;c measurements Of

selected celestial obJects in the ultraviolet Iongward of 10S0

A; a set of four stellar photoelectric photometers located

behind 8 in. telescopes; a nebular photoelectric photo, meter

located at the prime focus of m 16 in. telescope; and a set of

tmo objective grating spectrometers. The stellar photometers

were each located behind a filter wheel containing three filter

pa_sbands, a calibration source, and • dark sllde. The filter

passb•nds ranged from 1180 to 1370 A with effective wavelength

1330 A, and from 3810 to 4670 A w;th effective wavelength 4250

A, The filter passbands were arranged to provide redundant

coverage so that the telescope responses could be

cross correlated Iwo field s_ops were provided with angular
diameters of 2 arc min and ]0 arc-mln. Photons were detected

by photo)multipliers. These photomult;pliers drove pulse

counters and dc amplifiers, thus providing redundant output.

Unfortunately. the analog channel of stellar photometer 4

failed shortly after launch and provided no useful d•t•. 1he

filters experienced some degradation in orbit Corrections to

be applied to Lhe stellar photometer data are becoming

ava;lable. The nebular photometer was located behind a

SPACECRA_ COMMON NAME- OAO 3

ALTERNATE NAM|_- PL 7OLD, OAO-C

COPERNICUS, 06153

NSSDC 10 72 O6SA SPDNSORINC COUNIRY

U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 08/21/72 WEICHI 21_O. KC

ORBIT PARAMUT ERS

ORBII TYPE CEOCENIRIC EPOCH DAIE 08/21/72

ORBIT PERIOD- 99./ MIN INCLINAIION 3S.0 DEC

PERIA_IS 739. KM ALl APOAPSIS 1St. KM ALl

PERSONNEL

MC H.B. CHISHOLH NASA Ht_DQUARIERS

SC L.J. WEILER NASA H_AD_UARTERS

PIN J. P. CORRICAN NASA CSFC

PS J. E . KUPP_IAN, JR (DI CEASE_)) NASA CSFC

BRI[ F DESCRIPTION

lh;s mission was the third in the OAO program and its

second successful spacecraft, to observe the celestial sphere

from above the earth's atmosphere. A UV telescope with a

spectrometer measured high resolution spectra of s_a rs,

galaxies, and planets wlth the main emphasis on the

determination of ;nterstel Jar absorption I ;nee. Three X ray

telescopes and a col I imated proport lena I counter provided

measurements of celestial X ray _ources and interstellar

absorption between ) and 100 A The OAO 3 spacecraft was an

octagonal ly shaped aluminum structure Wlth a 1.21-m hol Jow

central tubular area, ihich housed the experiment container.

Solar panels lere mounted on each side of the spmcecraft at

angles of 34 dog and had an area of 38._ sq m A sun baffJe
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protected the experiments and increased the length of the

spacecraft to 4.Q m. Two inertial balance booms, one forward

and one aft, extended approximately 6.8 m. The spacecraft was

equipped "th an inertial reference unit (a high-preclslon

three aXlSW'gY ro inertial system), sun sensors, •magne t_°meter ,

and star trackers, which enabled spacecraft polnt;ng to be

determined ;n many different ways. A bores;ght star tracker,

sensitive to sixth magnitude, controlled pitch and yaw to

within 5 arc-s. In addition, the high re_o|ut;on telescope

experiment had • fine pointing control, whlch could control the

pitch and yaw to within one-tenth arc-s on bright stars.

Spacecraft attitude was controlled by inertia wheels and

thrusters. Redundant tracking beacons fat;ill•ted ground

tracking of tee spacecraft. 1we UHF (400.55 MHz) transmitters

provided wldeband telemetry for transmitting digital data to

the ground stations. 1we redundant VHF (136.26 14Hz)

transmitters were used in a narrow-band telemetry llnk

primarily for transmitting spacecraft housekeeping data,

although they served as backups for the w_deband telemetry

system. Two redundant pairs of VHF command receavers were

carried as part of command system capable of storing 1280

commands. Data were stored on an onboard tape recorder and in

core storage. An onboard processor monitored telemetry data,

issued commands, and was programmed via the command receiver

up|ink. The observational llfe of the mission was August lq72

to February 1981 (9-1/2 years).

...... OA0 3, BOYD ......................

INVESTICATION NAME STFILAR X RAYS

NSSD<: ED- 72-O65A O2

pERSDNNF_
P] R.L F.BOYD U COLLEGE LONDON

OI - P.W. SANFORD U COLLEGE LONDON

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This Mullard experiment used three grazlng-incldence

paraboloid mirror systems and a collimated proportional counter

f_o observe celestial X ray sources between 1 and 70 A. Between

1 and 3 A, the collimated proportional counter was used in

conjunct;on with pulse shape dlscr;mlnation to reject

background counts. The window was 0.51-mm beryllium, and the

whole area of 17•8 sq cm collected rad=ation from a source on

the axls of its collimating tube From 3 to 9 A and 6 to ]8 A,

proportional counters located at the focus of two

grazlng=inc_dence reflecting telescopes, whose photon collect

areas were 6.5 sq cm and 12.5 sq cm, respectively, were used

with an ant;coincidence sclntilJa_or also employed to reject

background cosmic-ray counts. Their stellar windows were 3 mm

in diameter and were of 76-micron beryllium and 5 micron

aiumln_um, respectively. An open-channel multiplier located at

the focus of a grazing incidence telescope w;tb a photon

collecting area of 23 sq cm mas used to observe between _0 and

70 A. A si=-channel pulse-helght analyzer could be switched to

any of the three proportional counter_ to improve the energy

re_olution. An image scanning phobomultipiier tube behind a

three element lens of 610 mm focal length was an auxiliary

system for measuring m;saJignments of the Mu(Jard experiment

from the pointing direction of the spacecraft and the Princeton

spectrometer, lhe 3 to Q A and 6 to 1_ A systems became

inoperable in June 1q73 when the background shutter stuck _n

the closed position Most of the observations after this were

made wlth the 1 to 3 A system For more details, see J. A.

Bevies et al., J Phy. E Sci. Instru., v /, p 183, 1974

=- DAO 3, SPITZER =

INVLSTICATION NAML HIQI RESOLLIT)ON IEJESCOPE_S

NSSOC ID 72=065A O]

pERSONNEJ
PE - L. SPITZE_ PRINCEION U

OI J. ROCERSON, JR. PrINCEION U

BRIFF DESCRIPIION

1he primary objective of this Princeton

telescope spectrometer was IX) make quantitatlve observations of

interstellar absorption lines with a resolution of about 0.05 A

between QSO and 14SO A, and twice in first order between L6bO

and 3000 A. lhe secondary objective was to observe UV spectra

of selected brighter stars The prime optical system was an

BO cm diameter Cassegrain telescope w;Lh a ]6-m focal length

(f/20) ]his telescope was coupled to a paschen-Runge

spectrometer with a concave grating which focused the spectrum
] m Rowland circle, with a dispersmon of 4.2 A per mm inon a

first order 1he entrance slit was 3 mm long and 24._ m_crons

wide, corresponding to 390 arc s by 0.314 arc s on the sky.

The Bausch and Lomb grating was ruled with _400 lines per am,

blazed for 2200 A in first order The photons were detected by

four phototubes, each equipped w;th its own emit sl;t and

_vabie in pairs along the Rowland circle A guidance error

sensor attached to the prime optics controlled the Kpacecraft

attitude to within 0.1 arc s. This guidance system locked onto

star as faint as 7th magnitude. The overall system could

_ake useful measurements on O and B type stars to _th

magnitude For more details, see J. B. Rogerson et am., Ap

J., v 181, p. Lq7, 1973; A. ft. _i_singer, 0pt EJlg , v, 14, p.

133, 1975.

**************************** OSO I ,**,ll, ew e,*woeaee,*eeeaoeo* woo,t,

SPACECRAFT COPeq0N NAHE- OS0 1

ALTERNATE NAMES- 1962 ZE-[A 1, S 16

OS0-A, 00_55

SpDN_IN_ CouNTRY

NSSOC ID- 62-006A U.S.

LAUNCH DATE- 03/07/6_ MEI(_- 208. KC

0RBET pARAMEIE_S
ORBIT TYPE- EPOCH DATE-

ORBIT pERIOD- 95.I MIN INCLINATION- 3_.8 DEC

PE_IAPSIS 510. KM ALT APOAPSIS 539. KM ALl

PERSONNEL

SC UNKNBtiN UNKNOWN

PH - J.C. [ INI)SAY(DECEAS[D) NASA-CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPIION
The objectives of the BSO satellite series were _o

perform solar physics e=per_ments above the atmosphere during a

complete solar cycle •nd f_ map the celestial sphere for

direction •nd intensity of UV light, X-rays, and gamma

radiation The 0S0 1 was the first satell;te to have pointed
" The

instruments and onboard tape recorders for data storage.

OSO E platform consisted of a sail section, which pointed two

experiment_ continuously toward the sun, supplying power be the

e_perlments from the solar batter;ms and rechargeable chemical

batteries; and a wheel section, which spun about an a=lS

perpendicular to the pointing direction of the sail and carried

seven experiments. Art;rude adjustment was performed by gas

jets. Data were s lultaneously recorded on tape and

transmitted by Flq telemetry. A command _ystem prov ded for I0

ground based command_- The spacecraft performed normally until
the second onboard tape recorder failed May 15, 196_. The

spacecraft provided real-time data until May 1964, when the

power cells failed. For more information, see A. _- L. Ball,

Spaceflight, v. 12, p. 244, 1970.

....... OSO 1, FAZIO .............................

INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH fJWEIICY _JkMHA-RAY

NSSDC 1D 6_-006A og

pERSONNEL
PI - G.G. FAZIO sao

BRIEF DESCRLPIION
lh;s ewper;ment was designed to observe _olar flares in

the row=on above 100 MeV of the electromagnetic spectrum. The

detector consisted of a lead sheet (Lo convert gamma rays into

electron-positron pairs) that covered a Cerenkov detector (a

plast;c cyl;nder coupled be a pho_omulLipJ;er). An

anticoinc_dence scintillator was placed between the lead sheet

and the Cerenkov detector to suppress counts produced by

rela t;vlstic charged parL;cles The detector men; tored the sun

once every revolution of the satellite wheel for an .lI s view

every l.q s. The experiment performed normally until July 3,

196_. More complete inform•flea can be found in m]he OSO

high-energy gamma-ray exP eriment.i C• C. Fmz_o and E. M.

Hafner, J Geophys. Res, v 72, p _4S2, 1g67

.... OSO 1, FROST ....

INVE_I IGAIION NAME- _O T0 IO0-KEV SOLAR X RAY DEqECTDR

NSSDC ID 6_ O06A-O_

pERS0blN_L NASA CSFC
PI KJ. FROST

BRIEf DESCRIPTION
Th;s e_per_ment wa_ designed to search for the solar

bremsstrahlung bursts in the _0 to 100 keV energy range from

the whole solar disk. The deLecbor was a scintillation counter

cons;sting of a cylindrical NaE(ll) crystal (0.3 cm thick and

_._4 cm ;n diameter) and an RCA C Z]51 phoLomultiplier tube. A

copper sh=eld coil;mated the detector to a 0.3 sr FOV. A

count-rate meter provided an output signal from 0 to 5 V

corresponding to count-rate range from 10 _o 104 counts per

second. The experiment performed normally during the life of

the spacecraft.

..... OSO l, FROSI ..........

INVES1 ]GAIION NAME O.)- 10 0.7 MEV SOLAR GAMMA RAY MONIIOR

NSSDC 1D 6_-006A 03

IS
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PIRSDNNIJ

P] K.J FROSI NASA CSFC

BRItF DESCRIPTI[]N

This expernment wa_ designed to measure the 5Pier

gamma ray ftul in the 0.l to 07-MeV range, w_th particular

emphasis on the 0.51] MeV positron electron annihilation pne

and its tempora variation Three scintillation counter

detectors were used lip NaI(ll) detec t_Jrs (3 8 cm in diameter

by 3 8 cm high) were placed in the wheel section of the

observatory, and n Cs](ll) crystal (3.8 cm in diameter by _ 08

cm h)gh) was placed in the pointed section. One of the

spinning detectors was collimated with a tungsten shield to

provide a 20 dee field of view. lhe other was unshielded to

provide nearly ,sotroplC detection and to provide a background

control for the shielded detector ]he output from each of the

three scintillators was sampled sequentially through • 16 level

pulse heighL analyzer. ExcepL for a shift in amplifier gain

noted by a corresponding shift in the 0.51] HeY llne the

experiment performed normally during the life of the satet;ite

For more details, see C F Fichtel Sky • Teles. v. 35. p
85, 1968 " '

0SO l, HALIAM .........

INVES[ICAIIDN NAME 3800 TO 4800 A SOLAR FtUX HONIIOR

NSSOC ID 62 O06A 06

P[RSONIN[±

PI K |. HAIIAM NASA-CSFC

BIRIE_ DISCRIPI ION

lhis experiment was designed to _nitor the 3800 to

4800 A band of solar radiant flul with sensitivity sufficient

to detect 0.1Z variation. The detector was • high current

photodiode with _ two layer filter. An outer filter was •n
evaporated plati um film on • P mmthick fused silica

substrate An inner filter was made of Scotts-Jens blue glass.

The detector was _unted on the wheel section of the OSfl

platform sc_ that it produced • reading once every revolution

(approximately every 2 s) Although the data indicated a rapid

decrease in the sensltivity of the pllotodiode, useful data were

recorded froB March 7 to May 15, )962.

0SU l, HAL[AM

INVLSIJCATIUN NAM_ S0(AH tIYDR()CFN [YMAN A[PHA FtUX HON]IOR

NSSOC ]D 6P OO6A O/

PFRSONN_

P] K I. HAIiAM NASA CSFC

BR]LF DESCRIPTION

This exper ment0 which monitored solar hydrogen
tyman alpha flu=, was mounted in the wheel section of the

sp•cecraft so that it scanned the sun once during every 2 s

rotation, lhe detect_r was a carbon dlsulfide-fliled ion

chamber wlth • lithium fluoride window that provided a b•ndpass

of )OSO to 1P30 A. The overall sensitivity of the detector

declined by 8OZ after 230 orbits, but this decline did not

affect shorL term relative measurements Except for the

degradation of sensitivity, the experiment performed normally
during the life of the spacecraft.

- 0S0 1, tttSS

INVESIICAIION NAME BF 3 PROPORIIONAt CDu_r/I_R NEar]R0 N

DFTFCTOR

NS.C_ ]D 6P OO6A 10

P_RSDNt_EI

PI WN HISS NOAA E]_L

BRII} DfSCRIPIION

lhe primary purpose of this neutron detector was to try

to detect solar proton. The detector was composed of a pair of

moderated BE3 proportional counters w_th one enriched _n boron

10 and one depleted in boron 10. Ihe epoxy moderat_r was about

3.8 _ thick. The efficiency Of the counter for detecting

neutr _ was roughly ? counts/sq cm-neutron •rid was essentially
independent of energy ;n the ringe 10 keY to 10 NoV. The

detector worked well, but the data are not especially useful

for producing information about the terrestrial neutron flul

bet•use of the significant number of locally produced neutrons.

The instrumentation is not very well documented. For IK_re

details, see W. N. Hess and R. C. Kaifer, Solar Phy. v. 2, p
POP. 1967.

OSO I. NEUP_I ...............

INVFST]CAIIDN NAME SOl AR SPECTRDMFIER

16

NSSDZ ID 62 OO6A 01

PN_SONNLL

PI - W.H. NnJPFRT NASA-CSfC

Ol W.E. B_INC NASA-CSFC

BRI[5 DE_CRIP1]ON

The eKperiment was designed to measure solar EUV

red;at;on in the range of 10 t_) 400 A by • grating

spectrometer, lhe _pectraJ range was scanned every _ mlt_ when

the spacecraft was in sunlight. ]n operation, the spectrometer

was pointed so that the sunlight fell perpendicularly on the

fron_ face of the instrument, passed through the entrance slit,

and was dispersed by the grating An aperture defining slit

just before the grating allowed lighb to strike only the _0 mm

• _0 ml ruled portion. The edges of this slit were made very

sharp L_ minim;_e light scattering. With bhi_ arrangement the

angular aperture was 1.2 x _._ dee, which covered the sun and

corona. Ihe e_periment worked during the period March 7 to May

]5, ]_6_o and over 7_ spectra were obtained. Below llO A,
the data were dlff;cult to interpret because of lower

sensitivity and scattered r_d_at_on Above 342 A, the seco*d

order images obscured the data. For I_)re details, _ee _. [.
_ehr_ng, Applied Optics, v. Q, p 1OO6, 19_0.

OSO 1. PEI_I_SON - -

INVESIICAIIDN NAHL CAHIqA RAY SCINTILLATION DEIE_CTOR

NSSDC ID 62 O06A 08

PERSONNEL

P] - l .E. PET EFtSDN U 07 CALIF, SAN DIECO

flRIF3 DF_%CRIPTION

This University of Minnesota experiment was designed to

II_nitor the ;ntens_ty and directional properties of gaml• rays

between _0 key and 3 HeY. lhe detection system consisted of

three scintillation counters arranged in variou_ logical and

shielding configurations Lo provide directional properties of
m

gem a rays and • plastic phos_ich counter to reject unwanted

cosmic rays produced in the background. The phoswich

scintillation counter consisted of • 5 ] cm diameter by 5.4 cm
long NaI crystal surrounded

by a 0 3_ cm layer of pl•stlc
phosphor. The satellite was launched March 1. 1962, in_ a

nearly circular orb;L of 550 km alL;rude and 33 dee

inclination |he instrument was mounted in the wheel section

of the spacecraft All three scintillation counters operated

during the sunlit port_on Of each orbit. During the night

portion, only the cosmic-ray counter operated_ ]he various

background effects encountered during flight prompted the

flight of similar detectors on a balloon f_o determine the

cosmic ray effects in the materials surrounding the detec(bors

For more informal on, see 1| Peterson, j Ceophs Hes v_
70, p 1962, ]965

-- OSD 1. SCHRADER --

INVESTICATION NAME- PROTON ELECTRON ANALY/ER

NSSDC ID 62 OO6A 11

PERSDNN[_

PI C D. SCW_RADER IAWRENCF LIV_RMOR[ lAB

0I JA _ACC_N_ | AWRFNC| L]VERMOR_ LAB

BR]E_ D_CRIPTION

This experiment was designed _o determine the time and

position varlatlons of the directional fluxes of p ro_ons with

energies above 2 MeV and electrons with energies above 60 key

in the region below the Van Alien belts, lhe experiment,

wanted in the wheel _ection of the spacecraft, consisted of a

S_ilbene scintillator crystal moun_ed on an RCA C 7151

ruggedi_ed pho_omuJtiplier tube. In this bype _cintiJlator,

protons and electrons produce fluorescent pulses of distinctly
different decay ti.es, thereby allowing the two particles to be

counted separately, lhe experiment performed well initially
and transmitted useful data until July 14. ]963.

- DSO 1, WHITE ......

INVL_IICAIION NAME 1 10 8 A SOLAR X RAY FLUX

N_SDC ]D 62 O06A 04

PERSONNFL

PI - W.A. WHITE NASA CSFC

BRIE_ DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to study temporal v•riatlons

in 1- to 8-A solar X-ray flue in support of the 10 to 400 A

solar spectrometer emper;ment (82 OO6A 011. The detec_or

consisted of • palr of xenon filled ion chambers with

O015-cm-th;ck beryllium windows, of 338-sq cm are• each. The

detectors were connected in parallel and mounted ;n the pointed

portion of Lhe OSO platform so that they IBonl_ored the sun

The sampling rate was approximately once every I0 s. Cas

pressure was /60 Im He, and chazber depth at normal incidence

was _.]q cm. The experiment operated normally from Iwunch

through May 1_, 196_ Addlt;onll data were collected through

May 1964 on a real time basis whenever the spacecraft was

,"_,"_i_, PAGE IS
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withln range of a receiving station.

SPACECRAFT COMHON NAME- OSO 2

ALTERNATE NAMES- OSO B_, S 17

DSO-B, 00987

NSSOC ID- 65-007A SPONSORING COUNTRY

U.S.

LAUNCH DATE- 02/03/65 WEIGHI- 547. KC

ORBIT PARAMFTERS

ORBIT TYPE- EPOCH DAIE

ORBIT PERIOD 93.6 MIN INCLINATION 32.Q DEC

PERIAPSIS 435. KM ALl APOAPSIS- 466. KM A[l

PERSONNEL

SC UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

PM _ L .T . HOGARIH NASA HEADQUARTERS

BRIEF DESCRIPI ION

The objectives of the OSO satellite series mere to

perform _.olar physics experiments above the atmosphere during a

complete solar cycle and to map the entire celestial sphere for

direction and intensity of UV I ight and X-ray and gamma

radiation. The 950 2 platform consisted of a sail section,

which pointed two experiments continuously toaard the sun, and

wheel section, which spun about an axis perpendicular to theoinbing direction of the sail and carried si= experiments.

Attitude adjustment was performed by gas jets. A pointing

control system permitted the pointed experiments to scan the

regiorl of the sun in _1 40 by 40 arc mi, raster pattern. Data

were s_multaneously recorded on tape and transmitted by PCM/PM

telemetry. A command system provided for 70 ground based

commands The spacecraft performed normal my until the pitch

gas supply neared ezhaustion on November 6, 1965. The

spacecraft was then placed in a stowed condition The

transm;tter was commanded on intermittently until March 3,

Ig66, and then on a weekly schedule until June 1, 1066, when it

ceased operation For more information, see A. W L. Bal I ,

Spacefl ight, v 12, p 244, ]0/0

DSO 2, CHUBB

INVF_TICATION NAMI SOLAR X RAY BURSIS

NSSDC ID 65 OOZAO?

PERSON_IJ

P ] 1 .A CI_JBB US NAVA[ Ri SI ARCH ] AH

BRI_ DLSCR]PIION

This ezperiment was designed (1) to measure solar X ray

bursts in three wavelength bands (2 to 8 A, O to 20 A, and 44

to 60 A). the 2 to B A background radiation, and X ray

emissions from solar prominences high above the solar limb. and

(2) to map X-ray sources on the sun in two wavelength intervals

(2 to 8 A and 44 to 60 A) The experiment, located in the sail

section of the satellite, had two operational modes p(}_nted

and raster. The pointed mode used five CH tube counters (three

were used as burst detector_, one as a b_ckground detector, and

one as a prominence detector) and was designated the solar

X ray te le_cope _he raster mode, c_lled the X ray

spectroheliograph, u_ed two of the burst detectors This,

however, failed to function. In the pointed mode. the burst

detectors were pointed directly at the sun to althln plus or

minus 1 arc-min of the center of the apparent solar disk and

continuously monitored the solar X ray flul except during

telemetry readout of the satellite tape recorder and spacecraft

night The background detector was pointed away from the sun

and provided a basis for correcting the data For counts caused

by particle radiation lhe prominence detector looked at the

region around the sun by mean_ of an X ray detector equipped

with an occulting disk bhaL artificially eclipsed the sun Ihe

intensity measurement_ for the burst portion of the experiment

were accurate to 7S for short time intervals (8 s) and had

better than T_ accuracy for long time intervals (8 min). Ihe

experiment produced about ] month of X ray data.

we. w ,.e.e**swww • **w.ww**www* OSO 3 *w**_ *** eoewwow* • weeeeewwe w*

SPACFCRAF_ COMMON NAME 0S0 3

ALTERNATf NAME_ 050 E, 02703

NSSDC ID- 67 O20A

LAL_CH DAIE 03/08/67

ORB]I PARANEIERS

ORBIT TYPE- CEOCE]WIR]C

ORBI1 P_R]OD- 05.53 MIN

PER IAPSIS 534 KM ALl

SPONSOR ]NC COUNTRY

U.S.

WF ICIfl - 600 KC

EPOCH DAlE 03/09/67
INCLINATION 32 81 DEC

APOAPSIS 564 KM All

pERSONNEL

SC - H.J. SMIIH NASA HEADQUARTERS

PH - L.T. HOGARTH NASA CSFC

PS - W.E. BEHRING NASA-CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The objmctives of the OSO satellite series •ere to

perform solar physic8 experiments above the atmosphere during a

complete solar cycle and to map the celestial sphere for

direction and intensity of UV light, X-ray, and gamma

radiation. The OSO 3 platform consisted of a mall section,

mhich pointed two experiments continually tolard the sun. and a

mheel section, which spun about an a,is perpendicular to the

pointing direction of the sall and clrried seven experiments.

Attitude adjustment was performed by gas jets and a magnetic

_orqulng coil. Data were simultaneously recorded on tape and

transmitted by PCM/PH telemetry. A command system provided for

g4 groundbased commands. The spacecraft performed normally

until the second onboard tape recorder failed in July 1968.

The spacecraft was put in standby condition on November 10,

1969, and became inoperable shortly thereafter. Eor BOre

details, see J. C. Brandt, Solar Phy., v. 6, p. 171, Ig6g

- - OSO 3, CtARK .........

INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH ERERCY GA_4A RAY

NSSDC ID- 67-020A-01

PERSONNEL

PI - C.W. CLARK MASS INS1 OF l_Ci!

OI W.L. KRAUSHAAR U OF WISCONSIN

0I - G_P CARMIRE PENNSYLVANIA STATE U

BR1F=F DESCRIPTION

lhis Nil high energy gamma ray detector was sensitive to

gamma rays of energy greater than SO HeY. The instrument mas

designed specifically to measure these gamma rays produced by

cosmic-ray interactions with the interstellar medium. These

devices, particularly spark chambers, mere better suited to the

study of gamma rays from discrete sources such as radio

galaxies. The instrument consisted of a charged particle

telescope of three elements, scintillati on counters, and •

Cerenkov detector An array of 15 photomultlplier tubes with

organic and inorganic crystal scintillators was connected to

the appropriate anticoincidence circuitry to detect solar and

extrasolar gamma rays with a half angle _patiaJ resolution of

15 deg (1OS efficiency) The detector system performed with no

appreciable loss of function from the beginning of the mission

to loss of onboard tape recording in July 1968. For more

details, see W. ]. Kraushaar. C. W. Clark, and C. Garmire,

Solar Phy . v. 6, p ??B, ]969.

•OSO 3, NI_P|RI ......

INVESIICATION NAME SOLAR |_V SPICIROHEIER ] 10 400 A

NSSDC 1D 67-020A 05

PERSONNEJ

P] W.M. NEUPERI NASA CSfC

OI WA. WHITE NASA CSfC

BR][] DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to observe the whole sun.

and was pointed to within 1 arc-Bin of the sun's c_nter Ihe

instruments consisted of three uncoJlimated Bragg crystal

spectrometers [a lithium fluoride ([iF) crystal spectrometer

covering ].3 to 3.1A. • potassium acid phthalate (KAP) crystal

spectrometer covering 6 to _S A, and • third crystal

spectrometer covering 2 to 6 A that malfunctioned], • grating

spectrometer covering the range 20 to 400 A, and • broadband

ionization chamber covering 0 S to 8 A The lif spectrometer

scanned the spectrum in various _>des requiring From 2_3 min

to 32.76 min to complete a spectrum _he KAP spectrometer

scanned in two modes, requiring either 546 min or 21.84 min to

complete a spectrum ]he grating spectromeLer _ca_ned it=

various mode_ requir_ng up to 32.768 min to complete a

spectrum. Any spectrometer could be set on a preselected step

to monitor a particular wavelength lhe ionization chamber

apparently aorked throughout the tlfe of OSO 3 lhe lif

spectrometer and the grating spectrometer gave u_eful data For

about 9 months before degrading seriously. The KAP

spectrometer lasted about 6 months. Background levels were

usually very small compared to the useful signals, although
occasional traversals of the radiation belts produced very

large bacbgrounds For more information, see W. H Neupert, et

al., Solar Phy., v. 6, p. ]83, 1Qbg

- OSO 3, PEarSON

]NVES1]CAI]ON NAMI SOLAR AND CEII_TIAI GAMMA RAY l _ ISCOP|

NSSDC ID 67 02OA O1
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PERSONNLL

PI L.E. PEIERSON U OF CALIF. SAN DI[C0

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The e=periment was designed to _nvestigate the emission

of X rays in the 1.7 to 200 keY range from cosmic and sotar

sources with appro=;mately _OS F_Ht4 spectral resolution and

15-s time resolution The detector, mounted on the wheel

_ect;on of the spacecraft, consisted of • 0.5 cm th;ck NaI

crystat surrounded by a 4.8 kg cylindrical cup shaped CsI(TJ)

shield crystal pointed radially outward. The anticolncidence

shield had a 5 cm wall and defined a ]3 deg half angle field of

view for the inner Nai detector, mh;ch had a O.5-mm beryllium

foil window 9.2 sq cm in are• lith a geometric factor of 1.5 sq

cm sr The output pulse was pulse-height analyzed into s;=

logarithmically spaced channels and two integral channels lhe

experiment performed normally during the lifetime of the

satellite For more details, see H. S. Hudson, L. E. Peterson,

and D. A. Schwartz0 Solar Phy., v 6. p. 205. 1969.

.... 050 3, TESK[ ...............

INVE_TICATION NAME 8 lO 12 A SO[AR X RAY ION Ct_MB_

NSSDC ID 67 020A 06

PERSONNEl

PI - R C. IESKE U 0F MICHICAN

BRIF_ DESCRIPTIDN

|h_s Michigan soft X ray ion chamber photometer _as

located ;n the wheel of the spacecraft. _he ion chamber was

filled with about one atmosphere of dry nitrogen gas and had a

5-mm thickness aluminum foil window. 1he detec_or responded

principally to energy in the lay•length range 8-12 A, though

there las also a low efficiency of response between 2 5 A.

Data generated by the instrument were converted to energy

fluxes for the lay•length band 8-12 A under the assumption that

the radiation wa_ distributed as in a blackbody curve for 2 •

1DE6 K Reliability of operation was verified by using the sun

itself as a standard source The operation was nominal from

launch on March B, 1967. until tape recorder loss ;n July 1966.

For more deEm;Is, see R. C. 1•sEe, Solar Phy., v. 6. p 193,
1969.

me*eeesee*eeeee*ee*•ee*ee••. 050 4 •e***•e**w**e*meee*e*•*==•e*

5PACECHAFI COMMON NAME OSO 4

AL1FRNA]! NAMIS 050 D, 03000

NSSI)C II) 67 ]OOA

lAUNCH DAlE 10/18/61

DRBII PARAM[IER5

OHBII IYPf CtDCFNFRIC

0RB|I |'IRIOD 9556 MIN

PERIAPSI5 546 KM AI l

PIRSDt_[ I

5C II J SMIIH

PM t 1. HOCARIH

PS W.[. BEHR]NC

BRIEf DLSCRIPlIDN

lhe objectives

physics experiments

solar cycle and Lo

SPONSOR ]NC C DUNI RY

U S

WEIGHT 605. KC

EPOCH DAI| 10/19/67
INCLINATION 33.04 DIC

APDAPS]S 560 KM ALl

NASA H_D_UAR1 EHS

NASA CSFC

NASA CSFC

of this satellite were to perform solar

above the atm_phere during • complete

map the entire celestial sphere for

direction and intensity of UV light, X ray, and gamma

radiation. The OSD 4 platform consisted of a sail section,

which pointed two e=perlments continuously toward the sun, and

a wheel section, which spun about an axis perpendicular to the

pointing direction of the sail and carried seven e=periments.

Attitude adjustment was performed by gas jets and a magnetic

torquing coil. A pointing control system permitted the pointed

experiments to scan the region of the sun in a 40 by

40-arc min raster pattern. Data were simulta,eously recorded

on tape arid transmitted by PCM/PH telemetry. A command system

provided for 140 ground-based commands. The spacecraft

performed normally until the second tape recorder failed in May

196B. 1he spacecraft, which was put in standby condition in

November ]969, would be turned on only for recording special

events in real time. Such an event occurred on March 7, )970,

when OSO 4 recorded data during the sollr eclipse. For more

information, see A. W. t. Ball, Spaceflight, v. 12, p. 244,
1910.

0SO 4, FRIEI_4AN .................

INVESIICAIIDN NANE X RAY SPECIRDME]D_

NSSDC ID 67 IOOA 09

PI_SDNN_

PI HO FRIEI_ US NAVAL RLSEARCH LAB

01 I.A. CHUBB US NAVA[ RE.LARCH LAB

0] - R W. KREPL IN US NAVAl RESEARCH tAB

OI J.F. MEE3KINS US NAVAL R[SLARCH LAB

BRI_ DESCRIPTION

This e=periment was designed to investigate the X ray

spectra of solar flare_ us;rig Bragg crystal spectrometers that

measured line and continuum emission _pectr• in the ] t,_ 8 A

region. The measurements permitted a distinction to be made

between emJssions from i thermally e_c;ted coronal pJasmm

(thermal process) and the emissions produced by fast electrons

flowing into a relatively cool corona (nonthermal process).

]his distinction =as of great importance in determining the

mechanism underlying solar flare X-raT emission phenomena _he

instrumentation, mounted in the stable pointed section of the

OSO 4 spacecraft, was directed toward the sun and was arranged

to scan the wavelength bands 0.63 to 383 A and 1.38 _o 8.38 A

simultaneously, once every 2 m,n This insLrumentation

cons;sted of two separate Bragg crystal spectrometers that were

positioned one above the other on a common axis of relation an_

were driven by _he same a_obor. ]he detectors in each

spectrometer had mica windows (].5 mg/sq on) and were filled

with argon gas (2.6 ng/sq cm). A filter composed of Mylar

(000062 cm thick) and coated with a thin f_lm of aluminum

(1000 A on each side) was placed over the entrince aperture to

reduce _olar heating inside the instrument enclosure and _o

reflect any UV red;at;on to _hich the detector might respond.

]he reflecting crystals =ere lid• of Lif (lithium fluoride)

(0.63 to 3.83 A band) and _)O1 (ethylenediamJne d tartrate)

(1.38 to 3.38 A band). The e_periment produced good quality

data until December 7, 1971, when it wa_ placed in an

operational off mode. For more informaL;on, see J. F. Meekins

et el., Science. v. 162, p. 98], ]966_

.... 050 4, CIACCONI .......

INVESI1CAIlDN NANF- SOLAR X RAY TELESCOPE

NSSDC ]D 61 ]OOA OB

Pt_SONN_

P] H CIACCDNI SPACE TFIESCOPE SET IN

DI A S. KRIFC_R AS_L, INC

D] F R. PAOLINI AS_E. INC

BRIL1 D[_CRIPIION

This exper_men_ was des;•ned _0 obtain X ray

spectrohel;ograms of good spatial resolution (] arc m;n) in

four lay•length bands (3 to 13 A, 3 be 2] A, 3 _o 20 A, and 44

to lO A) over periods of solar quiescence and solar activity.

The instrument consisted of a two m;rror, image forming

_elescope wi_h a tee-posit.on aperture wheel and a

four position filter wheel The detector cons;sLed of a

photocathode from which photoelectrons were focused and

accelerated by an electrostatic lens onto an anthracene crystal

scintillation detec_or. A complete raster scan. producing a

48 by 40 word array of count rate values, was performed every

30] s. Except for sl;oht degradaLion of data caused by

;nLernal no=s•, the e_per;ment performed well during the life

of _he onboard tape recorders.

- 050 4, CDLDB_G .......

INVESTICATIDN NAME SOLAR EUV SPECTROMETER

NSSDC ID- 67 1OOA O1

PERSONNEL

P] t. GDLDBERC Kill P_AK NAIL DHS

D] E.M. R_ES NA5A HEADQUARTERS

OI W.H. PARKINSDN HARVARD C0LLEC[ 0BS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

lhe objective of the experiment was to map solar EUV

radlat;on _n_enslt_es In the 300 to ]400 A region. A scanning

spectrometer Was u_ed mn two modes of operation. In the

wavelength scan mode of operation, the instrument was pointed

toward _he center of the solar disk, and the spectrum from 300

_o 14OO A for an area 1 sq arc-min was obtained. One complete

scan required 31.5 m;n and consisted of appro•imateJ_ ]1,000

discrete 0.1A steps of the ruled grating. A visible light,

zero-order detector was used to indicate one particular

position in the wavelength scan. In addition, a mechanical

m_crosmi_ch operlting directly off the grating case provided a
redundant wavelength reference indicator. Counts were recorded

for 80 ms as a function of step number following the optical or

mechanical reference position. ]n the raster lode. the grating

was posit;Deed it • selected _=veleng_h to an accuracy of 0.5

A, and the pointed section of the spicecraft was commanded to

make repeated rlster scans. _ach scan required about 5 mln

and the count rate from a 1.0 sq arc n;n field was recorded in

= 40 by 48-element matr,x ]he complete matri= covered a 36.5

sq arc-Bin area in the center of the solar disk. The

0nstrument provided a spectral resolution of appro=imateJy ]6

A. The experiment started operating on Oct_ober _5. ]967. and

produced more thin 100 wavelength scans and over 4000

specLroheJ,ogrmms (ras_er scans) ;n 5_ lay•lengths. A failure

_n the high voltage power supply occurred during orbit 637 on

November _9, 1961, and the experiment was turned off during

orbit 646 on November 30. 1967 The sensitivity of the
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instrument varied with time and was wavelength dependent.

Forty-flve wavelengths d_str;huted throughout the entire

spectral range sere used to follow the time-dependent changes.
For additional _nformatlon, see E. M. Reeves and W. H.

Parkinson. App. Opt., v. 9, p. 1201, 1970; E. N. Reeves and W.

H. Pirk_nson, Ap. J. Supp., v. 181, p. 1, 1970

...... OSO 4, WACCONER ............................

INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON ELECTRON DETECTOR

blSSDC ID- 67-I00A-04

pE}ISONNEL
PI J.A. WAGGONER LAWRENCE LIVE]KIdORE tAB

B_IF_ D-ESCRIPTION

This ewperlment was designed to investigate the energy

spectra and angular distributions of protons and electrons in

the earth's magnetosphere The _nstrument consisted of = single

stint;liar.or photomuJtlpller assembly having a I o ok dl rec_lon

normal to the satellite spln a=is. Particle _dentlf;caLion was

accomplished by pulse shape dlscrlmina_ion- Spin integrated

differential proton spectra in eight intervals between 173 and

36.7 MeV and differential electron spectra in eight intervals

between 80 keV and 5 HeY =ere obtained by pulse height

discrimination- Energy ;ntegrabed angular distributions lere

obtained in ]6 intervals of 27.5 deg each. Eight data

registers and subcommutat;on techniques were used in the
transmission of one full set of data every 15.36 s. The

insbrumenL provided good data from launch to December ]068.

However. only real time dale were obtained after May 17. 1068,

when the onboard tape recorder failed.
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SPACECRAR COMMON NAME DSO 5

ALTE]_NATL NAMES OSO F, PL 684A
03663

NSSDC ID 69 O06A SPONSORING CDtJN_RY
U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 01/_2/69 WEIGHT- 645. KC

ORBIT PARAMEI fIRS
ORBIT TYPE GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/2:_/69

ORBIT PERIOD- 95.40 MIN INCLINATION 32.95 DEC

PERIAPSIS 536. KM ALl APOAPSIS 561_ KM ALl

PERSONN[±

MC M E. MCD[INALD NASA HLADUUARI_Z_S

SC C K. O_RT[_L NASA H[ADQUARIERS

PM R H. PICKARD USAf CFOPHYS tAB

PS S.P. MARAN NASA CSFC

BRIEf D[SCRIPT ]ON

The objectives of the DSO ._atel lite series mere to

perform solar physics experiments above the atmosphere during a

complete solar cycle and to map the entire celesLial sphere for

direction and inLens_ty of UV, X ray and gamma radiation The

OSO S platform consisted of a sail section that pointed two

e=periment.s continuaJty toward the sun and a wheel section that

spun about an a=is perpendicular to the pointing direction of

the sail and carried six e=per_ments. Attitude adjustments

were performed by gas jets and a magnet, it t,orqu;ng coil.

Pointing control permitted the pointed elperlments to scan the

region of the so{ar disk ;n a 40 by 40-arc-mln raster pattern.

In addition, t_he pointed section could be commanded Lo select

and scan a 7.5 by 7 arc m;n region near the solar disk. Data

were simultaneously recorded on Lape and Lransmibt.ed by PCM/PM

telemetry A command system provided for 155 ground based

command_ For more i=_Tormat;on, see A. W. L . Bal I ,

Spacefl ight. v . 12, p '244, 19/0=

- OSO 5, CItUBO " -

]NVLSl]CATION NAME SOLAR X RAY RADIAT 10N ]0N CHAMB_

PH010ME[EH

NSSDC 1D- 69 OO6A 04

p_:S0hlhlLL
p] I A. CHURB US NAVAl R_-SV_RCII tAB

01 R W KRFPL]N US NAVAt RESEARCH t_B

01 H D FHI_])MAN US NAVAL RESf_kRCtl tAB

BRI_ DESCRIPTION
Thls NRL e=periment was designed to monitor the solar

X ray flux in four broad bands between O.S and 60 A (O.5 to 3

A, 1 to 8 A. B to 16 A. and 44 to 60 A) as part of a long term

project to observe solar X ray activity with _et_ of

standardized X ray ion chamber photometers over an enLire solar

cycle The instrumentation, mounbed in the wheel section of

the 0S0 5 spacecraft, consisted of four X-ray ion chamber

photometers¸ ]he Ob to 3 A ion chamber had a SO mm thick

beryllium windo, and krypton filler gas. the 1 to 8 A ion

chamher had a 5 mm thick beryllium wlndoa and argon filler gas,

the 8 _o 16 A ion chamber had a 0.33 mm th,ck aluminum window

and nitrogen filler gas. and the 44 to 60 A ion chamber had a

0.25 mm-¢hick Mylar elndow and nitrogen filler gas. E_ch ion

chamber photometer had JR electrometer amplifier and

analog-to-dig;tel converter. The first Chree bands had

automatic range changing capab;lltles tha_ enabled them to

alter their sensitivity In the event of solar flare. The 0._

to 3-A and 1- to 8-A phot_me_er amplifiers had _hree

sensitlvi_y ranges, and _he 8 to 16-A photometer alpl;f;er had

tmo ranges. The ;on chamber photometers continuously men;tared

the _ncldent radiation while a digital sample mas taken. The

digitizing operation mas controlled by two solar cells moun_ed

90 deg from each other, mi_h one cell facing in the same

direction _ as the four _on chambers. As the satellite :heel

rotated, _he cell not aligned wi_h the de_ec_ors came ;nlbo v_ew

Of the sun first and initiated the taking of a seven-bit

digital sample of the X-ray background When the other cell
and the X ray detectors came into view of the sun, the dig;tel

sampling of _he solar X-ray flu= mas initiated. The background

X ray reading was sub_racted from the solar X ray reading

before readout. An automatic oil;brat;on cycle occurred after

every 48 readout cycles and consisted of opening _he inputs to

the alpl;fiers and performing I normal digitized operation

mi_hou_ subCrac¢;ng _he background reading. The e=periment

functioned properly for over a year. from Januar_ 1969 t_ July

1970. After _his time. however, _he ezperiment failed because

of undetermined causes and mas placed in an inoperable status

on September 8. 19/]. The data from this e=perimenL were

combined _i_h data from a similar experiment on Solrad 9 to

provide observational coverage of _ major portion Of every
X-ray solar event that occurred d ring the period. For

additional _nformaLion. see R. _. Kreplin and R. C. Taylor,

Solar Phy., v. 71, p. 4_2. ]97].

..... OSB 5, NEUPERI -- - - ....

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR SPECTRL_4 STUDIES

NSSDC ID- 69-006A-03

pERSONNE1-

PI - W.M. NE]JPERT NASA-CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experimenL uas designed t.o observe the whole sun and

to record the spectral and time resolved radiation between 1

and 400 A for a variety of conditions. The instruments

consisted of three _ingle Bragg spectrometers (covering I _o 3

A. 3 to IO A, and 6 to 25 A). a grazing incidence grating

spectrometer covering the range 25 to 400 A. and a pair of ion

chambers covering bhe range 0._ to B A. Useful data were taken

while _he experiment mas pointed toward the center of the su_.

Useful data were also recorded mhen _he e=perimen_ pointed to

the center of the sun in a raster scan of 40 hy 40 arc min.

The grating spectrometer began I_sing sensitivity after 2

months of operation (the grating spectrometer _ensitivity can

he monitored by observing the _04 A _ine at variou_ times)

The proportional counters in the 1 to 3 A and 3 to l0 A crystal
r condition may

rspectrometers we e good for ahout | year (the;
be monitored by comparing the flux for a particular t_ne

against the overall flu= monitored by the ion chambers). The

_on chambers showed no signs of deterioration for over 1 year.

The 6 to 75 A spectrometer began losing sensitivity after 6

months of operation. Background levels were usually very small

compared Lo useful signal_. For additional inTormation, see _.

M. Neuper_, M. Swartz, and S. 0 Kastner, Solar Phy , v 31, p.

171, 1973
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.... OSO S, NEY ..................

INVESTIGATION NAME- ZODIACAL LIC_ MONITOR

NSSDC ID- 69-006A-07

pE_SONNLL

PI E.P. NEW U Of MINNESOTA

BRIE_ D[SCR]PIION

This experiment. Bed,lied version of an OSO 2

experiment (6_ O07A 04), w:s designed to measure the intensity

and degree of polarization oT zodiacal light as a function of

ecliptic latitude and to search for changes in zodiacal light

resulting from solar disturbances It was also intended to

study the intensity of the airglow conLinuum layer and Lo study

the d_strlhut_on of nighttime lightning storms. Si=

photomuJtiplier/filber photometers mere used with vat,BUS

apertures and orientations These photometers were PH ], PH 7,

PPI 3, PM 4, PN S. and PH 6. PM 1 mas oriented parallel to _he

spin a=;s with a 9.25- by 57-deg field of viea (FOV) and a

red/visual passhand. P_I _ mas oriented anLiparallel to the

spin awls mith a 9.7_ by 57-deg EOV and a blue (3500 to _000

A) passband. PH 3 _as orle_ted parallel to the spin a=is _th

an 1! deg diameter conical EOV and a blue (3500 _o _000 A)

passband. PM-4 was oriented parallel to _he spin axi_ wi_h a

aDS-dam offset, 9.5-deg-diameter conical FOV, and a blue

(3S00 to 5000 A) :assband. PM 5 gas oriented antiparallel to

the spin _" mith a 9-deg-diameter conical FOV and a red (6000a IS

to 8500 A) passband. 1_4 6 was or;waLed a.tiparalJeJ to the

spin a=is m;th a 9-deg offset, a 9.5. degdiameter FOV, and a

visual/red passband. These photometers measured tight intensity

to mbout 1000 Limes that of a tenth magnitude star. on aup
scale from 0 to 4096. In addition, two photodiodes, each mith

a sensitivity ahout one siKbeenLh thab of the phobometers,

functioned as monitor eyes and were _ampled once every _ _.
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Eye ] was oriented paratlei to the spin axis mith a lO.5-deg

offset and had a 21--deg diameter conical FDV. Eye 2 was

oriented antiparallel to the spln axis, mas offset by 5 deg,

and had a 17 5 deg diameter FOV, For more details, see C. B

0urnett, J C. Sparro., and [. P Nay, App Opt., v+ 11, p
2075, 19/2.

-- 0S0 5, REUSE ....

INVLSTICATIDN NAME+ SOLAR f)CTREHf UI IRAVIOL[7 MONI]OR

NSS/)C If) 6g O06A 08

PERSONNt l

P] W.A RI_NSE U 0F COLORADO

0] R PARKER U 0E COLORADO

0] [.C. BRUNE_R, JR LOCKHEJZD PALO AIIO

Ol F. WIISI_E_ U OF COLORADO

BRIIF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to (l) observe temporal

variations of solar UV Intensity in three broad hands betmeen

280 A and ]030 A (280 to 370 A, 455 to 630 A. and 160 to 1030

A), (2) observe varlabions in intensity in these bands during
solar flares, (3) make estimates for the three _ bands of

active and quiet region contributions and limb brighten;no as a

result of measurements made during solar eclipses, and (4) make

an approximate determinatlon or the differences in temperature

and constituent number densities of the earth's Upper

atmosphere between sunrise and sunset The _nstrumentatlon,

located in the mheel section of the OSO 5 spacecraft, consisted

of a single Romland ImDunbed. concave, grazing incidence,

grating specbrophotometer, mhich dispersed the radiation Into

the three bands, and three Bendix reslstance-strip type
photomultipllers, mhlch detected the radiation ;n each band.

Counts from each band were obtained during every revolution of

the satellite (about 2 s) during the daylight portion of the

orbit, including sunrise and sunset. The count range mas from

]00 to 20,000, but variations of more than 5_ caused by pitch

changes or interference were sometimes prmsent. Infllght

calibration, namely a check on the grating refloctivity and

photomultiplier response, was made at regular intervals for the

first fem weeks of operation but was discontinued because of a

malfunction of the calibration lamp A background reading was

also taken periodically mhile the instrument was looking amay

from the sun Because of the calibration lamp malfunction, the

instrument was deactivated by ground command 'n May ]gbg. tor

Isore informablon, see P T. Kelly and W A Rense. Solar Phy ,
v 26, p 431, lgZ2
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SPACFCRAI I COMtNON NAME OSO 6

ALII]_NAT( NAMES PL 6g3A, OSO C

04065

NSSDC ID 60 O6BA SPONSORING COUNIRY

U S.

LAUNCH BAIt 08/09/69 WF 1C_EI 647 KC

ORal I PARAM[ 1 EElS

ORBII TYPt EPOCtt BAli

ORBI! PERIOD 94.4 MEN INCLINATII)N 37.g DEC

PLl_EAPSIS 465 KM Ai I APUAPSIS 516. KM ALl

PE RSONN[ l

SC UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

PM J.M. 1HOLE NASA CSFC

PS S P MARAN NASA CSI C

BIRIEI DESCRIPI ION

OSD 6 ma_ the si=th in a series of satellites designed to

conduct solar physics experiments above the earth's atmosphere

during a complete solar cycle ]he primary objectives of OSO 6

were the acquisition of hagh spectral resolution data mithin

the ] to ]300 A range, th_ ob5ervation of Solar X rays in the

_0 to _00 keV range, and the observation of high energy neutron

flu= ;n the 20 to E30 MeV range. Seven experiments mere

carried on the spacecraft. Two of these were located in the

sell portion and mere designed to point tomard the sun. The

remaining five experiments were mounted in compartments of the

nine-sided rotating wheel section and scanned the solar disk

every 2 s when the spacecraft was in sunlight The spacecraft

measured approximately 112 cm in diameter and about 96 cm in

height. The spacecraft mas spln stabilized after launch, and

gas jets mounted on the sai I section kept the spacecraft

positioned SO that its spin axls was normal tO the sun vector

within plus or minus 3.5 deg. Servomotors drove the sail in a

direction opposite to the spinning mheel so that the sail faced

the sun during the sunlight portion of the orbit 0S0 6 mas

the first in 1the series that could offset point to any one of

16,3B4 points on a 128 by 128 point, grid. With the spacecraft

pointing at the sun center, large rasters of 46 by 46 arc-mln

could be performed. Small rasters, 7.5 by 7 arc-min, could be

performed on any offset point but not outs;de the bounds of the

46 by 46 arc-m;n The spacecraft was launched on August Q,

19159. All seven experiments were turned on for continuous

operation by orbit 75 on August 14, ]969. The spacecraft was

retired on December 31. lg/_. For gore information, see R N.

Watts, Sky and Tales , v 38, p _30, 1969.

.... OS0 6. ARC0 ..........

INVEST]CAIION NAME X RAY SPECTROMETER

NSSDC ID 6g 068A 04

P_RSONNEL

P] - H.V ARC0 LOS AIAMOS _] LAB

0] B L. HE]_KE U OE HAVAI]

OI + J.A. BFRGEY L0S AI_M]S SCI lAB

O] W.D+ EVANS l OS ALAMOS SCI LAB

BRIE_ DESCRIPIIDN

This experiment monitored photon flux ;n seven wavelength

channels, 16 A, 18 A, 18.] A, ]8+g A, 21.6 A, 33 7 A, and 403

A. lhe 1B.]-A channel was free of line red;at;on and, thus,

provided background continuum and interesting flux measurements

during so-called bremsstrahlung flares This spectrometer was

basically similar to that on US0 4, but there were tmo

important differences: (1) this instrument scanned the

mpectrum in 8 m;n compared with 13 Bin on OSO 4; and (2) its

crystal resolution m;dth Was 6 arc-min compared mith about 20

arc-min for OSO 4. Because of the increased resolution, it was

possible to detect meaker emission lines that mould be lost

against the continuum with the OS0 4 instrument, and blended

lines could be separated mith more confidence. The instruments

consisted of sly nonscanning, curved crystal spectrometers that

were activated by a sun sensor during the _ ms when the

instrument ax_s was smeeplng the 4 deg of the center of the

sun. Crystals used ;n the spectrometers were of two types:
bent mica for mavelengths less than lg A and a lead stearate

crystal formed on mica for mavelengths greater than ]g A. 0pen
window photoelectric counters were used. The Bendix H310

photomult;pliers had gradually deteriorated since launch. _d

data mere received in August and October ]Qb_ No useful data

had been obtained since November 1, 1969. The experiment had

been in an inoperable status since April 22, 1970, For more

information, see C. A Doschek et el., Ap. d • v 164, p. 165,
IgZl

OS0 6. BOYD .............

]NVESIICAT]ON NAME- STUDy OF SOLAR HEL]UM I, HIIIUM 1],
0XYCFN, AND NIIROCIN RAD]AT]0N

NSSOC ID 6g 068A 06

PErSONNEl

PI R.L.F.BOYD U COtLEGf LONDON

OI B+E. WDODCATE NASA CSFC

BRIEf DESCRIPTION

]his experiment simultaneously measured the solar EUV

flux ;n several spectral lines -Fe X] at ]80 A. He II at 256 A.

He ]I at 304 A, He ] at 537 A, 0 I], Ill at 835 A, N Ill at 991

A, C IIl at ]]75 A, and H ] at 1216 A (]) to deLermine flu=

changes and density variations in active regions at various

heights above the photosphere, (_) to determine the radiation

input heating the earth'r; atmosphere, and (3) to measure the

dens+ty of the earth*s thermosphere by the absorption of the

solar _UV at satellite dusk and dawn The instrument consisted

of a grazing incidence grating spectrometer utilizing channel

photomultipliers as detectors. ]he instrumental field of view

was plus or minus 2 deg in pitch and plus or minus 1/2 deg in

spin. Infllght X ray calibration of the detectors mas

accomplished using an iron 55 radioactive source. ]nfJight

grating calibration mas accomplished by simultaneous

measurement of the solar Lyman alpha flux at 1216 A+ The

background noise of each detector was less than 0.5 counts per

second. Counts from each detector mere stored in B b;L sealers

mith pre_calers that divided by four to e=tend the range to 636

counts= _ch detector was read out successtvely during a

rotation of the spacecraft lhe three high voltage supplies

and the X ray calibration source could be commanded on or off

independently. During the first month of operaLion (August

lg6q), the spacecrafL pitch angle of minus 2 deg compromtsed

the flux accuracy, but after the first month the pitch angle

mas kept mithin plus or minus 1 deg. ]he ezperiment mas

operated only during satellite d=ytime (60 m;n of each g6 m,n

orbit). The sensitivity of the e=periment las degraded by a

factor of three in 9 months, although the experiment was still

operable at that time. High-voltage supply problems developed

in Nay to August ]g70 lhe experiment was turned off on

January _]0 ]9_2. for more information, _ee 0 E Woodgate eL

al., Prec. Roy. Soc Lon+, v. A 332, p _g], lg/3

- OSO 6. COLDSE_C ...................

INVESTIGATION NAME SOLAR 1/V SCANNINC SPECIROMFT[R,

SPECTROH_ IOME]f_I_ (300 1D 1400 A)

NS,'2d)C ]D- 69 068A 01
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pERSONNEL

PI L. COLDBE}_C KETT PEAK NATL DBS

0I - E.N. REEVES NASA HEADUUARTB_S

OI - W.H. PARKINSON HARVARI) COLLECT OBS

BRIF_ DESCRIPTION

The objective of this Harvard eiper_ment was to map solar

UV radiation intensities In the 300 to 1400 A region in order

_o determine spatial and spectral information and the variation

eith time of • variety of solar phenomena. The insLrument

consi=ted of • norn•J incidence telescope and spectrometer

covering the spectral range from 280 to 1_0 A. The instrument

gas used as a spectrometer spectroheliometer in three operating

modes. First, spectral scans mere made at fixed positions on

or off the solar d sk. By eovlng the spacecraft, the optical

axle of the instrument was pointed at one of the positions in a

12B by 128 points reference grid centered in the solar disk.

The grating of the instrument was in steps of 0.1A. The field

of view for observations made on the solar disk las 35 arc s

sq. A complete spectral scan required about 16 mln. Secondly,

the instrument wis commanded to a selected wavelength, •nd the

sp•cecraft was operated in a raster pattern _ obtain full disk

spectroheliograms. These large rasters contained 64 rues

(lines of constant elevation) spaced at 42 arc s, eith q6

points in each row. and required about 8 Bin to complete. ]he

spatial resolution was about 35 arc-s. Third, the instrument

was commanded to a selected wavelength, •nd the optical •=is of

the instrument was pointed to one of the reference grid points.

The spacecraft lie operated in the small raster pattern to

obtain spectroheliograms of an area 7 arc min in •zimuth and

75 arc m;n in elevation. The pattern consisted of 16 rows

spaced 28 arc s apart with 24 points in each row The time for
Counts were accumulated for thea small r•ster was about 3] s.

first 40 ms interval of an BO ms Cycle time and were read into

the telemetry record during the last 20 ms of the cycle. The

experiment operated from August 12, 1969, until termination, on

May 12, 1970, because of low sensitivity. For more details,

see P. J. Macar et al , App Opt, v. 9, p. _)81, 1970.

- OSO 6, KREP[IN " -- - -

INV[SlICATION NAME MRL X HAY SPt_CTBOHEI]OCHAPH

NSSOC ID 69 068A-0_

P_SONNEI

p] B.W. KRE-PIIN US NAVAl Mk_IAHCB LAB

OI 1 _A. CHUBB US NAVAL RESEARCH tAB

01 J.l. MLE_INS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

OI H.D. FRIEDMAN US NAVAl RESIARCH tAB

BR]E} DLSCRIPT ION

lhe NRL X-ray spectroheliograph Was designed to study

X ray line spectra of elements in ioniled states ;n the corona

from solar flares a_ compared to spectra during the quiet _un

Basically, the NRI e=periment ma_ divided into four parts: (])

three Bragg crystal spectrometers for fine spectral resolution

(0.6 2b A), (2) a pulse height spectrometer that used two

detectors to monitor fast changes in time of the X ray spectrum

(E.4 6.0 A), (3) a raster scanner consisting of three
detectors the f_rst for spectrohellograms in the 8-_0 A

region, the second for detecting hot spots in the I B A region,

and the third (8 _0 A) for detecting flares and measuring their

lateral velocity, (4) a burst detector that wa_ a Ceiger

counter designed to detect soft X rays (]B 25 A) of short

duration which might have been missed by the Bragg

spectrometer A Ceiger counter was also included to detect

cosmic background rad;•tlon from 2 to B A The detectors all

worked well. except for the burst detector (18-2S A) and the

third detector of the raster scanner, until J•nuary _5, 1972,

when the experiment mas placed in an operational off mode For

more information, see C A. Doschek, J F. Meek;ns, and R. D.

Cow•n, Ap. J., v 177, p 261, 1972; C. A. Doschek, J. I.

Meekins, and B D Coven. Solar Phy . v 29. p. ]2S. 1973.

• =• OSO 7 e0eeeeee IIm.teee•ee_ee •• eest•eee_•eess_ee m_ •m

SPACECRAFI CONIHON NAME 0S0 7

ALTERNAIE NAMES OSO H, 054_1

NSSDC ID 7] 083A SPONSORINC COUt_IRY
US

tAUNCH DATE 09/29/11 WEICHI 1400 KC

ORBIT PARAM[ TE_S
ORBI1 TYPE CEOCENIRIC EPOCH DAlE 09/30/71

ORBIT PEI_IOD g3.2 MEN INCI INAIION 331 DEC

PERIAPSIS 321. KM AI I APOAPS]S 5/2. KM ALl

P_SONNE [

MC M [ . MCDDNAIJ) NASA t4[ADQUAR1 tRS

SC - C K 0ERltJ NASA H[ADUUAHEERS

PM R El. P ] CKARD NASA CSEC

PS S P. MARAN NASA CSI C

BRIEF DESCRIPIION

The ob]ectlves of the DS0 satellite series mere to

perform solar physics experiments above the •t_osphere during •

complete solar cycle and to map the entire celestial sphere for

d_rect;on and intensity of UV light and X-ray and gamm•

radiation. The OSO 7 platform consisted of a sail _ect;on.

which pointed two experiments continually ¢omard the sun, and •

wheel section, which spun about an axis perpendicular to the

pointing direction of the sail and carried four experiments.

Attitude •djustment was performed b_ gas jets and a magnetic

torquing COll. A pointing control permitted the pointed

experiments _o scan the region of the solar disk in • 60- by

60-arc min r•ster pattern. In addition, the pointed section

could be commanded to select and sc•n any 7.5 by 5 arc-min

region near the solar disk. Data were simultaneously recorded

on t•pe and transmitted by PCM/PH telemetry. A command system

provided for at least 155 ground based commands. 0nly

real time d•ta have been received since May 1973. when the

second tape recorder failed. The _pacecr•ft reentered the

earth's atmosphere July 9, ]974.

..... OSO 7, CF_JPP ..............

INVLSTICATIDN NAM[ SOLAR CAHMA RAY MONITOR

NSSDC ID- 11 083A 06

PERSONN_

PI E.L. CP_PP U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

DE H.P. CILMAN U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

OI - A A. SARKADY U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

BRIEF DESCRIPIIDN

This University of New Hampshire experiment monitored the

solar high energy photon (gamma ray) spectrum from 0,3 to _O O

MeV for _ntensity, tlme variation, and possible line emission,

particularly during flares. In addition, special attention was

p•id to lines at O.S] MeV, 2._ MeV, 4.43 HeY, and 614 HeY.

mhich indicate the production of positrons, neutrons, and

e_cited nuclei in the sol•r •tmosphere. 1he instrumentation

consisted of high resolution, gamma ray scintill•tion

spectrometer mou_ted in the wheel sect;on. The detector was •

NaI(TI) scintillation crystal viewed by a phoLomult;plier- ]t
was surrounded by • CsI(Na) anticoincidence shield and

photomultlplier array, mhich also provided directional

sensitivity. Gamma rays mere detected in 377 energy channels

from 0.3 to 9.5 HeY by a pulse height analyzer. For

correlation purposes in the data analysis, a secondar_ system

made up of a thin NaI(ll) scintillation crystal and a

photomultiplier was used for detecting X rays from 1._ to I20

keY. X ray pulses mere divided by a four channel pulseheight

analy2er. High energy solar neutrons (energies greater than 30

MeV) could be identified from a study of the large energy Ios_

events in the central detector, and their correlation was

provided with a gaif, change attenuator that could be controlled

from the ground ior more details, _ee P R Hignie eL al,

]E_ lrans Nucl. Sci.. v. NS 19, p 606. 1972.

- OSO 7, CLARK -

]NVI_SIlCATIDN NAME COSMIC X HAY SOURCES IN Ill[ RANC[

] 5 TO 9 A

NSSDC lO 71 OBZ'IA 04

PIT, SONNET

P] - C.W CtARK MASS INSI OF TFCH

OI H.V D.BRADI MASS INSI OF T_CH

el W H.C LEW]N MASS INSI Of 1ECll

DE H.W. SCH_OPPIR DANISH SPACE RLS INS1

BRIef DF SCRIPT ION

The purpose of this MIT exper,ment was to survey the

entire sky for cosmic X ray sources in the energy range ] to ()O

key with an angular resolution of about I deg and perform

spectral •nalysis in five broad bands |_ch portion of the sky
was'. viewed _everal times during each year of operation leo

mu I ti compartmented proportional counter_ equipped with

honeycomb collimator_ (3.5 sq deg solid angle) were mounted in

one segment of the (]SO wheel section, with the center._ of their

fields of view oriented 15 deg above and lb deg below the

spacecraft equator. X rays were detected _n one or another nf

four compartments depend ;ng upon their e_ergy Joe energy

rphotons we e stopped in the first compartment, higher energy

photons pet_eLrated to the second compartment, and phoLons of

even higher energies penetrated through the first and second

compartments to the third and fourth compartments The energy

bands were Iogari Lhmica_ ly equlspaced . A separate single

compartment counter aith a thin aluminum window detected

photons between ] .O and I .5 heV. Counts from each compartment

were stored in one of 256 •ccumulators corresponding to a

d_vislon of the spacecraft spin into 256 sectors ]nf4 ight

calibration was provided by periodic exposure to a radio•ctive

source For more detai Is, _ee C W Clark etal.. Ap. J , v.

179, p. 263, 1973.

OSO 7, p|LIERSON " "

]NVFSIICATION NAME COSMIC X BAY E_p_]MI]NI

2)
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NSSDC ID- /I-O83A 03

PERSONNEL

P] - L.E. PE_ERSON U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

BRIEF DFSCR]PT]ON

The UCSD cosmic X ray instrument was a sensitive detector

mounted in the rotating wheel sect;on of the spacecraft so th•t

it viewed the celestial sphere in 6 months. The objectives of

the experiment were (1) to locate accurately known and newly

deLectBd X ray sources, (2) be measure the intensity of the

sources, and (3) to analyze the spectrum of the sources over

the range of / to 500 keY. The eiperimenL capabilities were

(1) a full conical I o ok angle of 6.5 dew (2) a spat;el

resolution of plus/minus 0.2 dew, (3) a sensitivity of 5.E-4

photons/(sq cm-s), (4) an energy resolution provided by the use

of 126 channels for the • _00 keV range, and (5) a maximum

detection rite of 3.]2 photons/s. The X ray detector was a

4. in. diameter by 3/8 in thick NaI(T]) sclnLiIlatlon crystal

viewed by a 3 in photomultipller tube (P_). The detector was

surrounded by a thick Cs](Na) scintillation crystal shield with

10 holes bored through ;t along the optical •x;s to define the

field of vlew of the detector. The shield scintillator was

viewed by si= PH tubes. Light pulses in Lhe Nal crystal caused

by X rays that had passed through the holes in the shield had

relatively slow rise times and had intensities proportional to

the energy of the photons. The correspond;n B proportional

current pulses out of the PH were recognized as valid events

and processed by the data.system X rays or particles th•t

passed through the Cs] shield caused light pulses with fast

rise blmes and corresponding pulses in the shield PH tubes.

Pulses from the shield P_ tubes were used to electronically

reject slmulLaneous pulses from the defecator PH In this way

X rays passed through the collimating holes were pro_essed as

useful data. For more *nformatlon, see N P Ulaer eL al ,
Ap. J., v 1/8, p. lBl, 1972.

OSO /, PIIFRSON ............

INVLSTICAIlON NAME HAND SOLAR X HAY HONII ORINC

NSSOC ID 11 OB3A 05

PIRSONNU

PI [ E PII[_SON U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO

BRIU DESCRIPIION

The UCSD solar X-ray experlmenL was designed ¢o

accomplish two principal objectives: (1) to study, with good

tempora_ arid enerBy resolution, the solar X ray emission over

the energy interval 2 300 keV and (2) to monitor the local

radiation environment (cosmic rays, trapped protons and

electrons, and cosmic and local X rays), thereby •llowing for a

clean inLerpret•tion of the primary results fhe charged

particle d•La from solid-state detectors mere read out each

1536 s= The instrument was located in the rotating wheel

_ecLion of the spacecraft. The three detector systems in the

instruments were: (I) a collimated preparE;anal counter (2 ]5

keY), (_) a Na](TI) scintillation counter (]0 300 keY), and (3)

three silicon surfacebarrier, charged-partlcle devices. The

proportional counter consisted of •n aluminum collimator (20 by
QO dew), i 2 mB thick Be window, and an aluminum lined counter

filled to one arm with xenon and carbon dloxide in a nine to

one ratio. The detector was provided with a weak Fe(55) source

for inflight calibration The hasic element in the hard X ray

detector was a |-cm thick by 3.5 cm diameter Nal(TI)

scintillator directly coupled to an RCA photomulLiplier tube

(I_[T) A two segment CsI(Na) anticoincidence shield surrounded

the aluminum cylinder subassembly Each segment of the shield

was polished, wrapped in aluminum foil to provide efficient

light reflection to an end mounted _, covermd by a layer of

lead foil, and placed in _ aluminum housing. The

shlelddeLector uni_ had a deg responsw In the
wheel rotation plane and a p us/minus ]O-deg response in the

perpe_ldicular direction. The detector output was analyzed and

loaded into nine energy channel counters |nfllgh£ caJtbrltion

for the system was provided by monitor;ng the outputs from a

series of suitably placed Am(24]) sources. For more details,

see l H HarringLon et =1., 1EFt_. Trans. Nucl. Sc;, v. NS-19,
p. 596, 191_.

OSO 7, TOUSPf .........

]NVfSIICAIION NANE _IITL-LICH] CORONAGBAPH AND FA_#REME

ULIRAVI0[EI COBONA

NSSOC ]D- •1 0B3A O_

PERSONNEL

PI R. 1UUSEY US NAVAL RE_EARCH LAB

0I - N.J. K00MEN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

OI - D.J MICHELS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

BRIfcF DESCRIPTION

This emperiment was designed (1) t;o study the morphology
of the corona in white light and the e=trene UV ;n relation to

active phenomena, such as pleBeS and flares ;n the lower solar

atmosphere° and (2) to correlate the white light corona with

the extreme UV corofla and with solar and interplanetary
magnetic fields. The instrumentablon was located within the

pointed section of the spacecraft and cons*sLed of (1) a
mhite light coronagraph for use in the pointed mode to record

the outer corona of the sun from •pprol_mately 3 to 10 solar

radii in the visible band of 3900 _o 65OO A and (_) an eitreme

UV coronagraph for use in the rasLer mode to record the upper

chromosphere and lower corona fully to two solar radii and

partially to five solar radii in the band from l_O to 550 Am

The white-light instrument was a modified Lyot coronaoraph that

artific;ally eclipsed _he &un with a spar mounted external

occulting disk assembly mounted approximately 76 cm in front of

the instrument. The f•;nt outer corona could then be observed

against the black sky of space. The image Was stored in a SIC

Vidicon tube with 256 raster lines, each having 2S6 picture

elements. The distance between picture elements was ].25

arc-Bin. The extreme UV coronagraph required no occultation

device since the solar disk was not an overwhelming source of

extreme UV radiation. There were four open to vacuum channel

phot_omuJtlplier detectors in the ,mage plane behind plnhote

apertures in an aperture plate. Tbe assembly was scanned

across the solar image in a ras_er m_de lhe central aperture

detector had • spatial resolution of 20 arc s. The remaining

aperture do£ect_r combinations were offset° e,cluding the disk,

and had a resolution of 60 arc s. In a large raster mode, the

scanned areas overlapped. The ezperimenL operated normally

until March ]972, when it became partially operable. The

extreme UV coronagraph degraded unLil it became useless in
September ]913

**************************** OSO B ****************************

SPACECRAFt CONHON NAME DSO 8

ALTERNATE _L_ME_S OSO I, OSO EYE

131D

NSSK ID 75 OS/A SPONSORINC COUNTRY

U.S

IJ_UNCH DATE- 06/21/15 WE ]C;H1- 4280. KC

ORBIT PARAME_ ERS

0RBII IYPE CEOCF_/TRIC EPOCH DATE 06/22//5

ORBIT PERIOD 9b.7 H1N INCLINA1]ON 32.9 DEC;

PERIAPSIS 544. KM ALT APOAPSIS 559 KM ALT

PERSONN(_

NC M.E. HCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS

SC - J.D BOHLIN NASA HE-AD_UARTERS

P_ J.P. CORR ICAN NASA CSFC

PS - R. IHOMAS NASA CSFC

BRIEF D_CRIPI ION

The object]ve_ of the OSO satellite series mere to

perform solar physics experiments above the atmosphere during a

complete solar cycle ind to map the entire celestial sphere for

direction and intensity of UV light, X-ray radiation, and

gamma-ray radiation lhe BSB 8 platform consisted of a sail

sect;on, which pointed two e_periments continually toward the

sun, and araLo wheel section, which spun about an axis
perpendicuJ the pointing direction of _he sail and carried

five experiment_. Gas jets and a magnetic torquing co_l

performed attitude adjustment. Pointing control permitted the

pointed experiments to scan the region of the _olar disk ;n a

40 by 40 arc min to 60- by 60 arc-min raster pattern. In

addition, the pointed section WaS capable of being commanded to

select and scan a ] by 1arc min or 5 by 5-arc mln region

• nywhere on the solar disk Data were simultaneously recorded

on tape and transmitted by PCN/PH telemetry. A command systel

provided for at least 512 ground based commands, For more

information, see S. P Reran and R. J. Thomas, Sky & leles., v.
49, p. 355, 1975.

...... OSO 8, ACTON ...............

INV_IlCA]ION NAME HAPPING X RAY HELIOMETER

NSSDC IO /5-051A 04

PE_SONNLL

P] L.W. AC10N LOCKH_D PAL0 ArT0

OI - J.L. CUI_IAN| U COLLEGE lONDON

0] - R.C CA1U_A LOCKHU-J3 PALO ALTO

BRIEF DESCRIPIION

Th*s Lockheed Mapping X ray Heliometer ezper;ment was

designed to measure the location, spectrum, and intensity of

moderate energy X-rays (2 to 30 keY) from individual solar

active regions (including flaring regions) and from eaLrasolar

X-ray sources. The instrument cons;sLed of three X ray

collimator detecLor systems, a power supply, and a data

accumutation/readouL system. The collimators were identical but

oriented differently and had fields of view of 2.] arc-lin by

)0-dew F_HH. One collimator Was oriented so that the 2.1

arc-m;n field of vlew w•s paraJJel to the spacecraft spin axis;

the other two collimators mere inclined plus and minus 60 dew

relative to the spin a=is. The detectors mere proportional

counters Of wariou8 areas _nd window thicknesses allowing a

wlde dynamic range of activity to be observed. The experiment

was operated from June 1975 through September lg78 in a period

of malnJy moderate to lob solar •ctlvi_y Ear more

information, see J. M Mosher, _olar Phy., v. 64, p. 109, )97g;

C. J. Wolfson et el., Solar Phy., v 55, p. 18], ]977.

G_:'_i-:._L P_GE IS
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..... OSD 8, BARlH .............................

INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-RESOLUTION ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETEII

MEASUREMENTS

NSSDC ID 75-057A-0!

pI_SONNEL

PI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO

OI - E.C. BRUNER, JR. LOCKHEED PALD ALTO

OI - R.C. ATHAY HIGH ALTITUDE OBS

BRIEF DESCRIP_ ION
This University of Colorado riper;men| measured solar

ultraviolet lines between 10_0 and 2300 A and their varlet;on

ltth time and position on the d_sk. Spectroheltograms were

also generated at selected wavelengths. The ;nstrumeng

consisted of an extended focal-length Cassegraln telescope, an

F-bert ionochromagor, and a small computer. The telescope

focused sunlight on the entrance slit (variable from 1 by

S arc-s go |-arc-s by 15-arc min) of the monochrome|or. The

3600 Jines/mm grating in the monochrommtor was used in second

order. The grating drive mechanism •as capable of being

programmed go scan: (1) the entire spectrum. (2) selected

portions of the spectrum, or (3) selected single wavelengths.

Tag photomu|gipJier gubes, one covering the range from 1400 to

2300 A and ghe other covering wavelengths less than 1400 A,

detected the radiation. The small computer controlled the

experiment and allowed flexible observing programs through

automated, data dependent observing sequences_ For more

inforlation, see E. C. Pruner et al . Ap. J.. v. 2|0, p. L97,

1976.

.... OSO 8, FROST .......................

INVESTIGATION NAME HICH-ENEJ_CY CEI.ESTIAL X RAYS

NSSDC ID- Fb-OSTA-07

pEF_ONNFI

P] K.J. FROSI NASA CSEC

DI - B.R DBNIS NASA CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPI ION

The purpose of this CSFC hard X-ray telescope was to

measure the energy spectra of all known X-ra.v sources above the

intensity threshold of I.E 6 photons/sq cm s keY in the energy

region .02 go 3 MeV and to _earch for t_me var=ablons, both

periodic and i rreguJar, in the intensity of the sources
detected. The det.ect.or consisted of two optical ly isolated

CsI(Na) central crystals shielded by a large, active coll;magor

also made of CsI(Na). The sensitive area •as 21.5 sq cm and

the FOV •as 5-deg FWTtM. One of the tee central crysbalz_ •as

co=pier.ely shielded and served ac_" a monit, or of the total
internal detector background spe ru lhe _ f)._trument •as

mounted in the wheel sect;on of the satellite •ith the axis of

its FOV offset by 5 deg from the negative spin aNis of the

IlheeJ . The minimum detect.able _nLensity of a point source that

was brought to •ithin b deg of the negative spin azis for

greater than ] day was about lOt _) photons/sq cm-s keY at 100

keY. This was determined from the background specLrum measured

in orbit. _or more _nformation. see B. R. Oennis et al., Space

Sci Inst. , v 3, p 32S, ]97/.

OSO 8, KRAUSHAAR .........

INVESTIGATION NAME SOFT X RAY BACKGROUND RADIATION

INVESTIGATION

NSSDC ID- 75-05/A 95

PFRSONNH

PI W I KRAUSHAAR U OF WISCONSIN

OI A.N. BUNNT_ PERKIN E_MLR

BRIU: DESCRIPTION
This Wisconsin experiment •as designed to measure

galactic latitude dependence of the X ray background radiation
in the 9.150 to 45 keY region, emphasizing the soft X-ray

port_on. 1•o sets of three proportional (ounters mounted on

ghe OSO •heel vie•ed parallel and antiparallel to the wheel

spin direction. All detector5 used collimators that •ere of

hexagonal honeycomb construction •ith 3.b by 3 h deg TWHM

Sensitivity •as e=pected to be about T_ statistical accuracy

near the galactic poles, and energy re_olut_on •a_ provided by

selected filters_ Since _•o of the counters had thin

polycarbonate windows through •hich methane diffused, a

highpressure methane reservoir carried on the spacecraft

replenished those counters through a gas flo_ system 1he

remaining detectors were permanently sealed. _he sealed

counters had an additional thin film thermal barrier _n the

X ray path of 551 micro g sq cm aluminum For wore degails,

see A N Bunner, Ap .I , v 220, p 26|, 1_78

OSO R, NDVICK

INVESTIGATION NAME HIGH-S[]qSITIVIIY CRYSIAt

SP|CTROSCOPY Of STEJLAR ANT) SOLAR X RAYS

NSSDC ID- 75 057A 03

pERSONNEL
PI - R. NOV[CK COLUHBIA U

01 - J.R. ANGEL U OF ARIZONA

OI - P.A. VANOI_IBOU_ NATL RADIO ASTRON DOS

01 - M. WEISSKOPF NASA MSFC

OI - R.S. WOLFF COLUMBIA U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This Columbia experiment wa_ designed _o monlgor

contlnuou_ly the sun's emission in the 2--B key range, go obtain

high resolution spectra of many celesgia| X-ray ObjeCgS, and go

measure _he poJarlzag;on of X-ray emission from s_elJar

sources. This instrument package was ex)unted in the wheel

section and made use of the •heeJ rotation to obtain complete

Bragg energy specgra of the sun every 10 s during flares. The

spectrometer was oriented perpendicular go ghe spin axis and

used large area panels of crystals (1100 sg cm of graphige. |Q4

sq cm of pET) go reflect, via Bragg reflection, monochromatic

_molar X-rays ingo proporglonaJ counter de|rogers The

detectors were doubJe-slded proportional counters •;th O025-mm

beryllium •indows on each side and contained an argon-xenon gas

lilgure chosen for ;gs high efficiency over ghe 2 8 keY range.

A ground wire-grid plane through _he center of the bank of

coungers effectively divided the instrument ingo t•o isolated

spectrometers. The polar;meger was oriented parallel go _he

spin axis and utilized Bragg angle reflect;on go measure

polarization in X-rays from celestial sources. For more

degails, see R. L. Kestenbaum eL el., Ap. J., v. 2]9, p. BO_,

1976.

...... OSO B, SERLERIISOS .... - - -

INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC X RAY SPECTROSCOPY

NSSDC ID- 75 OS7A-O6

PFRSONNEL

PI p.J. SERLF_IISOS NASA CSFC

O] E.A. BOLDT NASA GSFC

01 - S.S. HOLT NASA CSFC

OI D. SCHWARIZ SAg

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This CSFC experiment was designed to determine the

_pectra of sources and the diffuse cosmic X ray background in

the energy range 2 go 60 keY, and to measure intensi_y

variations and possible emission lines of discrete X ray

Proportional chamber_ (multianode proportionalsources.

counters) were u_ed as detectors. One detector complement,

consisting of propane neon filled chamber and
........ thane fill:d chamber (240 sq cm) .... located behind a

5 deg collimator and oriented parallel bo the spacecraft spin

a is A single volume, argon methane filled chamber (t5 sq cm)

was located behind a 3 deg colllmator and was offset slightly

from antiparallel to the spin axis. A xenon-meghane filled

chamber (270 sq cm) •as located behind = 5 deg collimator and

was oriented antiparallel go the spin a=is. Data were

accumulated in a buffer memory for 1 min intervals and the data

from the offset detecgor were sectored in azimuth For more

information, see R. H. Pecker et el., Ap. J., v. 299, p- L65,

1976.

- - -OSO B, WU LER, JR ....

INVESTIGATION NAME EUV FROM EARTH AND SPACE

NSSDC 10 7b 057A OB

pERSONNEL
PI - C S. WELLE3_, JR US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

OR]rE DLSCRIPI ION
This NR[ experiment, mounted ;n the •heel section,

obtained spatial and temporal measurements of extreme

ultraviolet (EUV) emissions of hydrogen, helium, and o=ygen ;n

the earth_5 atmosphere and in interplanetary and gal act. it

space. Three photometers were des_ gned to measure EUV

resonance radial,on in various •avelengths from 179 to 1080 A

and in portions of the 1125 Lo 1230 A band. _ch photomeLer

consisted of a continuous channel electron multiplier used as a

phoLon detector, together •ith a th,n metal fi Im or a magnesium

ftuoride-o=yge, eel I to serve as optical bandpass f; I Lers

There •e re four such bandpass filters: (1) a Lhin film of log0

A thick aluminum and 500 A Lhick carbon (band•idth of 110 Lo

449 A), (2) a thin film of 1000 A thick aluminum (bandeidLh of

119 Lo 800 A), (3) a thin file of 1500 A thick indium

(bande;dLh of /30 to IOBO A). and (4) a cell •it.h a magnesium

fluoride window (bandeidt, h of 11.30 to 1SO0 A). These bandpass

fi ILers were mounLed on a wheel in fronL of the photon

detectors and were rotated at regular intervals to change the

filters This made three of the indicated wavelength ranges

operational aL any given time. The in_trumenL was mounted •=th

the photomeLer axes at a small angle to the saLelliLe sun line

and with sufficient baffling that the photometers •ould never

see Lhe sun T:or more information, see S P. Maran and R. J

Thomas, Sky _ 7eles., v. 3, p. 35b, lgl/.
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SPAC{_CNAF ! CDMIM{IN NAME PECASUS 1

A{ IERNAT[ NAMES 01085

NSSDC ID 6.5 O09A SPONSORINC COUNIRY

US.

EJkUNCll DAlE 0"2/16/6S WEICH1 145.5. KC

ORBIT PARAMI IERS

ORBIT TYPE

ORB[ ! PER[OD 94 ] MIN

P[HEAPSIS 430 KM AI I

PIRSONNIJ

PM i .C CARVIN WORLD METE ON. ORCAN

PS J B. DOZIER, JR. NASA MSFC

BRIEf DE SCRIPTION

The mis_ion of this spacecraft was to measure meteoroid

abundances over the ma_s range ].12-7 to I E 4 g in the region

near t.he earth In its stored position with panels folded

inside the Apollo ._ervice module, the spacecraft was .5.3 m

high, :? ) m wide. and 28 cm deep. It was divided into two

major party, the central section and the wing assemblies The

satellites' framework •a_ =mde of riveted aluminum alloy

eltrusions The central section was attached to the launch

vehicle's _econd stage Jt provided a mount ir_g for the

deployment mechanism, electronics can n ister, solar power

panels, and sensors. The spacecraft was equipped •its eingiike

appendages that extended to form a plane :?9.3 m long by 4.3 m

wide¸ These wlng_ carr,ed sen._i_ive penetration surface._ for

the meteoroid e=pez,ments. Total weight in orbit was )O,SO0

kg. The Coddard Space Flight Ce,,ter's Space Iracking and Data

Acquisition Network tracked the satellite using the signal of

the telemetry tran_mi tier that Lransmi tied continuously on

)36.Elq megacycles (}ptical tracking coverage was provided by

the Smith._onian Astrophys,cal {}bservatory's Optical Tracking
Network ar, d the M,nltrack Optical Wracking System¸ Error_ were

found in the spacecraft attitude system, but the data were

still usable Other•Jim, the operation was normal¸

EPOCH DATE

INCIINAIION 311 DEC

APUAPSIS .523 KM ALT

PEGASUS ], NAUMANN

INVESTIGATION NAME MII|DRI) ID PENIIRAIIDN DEIICIDRS

NSSK ID 6.5 OOOA O!

PE RSONNI i

PI R J NAL_ANN NASA MS! C

DE K S CI IFl(IN NASA MSFC

BR]}I Dt SCR IF'[ I{)N

lhe meteoro,d dire( Lor_ on thi_ caper iment •ere

parallel plaLe capaclL()rs Lhat temporarily discharged when

penetrated by meteoroids A total of 416 capacitors formed 208

detector assemblies, wh,ch were located on the •;ngs of the

spacecraft Arrays of panels, each panel measuring _| by 102

cm. •ere mounted on the frames On each wing, si= frames

provided mountinfls for 16 panels and one provided for eight
panels, makmng a toLal of 208 panels on the satellite, lhe

total area of Lhe detectors was approximately 1_ 8q m. The

outside pl_t_ of the ¢:apaciLors lere either 04 , 0.2 , or

0.04 mm thick aluminum Under the aluminum was a sheet of

Mylar plastic 1he back surface of the Mylar was coated with a

thin layer of copper The m_and•iche of aluminum, Mylar, and

copper was _Junted to a _oft foam. and. in turn. the larger
Isandwich= was mounted to a rigid foam center core The

thickness penetrated provided information about the slze of the

penetrating meteoroids Penetration times •ere recorded •its

an accuracy of ] m,n A higher than expected permanent

electrical _hcJrt rate o(:_:urred in the 0 4 and 0 _ mm thick

detector_, and some _pk{ri()_ms di_charge_ occurred

Iii iiiii.iiiiiii i llll i ,ii lit iiiii .

SPACECRAI I CDMM(IN NAME PECASUS :)

Al TERNA[ I} NAME S Ol3B]

NSSDC Ill 6-[_ 03gA SPONSDRINC COUNTRy

U S

I AUNCH DAI} 0b/2`5/6`5 WL IQEI E4.=_b KC

ORBI I PARAMI IERS

ORBII IYP[ EPOCH DAIE

DRBII PERIOD 95 2 MIN INCtINATIDN 31.1 DEG

PERIAI'SIS 461 KM All APOAPSIS 594 KM ArT

PE RSOMNE 1

PM UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

PS J H DDZILR, JR. NASA MSEC

BRILF DESCRIPIIDN

The mls_ion of this spacecraft was t.o measure meteoroid

abundances over the mass range ] E 7 to 1E 4 g in the region

near the earth In its sbored position with panels folded

ins;de the Apollo _erv;ce module. _he _pacecraft wa_ `5.3 m

high, 2 1 m wide, and _8 cm deep It was divided into two

major part&, the center section and the •;ng a_semb|=e_. The

satelli_e_' framework was m3de of riveked aluminum alloy
eltrusions. The central section was attached to the launch

vehicle'_ second s_age. It provided a moun[ing for the

deployment mechanism, electronic_ _annis_er, solar power

panels, and sensors The spacecraft was equipped w_th minglike

appendages that extended to form a ptane _g 3-m long by 4.3 m
wide. These wings carried sensitive penetration surfaces for

the experiments Iotal weight in orb_L was 10,500 kg. Ihe

NASA Space Tracking and Data Acqui_it_on Network tracked the

satellite using _he s_gnal of the telemetry transmitter _hat

transmitted continuously on 136.89 megacycles Opt;cat

tracking coverage WaS provided by the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory'_ Optical Tracking Network and the Minitrack

Optical Tracking System Intermittent failures occurred in the

PAM and PCM telemetry channel_, but stable PCM communications
were reestablished.

- PECASUS 2, NAUMANN - __

INVEST ICAT ION NAMI MI_EDR(IID PI-)IFTRAEION I)E TECIORS

NSSDC ID 6S 039A Ol

PE RSONNE I

PI R J NAUMANN NASA MSFC

0 I IK.S C[ ] I !{]N NASA MSF C

BRIE] D{SCR]PI iON

The meteoroid detectors on thi_ e_per iment were

parallel-plal.e capac i_ors that temporarily discharged when

penetrated by meteoroids. Arrays of panels, each panel

mea_urlng 51 by 10"2 cm, were _unted on the frame. E_ch wing

had s;. frames that provided mounting for 16 panels and one

that prov,ded for eight panels, making a _o_al of 20D panel_ on

_he sa_ellite. A to_.al of 416 capacit.or_ formed 208 detector

assemblies, which •ewe located on the wit, g5 of the spacecraft¸

The total a •ea of the detectors •as approximately ]88 sq m

Tile out_ide plates of the capacitors were either 0.4 , 02 , or

0 04 mm thick aluminum. Under the aluminum was a sheet of

Mylar pla.,*ti_ The back _urface of the Mylar was coa_.ed wit.h a

thin layer of copper The 'sandwich" of aluminum, Mylar, and
acopper w s mounted to a soft foam, and. in turn. the larger

m_and_ich" •a_ mounted to a rigid foam c e,ilber core. The

_hicknes_ penetrated provided infer=allen about the size of the

penetrating meteoroids Penetration t*me_ were recorded with

an accuracy of ] min The experlment functioned normally.

• •• • _• •••= •• PIGASUS 3 lewi***e=* • • • eli,e•eli* eee* eve * eeee _= • • •

SPACECRAf T COMMON NAME- PLCASUS 3

At TI_RNA11 NAMES 0146/

NSSDC ID 6`5 060A SPDNSORINC COUNIRY

U S

LAUNCII DATI 01/30/6.5 WE ICIf/ ]4.5.5. KC

ORBII PARAM[_ E_RS

{]RB]T TYPE E_OCll DAlE

ORBII PE]_IIED MIN INCL INATION DEC

PERIAPSIS KM AI T APOAPSIS KM ALl

PERS(INNLI

PM UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

PS J H DOZIER, JR NASA MSFC

BR I FE DL%CR IP! 10N

The mi_ion of this spacecraft was to measure meLe(_roid

abundances over t.he mass range lot 7 be lot 4 g in _he region

near the earth, in its stored position with panels folded

inside the Apl Io service module, t.he spacecraft was .5 3 m high,

2.1 m aide. and 28-cm deep. The spacecraft was equipped eith

wlnglike appendages that extended to form a plane :_0 3-m long

by 43 m wide¸ These wings carried sensitive penetration

surfaces for the e=periment_ Total weight in orbit was 10,500

kg The NASA Space Wracking and Data Acquisition Network

tracked the satel I ire using the signal of the telemetry

transmitter that tra,,_mitted continuou_ly on 136.89 megacycles
Optical tracking coverage was provided by the Sml ibsen ian

Astrophysical (}b_ervaLory's Dptical Tracking Network and the

Minitrack Optical lracking System¸ One FM transmitter failed

after 3 months, but no data _ere lost. For t.hi_ Pegasus

mission, the orbit ma_ adjusted to a nearly circular one.

PECASUS 3, NAUIMANN
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NSSIX_ ID- 65-060A-0!

PERSONN_
PI = R.J. NAUMANN NASA MSFC

Ol - K.S. CLIFION NASA MSFC

BRIE£ DESCRIFIION

Ihe meteoro;d detectors on this experiment were

parallel-plate capac;t, ors that temporarily d;scharged when

penetrated by meteoroids. A total of 416 capacitors formed

208-detector assemblies, which were located on the wings of the

spacecraft. Arrays of panels, each panel measuring 51 by 107

cm. were mounted on the frame. Each wing had sl. frames that

provided mounting for ]6 panels and one that provided for eight

panels, making a total of 708 panels on the satell;te. The

total area of the detectors was approl*mately 188 sq m. The

outside plates of the cmpac;tors lere e;ther 0.4., 0.2-, or

0.04 Bm thick aluminum. Under the aluminum was a sheet of

Mylar plastic. The back surface of the Mylar was coated with a

thin layer of copper, lhe Isandw;chl of alum;num, Mylar, add

COpper was mounted to a soft foam, and, In turn, the larger

=sande;ch" was mounted to a rigid foam cenber core. The

thickness penetrated provided information about the size of the

penetrating meteoroids, penetration ttmes were recorded to an

accuracy of 1 min. Experiment operation was normal

. ** PROCN0/ g ***********************.a.a*a****aa****** ****** *

SPACECRA| I COMMON NAME PRDCNOZ c#

At TERNAI[ NAMES 14[63

NSSDC ID B3 06/A SPONSORIIV_ COUNIHY
U S.S.R.

lAUNCH DA, E - 07/01/83 W[ ICI£I

ORBI ! PAHAME I{_JRS
BRBII TYPE CEOCE]NTRIC F_POCEI DAlE 07/07/B3

ORHII PE}210D 3B44B. MIN INCL]NAIION 6b._ DEC

PEHIAPS]S 3BO KM AII APOAPSIS 170000 KH Atl

pU2SONNLI

PS A A CA] [I_V EKI

BRIEf DE_SCH IP[ ]DN

This spacecraft was one of a continuing series to me_sure

electromagnetic radiation, magnetic fields, plasma, and charged

particles Although the specifics on what experiments were
flown are not available, it is known that a magnetic field

measuring experiment was flown or, PREIONDZ g Possibly one

plasma elperiment was on board Clearly the main goals were

measurements ,n the electromagnetic spectrum, and the one

experbme,iL that is known specifical ly is an 8 mm radio

te Ie_c:op e

- PR()CNI_/ g, UNKNI)WN

]NVESIICAIIE)N NAMI SOLAR X HAY SPICIHOH|I[]{

NSSDC ID B3 061A 02

PI _SONN( I

P I UNKN()WN

BRIU D|SCR]PI ]DN
The experiment was designed Lo measure solar X ray fl_Jx

lo record the flux in the soft reg;on of the X ray spectrum,

one proportional counter with a berryJium w_ndow, 7.5 sq mm,

automatically calibrated by Fe_5 radioactive source, was used

Ihe amplitude of the Fe_5 pulses in the reference part of the

counter affected the magnitude of the counter's high voltage _n

the negative feedback two energy ranges (_ 4 and 4 B keV),

denoted X] and X_, were detim=ted from this debect()r by

amplitude analysis In the ]0 ]60 keY region a scintillation

detector with an Na] crystal was used wlth a thickness of 3 mm

and arl area of 4_0 _q mm Et)ur energy ranges (10 20, 70 40,

40 BO. and BO 160 keY) denoted by X3, X4, Xb, and X6, were

delimited by amplitude analysis Numbers of pulses in all

energy ranges were digitally counted and recorded in the

telemetry memory All six values (X] X6) were measured at the

same t,me _o en_ure sufficient I;fet;me of the gas detector,

the high voltage was automatically switched off from the

detector duritlg it5 passage through the rad=atiorl be_t

**** **e* **** a*e **a*** * HAl A * * * ** *.. . . . . ..e. ****a*wa ***w*** ***

SPACI CRAW I C[]MMON NAME RAW A

AI I_RNATI NAHI S RADIO ASIHON[)HY IXP[ DRIH. RAW l

| XPI ORFH 3H, 0330/

NSSOC ID 6B OSSA SPONSORINC COUNIRY
U S

lAUNCH lEAf! 01/04/68 WI ]C)EI 607 KC

ORBIT PARAMEtErS
ORBII TYPE- GEgCE]NIRIC EPOCH DATE 07/07/68

ORBIT PE]_IOD 224.4 MIN INCLINAIION I_0.6 DEC

PI_IAPSIS 5851. KM ktT APOAPSIS 586I KM ALT

pERSONIN[L

SC - N.G. ROMAN NASA HLADQUARTERS

PM - J.l. SHEA NASA CSFC

PS - R.C. STONE NASA CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The RAE-) spacecraft measured the intensity of celestial

radio sources, particularly the sun, as a function of time,

direction, and frequency (02 to 20 _{z). The spacecraft was

gravity gradient oriented. The spacecraft weight was ]Q3 bg,

Jnd average power consumption was 25 _ It carried two

l_O-ft long V anten.as, one facing _oward the earth and one

facing away from the earth. A 120-ft-Jong dipole antenna was
oriented tangenLially with respect to the earthts surface. The

_pacecraft was also equipped with one 136 HHz telemetry
turnstile. The onboard experiments consisted of four

step-frequency ryle Vonberg radiometers operating from 0.45 to

918 MHz. two muttichannel total power radiometers operating

from 0._ to _.4 MIHI. one step frequency V antenna ;mpedance

probe operating from 0._4 to ZB6 MIHz, and one dipole antenna

capacitance probe operating from 0.75 I_ 7.2 _?. RA[ 1 was

designed for a 1-year minimum operating lifetlee ]he

spaecraft tape recorder performance began to deteriorate after

months in orbit. In spite of several cases of insLrument

malfunction, good data were obtained on all three antenna

syBtem_, lor more details, see R r. Weber. J K. Alexander,

and R C_ Stone, Radio Sci., v. 6, p. lOBS, 1g¢1.

. - RAt-A, S19N[ ....

]NVE_STIGAIION NAME STEP FRL_IUENCY RADIOM[II_RS

NSSDC ID 68 ObSA 01

pF_SONNLI

PI R.C SION[ NASA-CSFC

BRILF OESCR IP] ION

Th_s e_periment used four Hyle Vonberg radiometer_

connected to the three spacecraft antenna_ to provide h_gh

accuracy and tong term stability necessary for the sky mapping

over many m,onth_ of operation One was connected Lo the I_O ft

dipole, one to the I()wer _bO ft V antenf_a, and Leo to the upper

V antenna lhe Hyle Vonberg radiometers used on the V antennas

were col*netted vi_ balun transformers that provided an

approximate match to the antenna impedance. E_ch radiometer

wa_ success*rely tuned to n,ne d_fferent frequencie_ in the

band 0 4H to _ ]_ M)Ez precise, automatic, and continuous

cal ibration was *nherer_t _n thi_ type of design The

inten_itie_ of (ele_tial rad*o sour(e_ eece measured by Lhi_

e_perlment The =fine" output rhannel of the Ryle Vonberg

radiometer_ fal ted after _ to Q month_ of operat_o_, lhe

Ryle Vonberg ecoarsel _u tp_t channel_ provided g<)od data

w_thout interruption, however

RAE A, SIt)N!

INVISIICAIION NAMI RAW)ICE HUH%IS R[CI IVIRS

NSSDC ED 6B O_bA O_

PEHSONN|I

PI R C. STONE NASA CS!C

BHEE} DLSCRIPIION

lhirty two channel step frequency radiometer_ were

connected t(_ the lower 7_0 ft long antenna and to the

120 fL long dipole via high impedance preamplifiers¸ the burst

radiometer on the dipole wa_ _tepped rapidly through 32

discrete frequencies between 0 7 and _ 4 Mllz to generate

dynamic spectra, abe rad_ometer_ measL_red the amplitude, rate

of change of frequency, and decay time of _olar bursL and other

rapidly varying noise in the 02 _o _ 4 MElt band {Eperat, ing in

two sensitivity mode_-, these receivers could measure s*gnal_ up

to b0 dH above the cosmic background level the _7 channel_

were cycled every t I _ The chief advantage_ of tile burst

radiometers were high t_me resolution and relatively fem

components for high reliability¸ !he r_d,c>meter wa_ a _.mple

t()tal power receiver con_.s_ing ¢)f an input balun, a power

d,vider, and _everal parallel tuned radio frequency strip_

After about 1B months of operation, one of the preamptlfiers or_

the lower V burst radiometer failed, reducing the sens*tqv,Ly

and changing the antenna paLtern for that radiometer

. . . ...* * * w w* HAl H ***** .w. ****** ** *****. . . a,a* . *** am* ** *e ** e* *
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NSSOC ID 73 03qA

IAUNCtt DATE- O6/10/Z3

ORBIT PARABE TERS

0RDIT TYPE CE 0CENTR[C

ORBIT PERIOD 2"21. 17 MIN

PEIRIAPSIS 1052.98 KM AI T

PERSONNEl

14(3 - J. R HOLTZ

SC N, C ROMAN

PH J. 1 . SITKA

PS R.C STONE

BRIEF DESCRIPT ION

This RAt D missi on was the

SPONSOR INC COUNTRY

US.

WEICHI 328 KC

EPOCH DALE- 06/21/73

INCLINAIION 55.7 DEC

APOAPSIS ]063.04 KM ALl

NASA HEADQUART_S

NASA HEAD_UARTFJ_S

NASA CSFC

NASA CSfC

second of a pair of Radio

Astronomy Explorer satellites. It was placed into lunar orbit

on June 15, 1973, to provide radio astronomical measurements of

the planets, the sun, and the galaxy over the frmquency range

oE 25 kHz Lo 13.1 BHz. The experiment complement consisted of

two Ryle-Vonberg radiometers (nine channels each), three

swept frequency burst receivers (32 channels each), and an

impedance probe for calibration. The experiment antennas

consisted of a _Q m upper V antenna polnLed away from the

moon; a 183 m lower V antenna pointed toward the moon; and a

31 • dipole antenna parallel be the lunar surface. The lower

V antenna was extended abe its full 2_9 m length in November

1974. The spacecraft body was a truncated cylinder 36.25 in.

in diameter and appro=imately 31 in. high, with four fi=ed

solar paddles The maneuvering system consisted of a hydrazlne

velocity correction package, a cold gas attitude control

system, and a solid fuel lunar insertion motor. Data were

returned be the earth via either a low power UHf/(4OO _tz)

transmmLLer, in real time_ or stored in an onboard tape

recorder and transmitted to earth via a high power UHF

transmitter (400 NHz). Two tape recorders provided backup

storage A VHF LransmiLLer served primarily for range and

range rate measurement5 and as a backup. Commands were received

on a VIlE (148 MHz) receiver, which also was a part of the range

and range rate system. Spacecraft attitude was determined by

(1) a solar aspect system, (_) a horizon sensor system, and (3)

a panoramic attitude sensor system, and was accurate to ] deg.

The spacecraft mas gravity gradient oriented (7 axis parallel

to local vertical) and was equipped with librat;on dampers to

damp out oscillations. Eor additional information, see J K

Alemander el al , As]roe • AsLropbys , v 40. p. 36b, 1915

- NAE B. STONE .......

INVESTICATION NAN( STEP FREUUENCY RADIOMI [|_S

NSSIK ]D 13 039A OI

PI_SONN]I

PI R C SIONf NASA CSIC

OI r.R. WEBER NASA CSIC

OI I W BROWN NASA CSIC

O] J f CLANK NASA CSFC

BRIEF DLSCRIPI]DN

The Ryle Vonberg (RV) receivers were designed be provide

measurements ]hal =ere relatively insensitive to gain and

bandwldtb cbanges There were two receivers rv 1 connected Lo

the upper V antenna and RV 2 connected to the lower V-antenna

The radiometers had an effective bandmidth of 40 kHz and a

postdetection Lime constant of O] s A coarse output channel

was obtained from the integrated serve-loop error signal, and a

fine output channel was obtained from the noise source output

required Lo match the =ntenna signal. The time constant for

the fine channel mas 0._ s. A thermistor located in the

receiver measured tbe ambient temperature, which was

telemetered every 19 I min in the housekeeping data. The

re(rivers operated at nine frequencies from 0.45 to q ]8 MHz

Each frequency was selected for 15 4 s before stepping Lo Lhc

next. During this time, eight coarse and two fine samples mere

taken. Of the eight coarse samples, the first was not reliable

since not enough time had elapsed for the receiver to stabilize

after ]be frequency switch was made.

rAt B, STONE -

INVESTICATION NAME- RAPID BURST RECEIVERS

NSSDC ID 73 039A 02

PLT_SONNFI

P] r.C STONE NASA CSIC

O] J.K ALIXANOFR, JR NASA-CSFC

0] J. FAINB_RC NASA-CSfC

OI J.F CLARK NASA-CSFC

OI HH MAtIISON NASA GSFC

BRltJ DISCRIPIION

The burst receivers (mr) were 3_ channel,

stepped frequency {_S kHz to 13.| Hltz) receivers, whlch

obtained one sample at each frequency every 7 68 s One

receiver (mr 1) was connected to the upper V antenna and one

receiver (BR'-_) was connected Lo the lower V-antenna. A third

burst receiver was connected Lo the dipole antenna, but it

failed 1 meek into the flight and no significant data resulted

lhe RF voltage at the feed point of each half of the V antenna

was sampled by a eideband, high impedance preamplifier, and the

preamplifier outputs were combined in a balun transformer and

fed _) the burst receiver. E_ch burst receiver aa_ composed of

a pair of redundant IF amplifiers and detectors, wbich shared a

common set of crystal controlled local oscillators and milers

Only one TF strip was powered on aL a given time; the other mas

used as a backup _ystem Low pass filters aL the input of Lhe

burst receiver prevented strong signals aL the 2] 4 MHz

intermediate frequency from entering the IF strip. _ch

receiver had a crystalconLrolled |f bandwidth of _O kHz and a

posLdeLecLion integration time cons]ant of 6 ms. A thermistor

located in each burst receiver provided m measurement of the

ambient temperature of the receiver, and this information was

included ;n the housekeeping data telemetered every |97 m_n

Also, the normal antenna 5;gna) measurement sequence was

interrupted for 1._B min every i9 7 min, and calibration no'ise

source signals were injected into each burst receiver to

provide a cbeck of their long term gain slab;lily, lhe total

dynamic range of the burst receivers was appro=imately 60 dB

and mas divided into Leo 30 dB ranges by logic cmrcuitry ;n the

detector electronics The limit of the input signal level

resolution ]hal was due to telemetry quantization step slze was

about 0.3 d0. Saturation level slgnal_ aL the preamplifier

input often resulted in the generaLion of ;nLermodulaL;on

products in the RT amplifiers, which then appeared as wideband

_ignals in the telemetered data This problem wa_ most acute

when intense kilometer wavelength emrssions from the

terrestrial magnet_)sphere were observed aL frequencies in the

_O0 to 300 kHz range. BR 1 e,s less susceptible be

;nLermodutaLion problems than B_ 2 by 6 Lo 10 dB. Because of a

failure in the local oscillator circuitry in BR ], cbannels 4

(5_ kHz) and I2 (@10 kHz) d;d not provide usable daLa During

periods when a portion of each orbit was in the lunar shadow,

cyclac Yariat;ons in thermal gradients across Lhe V antenna

booms resulted ;n scissor mode oscillations of tbe booms, which

did not occur when the spacecraft was in 100_ sunlight. This

effect had a period of approximately _O mln (the scissor mode

period) and wa_ most pronounced on the upper V antenna during

the first and fifth lunar shado_ period and on the lower

Y antenna during the _econd and third tuner shade= periods.
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AI IERNAIE NAMES 1961 NU 1, EXPLORER ]I
00107

NSSDC ]D 61 013A SPONSORINC COUNTRY

U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 4/71/61 Wt ICHI 31 KC

orBIT PANAM_I _JRS

ORBIT TYPf C[OCE_fTHIC EPOCH DATI 04/YI/61

0NBIT PERIOD 108 ] BaN 1NC[INAI/0N 289 DEC

PU_IAPSIS 486.000 KM AIT APOAPS]S 1186 O0 KM ALl

PERSONNEL

SC UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

PM J [ KUPPERIAN, JR (Dr CIAS_) NASA CSEC

_IE# DESCRI PT TON

Explorer ]I, also knoan as S 1_, was launched for the

purpose of detecting the source_ of high energy gamma rays

]he spacecraft achieved an orbit with an apogee of 1786 km, a

perigee of 486 km, a period of 108.1 min, and an inclination of

_8.9 deg. In add;Lion Lo detecting gamma rays, Explorer 11 =as

designed to map their direction with emphasis on tbe plane of

the galaxy, the galactic center, the sun, and other known radio

no;se sources i Lo relate the measurements Lo the cosmic ray

flu= density and the den_ily of interstellar matter; and to

measure the high-energy gamma ray atbedo of the earthms

atmosphere, lhe satel I ire was a spin-sLabi l ized octagonal

alum;mum box (30 5 by 30.b by ¢_8 _ cm) on a cylinder (1_._ cm

in diameter and 5:?.2ecm long) Explorer ]1 was constructed so

that its stable motion was an end over end tumble about the

transverse principal axis that had the largest _ment of

inertia. The gamma ray telescope assembly ma_ mounted so that

its a=is of sensitivity, which was parallel Lo the long axis of

the satellite, would rotate in the plane of tumble ]he

or ; relation of thi_. axis in _space was deters;ned Lo

approximately 5 deg by means of optical aspect detectors and

the use of the k_oen radiation pattern of the vehicle antenna

Telemetry was provided only in real time by two PM

transmitters, since tbe onboard tape recorder failed at launch.

..... S 15, CAHMIRE .......

INVESTIGATION NAME CRYSIAL SANDWICH/C_ENKOV COUNTER

NSSDC ID 61 013A 02

PERSONNEl
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BRIEJ- DESCRIPTION

The ;nstrumenta£ion for the Explorer 11 crystal sandwich

Cerenkov counter elperlment we8 the same as that used for the

gamma-ray telescope elperiment. The gamma-ray emper;•ent was

designed by researchers at the Massachusetts Tnstltute of

Technology pri•ar;ly to de_ect cosmlc gamma rlys greater than

50 HeY. Charged particle data were collected using the same

instrument. Thls telescope was used to determine the intensity

and pltch-angle distribution of geomagnetlcatJy trapped

protons. The telescope consisted of an anticolncldence plastic

shield, layers of NII and Cs] crystals, and a cylindrical

Lucite Cerenkov detector. When the ant;coincidence requirement

of the p|astlc scintillator shield was removed, charged

particle _nformatlon was recorded by all three counters, an

add;lion, charged particle coincidences between the crystal

sandwich and Cerenkov detectors were recorded, an this _de,

directional information was obtained. The soJld-angle-area

factor of the telescope was about 4.3 sq cm sr. The I o ok

direction of the telescope was identlcal to the sy•metry axis

of the spmcecraft- For a beam incident parallel to the I o ok

direction of the telescope, the detection efficiency fell to

zero at 15 deg from this d_rectlon. The energy thresholds for

each detector were as follows: (1) scintillation plastic

(upper portion), electrons -350 keY, protons -3.5 MeV, (2)
scintillation plastic (lower portion), electrons -400 keY,

protons -35 HeY, (3) crystal sandwich, electron_ -400 keY,

protons -75 MeV, and (4) Cerenkov, electrons -15 HeY, protons

-350 HeV. The accumulation Lime for the charged particle data

mas approximately 30 s. A single scaling circuit in Explorer

]1 permitted one channel at i time to be Jonltored. During the
7 months in which the instrument mas turned on and working in

orbit, only 141 h (3_) were considered useful observmng time.

During this time, the telescope mas monitored for ga•ma rays

and charged particles. For additional information, see 0.

Carm;re, J. Ceophy Res., v. 6B, p. 27, ]963.
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]NVF_IICATION NAME PHOSWICH CERDNKOV COUNTER TELESCOPE

NSSDC ID 6]-013A-01

pERSONNEL

P] - W.E. KRAUSHAAR U OF W]SCONSTN

0] - C._. CLARK MASS INS] OF IECH

BRIEF DLSCRIPIION

This e=perimenL was designed to search for high-energy

gamma rays (greater than 50 NeV) from the celestial sphere.
The basic detector scheme cons;sled of a sandwich of NaT and

CsI scintillating crystals (20 g/sq cm) 0 viewed by a single

photomultiplier, and a Eucite Cerenkov counter, viewed by two

photmultlpliers, at was completely surrounded by I shmeld of

sckntillat_ng plastic viewed by five photomult;pl;ers. The

sandwich detector provided h;gh-at_o•ic number mater;el for the

pair production process, i.e., energetic gamma rays were
converted into electron positron pairs. The electrons and

positrons then entered the Cerenkov counter, which detected

particles traversing its volume in only the downward sense.
The si•uttaneous electric signals fro• its two PMIs indicated

that one or more charged particles had traversed the telescope.

The signals or lack of slgnaJs from the surrounding plastic

shield at the instant the telescope had been triggered

indicated whether the triggering Was caused by an uncharged or

charged particle. Also, the Ilastw and itÙtel = components of

the s_gnals from the photomultlpJ;er that viewed the sandwich

detector affordBd method of distlngulshing neutron and

gamma-ray induced _vents. The experiment performed normally

from launch until Nova•bar 17, |g61. For more information, see

W, Kraushaar eL el., Ap. J., v. 141, p. 845, 1965.
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SPACECRAFI COMMON NAMI S SSH

ALTE]_NAIE NAM_ ] 96_ BEIA CH] 1, EXPLORFR 16

SPONSOR ]NC COUt_l RY

U.S.

WtlCH]- 100_8 KC

EPOCH DATE- 1"2/16/6_

INCLINA] ION 52. OEC

APOAPSI S- 1181 KM AIT

UNKNOWN

OO506

NSSDC ID 62-O7OA

LAUNCH DATE 1_/16/6_

ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBI1 TYPE- QEOCINTRIC

ORBI1 pERIOD 104_3 MIN

PER IAPSIS_ 750. KM ALT

pERSONNEL

SC - UNKNOWN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This spacecraft, also known as Explorer 16, was the

second in the series of micrometeoro_d satellites orbited by

NASA. Its purpose was to o6tain data on the near-earth

meteoroid environment, thus providing an accurate estimate of

the probability of penetration in spacecraft structures by

meteoroids and allowing a more confident definition of the

relationship beteeen penetration flux and material thickness to

be derived. The cylindrically shaped spacecraft, about 61 cm

in diameter and 19_ cm long. was built around the burned out

fourth stage of the Scout _aunch vehicle that remained as part

of the orbiting satellite. E=plorer 16 carried stainless steel

pressurized-cell penetration detect.ors, impact detectors,

capacitor detectors, and cad•mum sulfide cell detectors to

obtain data on the size° number, d_strlbut;on, and momentu• of

dust particles in the near-earth environment. The spacecraft

operated sat_sfact.or;ly during its 7-month life (Dace•bar 16,

1962, to July 1963), and all mission o_jectives were

accomplished.

....... S 55B, BESWICK ................................

1NVESllCATION NAME MICROMETF-_0R]TE DFIECi0R

NSSDC 1D- 6_-070A-04

PERSONNEL
PI AmC. BESWICK NASA-LARC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

This experiment was one of five m;crometeorite detectors

aboard E_plorer 16. It used m piezoelectric impact detect_r to

am•sure micrometeorold population ;n a iomentu• range _omewhat

higher _han that of previous measurement_s, where few dita
exist. The detectors, acoustically decoupled from the

satellite structure, were _unted at the end of the cyl;ndrlcal

satellite c•sing near the antennas. The detectors provided a

total of 0.35 sq • of area exposed to micrometeoroids. The

momentu• of a m;crometeorold impacting on the detect_)r assembly

was converted into an electrical impulse. The detector had

three levels of sensitivity. Data from the impact detectors

were correlated alth those of micrometeorold effects on

materials in the pressurized cell e=perlment. The impact

detector sent useful data for 7 1/2 months. By 3uly 1, ]_63,

1_,000 meteoroid impacts hid been recorded by the sensors.

...... S 55B, DAVISON ..............................

INVESTIGATION NAME- GRID DETECTORS OF MICROMEIEORITES

NSSOC ID 62-070A-02

pERSONNEL

PI - E.H. OAVISON NASA LERC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This e_perimenb was one of five •_crome_eorlte detectors

aboard the spacecraft- Slxty fell gauge detectors, each in the

shape of an equilateral triangle with a 11.60 cm base, were
installed around the forward usable half of the fourth-stage

launch vehicle support structure- _lch detect.or cons;sled of a

circuit obtained by an electrochemical deposition process,

about 2.3E-3 _m thick attached to 0.025-_m Mylar and mounted on

the underside of 304 stainless steel skin samples Twenty-four

of the skin samples were 0 025 m• thick, and four were OlS mm

thick The e_periment utilized thin grids of conducting gold

deposited on the bottom surface of three stainless steel sheets

of different thickness to record micrometeoro;d penetration. A

particle penetrating the steel sheet would almosL invariably
break one of the current channels underneath, lowering its

resistance level and recording the penetration. Si_

penetrations were recorded in the 25 micron stainless steel

sheet, and one penetration was indicated in the ]S2-micron

s_ain_ess steel sheet. The experiment functioned well in the 7

1/_ months in which the satellite transmitted useful

• ;cremateÙreid data. _or more details, see E. C. Hastings,

NASA 1MX 810, 1963.

..... S 55B. CURTLER .........................

INVF_TICATION NAME- PRESSURIZEDCB • MICROMETEORITE DEIECTOR

NSSDC ID- 6_-070A-01

PERSONNEL

PI C.A. CURILER NASA LARC

BRIEF DESCRIPIION

This experiment was one of Tire micrometeorlte detectors

aboard Eaplorer 16. I£ utilized pressurized celts shaped like

half cylinders with walls of 25-, 51-, and 1_/ micron[hick

beryllium copper to record micrometeorold impact5 lhe ceils

contained helium gas held under pressure. As a micrometeoroid

punctured the cell walt, it released the gas and dropped the

pressure. This drop in pressure activated an electronic

circuit and transmitted this information to earth. The

pressurized cel) sensors were divided into two identical groups

that lere telemetered separately on the two telemeters. Our;ng

the 7 1/_ months in which the e_periment transmitted useful

data, 44 punctures mere indicated in _he one hundred 25 micron

beryllium copper walls, and none of the twenty 121-m;cron

beryllium copper sensors was punctured, lhe puncture rate for

the _5 m_cron •ater_al was 0.3_ puncture per sq • per day, and

the puncture rate for the _I micron material was 0.|_ puncture

per sq • per day_
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NSSDC ID 6_ 070A 03

P_SONNEt

P] - L. SFCRFIAN(RE_IRED) NASA [ARC

_]EF DESCRIPllQN

Th_s emperilent me& one of five micrometeoriLe detectors

aboard Fxplorer |6. There mere 46 mire grid detectors

consist,ng of a minding of five copper mlres. 52 and 76 licron5

thick, mounted on 3.68 . I/8-cm rectangular melamine cards, to

• bLain measurements of microleteoroid ilpact. Fourteen of the

cards mere mound mith O.O5 mm mire and 32 cards mith 0.076 mm

wire, provid,ng a total exposed area of 0.3 sq i to penetration

by m;croleteoro;ds Vhen a m;croleLeoro_d broke the wires, the
lowered resistance level of an elecLronlc circuit mas recorded.

]lpaCLs mere measured separaLely on the satell;te's tmo

Lelemeters and mere then relayed for transliSsion Lo earth.

During the 7 I/_ mon[hs in which the experiment transmitted

useful data, CeJeleLer A gave no indication of a break in

either the S2-1;cron or the 76 litton copper elres on the card

detectors. Telemeter B recorded one break in the 52 llcron and

76 micron mire on June 2@, 1963, and one ;n the 76.-mlcron e;re

on July 13, 1963. Norm details on this experiment Ire

contained in E. C. Hastings. NASA 1HX 8]O0 ]963.

..... S 5SB, SECREIAN ............................

]NVF_TIGATII)N NAHE- CADMIUM SULFIDE CELL M]CHDNET•OR]IE

DETEC10R

NSSDC 10 62 070A OS

P_;0NNLL

PI • SFCRFTAN(REI IRED) NASA- UU_C

BRIFX DE.SCRIPT lION

This al ; c rome Leer i t.e detector cons ; sled of tmo

cadmium sulfide cells mlt, h • total effective are• of 4B sq cm

Each cell mas shielded by a m;crothln sheet, of polymer plastic

coated with aluminized Nylar 0.00063 cm thick. The detect, ors

were mounted at the end of the cylindrical satellite casing

just ahead of the antennas When a micrometeorold pierced the

shield, ;t admitted light to the cell and changed the cell's

resistance_ Resistance mas calibrated to the size of the

micrometeoroid. D•ti mere o6talned from cell A for 20 days and

from eel I B for SS days. A more complete experiment

description may be found in IMeasurelents of ]nterpJanetary
Dust Part;tie Flux from Explorer XV] COS and Wire Crid Dust

Part;ties Detectors," NASA CSFC, X 6]3-66 45]_
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SPAC•CRAF7 CONMON NAMF- S 55C

ALI_]_NATF NAMF_ EXPLDRI.-]_ 23. 00024

N_SDC ID- 64 074A SPQNSnRINC COUNTRY

U S

IAU_,NCH DATE 11/06/64 WEICJII- 134. KC

ORBI I PARAMETERS

ORBI ! IYPL CEDCENIRIC

ORBII PU_IOD 91_9 MIN

PI]_IAPSIS- 451. KM ALl

PLRSONNI J

B_ILF DESCRIPTION

The •xplorer 23 micrometeoroid satellite was the third in

t.he series of S 5S mlcroleteoroid satellites orbited by NASA.

Its purpose mis to obtain dale on the near earth meteoroid

environment, thus providing an accurate estimate of the

probabi I i ty of peneLration In spacecraft structures by

meteoroids and all•ling a more confident, definition of the

penetration flu= material thickness relation to be derived.

The cylindrically shaped spacecraft, about 6] cm ;n diameter

and _34 cm long, mas built around the burned out fourth stage

of the Scout launch vehicle, mhich remained as part, of the

orbiting satellite. Explorer 23 carried stainless steel

pressuri zed-cel t penetration detectors, impact detectors, and

cadmium sulfide cell det.ect_}rs to obt, a;n data on the size,

number, d;str;but,;on, and momentum of dust particles ;n the

nemr-earth env ; ronment . In add; tlon, the spacecraft was

desl gned to p roy i de dale on the effects of the spice

environment on the operation of capacitor pmneLraL;on detectors

and solar cell power supplies. The iplcecrafL lass, neglectin G

the fourth stmge vehicle hardmare and mo_or, mis Q6.4 k 9. The

mpacecraft operated saLisfactori Jy during ;Ls l year I ire

(November 6, 1964, through November 7, 1965), and all m;sm;on

obJeCt;yes were accomplished, elcept for the cadl;um sulfide

celt detect_r experiment, mhtch was damaged on I;fLoff and
provided no data.

EPOCH DATE. 02/01/13
1NC[]NAT10N 51.9 DEC

APOAPS[S 865. KN ALT

.... S 55C, CURTLFR ..........

INVESIICAIION NAME- PRESSURIZED CELLS
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NSSDC ID 64-074A Ol

PERSONNEL

PI - C.A. CURTLER NASA-LARC

01 C.W. CRB NASA I_C

_RI[F DESCRIPTION

The frequency aL which two different thicknesses oE

stainless steel mere punctured in space was obtained by use of

216 sLalnless steel cells mlth I thickness of 987E-3 cm The

cells eere pressurized mith helium (absolute pressure of 1300

mm Hg) and mounted in seven rums around the periphery of the

spacecraft. The Lest material was half hard type 302 stainless

steel coated I;Lh a 1.4-micron thick thermal balance cover

cons;sting of success;re layers of chromium, silicon monoxide,

aluminum, and silicon monollde. Of the 210 active cells (six

cells mere inactive because of telemetry limitations), 70 had

2.54 plus or minus 2.5 llcron thick Lest material, and 40 hid

SO.8 plus or minus 2.S micron thick Lest material. The _4_taJ

exposed area of each class oE detector mas O 69 sq cm and 1.38

sq cm, respect;rely. When m cell mas punctured the gas leaked

ou_, and _he drop in pressure caused I switch to open

;nd;cating that a puncture had occurred. The frequency aL

which cell6 lost pressure was a d_rect leasure of the frequency

• t mhlch the test laterlal mas being punctured by meteoroids.

Although the cells could not detect any additional punctures,

they did provide i permanent record of the initial puncture.

The elperlment operated satisfactorily during its 36b-day life,

recording SO punctures of the _-iicron cells and 74 punctures

of the _O micron cells. The data obtained mere in g()od

agreement eith puncture rates obtained in previous satellite
experiments.

...... S SSC, HOLD_ ...............................

INVESTIGATION NAME- IHPACI DETECTORS

NSSDC ]D 64-074A-O2

PERSONNEL

P] - D.C. HOLDEN NASA-LARC

O] - AC. BESWICK NASA LARC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The laSS distr;bu_;on of meteoroids in space mas

determined by an impact-detection system consisLin o of 24

triangular O 13 cm _h;ck 606] aluminum alloy sounding boards.
E_ch one had a piezoelecLrlc transducer lounted on the cenLer

of the sounding board underside. _he detectors provided ]440 sq

cm of area e.posed Lo meteoroids. Four groups of six

electrically parallel sounding boards mere _unted around the

periphery of the spacecraft. When i meteoroid impacted on •

sounding board, an elecLrical signal gas produced From the

transducer It wa_ then amplified, thresho d-detected,
c()unted, and stored until readout 1he alpl;f;er for each

group had three stages of amplification, ehlch corresponded to

three levels of momentum lee, ledium, and hlgh By •ss;gning

a velocity Lo the particles impacting on the sound;no boards in

space, the system output was directly related Lo the threshold

levels of particle mass. 1he system sensitivity mas adjusted

during final calibrations so that all 24 sounding boards acted

as i single detector for all three sensltiviLy levels, lhe

lolentum Lhreshholds obtained b_ calibration for the low,

medium, and h_gh ranges eere ].2E 4, @.E-6. and 3.E-Z nemton-_,

respectively_ The dita eLLa;ned shomed 14,]69 counts, 218

counts, and 2 counts for the high-, medium , and

Iow_sens;Livlty systems, respectively, over • 1 yr period

(November 6, 1964, to November 5, ]Q6S)

--- S 55C, SECREIAN .....................

INVESlIQATION NAME CADMIUN SULFIDE CELLS

NSSDC ID- 64 O/4A 03

PERSONNEL

PI L. SLCRE_AN(RF_IRE])) NASA LARC

EIRI_ DESCRIP110N

The objective of this experiment was to determine the

size of penetrating meteoroids by measuring the size of holes

produced by the impacts in tmo thicknesses of a plastic film

us;fig two light-sensitive CdS cells Ihe cells were both

mounted on the forlard face of the spacecraft, one beneath •

sheet of 6.35-micron-thick p_ film ind the other beneath a

sheet of 3.18 micron thick P_ film _ch detect_r provided 24

sq cl of surface area exposed be meLeoroids. Each sheet of PET

film had a _hin coaling of aluminum deposited on bo_h aides.

Penetration of the alum;nized PE1 sheets mould ilium sunlight

(direct or reflected) tx) illuminate the cell and reduce ;Ls

resistance, the cell being calibrated to relate the resistance

change to accululat;ve hole SiZes in the P_ fill. Prior to

I;fLoff, all detectors eere functlon;ng properly; however, on

the first interroQatlon lade shortly after fourth stage
burnout, it _•s found that the CdS cells lere saturated with

llghL. Apparently the aluminized pFT fill covers _ere dam•gad

during launch, preventing dati acquisition.

.... S 5S_, SIVITER ....................

INVESTICA] ION NAHE- CAPAC] 10R DETECTORS
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N_SDC 10 64-074A-04

pE]RSONNEL
P1 - J.H- SIVITER NASA-LARC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the experlment was to determine whether

the space radiation environment had any adverse effects on the

operation of the capacitor Is a meteoroid-penetration detector-

Observations ;n the liborat4)ry indicated that energetic

electrons in space might collect in the dielectric and produce

false penetration counts. The instrumentation consisted

essentially of two capacitors made up of i thin film polymer

dielectric (bilam;nate 3.8 micron th)ck, half-hard, type 302),

lhich served as one electrode. A copper layer, about

O.65-m;cron thick, was vacuum-deposlted on the outer surface of

the dielectric, thus permitting it _o serve as the second

electrode. The capacitors were each mounted on a 0.63 cm thick

layer of polyurethane foam support by means of a 2.5-mlcron
adhesive. The foam support, _n turn, was seated in a laminated

fiberglass tray that served as the mounting fi=ture. A

penetration into the charged capacitor by a projectlJe caused

the capacitor to be momentarily shorted and discharged- This

discharge was detected and stored in : counter for later
transmission. The conduct;on path d;ss; ated ;n less than 1

microsecond and allowed the capacitor to recharge and detect

any additional penetrations. Two discharges were recorded for

one of the detectors during the 365-day lifetime of the

experiment (November 6, 1964, to November 5, 1965). No

discharges were recorded for the second capacitor. More

refined laboratory tests, however, revealed that the number of

radial;on-induced pulses would be about the same as or less

than the number resulting from actual punctures, thus making it

dill,cult, if not impossible, to distinguish betmeen the tee.

Hence, the origin of the two counts (electron or meteoroid)

could not be determined- It was determined from the data.

however, that any radial;on-induced pulses greater than 2 V

were at a minimum and would not likely affect the meteoroid

flux data to any great extent, particularly when the

penetration rates were relatively high.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME SAS A

ALTFRNATE NAME.S SAS 1, EXPLORER 42

UHURU, pL-lOlC

04197

SPONSORING CDUN3RY

NSSDC ID lO ]O/A U.S.

LAUNCH DALE- l_/l_/lO WFIGH1 143. KG

ORBIT PARAHEIERS
ORBIT TYPE CEOC[JWTRIC FPOCH DATE 1_/13/10

ORBIT PERIOD 95.7 MIN INCL]NATIDN- 3.0 DLC

pERIAPS]S- 531. KM ALT APOAPSIS 572. KM Atl

pERSONNEL
MC J.r. HOLTZ NASA tIE_DUUARIE_S

SC NC. ROMAN NASA HEADQUARTERS

PM M.R. 10WNSEF_) NASA CSFC

PS C.E. FICHILL NASA CSfC

BRI_ DE_%CHIPllON
SAS-A was the first in the series of small spacecraft

whose objectives were to survey the celestial sphere and search

for sources radiating in the X-ray, gamma ray, UV, and other

spectral reg_ons. The primary mission of SAS A was to develop

a catalog of celestlal X-ray sources by systematic scanning of

the celestial sphere in the energy range from 2 _o _O keY. The

spacecraft was launched December 19, 1970. from the San Marco

plat{orm off the coast of Kenya, Africa, into a near circular

equatorial orbit. The orbiting spacecraft was in the shape of a

cylinder approximately 56 cm in d_ameter and 116 cm in length.

It weighed 141.5 pounds and consumed 9.6 W. Four solar paddles

were used Lo recharge a 6-amp h. eight cell, nickel cadmium

battery, and to provide power to the spacecraft and experiment.

The spacecraft was stabilized hy an internal wheel, and a

magneLically torqued commandahle control system wa_ used Lo

point the spin axis of the spacecraft to any point of the sky

The aspect sensing system consisted of hoLh a star and sun

sensor that shared the same processing electronics The system

was designed with heavy emphasis on redundancy, not only in the

more obvious areas such as aspect sensors and high and lea

voltage power supplies, but also in signal switching and high

voltage d;stribuL;on. The resulting instrument was capable of

sustainin B several simultaneous major failures without

seriously compromising the scientific objectives. Data were

stored on a one orbit storage tape recorder and telemetered

during a 3.4 man playback cycle. A lO00-bps PCM/PH system was

used. For more details, see N. Jagoda et am, I_ Ira. Nuc.

Sci., v. 10, p. 579, 19/2; 0. C. Mullens, 1_ Trans. Ins •

Mea, v IM-20, p. 235, 1971

- SAS A, G]ACCON] ...... - ....

INVESTICATION NAME ALL SKY X RAY SURVEY

NSSDC ID 70-107A-01

PERSONNEL
PI - R. CIACCONI SPACE T_ESCOPE SCI IN

Ol - E.M. KELLOGG HARVARD COLLEGE OBS

OI - H. CU_SKY US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

01 - H. TANANBAUM SA0

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The X-ray instrument aboard SAS-A (E=plorer 42) consisted

of two nearly identlcaJ sides, both physically and

electronically. Each side contained an X ray detection system

composed of a coil; later, pro_orti_al counters, associated

processing electronics, and an aspect sensing system, lhe high

spatial resolution side had i viewing angle of 0.5-dee by 5 dog

FWMM and i detection range froIB 1 to 20 key The other side

had a high-sensltivity colli mater w;bh i viewing angle of 5-dew

by 5-deg FWMM. This side had i detection range from I to 10
keY. Six proportional counters, composed of a beryllium shell

wlth _.S-mm beryllium fell windows, were behind each

collimator. The interior contained m 2-mm tungsten anode w,re

and gas composition of 9011 argon, 9.51 carbon dlo. ide for

quenching, and 0.5S helium at a pressure of 940 mm of mercury.

Low-_ntenslty rad_oactlve sources were used for ;nfl;ght

calibration of the instrument- The spin a=is of the spacecraft

was held fixed in the sky for about a day aL a time. During

this period a band of approximately 10 dew about the equator of

the spin axis was scanned. The primary data reduction

ob_ectlve was to superimpose the X-ray data recorded as Icount
azimuth I so that the

rate vs tlme a to mcount rate vs

super;mpos_tlon data would be equivalent to a single sweep

through the observing lO-deg band with = total ohserving time

of 1 day. An array las created of X-ray superimpos,t;on

(representing the 360 dew circle scanned) broken into 4390

elements of azlmubh of 5 min each for the 0.5-dew detector and

IOBO e_ements of azimuth of 20 min each For the 5-deg detector.

• . e • SAS B eeioeeeeeeseoeeeeeeeeeeoeoe*weeeeeeeoese* _* • o**o eooa

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME SAS-B

ALTE]_NATE NAMES PL 723D, EXPLORER 48

06282, 5AS 2

SPONSOR]NC cOUNTRY

N550C ID 7? O91A U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 11/15/72 WEIGH1 166. KG

DRBI1 PARAMEffERS
ORBI1 TYPE- GEOC_ r_TRIC EPOCH DATE 11/16/12

ORBI1 PERIOD 95.4 HIM INCt INAIION 19 DEC

pER IAPSIS 443. KM ALT APDAPSIS 632= KM ALl

pERSONNEl
SE N.C ROMAN NASA HEADQUARTERS

PM M R. TOWNSI_qD NASA CSFC

PS - CE. FICHTLL NASA-CSFC

BRIEY DE_CREPIION

Explorer 48 (5AS B) was the second in the ser,es of smati

spacecraft designed to extend the astronomical studies _n the

X ray, gamma ray, uttravloleL, visible, and infrared regions

Ihe prmmary obJective of the Explorer 48 was to measure the

spatial and energy distribution of primary galactic and

extragalactic gamma radiation with energies between _0 and 300

NeV. The instrumentation consisted principally of a guard

scintillation detector, an upper and a lower spark chamber, and

n charged particle telescope. Explorer 4B was launched from

the San Marco platform off the coast of Kenya, Africa, into a

nearly equaLorlal orbit. The orbiting spacecraft was in the

shape of a cylinder approximately 5g cm in diameter and 1_5 cm

;n length Four _olar paddles were used to recharge the

6 amp-h nickel cadmium battery and provide poeer to the

spacecraft and telescope experiment. Ihe spacecraft was sp,n

stabilized, and a magnetically torqued commandabJe control

system was used to point the spin a_is of the spacecraft to any

position in space within approximately 1 dew lhe experiment

a=is lay along this a=is alloaing the telescope to look at any

selected region o_ the sky with its plus or minus 30 dew

acceptance aperture. Jhe nominal spin rate was 1/1_ rpa. Data

were taken aL 1000 bps and could be recorded on an onhoard tape

recorder and simultaneously transmitted in reat time. The

recorded data were transmitted once per orb=L, lh;s required

approximately 5 min The telescope e_periment wa_ initially
turned November 90, 1972, and by November 2/, 197_, theon

spacecraft became fully operational, lhe lee voltage power

supply for the experiment failed on June _, 1973 No useful

sclenLific data were obtained afLer that date With the

exception of a slightly degraded star sensor, the spacecrafL

control section performed in an excellent manner. _or more

details, see 5. M. Derdeyn eL al , Nuc_ Ins • MeLh , v 96. p.

557, 1979; C. Fichtel, K Creisen, and D Knlffen, Phys.

Today., v. 98. p 49, ]975.

SAS B, FICFFr_ -

INVEST1CAIIDN NAME- GAMMA RAY TELESCOPE
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NSSDC ]D 72 OglA O]

PERSONNEL

PI - C.E. FICFH_ NASA CSFC

BRI[_ DE_SCR]PTION

The instrument cons;sLed of two spark chamber •ssembl;e&,

four plastic scintillation counters, four Cerenkov counters,

and •n •nticolncidence sc;nt;lt•tion counter dome •ssembted to

form • tmlescope. The spark chamber assembly consisted of

]6-l;re spark-chamber modules with • magnetic core re•dour

system. Sandliched between these tmo assemblies las • plane of

plastic scintillator formed by the four 6cint, ll•tion counters.

Thin tungsten plates, aver•gin• O.O]O-cm thick, mere

interleaved betmeen the spark chamber modules, which had an

active area of 640 sq cm. These plates provided the material

for the gamma ray to convert ;nto an electron-positron pair and

provided • means of determining the energy of these particles

by measuring their coulomb scattering. The spark chamber

modules revealed the position and direction of the p•rtlcles;

from this _nformation, the energy and direction of the gamma

ray las determined. The scintillation counters and the four

directional Cerenkov counters that lere placed below the second

spark chalber assembly constituted four independent counter

coincidence systems The single piece plastic scintillator

dome surrounded the lhole assembly except at the bottom to

dlscr;minate against charged particles The threshold of the

instrument g•s about 30 MeV. •nd energies up to about 200 MeV

could be measured along with the integr•l flux above _ MeV

The angular resolution of the telescope varied as • function of

energy and arrival direction from 1.5 to 5 deg During the

lifetime of the experiment from November 15, 19Z20 to June 8,

1973, approximately 5_S of the celestial sphere, including most
of the galactic plane, was surveyed.

oeeoeeooo oeaeeeeoee*eee*eaa SAS-C ee ae eeeoo ea,,ooeeeeea we*• • o= •

SPACECHAF 1 COMHON NAHt SAS C

A] liaNA1[ NAMES PI /430. SAS 3

(_XPI ORF_I 53

NSSDC lD ZS 031A SPONSDRINC COUNTRY

U.S.

LAUINCH DAlE 0S/07/7S WE ICOn 193 KC

ORBIT PARAHE_ ERS

ORBIT TYPE CI_0CENT R1C

0RBII PF_IOD 94.9 MIN

PERI APS IS 509 KM ALl

PE NSONNEL

MC J R HOI 1/ NASA H{AI)_UAf_/EHS

SC N C ROMAN NASA H[ AD_UAR/_S

PH J F KUPPEH]AN. JR (I)IC|ASt_)) NASA CSFC

PS C._ F ]C]UII NASA CSFC

BRIFf DESCRIPI 10N

SAS-C mas the third in the series of small spacecraft

mhose objectives lere to survey the celestial sphere for

sources radiating in the X ray, gamma-ray UV, and other

spectral regions. The primary mis_¢.ions of SAm (_ mere to measure

the X ray emission of discrete extragalactic sources, to

monitor the intensity and spectra of galactic X ray sources

from O.? to 60 keV. and to IltoniLor the X ray intensity Of

Scorpio X 1 The spacecraft gas launched free the San Marco

platform off the coast of Kenya, Air;ca, int_ a near circular.

equatorial orb;t This spacecraTt contained Tour instruments:

the Extr•gaJactic Fxperiment, the Clll•ctlc _nitor Experiment.

the Scorpio Monitor Experiment, lad the CaJactic Absorption

Experiment In the orbital configuration, the spacecraft las

145 _ cm high and the tip to tip dimension was 470.3 cm. The

total payload weigilt mas ]06 7 kg Four solar paddles were

used in conjunction a;Lh a ]2 cell n_c:kel-cadm;um battery to

provide 65 W oT average power over the entire orbit. 1he

spacecraft was stabilized along the Z a=;s and rotated at •bout

O.] deg/s Changes to the spin aals orientation mere by ground

command, either delayed or in real tile. The spacecraft could

be made to move back and forth plus or minus 2.5 deg across a

selecLed source along the X axis at O.O] deg/s The

experiments looked along the Z axis of the spacecraft,
perpendicular to it, and at an angle

LPOCH DATE 05/08/75

]NCt INA1 ION 3.0 DEC

APOAPS]S 516. KM AI T

-- SAS-C, CLARK .......................

]NVESTICA1 10N NAMF E_J(IRADALACTIC EXPER]MEN1 (FCE)

NSS_C ID 7b-O3/A O]

PERSONNLI

P] = C W. CLARK MASS INST OF TECH

OI H V D BRADT MASS INST OF TECH

01 W H C.LEWIN MASS INST DE TECIt

O] H W SCHNOPPFR DANISH SPACE RES INST

BRIEF DESCRIPIIDN

Ibis experiment de_ermlned the posit;ons of very leak

extragalactic X-ray sources The instrument vieled a ]00 sq

de• region of the sky around the direction of the spin axis of

the satellite. The nominal targets for • l-year study mere (1)

the Virgo cluster of gala=ies for 4 months, (2) Lhe galactic

equator for 2 months, (3) the Andromeda Nebula for 3 months,

and (4) the MagelJanic Clouds for 3 months The

instrumentation consisted of one 2.5 arc-mln and one

4.5-arc man I_dHN modulation coil;mater, Is le[I as proportional

counters sensitive over the energy r_nge from ].S to 10 keV

The effective area of each colliiat_or was about _P2b sq ca. The

aspect system provided information on the orientation of the

collimators to an •ccur•cy of 15 arc s For additional

information, see H. W. Schnopper et am Ap J v. _IO. p
L7S, ]976 ' '

- - SAS C, CLARK ........

INVESTIGATION NAME GALACTIC MONIIDR E:XPE_tlHENI (Cb4E)

NSSDC ID 75 037A-O2

PENSONNEL

PI _ C.W CLARK MASS INST OF TECTa

Dl - H VDBRADT MASS INST OF ItCH

0I W.H.C.LFWIN MASS INST OF 1ECH

0I H.W. SCHNOPpER DANISH SPACE RF3 INST

BRIEF DESCRIPIlDN

The objectives of this experiment germ _o locate galactic

X ray source_ to 15 arc _ and to monitor these sources for

intensity vari•tions. The source positions germ determined

with the use of the modulation coil;maters of the Extragalactic

Experiment during the nominal 2 month observation of the

galactic equator. The monitoring of the X riy sky was

accomplished by the use of three slat collimators. One

collimator, ] by 70 deg F_fltl_, :aS oriented perpendicular to

the equatorial plane of the satellite, while the other two,

each 05 by 4S deg P#HH, mere oriented 30 deg above and 30 deg

belol the first The detector behind each collimator las •

proportional counter_ sensitive from ]._ to ]3 keY, with an

effective are• of about |00 sq cm The ]O de• collimator had

additional counter oT the same area, sensitive from 8 to 50
_V Three lines of position lere obtained for any given source

when the satellite mas being spun at a steady rotation of 4

arc min/s about the Z axis. For additional information, see W.

H. C. levi• eL el., Ap. J., v. _?07, p. L9b, 1976.

.... SAS C, CLARK ............................

INV[_I]CATION NAME SCORP]0 MONITOR EXPFR]MFNI (SHF)

N_SDC ID 7S 031A-03

PERSONN_

PI - C.W. CtARK MASS ]N%T OF ]ECH

0I ]I.V.D.BRADT MASS INST OF TECH

OI W.H.C.L_WIN MASS ]NST OF TECH

OI H.W. SCF_NDPP_ DANISH SPACE RFS IN_T

BRIEF DFSCRIPTION

A 1_ by 50 deg FldH_ slat coil;mater mas oriented with

its long axis perpendicular to the satellite _pin axis such

that a given point on the sky could be monitored for about 2_

of a rotation, lhis collimat_:)r gas inclined by 31 de• with

respect to the equatorial plane of the satellite, so that

Scorpio X ] was observed mhile the Z •x;s mas oriented Lo the

Virgo cluster of gala=]ms. ]he detectors used in this

experiment lere proportloniJ counters miLh ]-mm beryllium

windo_s. The energy range _as from ] O _o 60 keY, and the

total effective area I•S about 40 sq cm.

..... SAS-C. CLARK, .............

INVESTIGATION NAME
CAt_CTIC A_ORPI]ON EXPERINE_I (CA[)

NSSDC 1D 75 O3/A 04

PFRSOh_EL

PI CW. CLARK MASS INSI OF TECH

0] - H.V.D.BRAD_ MASS I_ST OF TECH

01 - W.H.C.LEWIN NASS INST OF TFCH

0I H.W. SCHNOPPER DANISH SPACE RES INST

BRIFI DESCRIPTION

The density and distribution of interstellar matter mas

determined by measuring the v•riatlon in the intensity of the

low-energy d_ffuse X ray background as a function of galactic

latitude. A 1-micrometer polypropyJene mindow proport;on•l

counter =•s used for the 0.] to 0.4-key and 0.4 to 1.0-keV

energy ranges, while • 2 micrometer tit•n;um _indow counter

covered the energy range from 0.3 to 0.5 keY. In addition,

_mO ] mm beryllium eindol counters were used for the ].0 to

]0-keV energy range. The collimators ;n this experiment had

fields of view of 3 de• for the 1-micrometer counter, 2 deg for

the 2-micrometer counter, and 2 de• for the ]-am counters. Eor

additional information, see D R. Hear• et •J Ap. J. v. 203.
p. L21, 1976. " •
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NSSDC ID Z3-O2ZA 02

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME SKYLAB

ALTERNATE NAMES- 6633

NSSDC ID- 73 027A

LAUNCH DATE- 05114/73

SPONSOR INC COUNTRY

U.S.

WEICHT 90607. KC

ORBIT PARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE- GF_ICE_fTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/14/73

ORBIT PERIOD 93.4 MIN INCLINATION 50.0 DEC

PER IAPSIS- 434.0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 442.0 KM ALT

pERSONNEL

PH - O.C. SMITH NASA JSC

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The Skylab (SL) was a manned, orbiting spacecraft

composed of five parts, the Apollo telescope mount (ATM), the

multiple docking adapter (MDA), the airlock module (AM), the

instrument unit (IU), and the orbi tal workshop (01dS). The

Skylab was in the form of a cylinder, with the AIM being

positioned gO dew from the longitudinal am;s after insert;on

into orbit. The ATM Bas a solar observatory, and it provided

attitude control and e=per_ment pointing for the rest of the

cluster. It was attached to the MDA and AM at one end of the

0WS. The retrieval and installation of film used in the ATM

was accomplished by astronauts during eItravehicular activity

(EVA)_ The MDA served as a dock for the command and service

modules, which served as personnel ta=is to the Skylab= The AM

provided an a;rlock between the HDA and the OVS, and contained

controls and instrumentation The ]U, which was used only

during launch and the initial phases of operation, provided

guidance and seguenclng functions for the initial deployment of

the ATM, solar arrays, etc The OWS was = modified Saturn 4B

stage suitabte for long duration manned habitation in orbit

It contained provis,ons and crew quarters necessary to support

three person crews for periods of up to 84 days each. All

parts were also capable of unmanned, in-orbit storage,

reactivation, and reuse. The Skylab itself was launched on May

14, 1973. It was f_rst manned during the period May 25 to June

22, 1973, by the crew of the SL 2 mission (73 032A). Next, it

was manned during the period July 28 to September 2b, Ig/3, by

the crew of the SL 3 mission (Z3-OSOA). The final manned

period was from November 16, 1973, to }ebruary 8, 1974, when ;t

was manned by the crew from the SL 4 mission (73 0gOAl.

- SKYIAB, CRF_BERC ..............

INVE_TICATION NAME CORONOCRAPH CON_AH]NAIION MEASURERFJtTS

NSSDC ID 13 02/A 45

PERSONN[I

PI M. CR|_WBERC DUDLEY OBS

OI C.P. BDNNE_ NASA JSC

BRIFF DESCRIPIION

]he primary objective of Skylab emperiment TO_5 was to

visually and photographically obsmrve and record the amount of

light scattered by particles from thruster f_rings and waste

dumps. One purpose of 102b was to determine the extent and

nature of the induced contaminant and to assess its effect on

other optical elperiments on the spacecraft. Another objective

was to look through the earthJs upper atmosphere to determine

the type and amount of particular matter. The T025

experimental hardware consisted of a modified 3b-mm Nikon

camera attached to a coronagraph that was placed in the solar

scientific airJock of the OWS From this position, a series of

external disks could occult the sun, thereby allowing direct

visual and photographic observations of the microscopic

contaminant part_cles a_ they scattered the solar radiation
incident on them Th s observing program was involuntarily

curtailed when the solar airtock wa_ rendered unusable

following the launch. The instrument was quickly _)dif;ed for

extravehicular activity ([_A) and the observing program WaS

reduced to Just the atmosphere mode monitoring the

straLospheric aerosols Although the required modifications

mere made in time for the second manned Skylab mlss_on, the

instrument was not deployed during that flight because the

a_tronaut_ were not trained for its eltravehicular operation

]he addition Of the Comet Kohoutek program to the Skylab

mission objectives in late 19Z3 enlarged the scope of the 1025

experiment again The TO25 coronagraph allowed near perihelion

photographic observations of the comet; the addition of

narrowband filters allowed the principal emission features of

the comet to be observed ]he IO2S experiment was deployed on

four [_ks during St 3. Iwo }VAs were used to observe the

earthPs atmosphere, and two acre used to study the comet near

perihelion. Unfortunately, the electric Nikon camera used with

the coronagraph during EVA did not function properly, although
her additional details, see

a few useful frames aere obtained

}. Ciovane. D W Schuerman, and J M Creenberg, App Opt., v

16, p. 9g3, lg77

. SKYLAB, H[NI/E - -

INVLSI ICAI ION NAME UI IRAVIOt E1 SIEJ IAR ASTR{)NUMY

pERSONNEL

p] - K.C. HBWIZE NASA-JSC

OI J.O. WRAY U OF TEXAS, AUSTIN

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The objectives of this e=per;ment were to take UV

photographs of young and hot stirs, nebulae, interstellar dust,

and stellar @as shells ;n large areas of the Nilky Way, and

evaluate large numbers of _pectra for spectral classes.

temperatures, and compositions of stars, using a reflecting

telescope and In objective prisl in front of a 3_ mm camera_

The telescope had i 15 cm reflecting lirror. Several different

prisms could be inserted in front of the telescope, depending

on the desired spectral resolution and sensltlvlty- The

instrument mas sensitive in the spectral region from 1400 to

3000 A. The instrument was mounted in the ant;solar a;rJock of

the orbital _orkshop. and the telescope looked at dtfferent

portions of the _k_ by means of a movable flat mirror.

Photographs were taken only while Skylab was on the dark side

of its orbit. The _mage of each star was drawn out into a

small spectrum About fifty 4 • S deg star fields uere

observed during each of the three Skylab missions- Details

could be resolved to about 20 arc-s Films were developed and

evaluated on _he ground. For more details, see F. C.

O)C=llaghan, K. C_ Henize, and J. D. Wray, App OpL., v. 16,

p 973, 1977.

.... SKYIAB, KRIECER ..................

]NVLSEICATION NAME- X-RAY SPECTROGRAPHIC TF| FSCOPE

NSSOC ID 73 O_YA-05

PERSONN_

PI AS. KRIECER AS*E, INC

p] - C.S. VAIANA HARVARD COLLEC} OBS

BRIE± DESCRIP1 ION

The objectives of this e=perlment, located in the Apollo

]elescope Hount, mere tO observe images of the sun and X ray

emissions of flares in the 2-60 A range with high spatial

(about _ arc-s), spectral (delta-lambda/tambda=O 02), and

temporal resolution, use selective filters and a transmission

grating to obtain _pectral informal;on, and follow the

evolution of active areas and correlate X ray emissions with

solar events observed ;n ultraviolet and visible light. X ray

sources were imaged with mirror optics utilizing very flat

angles of incidence below about 0.5 deg. lhls experiment used

two cylindrical, coa=ial mirrors of this kind with diameters of

31 and 23 cm, with a total collecting area of 42 sq cm, and

with focal length of 213 cm The transmission grating was

mounte_ behind the rear end of the cylindrical mirrors; it

produced first=order spectra on both sides of the zero order

image of a source A filler wheel mechanism permitted the

insertion of selective filters into the path of the X rays,

thus providing broadband spectral f;ltering of the flu=. A

7.6 cm diameter, coaliaJ X ray mirror produced an X ray image

of the sun on a scint=llator crystal, where it was sensed by

the photocathode of an image dissector tube. The output of

this tube was used for a visual display on the AIM console.

X ray images were recorded on 70 mm film A photomultipJier

tube, oriented toward the sun, measured the total solar X ray

flux; when a preset level was e=ceeded, an alarm for the

astronauts was given. 1he signal from this tube also served as

a reference for the e_posure setting of the film camera on the

main telescope. For additional information, see R 1gummy,

App. Opt , v, 16, p- 828, 1977.

- SKYLAB, MACQUFJ_N - - _ = "

]NVESEICAIION NAME WHITE LICHI CORONACRAPH

NSSDC IO 73 O_TA 04

pERSONN__

PI R.M. MACQUEE_ HIC}t AtTITUOE OBS

O] C.A. NL_K1RK, JR. H]Oi At TITUDE OBS

BRIEE DP-_CRIPI ]ON

The objective_ of this e_periment were to study

brightness, form, _ize. composition, polarization, and

movements (>f the corona, and correlate the observations with

solar surface events and with solar mind effects The

experiment, located in the ATM, used an externally occulted

coronagraph to men;for, between 4000 and 6000 A, the

brightness, form, and polarization of the solar corona a t

radial distances Of 1.5 to 6.0 solar radii ]he coronagraphs

were designed to block out the image of the sun's disk and to

take pictures of the faint corona that e=tends from the sun far

into space. Light scattering by optical elements and by

structural surfaces was carefully avoided lhis instrument

contained four coa=ial occulting disks and photodetectors for

alignment correct=gas Pictures mere recorded on _5 mm film;

they were taken either in unpolarized light or in one of three

possible or;entaLions of plane polarized light Also. the

instrument could operate in the mvideo mode, m which permitted

d;spJay for the astronauLs or TV transmission to the ground

}or more details, see A. I. Potand et at., App. Opt, v. 16, p.

g26, 197Z.
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SKYLAB, NOYES ..............

INVESTIGATION NAME UV SCANNIh_

POIYCHROMAIOR/SPECIROHELIOMEIER

NSSDC ID 13 02tA 06

PERSONNEL

PI RW. NOYES HARVARD COLLEGE ORS

OI - E.M. REEVES NASA HEADQUARIERS

BRIEF DLSCRIPIION

The objective of this elper;ment, which los located on

the AIM, was to obtain photometric data of si_ spectral lines

(0 IV. H9 X. C mE. 0 Vl. H I, C II) and the [yman continuum,

and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) observations of a var;efiy Of

structures in the solar chromosphere, corona, and

chromospheric coronal transition layer. An ultraviolet

scanning polychromator spectroheJiometer operated in a spectral

range of 2q6 to 1350 A w;¢ha resolution of 1.5 A An off-al_s

paraboloidal primary mirror formed a solar image on a 56 by

56 micron entrance slit of the spectrometer, correspond;n• to a

5 by 5 .... inldareago°n th ..... Diffraction by ........
grating, ruled with 1800 grooves per mm, produced a

spectrum on the Rowland circle where seven phot_multiplier

detectors ;n fixed positions simultaneously recorded the

intensities of the six lines and the Lyman continuum The

instrument had three basic observing modes. First, • mirror

raster scanning mode was used in which spectroheliograms of a

5.5 by 5 arc min area were acquired in up to seven wavelengths

simultaneously. EJch scan took approximately 5.5 m;n to

complete Second, a mirror line scanning mode acquired data

for seven wavelengths simultaneously in an area 5 arc-s by 5.5

arc min. This Look appro, lmately 5.S s. Ih;rd, a grating

lavelength scanning mode was used. in which the spectrum of a

5 by 5 arc s area was scanned in 3.8 Bin. Thm scan consisted

of 5270 data points Thm instrument could be operated during

manned, unattended, or unmanned periods of the Skylab mission.

Count data were recorded and then transmitted to earth every

orbit. For more details, see _. M. Reeves, M C E Huber, and

J C. limothy, App Opt , v 16. p. 837, 197/

-_- SKYLAB. NOYES ......

INVFSTICATIDN NAME IIYDROCFN ALPHA TF|FSCDPF NUMRFR l

NSSDC ID 73 02/A ]5

PERSOMNE±

PI R_W NOYES HARVARD COLLECF OBS

01 L.M. RE_ES NASA HEADQUARTERS

BRIF_ DtSCRIPIION

]he objective of the e=periment was to obtain

high resolution photographs of the sun in the H alpha llne of

the _almer series (6_62.8 A). The tf alpha telescopes were the

most useful devices for showing the crew member the precise

pointing position of the AIM instruments relative to features

on the solar disk and for recording this position. Not only

did this provide backup capability ;t also made possible

viewing at the same time a highly magnified image of a small

part of the sun and an image of the entire sun lhe control

and display panel was equipped with two identical monitors Of

6 in. diameter A spectral resolution of O1A was provided by

means of Eabry-Perot type filters. The optical telescopic

system was arranged with a zoom type lens So _hat either

telescope could be used at low magnification or at high

magnification where _t was possible to resolve ]-2 arc-s.

Photographs were Liken using a camera mounted aL the second

image plane of the tetescope_ lhe field of view of the camera

was 35 arc min= The zoom ratio was 3.5 to ]= The camera could

be operated either automatically or manually. In the automatic

node, photographs mere taken at ], _, or 4 frames per minute.

in the manual mode, only one frame was exposed per command A

system was worked out so that the H alpha telescope could be

used to determine Lhe degree of coalignment between SOS5 and

SOO_B Ih_s made it possible for Lhe H alpha Lelescope to

record the precise position of pointing of SO82B and SOSS. by

using a mechanically movable reticle system placed in the field

of view.

SKYLAH. PACK[]_ .....

INV[SIICAIION NAME UV AIRCI OW HORIZON _IOIOCRA_Ey

NSSDC ID 13 02/A 08

PFRSONNIL

P] D.M. PACKER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAO

BRIEF DFSCRIPIION

The Skylab e=periment S063 mas flown to provide data for

several studies: photography of alrgJow, ozone, aurora, and

Comet Kohoutek. The objective of the airglow ;nvestlg•t;on las

t_o study the altitude and intensity variations of some airglow

emlssions by means of photography from the spacecraft. The

method of acquiring the data was to obtain 35 mm photographs

through filters it wavelengths of 2500, 3914, 5577, and 6300 A

lhe ozone effort involved investigating a method for acquiring

measurements of the changing patterns of ozone concentration

using photography fhe procedure used mas to obtain three

photographs of _ g;ven area beneath the spacecraft One

photograph was =posed through _o filt*r that transmitted
rid;at;on within the ozone ab rption band, the second

pho_ograph was obtained through a filter transmitting JUSt

beyond the long wavelmngth end of the ozone band. and the third

photograph ma_ ;n color of the same observed area. A measure

of the relative ozone might be obtained by subtraction, picture

element by picture element, of the combined data of the two

photograph& outside the ozone band from that of the Iozone l

data. Hounbed at a windoa in the anti solar scientific airJock.

the camera obtained Iozonel data during daylight mhen ;t could

vlew the earth at nadir. The auroral study required

photographing aurorae in profile from above the lower

atmosphere and obtaining vertical cross-sections of aurorae

with the spatial d;sLributlon of emissions from atmospheric

constituents delineated by color. The Comet Kohoutek effort

had the obJeCtive of obtaining a time sequence of exposures of

the comet as ;t approached and receded from the sun. In

addition t_ the camera and filter system of this experiment,

several filters were borrowed from ezperiment T025 in both the

UV and visible spectral range. Additional details, including

flight performance, can be found in the report, =Skylab

Eaperiment S063 U.V Airgtow Horizon Photography, = D. M.

Packer and ]. C. Packer, NRL Memorandum Report No. 3381,

October ]9_6 Also see D M. Packer and I C Packer, App.

Opt., v. ]6, p 983, 19_/

...... SKYLAB, TOL_E_ .................

INVESIICAIION NAME UV CORONAL SPECTROHELIDGRAPH

NSSOC ID- 73-0_7A-10

P_RSONNFt

PI R IOUSEY US NAVAL RFSEARCtl LAB

Ol J.D. PURCELL US NAVAl RESEARCH LAO

BRIEF DESCRIPIION

The objectives of this experiment were _o record

monochromatic images Of the entire sun in the emission lines of

a spectral range frol ]50 to _25 A, t.o obtain information about

composition. _emperature, energy conversion and transfer, and

plasma processes within the chromosphere and lower corona, and

_o correlate the_e data with results from simultaneous

observations in the other wavelength regions. This e_perlment,

located in the AIH, consisted of an eltreme ultraviolet (XUV)

slitless spectroheliograph ]maglng of the sun and generation

of the _pectrum were achieved by a single concave mirror of _ m

focal length, ruled in gold with 3600 lines per mm lhe

instrument had a field of viel of ].75 solar diameters aith a

spatial .... 'ut;on of ;; fine A tasw i 2h ..... ]t ...... d the
wavelength range from ] to 730 a spectral resolution

a_ fine as 0027 A. A single exposure simultaneously recorded

full disk images in a multitude of XUV emission lines, showing

solar features ihose temperature_ range from _0[_4 K to over

_.OE_l K in their relationship _0 their over•It surrounding_

The unused part of the solar spectrum was reflected ouL into

space in order to avoid unnecessary heating of the instrument.

A thin aluminum filter in front of the film kept stray light

out. Four film cameras were used. each loaded _iLh 200 film

strips; crew melter e=chmnged cameras by extravehicular

.ct;v_ty"(_A) ,h_s_n_t..... _ operated.'.os_ perfoct,yand
recorded 103_ XUV spectrohellogram_ on strips of Schumann type

XUV se,sitive film (35 mm x _SB mm each) for more details.

see R. Tousey eL el., App DpL., v 16, p. 810, 19//.

--- SKYLAB. TOUSEY ......

INVESTICAIIDN NAME- E3JV SPECIROCRAPH

NSSDC ID 13 02/A 1]

PERSONN[L

PI R. ]OUSLY US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

OI JO P_C_.L US NAVAL RESEARCIt LAB

BRI[f DFSCRIPIION

This experiment, located in the ATH, was designed be

record phobograph;cally the line spectra of the _oJar

chromosphere and part of the transition region For stray

light elimination, a predisperser graLing assembly alth two

gratings generated a light beam containing only the desired

wavelength regions The main grating wa_ a concive mirror

ruled at 600 grooves per mm The spectrum from _lO to 3_40 A

was covered in two bands m_th a spectral resolution of between

0.04 and 0.0_ A and • spatial resoluLion of about 3 arc s The

entrance slit admitted light from a 2- by 60-arc s area on the

sun. Several operational modes could be selected by the crew

members, such as the bores;ghL mode that permitted an astronauL

to point •_ • spmcific area on the solar disk. the limb

scanning mode that produced a sequence of elposures across _he

limb by stepwlse •ngular I_ion of the primar_ mirror, and the

flare mode ;n which the instrument book • preprogrammed ser_es

of exposures of flares or other act;re area_ when commanded by

: _ ..... b.r Oat.......... dedonstri. of fi'.._th
ig frales being recorded on each film strip. ]ncluded in

this package w_s an XUV monitor, which provided a real time

video image of the chromosphere and corona frol sun center to

two solar radl; over the entire passband of ]70 _o 550 A. with

no _pectraJ resoJutlon and ]0 to 20 arc S SpltiaJ resolution

Data from the XUV monitor were available tO the crew and mere

transmitted t_ the ground over an S-band vide() channe_ _or
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more details, see J. D. F. Bartoe e_ _1-, _PPl 0P_'' V" 16, p.

79, 1977.

....... SKYLAB, UNDERWOOD =-- ; .................

INVESIICATION NAME-- DUAL X--RAY TELESCOPE

NSSDC ID 73-027A-07

pERSONNEL
P] J.H. UNDERWOOD AEROSPACF CORP

PI - E. TANIDBE]_C-HANSSB NASA MSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPTIDN
This e=per_ment consisted of tag instruments: an X ray

event analyzer (XRF_) consisting of two proportional counters

math pulse-height analyzers and associated data processing and

telemetry equipment, and an X ray telescope assembly consisting

of a Wolter type-] glancing incidence X ray telescope and a

clmera assembly, which included a si.-posltion filter •heel, a

shutter, and a replaceable Ill. magazine. One XREA

proportional counter •as equipped with a beryllium window, and

the other was equipped with an aluminum windo•. Neither

counter •as collimated, and both v_e•ed the full sun. A

four position aperture •heel •as fitted in front of each

counter to increase the dynam*c range. The beryllium counter

had six pulse-height analyzer channels and covered the passband

from 2.5 to 7.25 A eith a spectral resolution of about 0.5 A.

The aluminum counter had four pulse height analyzer channels

and covered the passband from 6.1 to 20 A with about 4 A

spectral resolution. The XREA had a temporal resolution of _.5

s lhe filter •heel on the X-ray telescope contained five thin

metallic filters, which isolated five broad wavelength bands in

the soft X-ray spectrum, and a sixth filter, •hich yielded an

overexposed image in the visible spectrum. The filters were

normally changed after each ecposure, lhe X ray telescope

could be operated only during the manned missions. Several

operating modes mere available with three sets of e=posure

times (short, normal, and long). In the patrol mode, the

camera cycled through each filCer for a total of siz frames.

The active modes were used for studying bright regions that

were evolving rapidly, and only three filters were used. An

automatic mode •as used for flares or other transient

phenomena, and a single frame mode allowed a particular filter
to be selected for s_ngle photograph A super long mode

allowed emposures of a_hitrary length to be made• Over _7.000

filter hel,ograms were made during the Skylab mission (four

rolls of black and •hire film and one roll of color film were
et al Appr 'exposed) For =_o e details, see J. H. Underwood

Opt., v 16, p 8_8, ]97/.

** .. .***************** . SMH ** * *** * **** ***** ** **

SPACECHA_ COMMON NAME SMM

ALIIRNATE NAMES SDIAR MAXIMUM MISSION, 11703

NSSDC ID BO 014A

LAUNCH DATE 02/14/80

SPONSOR INC CDLIN_RY

U S.

WE ICHI 2315. KC

ORBll PARAM[TE}_S
OHOll 1YPE CEDCE]WXRIC U'OCH DAlE 0_/15/80

ORBIT PERIOD 94.8 M]N INCLINATION _8 5 DIC

pERIAt'SIS 508. KM ALl APOAPSIS 512 KM ALI

pERSONNEl
MC B R HCCULI AR NASA IIEAD(QIUAR1 E]RS

SC D M ROEILIN NASA HEADQUARIE_S

PM j. p CDRR]CAN NASA CSFC

PS B. [ W(]ODCAI E NASA CS! C

BRl_f ()[SCRIPIION

1he Solar Ma=imum Missio, (SMM) •as designed to provide

coordinated observations of solar activity, in particular solar

flare_, during a period of maximum solar activity. The payload

was made up of seven instruments, specifically _elected to

study the short wavelength and coronal manifestations of

flares. Data w re obtained on the storage and release of flaree

energy, particle acceleration, formation of hot plasma, and
r made as part c}f the- • we emass ejectlon. Complementary studies

SHq4 guest investigator program, and coordinated in situ

measurements of flare particle em,s_ions •ere made from the

ISEE 3 satellite, lhe SMM observatory was approximately 4 m in

le,gth, fitting into a c rcular envelope 2.3 • in diameter.

The construction was modular. The instrument module occupied

the top 23 • and contained all the solar payload instruments

together with the fine pointing sun sensor system Below the
instrument module was the Hultimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS)

containing the systems for altitude control, power,
communication, and data handling Between the instrumenL module

and the MMS wa_ the transition adaptor, supporting two rimed

solar paddles that supplied bet•wen 1500 and 3000 W of power

Quick and coordinated responses to solar flares •ere considered

essential for meeting the scientific objectives of the mission.

Wherefore. the ground system •as designed Lo facilitate

coordinated data evaluation, observation, planning, and command

uplink to the onboard stored command processor¸ El,board

coordinatio, of response to a flare •as performed in real time

the attltude-control soft•are allowed observatory repointings

and slow scanning motions; there was also a special module for

tracking = solar feature over many days. A repair mission on

STS-13 was completed- For this mission, astronauts

rendezvoused •ith SHM _o make repairs and an orbital

adjustment. For more details, see E. C Chipman, Ap J., v.

244, p. Ll13, 1981; J- D. Bohlin •t el., Solar Phy., v. 65, p.

5, 1980.

....... 5HM, DE JAG_ ...............................

INVESIIGAIION NAME- HARD X-RAY IMAGINC SPECTRDNE_I-_ (HXIS)

NSSK ID 80 Ol4A 05

PE_SONNEJ-
PI - C. DE JACFR U OF UTRECFR

OI - H.F. VAN BED< SPACE RESEARCH lAB

OI - A.P. MILLIHORE U Of BIRMIMCHAH

BRIEF DESCRIPIION

The obJeCtive of the Hard X-ray Imaging Spectrometer

(HXRIS) exp•riment •aS _o measure the position, structure, and

thermodynamic properties of hot thermal and nonthermal sources

in active regions and in flares. This instrument produced

two-dimensional images with 8-arc-s resolution over an

approzimately square area of side 2 min 40 s, or 32 arcs
resolution over a square of side 6 •in 74 s. These _•ages •ere

observed in six selectabJe energy channels, between 3+5 and 30

keY, with a temporal resolution of O.S to I s. depending on the

mode of operation. By means of a flare flag, the experiment

alerted other SM_ _nstru•ents •hen a flare began and indicated

the position of the brightest p;xel of the observation lhe

instrument consisted of lO etched grid plates, each divided

into _76 sections that foried the collimator, and @DO

• iniproport;onal counters that provided a position sensitive

detector system capable of spectral anatys_s A dual

microcomputer system permitted three modes of operation •ith

commendable para•eters that provided for a fie=itS• tradeoff

teL•wen temporal resolution and spatial coverage during

different phases of solar flare For •ore details on this

experiment, see H. Ra Van meek et el., Solar Phy., v. 65, p

3q, 1980.

- SLIM, FROSI ......

INV[_SI ICAIION NAME- HARD X-RAY BURST SPECIROMFI[R (IIXRBS)

NSSDC ]D 80 014A 06

Pt RSONNFd
PI - K. J FROST NASA CSI C

OI L.[ IDRtl/I C NASA CSFC

01 B.R. D_NN IS NASA CSFC

DI I .i C| IN| NASA CS! C

Ell U l)_ D[SAI NASA- CSf C

BRIEf DLSCRIPI ION

lhe Hard X ray Our_L Spectro•eter (HXRBS) mas co.cerned

w;th impulsive flare emission to determine the role of

energetic electrons in _olar flare •echanlsm_ The instrument
consisted of a disk shaped Csl(Na) central detector and a

CsI(Na) active collimator element that surrounded the central
detector. |=hotomulLip_ier (f'M) tubes _ere used Lo vlem the

crystals lhe central crystal •a_ O 635 cm thick •ith a

_ensiLive area of 7E _q c•. The colli•ator provided a 40 deg

F_HM FOV. The energy range "20 to 260 keY •a_ covered by lb

energy Io_s channels that provided continuous measurement_ with

a Lime resolution of 1_ ms= The system possessed an energy

resolution of 30_ FVHM at 1_'_ keY By use of a circulaLing 3 _;_K

word memory, ti•e resolutions as short as ] ms were obtained
a afor fast rising bursts, but no spectral data •ere v i lable

with this memory- Ether a constant ti•e (CI) or constant

count (CC) Bode for the memory could be selected_ Us ng the C1

mode during solar observing periods, 10 ms resolution could be

obtained for any flare ouLput that triggered time device Using

the CC mode during spa(•craft night, gamma ray bursts could be

detected effectively. A charged particle detector wa_ u_ed to

sense the South Atlantic anomaly region _nd to turn off the

voltage to the PM tubes i_¢)r _ore detailed il)formatior_ about

this e=perlment, _ee L E (_rwig, K J. trost, and _ H

Dennis. Solar Phy . v 65, p _b, |q80_

SMM. MACQUE EN

INVtS1 ]CA1 ION NAMI C[IRONACHAPII/PULAHIM[ ILR

NSSDC ID 80 OI4A 01

pERSDNNF_

PI r MACUUEfN

Ol W J WACNCR

D] C A DULK

O] R KOPP

OI C W. I>NLU MAN

Ol - C.W _Uf_IEID

OI H U SOLID!

OI K V SHIRIDAN

H]CIt A[ 11 IUD[ OBS

NOAA

U {IF CUt ORAD(I

I0S ALAMCIS NAT EAH

EtIC;tt AI1]IUDE OBS

ttlCH A[T[IUDI OHS

MP1 PREYS ASTROt'IIY- c"

CSIRO.DIV Ot RADIDPHYS
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Bff]_ DESCR1PT]ON

The prime objective of this experiment was to measure the

response of the coronal electron density and lagnet_c field

structure to the passage of transient phenomena on rapid time

scales The secondary objective was Lo determine the density
and orientation of the magnetic field structure of the corona

on a 8ynoptlc basis. The Coronagraph/Polar_meter (C/P) was the

merit recent version of i spaceborne e.ternally occulted Lyot

coronagraph designed t.o produce images of the solar corona ;n

seven wavelength bands in the visual spectral range. The C/P

mas occulted by three disks mith a 2.6-cm diameter primary

object;re lens of air spaced doublet des;an. Coronal quadrants

mere ;mated at f/34 on a meshJess V d con mlth i nutating

mirror arrangement and mere recorded on a dedicated tape

recorder for subsequent transm;ssion to the earth. Fields of

vlem ranged from 1.S to 6,0 sq solar radii and were selectable

within the coronal quadrant. Spatial resolution was selectable

between 6.4 and 12.8 arc-s. Seven filters were available

m;thin the range 446S to 6_ A and polarization was measured

by a sequence of three Polaroids oriented 60 deg apart (a clear
position was also available). The stray radiance was about

36-10 of the solar brightness in the outer field. The

_nstrument mas on an independent gimbal mount and was

sun centered to e;th;n 10 arc s. Experiments i;th the C/P
involved either radiance observations or polarization

sequences. For further information, see R. M. MacQueen et el.,

Solar Phy., v. 85, p. 91, 1980; L. L. House eL al Ap. J., v
244. p. L]17. 1981. "" "

- SMMo TANDBLI_C HANSSF_N .....

INVFSIICATION NAHI UI TRAVIOLE] SPECTROH[_ER AND POLARIHFTER

NSSDC ID 80 O14A-07

PE_SONNEJ_

P] E. T ANDBEHG - HANISSEN NASA MSFC

OI R.C ATHAY HICH ALTITUDE 0ms

01 J.M BECKERS NATL OPT ASIRON DOS

0] J.C. BRANOT NASA CSFC

(]] M. BRLINLr_ [OCKH_ PA[O ALTO

01 R.D. CHAI_tAN NASA- CSFC

O] B.E W00D_AT E NASA CSFC

BRIEE DLSCRIPTIDN

The Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Polarimeter (UVSP) was a

modified version of the telescope spectrograph system flown on

OSO B. The obJective of the experiment was to study solar

ultraviolet radiation from active regions, flares, prominences,

and the corona, in order to determine temperature, densiLy,

velocity, and the magnetic field ;n the solar plasma. A

secondary objective was _o conduct an aeronomy program to

measure the height distribution of major absorbers in the

earth's atmosphere, such as ozone and o,ygen, and to detect

trace constituents and their changes as a result of solar

flares. The instrument consisted of a Cregorlan telescope and

_ EJ_ert spectrometer. The telescope had an effective focal
ngth of 1.6 m, a collecting area of 66 4 sq cm. and a field

of view of ?_6 by _56 arc-s. The secondary mirror had a raster

mechanism that allowed up to a 256 by ?$6 arc-s scan range

Spatial resolution mas determined by an entrance slit mechanism

that was adjustable from ] by 1 arc s to 30 by 30 arc-s. A

choice of 2? entrance/exit silt combinations was available.

The Ebert spectrometer had a spectral range of 1/_0 to 3600 A

mlth a resolution of 0.04 A _W_ in the first order and IISO

t.o 1800 A mith a resolution of 0 02 A FWI-_I in the second order.

The polarimeter ma_ located behind the entrance slit and

consisted of two retarders (maveplates), a linear polarizer,
and drive mechanisms. The control electronics for the

instrument included T programmible microprocessor.Simultaneous measurements at different heights in the

chromosphere and in the corona, could be made by selecting any

of three sets of four line pa_rs for spectroscopy and any of

six line pairs for polarimetry. For further Information. see

B. E. Woodgate et al_, Solar Phy , v. 65, p 73, 1980; M. S.

Miller et el., App. Opt , v. 20, p. 3BOS. 1981

!eeea*e*e *ee******w0m**eeee* SDLRAD 1 * oeete0me ee eeeaeeeaweeee

SPACECRAF1 COMMON NAMF SOIRAO 1

AL]EI_INATE NAMES 1960 tIA ?, CRE_ 1

SUNRAY 1, SR ]
0O046

NSSOC ID 60 OOTB

LAUNCH DATE 06/72/60

ORBIT PARAHE_ERS

ORBIT TYPE- CEOCENIRIC

ORBIT PERIOD ]Of./ MIN

PER IAPSIS 614 KM At!

SPONSORING COUNTRY

U.S.

W[ IOHT 19.05 KC

EPOCH DATE- 06/2?/60

INCLINATION 66.69 DEC

APOAP_ZS ]061. KH ALT

PERSONNLL

PH - UNKNOWN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

BRIEF DE_SCRIPTION

The SOLRAD ] spin-stabilized spacecraft mas put ;n_o

orbit by the same launch vehicle that _aunched Transit 2A. The

_pacecraft carried tmo Lyman-alpha photometers and one X ray

phof_ome_er mounted along the equator of the satell; re, looking

out in i direction parallel _o its equa_r;il plane. A visible

light aspect system that used a vacuum phot_ceJl _o determine

the solar aspect angle was also attached. ]he aspect systmm

had the same direction of viem as the UV photometers and the

opposite vlew m;_h respect t_o the X-ray photometer. The

objective of the project mas to make long term continuous

observer; ons of the solar hydrogen L#man alpha and soft X _ay

mmiss;ons and ILo correlate these emissions with ground based
observations.

...... SOLRAD 1, FRIEDMAN ......................

INVESTICAIIDN NAME- X-RAY AND LYNAN-ALPHA STUOY

NSSDC ID 60 OOIB 01

PERSONNEL

PI H.D. FRIEDMAN US NAVAl RESEARCH LAB

BRIEF DE_CRIPTIBN

This experiment mas designed _o provide long term

observations of the ionizing radiation from the sun by

monitoring the solar emission in the X ray (_ to B A) and the

hydrogen Lyman-alpha (]050 be 13S0 A) regions. Ihe

measurements were made over the perlod June 22, 1960, to

November 1, 1960, by tie Lyman-alpha photometers and one X ray
photometer mounted on the equator of the satellite. The

Lyman alpha detect_rs were nltrlc ozide ion chambers, whereas

the X ray detector was an argon ;on chamber 1o eliminate the

re_ponses of the latter detect_)r from Van Allen belt radiation

(charged particles), a ?400 gauss permanent magnet was

incorporated into the chamber design This shim d ng magnet,

however, had a significant effect upon the rotational stability

of the satellite and, combined with other factors, was

responslbie for :taS:_:_ewe::ductlo n in th ...... t of data
received. The d received, homever, mere of good
quality.

• eee*ee*e _ee* ee**eee **e* SOLRAD 7A • e. .• • •e eee*eeeeeee ee eeemee

SPACECrAfT CONMDN NAME SOLRAD 7A

ALTERNATE NAMF_ C_EE_ 5, 00730

NSSDC ]D 64 001D SPONSORINC COUNTRy

U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 01/11/64 WEICI_[ 454 KC

ORBIT PARAME] ERS

0RB]I TYPE EPOCH DATE

ORBIT PERIOD ]03.3 MIN INCLINATION 69.q DEC

PERIAPS]S 903. KM AIT APOAPSIS 926. KM ALl

PERSONN_

- UNKNOWN UNKNOWN

BRIEF DE_SCR ] PT ] 0N

This solar X-ray monitoring satellite mas launched ;n

January 1964. It was equipped with ionization chambers to

cover the ranges 1-8 A. 8 17 A, and 44-60 A. It was placed

into orbit, by an Agena D launch vehicle, mith its spin axis

roughly perpendicular to the sun saLell;te direction with an

initial spin rate of about 2 CpS. The satellite was

constructed so that the moments of inertia favored stable

rotation about the _pin axis; however, the magnetic brooms

produced varying torques by interacting with the earth's

magnetic field. This resulted in a sloe precession of the _pin

axis _he orbit, was nearly circular at 900 km and each pass

provided ]0 to _0 mln of data at a ground station. This

satel I ire contained five X ray phot_leters, four UV

photometers, and two systems _o accurately determine the solar

aspect angle Its purposes were to mon_tor the soft componen_

of solar X rays (_ to 60 A) and the IBm frequency portion of

the _olar hydrogen Lyman alpha emission spect_rum (122_ to 13_)0

A), and to transmit these quantitative analog data back _o

earth. Data were transmitted in real time on 136 Mc per

second, and several European observa_or ; es successful ly

recorded the tel emetry . The satel I ite transml tted data

continuously untl I September ]964 from all but the 44 Lo 5_-A

and B- to 16-A detect_rs, both of which failed soon after

launch. Sporadic data were received until February 1965. For

more deta; Is, see R, W. Krepl in, Space ram I V. _, p , Q_] ,

1964.

...... SOLRAD 7A, KR_PLIN ....................

INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY (_ TO 60 A) AND UV (1_25 TO
13S0 A) FLUX
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NSSOC ID 64 O01D-Ol

pERSONNEL
PI - R.¥. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

The experiment was designed to provide real-time analog

data conslstlng of quantitative measurements of the solar X-ray

flux from 2 to GO A. This wavelength interval was monitored by

five gas filled (argon or nitrogen) ion chamber photometers (2

to 8 A, 8 I_o 14 A, 8 to 16 A, 44 to 55 A, and 44 to 60 A).

EJch of the X-ray photometers was sensitive to the trapped

particle rmd;atlon in the Van Allen belts. To reduce
_nterference from this source, a magnetic broom was placed in

front of each X ray photometer. The composition of the detector

windows mas either beryllium, aluminum, or Mylar. The

wavelength sens_t;vlty of the detector was determined by the

window material and thickness, and the gas filling. A sixth

detector, composed of four UV photometers connected in

parallel, monitored solar photospheric emission in the 1225-to

1350-A band (hydrogen Lyman-alpha). All four UV photometers

had 2-mm-thick calcium fluoride windows but contained no gas

filler. They required no magnetic protection. EJch of 24

stations received about four satellite passes per day and

obtained S to 1S m_n of good data on each pass. Useful data

were received from January 1], 1964, to February 6, 196S.

Sporadic dale were obtained from February 1965 until July 1966
but were of limited value because of spacecraft wobble. For

more details, see R.W. Kreplin, Space Res., v. 5, p. 951, 1964.

=ae.e.oo**e*o**eoaa*ao*e**e" SOLRAD 7B eooooa,eoe**oe*o*aoe*em

SPACECRAFt COMMON NAME- SOLRAD 7B

ALTERNATE NAMES GREI3 6, 01291

NSSDC ID 65 016D SPONSORINC COUNTRY
U.S.

LAUNCH DATE 03/O9/65 WELCH] 47. KC

ORBIT PARAME1 ETRS

ORBIT TYPE- EPOCH DATE

ORBIT PERIOD- I03.4 MIN INCLINAT ION- 70. I DEC

pERIAPSIS 003. KM ALl APOAPSIS 931. KM ALT

pERSONNEL

BRIEF DE_SCR I PT I0N
The 1q65 16D satellite, the seventh satellite of the

SOIRAD series, was launched from Wallops Island on January 11,

1QbS This NRL satellite was spherical and, when measurements

were obtained, ;t rotated around the spin awis at the speed of

I _ turns per second The satellite was not spin stabilized,

and two suitably designed photocells gave the necessary

information about the solar aspect angle, i.e., the angle

between the equatorial plane and the direction from the sun to

the satel I ire. This sat.el I ire was instrumented to detect the

solar _ ray emission and telemetered daily at Arcetri As the

other SBIRAD satel I ires, this sat.el [ ire was equipped with

ionization chambers and CM counters sensitive to the soft X ray

radiation, located on the equatorial plane of Lhe satellite.

1be gradual absorption of the radiation as the satellite passed

into and out of the shadoe of the earth eas used to measure the

atmospheric density between 120 and 200 km. 1he bands used for

such measurements were the 44 60, B 14, and B 12 A bands For

additional information, see M. Landin;, D Russo, and C 1.

Tagliaferrl, Space Res VII, v. 2, p 1281, 1967; M. Landini,

D. Russo, and C. [ Tag[_aferri, Icarus, v. 6, p 236, lg67.

S01RAD lB, FRIEDMAN -

INVI_TICAIION NAME S0tAR X RAY MDNIIORINC 1XPERIM|NI

NSSDC ID 65 016D el

PL_SONNEL
PI H.D. IRI_I)MAN US NAVAl R[_IARCtl IAB

BRIEF DESCHIPIIDN

Th;s experJmenL was designed to observe solar soft X ray

emission. S;= ionization chambers and CM counters were aboard

and provided measurements of solar flux in the bands 0.5 3 A.

| B A, 8-12 and 8 29 A. and 44 Sb and 44 60 A The threshold

limit at normal incidence for the chambers below 8 A was 2 Of 5

erg/sq cm s for the 0.5 3 A chamber and 1.0| 4 erg/sq cm _ for
the ]-B A one lhe threshold limits for the other chambers

mere: 1.014 erg/sq cm s for the 8 12 and 8 20 A chambers and

1DE _ erg/sq cm s for the 44 60 A chamber The solar flux

gave detectable signals up to the solar aspect angles oF 3S

deW. From May 2S to June 17. |96S, no data were available

because the aspect angle was larger than 35 deg For more

details, see H Landini. D Russo, and G l IagliaFerri. Space

Res VII, v 2, p. ]?Bl, 196/_

**************************** sO_AD 8 ..eeoeee*aoa aaooeeoaaae

SPACECRAF_ COMMON NAME SOLRAD 8

ALTERNATE NAMES SE A0 EXPLORER 30

01738

NSSI)C ID- B5 093A SPONSORINC coUNTRY
U.S.

LAUNCH DATE- 11/19/65 WEI(_FI 57. KC

ORBIT pARAMETERS

ORBIT TYPE CEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE 11/lg/65

ORBIT PERIOD- 100.8 MIN INCLINATION 6q.7 DEC

pERIAPSlS- 704. KM ALT APOAPSIS B91. KM ALl

pERSONNEL

SC UNKNOWN UNKNDVN

PIN - M.J. AUCREMANNE NASA HEADQUARTERS

PS - R.W. KREPLIN &.IS NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The NRL SOLRAD 8 satellite was one of the SOLRAD series

that began in 1960 _o provide continuous coverage of solar

radiation with a set of standard photometers SOLRAD 8 was a

spin-stabi I ized satellite oriented wit.h its spin axis

perpendicular to the sun-satelllte line so that the 14 solar

X-ray and ultraviolet photometers pointing radially outward

from its equatorial bell viewed the sun with each revolution.

Data were transmitted in real time by means of an ER/AM

telemetry system and were recorded by the stations on the

STADAN tracking netmork. The satel Iit, e performed normal ly

except for the spin system, which fai led to maintain 60 rpm (at

sp;n rates below 10 rpm data reduction became d_fficult). The

spin rate gradually decreased to 4 rpm on September 12. lg66

At that time, ground command succeeded in reactivating spinup

to lB rpm. which exhausted the gas supply. From this point, the

spin rate gradually decreased to IO rpm ;n August 1967, when

data col lection was subst.antial ly decreased.

.... SOU_AD 8, KREPIlN ..........

INVESTIGATION NAME S0b_R X RAY AI_) ULIRAVIOLE1 MONITOR

NSSDC ID 65 093A Ol

pERSDNNU
PI R.W. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

BRIEF D[_SCRIPTION

This experiment was designed to moni£or solar X ray and

ultraviolet emisslons with a set of standardized detectors so

that the data could be Compared directly with that produced by

other experiments in the SOIRAD series light ion chambers and

two Ceiger counters covering the spectral regions from 0 _ A Lo

60 A and IOBO A to 13SO A were mounted perpendicular to the

satellite spin axis. Analog outputs from the detectors were

transmitted continuously on six IR]C telemetry channels The

expertment provided good data for all detectors from November

21, lg6S, to August 24. 1967, with the following exceptions:

(1) the Lyman-alpha detector and the UV detectors were
saturated for normal aspect angles, (2) the core memory failed

at launch so that the data were collected in real time

telemetry only. and (3) a gradual decrease in spin rate caused

the aspect angle to drift away from normal in the second year

of operation_

• • = =aee•e*eeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeaeee*e SOLRAD 9 aee eee se aeeeaeo aae*e

SPACECRAf T COMMON NAME SOLRAD g

Atl[_RNAI[ NAMES E)(PLORER 37, 03141

NSSDC ID- 6B O]/A SPONSORINC COUNTRY
US.

[AUNCH DAT! 03/05/6B WEICH1 19B. KC

ORBIT PARAM[ 1ERS

ORHII IYPE EPOCH DAll

ORBIT PfRIDD 95.5 MIN INCLINA|IDN 59.4 DEC

PIRIAPSIS 448 KM AI I APOAPSIS 63B KM All

PFRSONNI l

MC J.R riot TZ NASA H| ADUUARI _S

SC C K 01Rl 1.1 NASA HEAD(_UARTERB

PM R.W KRFPLIN US NAVAl RESEARCH LAB

BRIFF DF3CRIPIION
This Nl_t satellite mas one of the S0LRAD series that

began in 1960 to provide continuous coverage of solar radiation

with set of standard photometers. SO_AD 9 was a

spin-stabilized satellite oriented wlth its _pin axis

perpendicular to the sun satellite line so that the 14 solar

X ray and UV phoLometer_ pointing radially outward from its

equaLor_al bell viewed the sun with each revolution Data were

simultaneously transmitted via FM/AM telemetry and recorded in
read out its contents on commanda core memory that

Individual scienLisLs and inst_tutions were invited to receive

and use the data transmitted on the 136 _tz telemetry band on

the _tandard IRIC channels _ through B. _or the period July

loll to June 1973. the core memory data of SOLRAD 10 were used
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rather than those from SOLRAD 9 The SOLRAO IO core memory 0RIEI DESCRIPTION

failed June 11, It73, and SOLRAD 9 was heavily used until This e=periment was designed be monitor the solar X ray

February _S, 1974. when the gas supply of the attitude control flux _n eight bands and the solar UV flux _n five bands as pitt

system was exhausted, lack=no altitude control, SOLRAD Q was of i long term project £o observe solar X ray ind UV ict;v;ty

operationally useless and las turned off. For Bore detliEs, with sets of standardized sen_ors over in entire solar cycle.

see R. _. Kreplln and D M. t_ran, •The NRL SOLRAD 9 Satellite 1he X ray bands observed were 0.08 be 0.B A. O] to 1.6 A, OS

Solar Ieplorer B 1968 17A, e Met Report 6800, 1969. to 3 A, 1Lo 5 A, ] to 8 A, 8 to ]6 A, 1 to _ A, and 44 to 60

A. All the detectors for these bands, with the exception of

that for the OrO_ _O 0.B A band, were ion chambers fitted

_- SOLRAD 9, KNFPL]N .......... with a variety of window materlaE (beryllium° aluminum, and

INVISllCATION NAME SOLAR RADIATION DETECTORS

NSSDC IO 58 OI7A 01

PERSONNEL

PI R W. KRLP[ IN US NAVAl RES[ARCH LAB

OI T.A. CHUBB US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

0| H.D. FRIEDMAN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB

_RIFE DESCRIPTION

This experiment consisted of 14 detectors covering the

ranges _0 to 80 keY, 0.5 _o 60 A, and 1080 to 1350 A. The

detectors were designed to measure wavelength and flu= shifts

of solar radiation during periods of low and high solar

activity lhe detectors were standardized photometers similar

to those flown on S0IRAD 8 Data from three pairs of these

detectors, covering _he range 0,5 to ]6 A. were stored in the

unheard memory to provide full time coverage, lh;Je the other

dita were transmitted in real time Only (real time data were

recorded for at least 10 min per orbit). The UV and _0 to

80 key detectors failed shortly after launch

*eeeeeoe eeoeee*oeoeeeeeeeee SOL_AD 10 •e***ee• ee*eee*e**ee**oe

SPACECHAF1 COMMON NAME SOLRAD I0

AEIErNAT[ NAMIS EXPLOR[I{ 44, SOLAR EXPLORER C

SE C, SOIRAD C

PI [03A

NSSDC ]D 71 OSBA SPONSORING COUNTRY

US

lAUNCH DATE 07/08/11 WEIQHI _60 KG

ORBIT PARAMFILRS

ORBIT TYPE GFDCENIRIC EPOCH DATE 0//09/71

ORBI1 PERIOD 05 3 MIN INCLINATION 51.0 DEC

P_RIAPSIS 436 KM ALl APOAPSIS 630. KM ALl

Pt_RSIINNEI

MC J •R. HOt I _ NASA HEADQUARTERS

SC J D HOHI IN NASA H_ADQUARTFRS

PM E.W Pi ]tRKIN US NAVAl RES[ARCH lAB

PS R.W. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESFARCil lAB

I_[Et D_SCRIPI ION

SOLRAD IO, a spin stabilized satellite, las one of the

SOLRAD series designed to provide continuous coverage of

wavelength and intensity changes ;n molar radiation ;n the UV,

soft. and hard X ray regions. SUURAD 10 also mapped the

celestial sphere u_ing a high sens;t_vlty X ray detector. The

spacecraft was a 1P-sided cylinder that measured 76 cm in

diameter and _8 cm i. height. Four symmetrically placed 17.8 by
$3 3 cm so_ar ce_l panels, hinged at the central section of the

structure, served as the elements of a turnstile antenna

system. Eighteen solar sensors were mounted pointing parallel

to the spln ax i s of the satellite, which pointed directly at

the solar disk. The plane of rotat_on shifted about I deg/day

so thit a stellar detector mounted to point radially outwar d

from the axis scanned the celestial sphere Data from all

detector_ were stored in a $4 kbs core memory and telemetered

on command to the _[ tracking station a_ _lossom Polnt, MD.
Data lere also trat_smiLted in real time aL 137 /lO _4z for

lddit;onal informer*on, see Naval Res. reviea, v. _5, p. ]
loll.

SDIRAD I0, KREPLIN _ .

INVISIIGATION NAME SOtAR RADIATION D|IICTORS

NSSDC ID El 058A Ol

PERSOh_EI

PI R.W. KREPIIN US NAVAl RFSBRCll LAB

D] DD. BROUSSEAU US NAVAl RESEARCH lAB

OI i 1. BYRAM US NAVAl RISEARCIt LAB

DI J.H. CARVER U OF ADELAIDE

01 R [. EISENHAUFR US NAVAL RESE_Cll LAB

OI e.G. FRITZ US NAVAl RESEARCH LAB

OI - D.M HORAN US NAVAL RESEARCH tAB

O[ A.T. HCCI ]NION, JR. PHO_)WIX CORP

0I R.C [AYLOR US NAVAL rESEARCH lAB

OI - J.C WINKIER US NAVAl RESEARCH IAB

My lira of various thicknesses and filled wi_h several different

Rises (krypton, irgon, nltroRen , carbon tetrachlor;de, and

xenon) it various pressures, the 0.08 _ O.8-A band had as a

detector a cesium iodide (Na) sclnt_EIating crystaJ surrounded

by a plastic scintillating material viewed by a single

photomultiplier. This detector was designed to collect data on

the very high energy solar X ray emission observed only during

solir fJare_. The UV bands observed were I70 to SO0 A, I70 to

100 A, ]080 to 1350 A, ]_5 _o 1350 A, and i4_0 to 1600 A. The

two shorter wavelength bands had lithium fluoride,

photosensitive surfaces protected by aluminum, aluminum oxide,

and cirbon windo_s for detectors, while the remaining bands had

ion chambers with window_ composed of lithium fluoride, calcium

fluoride, or silicon d*ox;de, and various gas filters (n_tric

o_ide or triethylamine 8), Some of the solar detectors were

protected from charged particles by cone shaped aluminum

collimators The data were transmitted over two telemetry

systems in one of three forms stored data, real time digital

(PCM) data, and real time analog da_a. Telemetry system I (TM

]) used a PAN/PCM/FM/PM transmitter that operated at 137710

_|z with a radiated power of _50 _ Under normal operating

condit;on_, TM ] continuously transmitted analog and PCM

real time data, although the real=time digital PCM was the

primary real _ime transmission format Telemetry system _ (IM

2) used a PCM/PH transmitter that operated at ]36.380 _tz _ith

radiated power of 2_)0 t_#. TM _ transmitted stored data (up
o one data sample a m_nute for I4 _S h) on command.

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- UK 5

AETE_IATE NAMES- UNITED KINGDOM-5. pI 13_B

AR I EJL S

NSSDC ID 74-0fYA SPONSOR{N0 COU_I'IRy

U.K /U.S
LAL_NCH DAlt 10/15/14 WE]CH_ 135. KG

ORBIT PARAMET E_S

BRBII IYPE CFOCENTR]C FPOCH DAlE 10/16/74

ORBIT PFRIOD 95.3 MIN ]NCI INAT ]ON 2.9 DEC

PPRIAPSIS 51_ 0 KM All APUAPSIS 557 0 KM Am I

P_SDNN[ J

MC d R HOt 1Z NASA IIIAD_UARTE_S

SC A G 0PP NASA lfEADQUARI_S

PM J P CORR I_AN NASA QSEC

PS S. S HOE T NASA CSFC

BRIEF DESCRIPI ION

UK 5 was the fifth scientific satellite in a U.K./U.S.

collaborative space research program ]he satellite was the

fifth such satellite and the third to be wholly built in the

United Kingdom It carried six e=periments (five U.K. and one

U.S.) for cosmic X ray studies that measured the spectra,
polarization. Ind pulsar features of X ray sources The tasks

of the scientists with experiments on the OK 5 satellite lere,

in general, to improve the accuracy of position measurement of

X ray stars and to measure their energy spectra The

spacecraft was spin stabilized. Tie experiments scanned the sky

perpendicular to the sp;n ills, while four experiments pointed

parallel to the spin atis When fully equipped, UK _ weighed

300 lb. Ihe satellite uas approximately cylindrical in shape,
38 in ;n diameter by 34-in. high. UK 5 was launched ;nEe a

quasi circular orbit at a height of 400 to 500 km During

operation in orbit UK 5 spun at = rate of ]0 revolutions per

minute The satellite was designed to operate over a

restricted range of solar aspects with the sun within 45 deg of

normal to the spin axis. To enabie various parts of the sky to

be observed, the pointing direction of the spin axis could be

altered by a pulsed gls jet system. The UK 5 data system

generated sector information with respect to the sun=s position

to enable the position Of X-ray sources to be determined Data

were stored on board the spacecraft in a core storage and

dumped to ground stations once per orbit. All satellite

operations _ere directed from a control center aL the Appleton

Lab, U.K For additional information, see D J Mc[auchlan, J.
Brit. InLerpl Soc., v. _6, p 174, 1973.

-- - U_ 5, POUNDS -

INVE_TICATION NAME P TO IO K[V SKY SLIRV[Y ]NSIRUMIN1 (SS])
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NSSD<: ID 74-O7?A O_

pERSONNEL
PI - K.A. poUNDS U OF tEICESTER

OI - B.A. COOKE U OF LEICESTER

O• D.J. ADAMS U OF LEICESTER

OI R.E. CRIFFIIHS SPACE TUESCOPE SCI IN

BRIEF DESCRIPIION
This experiment consisted of • large area proportional

counter arranged to v_ew in a direction perpendicular to the

satellite spin axis. The satellite rotation, therefore,

allo•ed a scan of • 360 deg band of the sky. When the

satellite spin axis •as arranged £o point at a galactic pole,

the •hole of the Milky Way could be scanned at once ]he

e,periment covered the photon energy range E 5 to TO keV and

effected a high sensitivity survey, obtaining source locations,

intensity, and spectra. A number of d(fferenb modes of

operation •ere used In which the aviilable storage space in the

core stored obtained spat;el information at the e=pense of

spectral resolution° or the converse. The sensitivity of the

experiment allo•ed the detact;on of sources of the order of

].E 4 times the intensity of SoD X 1, within the time of about

1 day. The ab;lity of the survey instruments to determine the

position of a source depended on the strength of the source and

the number of other sources in a given part of the sky A

source of 5L-3 times the strength of Sco X 1 could be located

with a precision of about E5 arc m;n.

see me melee .e .e_eeeeeeee UK 5 =me,e* eeeoee*.e- .e see *eee

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME UK 6

ALTERNAIE NAMES UN]TI_) KINCDOM-6, ARIE_ 6

11382

NSSDC ID 79-047A

LAUNCH DATE 0610217g

SPONSOR ]NC COUNTRY

U K.IU.S_
WE] CHI 152. KC

ORB•1 PARAMEIE_S

ORBIT TYPE C|OCE_IR]C EPOCH DAII 06/02/1g

DROll PERIOD gl3 MIN ]NCL]NA1 ]ON 55. DEG

pERIAPSIS 605_ KM ALT APDAPSIS 651. KM A[l

pERSONNII
PM J L. FOSTER RUTHLR|ORD APPLETON L.

PS J L. CULHANE U COIIEC[ LONDON

BRIt_ DE_CRIPIION

LJ_ 6 was the sixth and last satellite in the Ariel

series This satellite •as launched on June 3, 1979. into a

near (_rcular fi?5 km, 5_) deg inclination orbit ]he objective

of th,_ m,sslon •as to undertake sLudies in high energy

astrophy_i<:s 1•o X ray experiments, one cosmic ray

experimenL, and three technology e_periments •ere carried ]he

spacecraft •as spin stabilized, with the spin axis commanded

into a sequence of orientations to accommodate the X ray

experiment requ,remenLs

UK 6, POUNDS

]NV|SIICAIION NAMI X RAY pROPONIIONA[ COUNIIR SPICIR{]M£1IR

NSSDC ID lq 041A 02

PERS[]NN[_
p] K A. POUNDS U OF LEICEST|R

BRIEf DFSCRIPIION
]he instrument consisted of an array of Nenof_ filled

proporLionat counters designed for detailed measurement of time

variability and spectra of both galactic and ewtragalactlc

sources. ]he detector array •as sensitive over the energy

range 1._ to 50 WeV and vieled along the spacecraft spin axis

through 3 deg fWllH field Collimators. Ori_ht X ray source_

co01d be measured to several microseconds time resolution, and

espectral data • re obtained in 3_ channels.
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INDEX OF $PACECRAF1 AND INVESTIGATIONS

BY SPACECRAFT NAHES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

LAUNCH •

• ..... _RAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE t _$4)C IO

t _r_ •eee=tteeeeeeeteeee=eeetee•eeeee•=e•e•ee==_eee=e•=te_=ee=ee_ee• eeeeoB_et=ot=ettoet•e=e •
*PRINC. INVEST .NAME INVESTIGATION NAME •

1960 ETA 2 SEE SOLRAD I

1961NU 1 SEE S 15

1962 BE1A CHI ] SEE S 558

1962 ZETA 1 SEf 050 1

ANS THE NETHE]_LANDS NIVR
UNITED STATES NASA OSS

GRINDLAY HARD X RAY EXPERIMENT (HXX)

VAN DUINE_ UV TELESCOPE

ARIEL 5 SEE UK 5

ARIEL 6 SEE UK 6

ASTRO NETHERLAND SAT. SF_ ANS

COPERNICUS SEE OAO 3

EINSIEIN SEE HEAO 2

EXPLORER 13 SEE S 15

EXPLOREH 16 SEE S SSB

EXPLORER 23 SEE S SSC

EXPLORER 30 SEE SOLRAD B

[_XPLORER 37 SE£ SOLRAD 9

EXPLORER 38 SE_ RAE A

EXPLORER 42 SEE SAS A

EXPLORE}_ 44 SFE SOLRAD 10

EXPLORER 48 SE_ SAS B

EXPLDR[_ 49 SEE RAE-B

EXPLORER 53 Sir SAS-C

GRLB I SEE SOLRAD ]

CRIB S S_i SOLRAD 7A

CRIB 6 SEE SOLRAI) 78

HEAO I NASA OSS

BOLD1

IRIEDMAN

pEIERSON

SCFR,IARTZ

HB{]

HEAD 3

CIACCDNI

CIACCON1

CIACCONI

CIACCON]

G1ACCON]

ISRAEl

JACOBSON

KOCtt

HLAO A

HEAO B

HI AO C

HIGH FNE]_CY ASIRON DOS A

H]Ctt E]_IERCY ASINON O_S fl

HICH FNE}_CY ASTRDN OHS C

IK 4

08/30/74 GEOCENTRIC

08/]2/77 GEOCENTRICUNITED STATES

COSMIC X-RAY EXPERIMENT (A ?)

t_RCf AREA COSMIC X RAY SURVEY (A 1)

LOW ENERGY GAMMA RAY AND HARD X RAY SKY

SURVEY (A-4)

X RAY SCANNING MODULATION COLLIMATOR

(A 3)

UNITED SLATES NASA OSS 11/13/18 GEOCENTRIC

MON]IOR PROPORTIONAl COU_fIER (MPC)

HIGH RESOLUIION IMACER (HR1)

FOCAL PLANE CRYSIA[ SPECIROMrIER (EPCS)

IMAGING PROPORTIONAL COUNIER (IPC)

SOLID SIAIE SPECIROMETER (SSS)

UNITE]) SLATES NASA OSS Oq/20/lq CEOCENTRIC

HIAVY NUCLEI

GAMMA RAY lINE SPECIROMfIIR

ISOTOPIC COMPOSIIfON Of COSMIC RAYS

SEE HFA0 ]

SF} HFAD 2

S[ t t4EA0 3

SLI HLAO ]

SfE HFJkO 2

SIT HFA0 3

SE, INIERCOSMOS 4

74-070A

74-0/0A-03

74 070A-01

77 O/SA

77 075A 02

77-07SA Ol

77-075A-O4

77 075A-03

78 103A

78 103A O1

78-103A O_

78-103A 03

18 103A 04

78 I03A Ob

19 082A

79 O82A 03

79 OB2A Of

79 082A 04

PACE

NO.

9

IO

I0

I0

I0

10

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

12
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INDEX OF SPACECRAFT AND INVESIIGAIIONS

BY SPACECRAF-I NAMES AND PRINCIPAL ]NVESIIGATOR

• LAUNCH •

• SPACECRAFT NAN| COUNTRy AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE •

• PRINC.INVESI.NAMI INVESTIG^TIONNAME •

INFRA R[_ ASTRONOM SAI ST| IRAS

INI ULIRAVIOLE1 EXPL SEE IUE

INTFRCOSMOS 4 U.S SR

lIND0 SOLAR X RAY POIARIMfILR

IR ASIRON SA1. SET IRAS

IRAS IH[ NEIHLRLANOS NIVR

UNTIED STATES NASA OSSA

UNTIED KINCOOM SERC

JOINT IRAS SWC IR IELESCOPE

JOINT ]RAS SWC LOW RESOLLFIION SPECTROMEIER

IUE INIERNAT]0NAL ESA

UNITED SIAIES NASA OSSA

UNITED KINODOM SRC

OAO 2

CODE

WH] PPt F

OAO 3

BOYD

SPITZFR

OAO A2

OAt C

OSO ]

f AZIO

FROST

FROST

HAL CJU4

HAl [ AN

HESS

NFUPERT

PFI E)_SON

SCHRADE!R

WHITE

OSO 2

CHUBB

OSO 3

C LARK

NEUPE_T

PETERSON

TESKE

OS0 4

Fl_ 1EDMAN

CIACCONI

COLJ)BEI_C

WACCONE_

0S0 S

CHUBO

N|UPE]_T

NEfF

RII_SE

OSO 6

ARC•

BOYD

COLDBERC

OSO •

CHUPp

C l ARK

PET FI_S0N

PE_ ERSON

T OUSEW

OSO 8

NSSDC ID

IO/14/70 CEOCFNTRIC 70 084A

70-084A Ol

01/25/83 GEOCENTRIC B3 O04A

O1/26/78 ClOCENIRIC

C_UE_T INVESTIGAIORS LOW /HIGH RESOLUTION. UITRAVIOIE_

SPECIROGRAPH PACKAGE

NONE ASSIGNED PARIIC[ E FLUX MONIIOR (SPACECRAFT)

UNITED SIAI_ NASA-OSSA

WISCONSIN _XPERIME%FI PACKAGE

HIGH RESOILFIION ]_ESCDPES

UNTIED SLATES NASA 0SS

SIHLAR X RAYS

HIGH RISOIUTION TELESCOPES

SEE DAD 2

SEE OAO 3

UNITED SLATES NASA 0SSA 03/07/62
H/O| ENErGy CAMHA RAY

?O TO IO0-KEV SOLAR X-RAY DETECTDR

O.I= TO O./-MEV SOLAR GAMMA-RAY MONITOR

3800 T0 4800-A SOLAR FLUX MONIIOR

SOLAR HYDROCE]N t YMAN-ALPHA FLUX MONITOR

BF 3 PRDPOR110NAL COUNTER NE_urrRON

Df_ECIOR

SOLAR SPECIROMEIER

GAMMA RAY SCINTILLATION DETECTOR

PROION _ ECIRON ANALYZER

l TO B A SOLAR X RAY FLUX

UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 02/03/65
SOLAR X RAY BURSTS

UNITED STALES NASA OSSA 03/08/67 CEOCENIRIC
HIGH ENERGY GAMMA RAY

SOLAR EUV SPECTROMETER I l0 400 A

SOLAR AND CELESTIAl GAMMA-RAY I ELESCOPE

8 TO I_-A SOLAR X-RAY 10N CHAMBER

UNIIED STALES NASA OSSA 30/]8/67 GEOCENTRIC
X RAY SPECTROMETER

SOLAR X RAY I ELESCOPE

SOLAR EUV SPECTROMETER

PROTON ELECTRON DE]ECTOR

UNITED STATES NASA-OSS 0I/_/69 GEOCENTRIC
SOLAR X RAY RADIATION 10N CHAMBER

PHOTOMETER

SOLAR SPECTRUM STUDIES

ZODIACAl LIGHT MONITOR

SOLAR E)CTRE]ME ULTRAV]0LEI NONI10R

UNITED SLATES NASA OSSA 08/09/6g
X-RAY SPECTROMETER

STUDY 0E SOLAR HELIUM I. HELIUM IT,

OXYGEN. AND NITROGEN RADIATION

SOLAR UV SCANNING SPECTROMFTEN,

SPECTROHD_IOMEIER (300 T0 1400 A)

UNITED STATF_ NASA OSSA O9/29/71 GEOCENTRIC
SOLAR GAMMA RAY MONITOR

CO._HIC X-RAY SOURCLS IN THE RANGE

].S TO 9 A

COSMIC X-RAY EXPENIHENI

HARD SOLAR X RAY MONITORING

WHITE l](;_fI CORONAGRAPH AND E-X_RBE
ULTRAVIOLR CORONA

UNTIED STATES NASA OSS 06/21/75 CtOCEN]RIC

z2/oz/60

oo/2i/m CEOCENtRIC

83 O04A-OI

83-004A-0_

• 80]2A

76 OI2A O]

18 012A-02

68 ]IOA

6B I]OA-02

6B IIOA-O]

72 O65A

72-065A 02

72-065A-01

62 O06A

62 O06A 09

62.006A0_

62-006A-03

62-006A 06

62-006A-07

62-006A lO

62-006A-01

62 O06A 08

6? O06A 11

62 O06A 04

65-007A

65 _7A 02

67-020A

610?OA 01

67-020A O5

67-O20A-07

67-02OA-06

67 ]OOA

6Z I OOA- 09

67 IOOA O8

67 lOOk 07

67 IOOA 04

69 OO6A

6@ O06A 04

69 OO6A 03

69 O06A 07

6q-OO6A-08

69 O68A

69-068A 04

69 068A 06

6q 068A O]

71-083A

II 083A 06

71 083A 04

l] 083A-03

71 083A OS

7]-083A O_

75 051A

PAGE
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12

]2

13

13

13

13

14

]4

]4

]4

14

]5

],5

1S

15

15

15

]6

16

16

16

16

16

16

17

17

l•

17
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17

18

18

18

18
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19

19
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19
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20

20

20

21

21

21
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INDEX OF SPACECRAFI AND ]NVESTICATI[]NS

BY SPACECRAFt NAMES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR

LAUNCH •

: SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND ACENCY DATE ...... _BIeTsT::eE .... : NSSDC ID

eeoo so e,8, oooe, te,_eoe, o_•_,•_ eels _•s Jseoe ee•o o•o o•le Joe•e_•e I•e°•oe°s" "" •

e, PR IN(:. INVEST. NAME INVEST ICAT I ON NAME •

MAPPINC X-RAY HELIOMETER

HICH RESOLUTION ULTRAVIOLEI SPECTROMETER

MEASUREHENI S

HIGH ENERGY CELESTIAL X RAYS

S[]FT X RAY BACKCR[]UND RADIATION

INVEST ICAT ION

HICH-SEJ_SII IVIIY CRYSTAL

SPECTROSCOPY OF STELLAR AND SOLAR X RAYS

COSMIC X RAY SPECTROSCOPY

EUV FROM EARTH AND SPACE

ACT[IN

BARTH

FROST

KRAUSHAAR

NOVICK

SERLEN I TSOS

W_LER, JR.

OSO-A

OSD-B

(]SO R_P

[]SD D

OSO- E

(]SO - EWE

OSD f

OSO C

OSO-H

OSD ]

pE CASUS ]

NAUMANN

PE CASUS 2

NAUHANN

PE CASUS 3
NAUHANN

PRDCNOZ q

UN_KNDWN

RAf ]

RAF A

RAE B

SEE

SFJ_

SE-t

SEf

SEE

SEE

SE£

SEE

SEE

SE f

UN ]T E_) STA_ES

MIIEOROID

UNITE]) ST ATI_S

MET LORE} ID

UN 1lED SIAI ES

M( I! OR[)ID

U.S.S.R

S 16

S 11

S 5SO

SOLAR X RAY SP(CTROMEI[R

RADIO ASTRONOMY FXPL ORCR SFI RAI A

RADIO ASTRONOMY [XPLOREH SEf RAL B

SIx[ RAE - A

UNITED STAIFLS NASA DSSA 01/04/60 CEOC|N]RIC

SIONI STEP fRE_ULNCY RADIUMI IERS

SIDNL RADIO BURSTS R! CEIVI_S

LINIIED SIATES NASA []SS O6/10/73 CE[]CENIRIC

SIONE SIEP II_EQUENCY RADIDML.FRS

STONE RAPID- BURS| RECEIVERS

S 15 UNITED STATES NASA OSSA 4/.21/6I CEOCLNIRIC

CARHIRI: CRYSTAL SANDWICH/CIRFNKDV COUNICR

KRAUSLLAAR PI4[}SW ICtl CERENKOV COLliE[ [R T[ t [ SCOP[

St £ OSO 1

SEE OSD .2

UN]EtD SIAIES NASA OASI i?/16/67 C[[]CINIRIC

BESW ICK MICROMIIEORI Ti D[ I[CIOR

DAVISON CRID D[TECIDRS Of MICROM_IEORITES

CURELER PRESSURIZED CEI t M]CROMITFORI IE DFI_CI[}R
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS

Investigation Discipline

Investigative Program

NLA

NSSDC ID

OI

PI

PM

PS

TL

TM

The subject to which an investigation pertains. The possible
entries are limited, and the NSSDC information files can be

searched using this field.

Code of the cognizant NASA Headquarters office or name of
other sponsoring agency program. "CO-OP" added to a
code indicates a cooperative effort with another agency or a

foreign country.

No Longer Affiliated. Used in the spacecraft personnel
section to indicate that the person had the specified affiliation

at the time of participation in the project but is no longer
there. Used in the investigation personnel section to indicate
that the affiliation shown is the last known scientific
affiliation and that the given person is no longer there.

An identification code used in the NSSDC information system. In this

system, each successfully launched spacecraft and experiment is
assigned a code based on the launch sequence of the spacecraft.
Subsequent to 1962, this code (e.g., 80-014A for the spacecraft
SMM) corresponds to the COSPAR international designation. The

experiment codes are based on the spacecraft code. For example, the
experiments carried aboard the spacecraft 80-014A are numbered
80-014A-01, 80-014A-02, etc. Similarly, data sets corresponding to

experiment 80-014A-01 are coded 80-014A-01A, -01B, etc. Each
prelaunch spacecraft and experiment is also assigned an NSSDC ID
code based on the name of the spacecraft. Prior to launch, for

example, the approved NASA launch Solar Maximum Mission was
coded SMM. The experiments carried aboard this spacecraft were
coded SMM-01, SMM-02, etc. Once it was launched, its prelaunch

designation was changed to a postlaunch one: 80-014A.

Other Investigator.

Principal Investigator.

Project Manager. If a spacecraft has had several project managers, the
initial and the latest project managers are indicated in the spacecraft

personnel section. For international programs there is usually a
project manager in each of the two pnncipal participating nations. The
current or more recent PM is listed first.

Project Scientist. The above comments for project managers also

apply to project scientists.

Team Leader.

Team Member.
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TRF TechnicalReferenceFile. A computerizedspace-investigation-
orientedbibliographicreferencelist maintainedby NSSDC.Journal
publicationsandotherdocumentsarecitedandcanberetrievedby
author,title, or NSSDCID of therelevantinvestigation.Usedto keep
trackof descriptiveanddocumentationalmaterial,aswell asto
producebibliographiesof certainspacecraft.TheTRF accession
numberbeginswith theletterB andcontainsfive digits,for example,
B10851.
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APPENDIX B
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

A
AM

amp
ANS
arc-min

arc-s

arm

ATM

BF3

bps

C

cps

d
dB
dc

deg

EDDT
ESA
EUV
eV
EVA

FM
FOV
ft
FWHM

g
GeV
GM
GSFC

h
HEAO
Hz

IF
in.
IR
IRAS
IRIG
IU
IUE

Jy

angstrom
amplitude modulation, airlock module

ampere
Astronomical Netherlands Satellite
arc-minute
arc-second

atmosphere
Apollo Telescope Mount

BF3

bits per second

speed of light
cycles per second

day
decibel
direct current

degree

ethylenediamine-d-tartrate
European Space Agency
extreme ultraviolet
electronvolt

extravehicular activity

frequency modulation
field of view

foot (feet)
full width at half maximum

gram

gigaelectronvolts (10 9 eV)

Geiger-Mueller
Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)

hour

High-Energy Astrophysical Observatory
hertz (cycles per second)

intermediate frequency
inch
infrared
Infrared Astronomical Satellite

Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
instrument unit
International Ultraviolet Explorer

Jansky (10E-26 W/sq m Hz)
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K
KAP
kb
kb/s
keV
kg
kHz
km

lb
LiF

m

Mc
MDA
MHz
min

mm

ms

MW

NASA
NRL
NSSDC

OAO
OSO
OWS

PAM
PCM
PET
PM
PMT

RAE
RCA
RF

rpm

S

SAO
SAS
SEC
SL
SMM
SOLRAD

sq
sr

STADAN

kelvin

potassium acid phthalate
kilobit

kilobits per second
kiloelectronvolt

kilogram
kilohertz
kilometer

pound
lithium fluoride

meter; milli- (prefix)
megacycle
multiple docking adapter
megahertz
minute
millimeter
millisecond

megawatt

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Naval Research Laboratory
National Space Science Data Center (NASA)

Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
Orbiting Solar Observatory
Orbital Workshop

pulse amplitude modulation
pulse-coded modulation
pentaerythritol
pulse modulation; photomultiplier
photomultiplier tube

Radio Astronomy Explorer
Radio Corporation of America
radio frequency
revolutions per minute

second

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (Smithsonian Institution)
Small Astronomy Satellite
secondm-y electron conduction (vidicon tube)
Skylab
Solar Maximum Mission

Solar Radiation (Monitoring Satellite)
square
steradian

Spacecraft Tracking and Data Acquisition Network (now STDN)
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UHF
UCSD
U.K.
UV

V
VHF

W

XUV

yr

Z

ultrahighfrequency
Universityof CaliforniaatSanDiego
UnitedKingdom
ultraviolet

volt
veryhighfrequency

watt

extremeultraviolet

year

atomic number
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PREFACE

Thisdocumentispartof a series(seeinsidefrontcover)thatdescribesdatasetsandrelated
spacecraftandinvestigationsfrom spaceandearthscienceflight missions.Theseriesdescribesthe
datasetsheldby theNationalSpaceScienceDataCenter(NSSDC)andsomeof thedatasetsheld
by NASA-fundedandotherinvestigators.The seriesalsorefersto extensivedatasetsheldand
servicedby otherGovernmentagencies.

This is thesecondandlastvolumeof theastronomy,astrophysics,andsolarphysicsspacecraft
andinvestigationscatalog.Thefirst volumedescribesthespacecraftandinvestigationsalongwith
personnelnamesandaffiliations. Thispublicationdescribesthedatasetsassociatedwith the
w_riousinvestigations.As NSSDCis issuingthisseries,it is working towardremoteelectronic
accessibilityof its informationfiles.

Wewould like to thankthemanyinvestigatorswhohavesubmittedtheirdatafor archivingat
NSSDC.Their cooperationin supplyingsupportinginformationis gratefullyacknowledged.We
,areparticularlyindebtedto themanypastandpresentNSSDCpersonnelwhointeractedwith the
investigatorsin bringingto NSSDCtheflight data,andwhoprovidedthedescriptionsappearingin
thiscatalog.Thanksarealsoextendedto theotherNSSDCpersonnelwhohavebeeninvolvedin
the informationhandlingnecessaryto producethisvolume. Specialacknowledgmentis givento
PatriciaRossandBettyAndersonfor theproductionof thecomputerizedportionof thecatalog.
Extensiveeditorialassistancewasprovidedby KarenSatin.

TheDataCenteris continuallystrivingto increasetheusefulnessof its dataholdings,supporting
indexes,anddocumentation.Scientistsareinvitedto submittheirspaceandearthsciencedataand
relateddocumentationto NSSDC.Theircommentsonandcorrectionsto thepresentcatalogwill
begreatlyappreciated.Catalogrecipientsareurgedto informpotentialdatausersof its availability.

SangJ.Kim

June1988
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE

The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and information from space and earth science
flight investigations in support of additional studies beyond those performed as the principal part of
any flight mission. This volume is one of a series of 11 that describes (1) the spaceflight
investigations for which NSSDC possesses data or can direct people to the data source, (2) all data
sets held by NSSDC, (3) some data sets held and serviced by NASA-funded investigators, and (4)
some data sets held and serviced by foreign investigators. The series also refers to extensive data
sets held and serviced by other Government agencies, particularly the National Oceanographic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There is one major omission from this series: the extensive
set of data obtained from the lunar missions conducted by NASA, supplemented by a few small

photographic data sets from Soviet missions. These are described in the Catalog of Lunar Mission
Data (NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 77-02) and are not repeated in this series.

The series consists of (1) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their associated

investigations separated into various categories, (2) five corresponding volumes that describe
investigation data sets and the available orbital information, and (3) a master index volume. The
five categories of spacecraft are (i) Planetary and Heliocentric, which includes planetary flybys and

probes; (ii) Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications; (iii) Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Solar
Physics; (iv) Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific; and (v) Low- and Medium-Altitude
Scientific. It is impossible to provide an organization of categories that separates the investigations

cleanly into scientific disciplines, since many missions were multidisciplinary. With the above
organization, which is partly discipline-oriented and partly orbit-oriented, it was found that in

nearly all cases a given spacecraft belonged clearly to only one of the five categories.

The organization for each volume is described in Section 1.2, Organization. The standard
description of a data set from an investigation is a free-text brief description, since the wide variety
of instruments precludes using a tabular format in most cases.

This catalog series and the periodic NSSDC Data Listing, which briefly identifies NSSDC data
sets, are the principal offline sources of information on NSSDC holdings in the disciplines that
NSSDC handles. However, NSSDC is bringing its information files to a state of remote electronic

accessibility so that users can have easy access to the most current information.

1.2 ORGANIZATION

Volumes 5A and 5B of the NSSDC Data Catalog Series for Space Science and Applications Flight
Missions deal with astronomy, astrophysics, and solar physics spacecraft that measure properties
and characteristics of the extra-solar system objects, the sun, and micrometeoroids. Volume 5A
describes the sources (spacecraft and instruments) of the data sets described in Volume 5B.
Volumes 5A and 5B are organized alphabetically by spacecraft common name. In Volume 5B, under

each spacecraft name, the appropriate investigations are arranged according to the NSSDC ID. 1

t The NSSDC ID is an identification code used in the NSSDC information system, where each

successfully launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned a code based on the launch sequence
of the spacecraft. This code (e.g., 72-065A for the spacecraft OAO 3) corresponds to the
COSPAR international designation. The experiment codes are based on the spacecraft code. For
example, the experiments carried aboard the spacecraft 72-065A are numbered 72-065A-01,
72-065A-02, etc. Similarly, data sets corresponding to experiment 72-065A-01 are coded
72-065A-01 A, -01 B, etc.
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Undereachinvestigationheading,thedata set descriptions are also arranged according to the
NSSDC ID.

Whenever the notation N/A appears in the "time span of data" field, it indicates that the time span is
either not applicable or not available. For data contained on magnetic tapes, the stated
characteristics are those of the magnetic tapes that currently hold the data. If these characteristics
are not suitable, NSSDC staff may be able to provide the same data in a tape format that is more
convenient for the data user. Additional information is often available for the data sets and is

provided either on request or with the information packet that is sent by NSSDC with the requested
data. As a general rule, NSSDC does not provide publications that are referenced in the data set

descriptions. If the publication of interest is not readily available, such as might be the case for an
internal agency report, in most cases NSSDC can provide a microfiche of its file copy.

For most of the data sets in this catalog, the corresponding spacecraft ephemeris data are merged
with the data from the investigations. In other cases, the ephemeris data must be obtained from a
spacecraft data set, i.e., a data set identified by the spacecraft ID followed by the designation 00D,
00E, etc. Spacecraft data sets may contain ephemeris information, or they may provide other
spacecraft-related data such as tables showing when the spacecraft was turned on or indexes
providing a comprehensive summary of available data. Spacecraft data sets are listed after the
spacecraft name and ahead of the investigation data sets.

Section 3, Index of Data Sets, follows the data set descriptions section and is ordered in the same

manner as the descriptions. It provides, in effect, a detailed table of contents for the catalog.

The Appendix is a listing of abbreviations and acronyms appearing in this volume. Document
Request Forms and Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of this catalog.

1.3 NSSDC PURPOSE, FACILITIES, AND SERVICES

The National Space Science Data Center was established by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to provide data and information from space and earth science investigations in
support of additional studies beyond those performed by principal investigators. As part of that
support, NSSDC has prepared this series of volumes providing descriptions of archived data,
divided into five categories as presented in Section 1.1, Purpose. (See also inside front cover.) In
addition to its function of providing selected data and supporting information for further analysis of
space science flight experiments, NSSDC produces other publications. Among these are the
Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments and various user's guides.

Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individual experiments carried on

board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has developed an information system utilizing a
spacecraft/investigation/data identification hierarchy. This catalog is based on the information
contained in that system. The Data Center is initiating an effort to design a new information base,
using a relational data base model, to facilitate easy electronic access by remote users. This new
information base is intended to describe many more data sets held outside NSSDC than has been
the case in the past.

NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use. Researchers are invited
to study the data while at the Data Center. The Data Center staff will assist users with data

searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to spacecraft data, the Data Center maintains
some supporting information and data that may be related to the needs of the researchers.
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Theservicesprovidedby NSSDCareavailableto anyindividualor organization residing in the
United States and to researchers outside the United States through WDC-A-R&S. Normally, a

charge is made to cover the cost of processing a request and reproducing the data. The researcher
is notified of the charge, and payment must be received prior to processing. However, as
resources permit, the director of NSSDC may waive charges for modest amounts of data when
they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they are
requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA
grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their grantees; (3) universities
or colleges; (4) state or local governments; or (5) nonprofit organizations.

Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of this report to facilitate ordering data from
NSSDC. A researcher may also obtain data described in this catalog by a letter, a telephone

request, an onsite visit, or electronic mail utilizing the Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN).
Anyone who wishes to obtain data for a scientific study should specify the NSSDC ID and the time
span (and/or location) of interest. A researcher should also specify why and when the data are
needed, the subject of the work, organizational affiliation, and any Government contracts used for

performing the study. The Data Center staff is available to help requesters identify data sets for
use.

NSSDC would appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting from studies in which data
supplied by the Data Center have been used. It is further requested that both NSSDC and the

original data provider be acknowledged as sources of the data.

Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that used in this catalog. For example,
magnetic tapes can reformatted; computer printouts or microfilmed listings can be reproduced from
magnetic tape; enlarged paper prints can be provided from data on photographic film and
microfilm, etc. NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S will provide the requester with an estimate of the response

time and, when appropriate, the charge for such requests.

The Data Center's address for information (for U.S. researchers) follows:

National Space Science Data Center
Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Telephone: (301) 286-6695
Telex: 89675 NASCOM GBLT
TWX: 7108289716
SPAN Address: NCF::REQUEST

Researchers residing outside the United States should direct requests for information to the

following address:

World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 630.2

Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.

Telephone: (301) 286-6695
Telex: 89675 NASCOM GBLT
TWX: 7108289716
SPAN Address: NCF::REQUEST
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Foraccessto amenuof information,limiteddatadirectory,andlimiteddatadisplay,requesters
mayuseSPANto log'ontotheNSSDCAnode,with NSSDCasUsername.No passwordis
required.NSSDCmayalsobereachedbyTelenet;currentproceduresareavailablefrom the
NSSDCNetworkHotline (301-286-7251).Thelimiteddatadirectoryis beingcontinually
expandedanddeveloped,andallowsusersto searchfor usefuldatasetsby severalmethods.

1.4 DATA ACQUISITION

NSSDCinvitesmembersof thescientificcommunityinvolvedin spaceflightinvestigationsto
submitdatato theDataCenteror toprovideinformationaboutthedatasetsthattheypreferto make
accessiblethemselves.TheDataCenterassignsadisciplinespecialistto workwith each
investigatororscienceworkingteamtodeterminetheformsof datathatarelikely to bemostuseful
to thecommunityof usersthatobtaindatafrom NSSDC.ThepamphletGuidelines for Submitting
Data to the National Space Science Data Center can be provided on request.
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ANS, CIRINOI-AY
HARD X-RAY EXPI_IME_/_ (HXX)

Data set name - REDUCED DATA IN 4,16,64 SEC INTEGRATIONS,

A]_IIUDE, ABSOLLFTE TIME AND BACKCRDU_

NSSDC ID 74-070A 03A, REDUCED DATA BASE

Time period covered (N/A)

This data set ;s held by the elperimenter. It cons;st*

of both original and reduced data stored on one half inch,

9 track, digital magnetic tape produced on a NOVA 3 computer

system_ Reduced data are sf_ored on total counts detected in

4-, 16-, or 64-s integrations, on and off the source being

observed. Summed counts detected in the total observation

period of low background data (appro, lmately 2000 s exposure

time) are available for spectral fits. Attitude and absolute

time are included for the data. This data set can be accessed

by using the computer reduction facilities at HCO/SAO. Further

information or access can be obtained through _ or by

contacting: Prof. Jonathan E. Crindlay, Harvard College

Observatory, 60 Carden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138. For an

observing catalog of X-ray sources observed by thls e,periment,

the total experiment, and the total exposure time on each

source, see data see NSSDC ]O /4-OZOA-03B.

Data set name CAIALOC OF THE 161UPRJRU SOURCES

0BS_VI_ BY THE HARD X RAY EXPE_IME_([

NSSOC ID 74 O7OA O3B, HXX 0BS_]_VlNC CAIALOG

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 1 CARD DF H/W MICROFICHE

This catalog _s a listing of observations made by the

Hard X Ray EEperiment (fIXX) on the ANS spacecraft (H. Cursky et

al., Astrophys. J., v. 201, p L.27, ]9/5) of the 161 X ray
sources listed in the 3rd Uhuru Catalog (R. Ciacconl et al.,

AsLrophys J Suppl., v. 2/. p. 3/, 1974). The order of the

catalog table is by increasing right ascension. I<>r each

source, the data are divided into lie I background I vs Ihigh

background s Ihe data base from this experiment is still held

by the original investigators (see NSSDC data see Z4 OIOA 03A).

The catalog can be used as an initial reference for parties

interested in these data. [t contains source identifications

and irformation on the type and amount of data collected on

each source

ANS, VAN DU]NEN

UV TIILSCOPE

Data set name UV POINESOURCLS CATALOC 0N MACN[flC EAPE

NSSDC ID 74 OZOA 01A, UV POINISOURCES CAT

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data I RIEL Of IAPF

This ANS Ultraviolet Photometry Catalogue of Point

Sources (Wesselius eL al. Astron. Astrophys. Suppl , v. 4q, p.

421, 198_) is a compilation of UV photoelectric measurements at

1S, 18, 22, 2_, and 33 nm for 3573 objects (mostly stars)
observed with the Astronomical Netherlands Satellite in the

period October 1974 to Apri_ 1976 The tape characteristics of

this data set are described as follows: number of files is 1;

logical record length is 131 bytes; total number of logical

records ;s 3ST3 The reported stellar magnitudes _ere obtained

from mean count rates converted to flu_es using the ANS

absolute calibration of Wesselius eL at. (Astron Astrophys .

v 85, p 22], |g80). In addition to the uJtraviole6

magnitudes, the catalog contains positions taken from the

satellite pointing, spectral types, and UHV data taken from

other _ources. plus comments on duplicity, variability, and

miscellaneous notes concerning individual objects. Partie_

interested in the main data base should contact Dr. Paul R.

Wesselius. Kapteyn Observatory, Mensingheweg 20, 9301 KA Rod*n,

Netherlands

Data set name - UV INTF_SIELLAR EXIINCIION [JKCfSStS DAIA

ON MACNI!T]C TAPE

NSSDC ID 74-070A OlB, UV IN]E3RST_LLAR EXTINCTION EXCESS

Time period covered - (N/A)

_uantity of datl - ] REEL OF TAPE

This data set is • Catalog of Ultraviolet Interstellar

Extinction Eacesses for ]415 Stars contalnlng interstellar

extlnct;on excesses in the ultraviolet region derived from

five channel UV pho6omeLry carried out with the ANS spacecraft.

Filters centered at approx;mately 1_0, 1800, _200, _K)O, and

3300 A wore used for the observations, and excesses gere

derived for each UV wavelength elth reference to the V

magnitude of _he UBV system The photometric data used to

derive the UV e_ce_ses are taken from the ANS Ultraviolet

Photometry Catalogue of Point _ources (P. _essellus, R. van

Duinen, A. de Jonge, J. Aalders, W Luinge, and K. _;Ideman,

Astron. Astrophys. Suppl., v. 49, 427, 198_). For

additional information concerning the Psource data, object

selection, extinc6ion parameters, and rel•tlons among the color

excesses themselves and eith the e_cess extinc6ion _n the _O0

A bump, see B. Savage, D. Mass•, M Meade, and P. Wesselius,

As_rophys. J. Suppl., v. 59, p. 397, 1985.

************************* • *ee • e *****w**e** co* 0**0 ** e** **eeeee**

HEAO i, BOLDT

COSMIC X RAY I](pL}{IMEN1 (A 2)

........................

Data set name COSM]C X-RAY PULSE HEICHf DAIA ON

MACNFTIC 1APt

NSSDC ID _l 075A-O_A. PULSE HEICH1 DAtA 0N MAC. TAPE

Time period covered 09/]4//7 10 10/04/18

_uantity of data - ]1REH S Of TAP[

These Call*oh e_perimenter supplied, pulse height data

are on q track. ]600-bpt, binary magnetic tapes created on an

IBM 370 computer lhe data were written in unblocked logical

records oT 3336 bytes. Each record Co_sist_ of time in day and

fraction of day (since January 1, 19/1); unit vectors in the

direction of the satellite • and Y axis in rectangular

celestial coordinates at the cer_ter of each minor frame; and a

640 word array of pulse height or temporal data for detectors

lED! and IEDP (tom energy detectors) Ior further information

the A _ data archive, contact Dr Cordon Carmire, A_trc>fl(>my

_partment, tO4 Davey laboratory, Pennsylvania _)taLe

University, University |)ark, PA 16802

Data _et name D]SCOVF_Y SCAIE_ ON MACN[][C TAPt

NSSDC ID •/07DA 02H, DISCf)VIHY SCAI[I_ ON MAC IAPI

lime period covered 08/1//1/ IO 0]/04/19

_uantity of data 6 RL_iS OE 1APt

lhese Caltech experimenter-supplied, discovery scaler

data are on 9 track. 1600 bpl. binary magnetic tapes created on

an 1BM 370 computer. The physical records of 10.280 byte_

contain five logical blocks of 20S6 bytes, lhe data consist of

time in day and fraction of day (since January 1. 1971); unit

vectors in the direction of the satellite Z and Y axis ,n

rectangular celestial _>rdinates at the center of each minor

frame; and a 3_O-word array of scaler counL data for two

low energy detectors (LED1 and LE_)2). each with eight sealers

[very four minor frame counts are folloeed by a tot_l of the

four frames. For further information on the A 2 data archive.

contacL Dr Gordon Carmire. Astronomy Department. tO4 Davey

Laboratory. Pennsylvania State University. University Park. I'A

16_0_

Data set name SIAIUS ENfORMA[]ON I)A1A ON 1APE

NSSDC ]D /1 elba 02C, STAIUS INIORMAIION DAIA ON lAP[

Time peric)d covered OB/II/I/ 10 02/17//B

Quantity of data ] REII OI TAPf

These Caltech experimenter supplied, IDa energy detector

status information data are on 9 track, 1600 bpi. binary

magnetic tape created on an IBH 3_0 computer. The record_ are

blocked with 1_ 240 byte logical records per physical record.

lhese status tapes cent•in satellite st•tus information,

attitude and ephemeris information, and data qu•i;t_

information. The sateilike st•_us information consists of time

in day and fraction of day (since January 1, 1911); mode of

discovery sc•lers; pulse height wlndoe_; number of f_rst and

*, _, PA_E ISOR,Gi.., ,L
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I•st good readout; position of earth ;n spacecraft; polar

c_rdlnates; angle to sun; sun horizon ingle; position of

spacecraft; geodetic coordinates; orbit number; altitude of

spacecraft; unit vectors to sun and moon; magnetic field

direction and strength; •ngle to m•gnetic field; housekeeping

and electron rates; high voltage stability; back and front

plate temper•Lures; •nd various data flags. The attitude

information consists of right •scension and declin•tion of Z

ax,s of satellite; RA and Dec of Y axis at center of first good

minor frame in major frame; RA and Dec of Y axis it center of

last good minor fraIe in major frame; and position number

(T 3_) of first good m_nor frame in major frame. The ephemeris

information con_alns position of earth in satellite

coordinates; •nile from Y aKis to sun in rid;ins; angle from

sun to earth's cen_er from satellite's vlem point in radii.s;

longitude and latitude of satellite over earth in decimal

degrees; sunlight and inom•ly flag; orbit number; altibude of

satellite over earth ;n kilometers; unit vector ;n direction of

sun in rectangular celestial coordinates; and vector from earth

_o moon in rectangular celestial coordinates and ;n kilometers.

The data quality information consists of electron contamination

flags for detectors LE_)I and LEI_ 2; high vot£•ge steps for

detectors LEDE and LID2; and high voltage flies for detectors

LED1 and LED2. For more detailed information on this data set.

contact Dr. Gordon Gariire, Astronomy Department, _04 Davey Lab

at.Dry, Pennsylvania Stite University. University Park, PA

16802.

Data set name _ E_RD X RAY SDURC[S OBSERVED WlTII HEAO

A2 ON MACNEIIC IAP[

NSSDC ID ll O/SA 020, NLW HARD X RAY SOURCES

Time period covered 09/0]/71 10 03/09/78

Quantity of data - 1REEJ OF TAPE

This d•ta set contains on tape the results of a complete

sky survey conducted by the Cosmic X ray E,per;ment on the HEAD

] sitellite. This particular survey idenbified new meek <30

UFU) X-ray sources. Included are 47 nel sources for Ih;ch

;ntensi_y is typtc•lly T-2 UF_. seven sources only recently

discovered. •nd improved positions for another slx previously

known sources The data are in the form of a I_st of error

boles, size, source intensities, appro, imate times of

observaLion, •nd suggested identification The d•L• set is on

9 track. 1600 bpi magnetic tape The tape contains two

identical films of the source list, one mritten in ASCII and

the other ;n E6CDIC The logical record size is 124 bytes.

LIch logical record ;s •n image of a line normally printed on •

Jlne printer. The physical block size i_ 2480 bytes This

source list, together with a brief description of the

instrument and analytical method used in determining the error

boxes, was published =n the paper SNew Hard X ray Sources with

HEAO A 2, I F.[ Marshalt et el.. • Astrophys. J. Suppl., v. 40.

pp 6_7 66S, 19/9.

Data set name CATALOG OF HIGH LAIIIUO[ E_CIRACALACT]C

X RAY SOURCF_ ON HACNET]C ]APT

NSS_C ID l/ O/SA O_l, EXTRAGALACTIC X RAY SOURCE CAIAIC

Time period covered OP/O_/T/ 10 O9/]1/78

Quantity of data l RfJLL DT IAPE

This dab• set contiins = complete X-ray survey of the 8.2

steradians of the sky at -20 dee ( b < _0 dee, down to a

limiting sensitivity of < 3.1E 11 ergs/sq ca s in the _ 10 keV

band, on one 9 track, 1600 bp;, ASCEI magnetic tape. Of the BS

detected sources (e=clud;ng _he Large Hagellanic Cloud and

Small Magellanic Cloud sources), |7 hive been identified mith

galactic objects, 61 have been identified mith exLragalact;c

objects, and 1 remain un;dmntlf;ed. Relevant data for the

sources include (1) source name, (2) prey;gum catalog names,

(3) X ray flules plus one sigma error. (4) identlficat;on i;th

known objects. (5) type of obJeCt, (6) redshift value and

reference, and (/) luminosities. A descriptio, of source

selection methods and data analysis can be found in NASA TM

8216_, iA Complete X rly Sample of the High Latitude Sky from

HFAO I A _: log N log S and luminosity Functions," C.

Piccinottl et al.

Data set name A-2 LED SD_ X RAY SKY CATALOG DATA ON

MACNE1 ]C TAPE

NSSOC ID 77 075A 02F, A 2 LED SOf_ X RAY SKY CATAIOC

Time period covered (H/A)

Quantity of dale - 1REE_ OF TAPE

This data se_ consists of a slnglm Q-track, 800-bpi.

EBCDIC magnetic tape containing the HEAD A-_ Jom-energy X-ray

source catalog as published in the Astro@hysical Journal

Supplemen_ Smrles Some 9_ of the sky mas surveyed in _he

spectral b_nds 0.18 1_o 0.44 and 0.44 _o _.8 key to limiting

sensitivities of IE 1l and 3E I1 erg_/(sq cm s). respectively.

The catalog lisbs 114 sources t.o a sixsigma sign;Ficlnce

criterion. The data are irranged ;n the form of pages ;n the

published catalog _here each record, containing ]3_ bytes.

represen_SofisiJine in the cat•log, and each source listing
consists • lines. _ource positions ire given in galactic

coordinates as mell as in RA Ind gee. Measured intensity is

e=pressed in counts/s. Eor further de,mils see Nugent et el..

Astrophys. J. Suppl., v. _l, p l, 1983.

.....................

Data set name - SOURCE _ARG_ LIS1 SORTED BY TIME AND

RIGHT ASCENSION DATA ON MACNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID ll O/SA 02C, SOURCE IARCET LIST,TIMEJ_RA ORDER

Time period covered - 11/15/77 TO IP/P9/I8

Quantity of data - ] RF-EL OF TAPE

This data set contains lists of targets that the HEAO A-2

experiment pointed at during its mission The lists arm

identical e=cept bhab one ;s ordered by tlme and the other ;s

ordered by right ascension of _he Y •=is. _ach list has ten

columns of information: target name, mhether _he _irgeE was

on bhe -Y or -Y side of the spacecraft, RA and Dec of Y a=;s

(19_0 epoch), day and second of 1977 of start of pointing, day

and second of lqll of end of pointing. _PP' indlcat;ng

spicecraft alternaCed betleen two posit;one during polnt;ng,

and point;rig number. This da_a _et consists of a 9 track,

6_O bp; magnetic tape, created on the ION 3081, containing •

file written ;n EBCDIC m;_h three biniry header records. For

further detailed information on the A 2 data archive, contac_

Dr. tllhu Boldt. Code 661, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt Road,

Greenbelt, ND 2D/Z1.

.....................................

Data set name PHA DATA ON MACNEIIC TAP[

NSSDC ID 77-07SA O_H, PHA DATA BASE

lime period covered - 08/15/77 10 01/O9/79

Quantity of data P6 RE}IS OF TAPE

lhese d•ta telemetered from the HEAD A _ e=perlmenb were

used to create a primary e=perimenE dati base. PI-L_, a

secondary data base, was created from the primary data base to

make scientific data analysis more convenient 0nly major

frames from the primary data base that are not in engineering

format •re included. [acb _tA physical record contains data

that were accumulated in one major frame eacept the digital

status, mhich complete_ a cycl_ in two major frames, and the

analog st•tus, which comple_es a cycle in eight major frames.

_ach production PHA file corresponds to approximately I_ h Of

data If no acceptable data exi_L for a 1_ h _nterval, no PHA

file exists for the ;_terval tach t•pe contains about 25 days

of PHA data and no more than 40 files There are three checks

made on the quality of data. A block encoder error indicates i

transmission error from the spacecraft to ground A bit error

indicates that one or more bile within i major frame have been

improperly received Fill data indicate thit data for that

minor frame are missing, this dlta set consists of _6 9 trick,

6_0 bpi magnetic tapes blocked by _q_ bytes. EximpJes of the

use of this data base can be found in E.E Marshlll et el.,

Astrophys J SuppI, v. 40, p. 6_7, 1979; f.E Marshall et

el., Astrophys. J, v. 235, p. 4 E98D.

Data set name XRATES DATA ON MACNETIC 1APL

NSSDC ID II O75A OPT, TRAILS DATA BASE

Time period covered OB/Tb/ll 10 01/O9/lq

_uantity of data P6 HI_LS Ot IAI'I

These data telemetered Tr¢)m the HEAT) A _ e=periment were

used to create a primary experiment data ba_e XRATES, •

secondiry data base, was (reeLed from the primary dati base tO

make scientific d•ba analysis mc_re convenient The XRATES data

base is used primarily to search for possible sources and to

examine possible variability of detected sources. Only mijor

frames from the primary data base that are not in engineering

format are included. _ch XRATES physical record contains data

that were accumulated in one major frame e_cept the dig;tel

status, mh;ch completes a cycle in two major frames, and the

analog s_atus, which completes i cycle in eight mijor frames.

_ch production XRATL_ file corresponds to approllmateJy 12 h

of data. If no acceptable data exist for a 1P h in£erval, no

XRATES file exisgs for the interval. E_ch tape contains about

_5 days of XRAT_S data and no more than 40 files. There are

thrme checks made on the qull;ty of data A block encoder

error indicates a transmlss=on error from the spacecraft to

ground. A bit error indicates thlt one or more bits m;thin a

_ajor frame blve been improperly received. Eill data indicate

that data for that minor frame ire missing. This data set

consists of _6 9 _rack, 6250 bp; magnetic tapes blocked by _048

bytes. Examples of the use of this diLa base can be found in

F.E. Marshall et el., Astrophys J Suppl. v 40, p 6SI.

)0 O_ POoR QUALITY



1979; F.E. Marshall et al. Astrophys. J-, v. 23S. p. 4. 1980.

HEAD 1, Frill)MAN

LARGE AR_A CDSHIC X-RAY SURVEY (A-l)

.............................................

Data set name - X-RAY SOURCE CATALOG ON HICROFIIJ4

NSSDC ID 77 075A-OlA, HEAO A 1 X RAY SOURCE CATALOG

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set is a catalog of sources on microfiche as

observed by the HEAO A_I Large Area Sky Survey Experiment. The

catalog is derived from the first 6 months of data from HEA0

A 1. during which time one scan of the entire sky was

completed. Positions and _ntensities for 842 sources are

cataloged, with a limiting flux of 250 nJy at 5 keV, or about

0._5 UFU. The catalog is more than 90_ complete at a flux

level equivalent to 1.5 Jy at 5 keY. for a CribJike spectrum

Included are source positions in 1950.0 RA and Dec, plus the

four corners of a 95_ confidence error box and the solid angle

enclosed by the error box, position in galactic and ecliptic

longitude and latitude, apparent source intensity, and

identiflcatlon of the source with other cataloged objects.

lncluded in the data set is a description of the ttEAD A 1

instrument, a descr_ptlon of data summation, and source f_tting

techniques used to extract the source specifications appearing

in the catalog. A machine-readable version of this data set is

available on a tape under NSSDC data set 1D SX-D10 For

further information on data listed in this catalog, contact Dr_

Kent Wood, Code 4121, Naval Research Laboratory, Washlngton, DC

2037S.

Data set name ON_ DAY SCAN SUMMATIONS DATA ON MAGNETIC

1APE

NSS_ ID 77-075A-OIB. ONE DAY SCAN SU_I4ATIONS DATA

Time period covered - 08119/77 TO 04/28/18

Quantity of data - l REI_I OF TAPE

lhls tape is a copy of the HLA0 A 1 X ray source list _n

the microfiche catalog (77 07hA 01A) that eas shipped with the

tape. 1he daLa set consists of one 6250 bpi, g track, ASCII

tape, and contains two files lhe tape mas created on a VAX

11/780 computer. The first file is labeled HCAIB4 lhe second

file is the same except for the label for further information

on the A 1 data archive contact Dr Kent Wood, Code 4121,

Naval Research taboratory, Washington, DC 203/b.

HEA0 l, PEHRSON

L(hl FNf_CY GAMMA RAY AND HARD X RAY SKY

SURVtY (A 4)

Data set name _ PrfLIMINARY DATA SUBMISS]DN PLDIS,

LISTS, SCAN IRACK MAP, DAY DAIE TABLES

NSSDC ID ll-O15A-O4A, DAIA PLOIS AND TABLES

Time period covered - 08/14/77 l0 01113179

(Date supplied by experlmenter)

Quant;ty of data 9 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set is the reduced data base for the FI[AO A 4

eaperiment, on microfiche cards ]t includes plot_, source

listings, scan-track maps. conversion tables, and appropriate

documentation. No magnetic tape version is available. |he

plots are 10 day data summatio,s of the background subtracted

count rate over each detector's energy range, binned into ] deg

azimuth bins around the spacecraft scan plane Maps are

included of the spacecraft scan track as a function of time

Tables are provided of the detector properties and of day

number date conversions Source lists can be related to the

plots for identification of signal peaks. For information on

the A 4 main data base, contact Dr_ Duane F. Cruber. COll.

Center for Astrophysics and Space Astronomy, University o£

California San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093.

Data set name SKYMAP DISPLAY FILES ON MAQNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 77-075A-O4B, SKYMAP DISPLAY FILES

Time period covered - 08/_1/77 TO 01/OB/79

Quantity of data 2 REELS OF TAPE

This data set was obtained from the Lee Energy Detect.ors

(LEDs) of the Hard X-ray and Lee-Energy Gamma ray Instrument.

The dat_, which were all obtained when the satellite was

sp;nn;ng, cons;st of event counts and detect;or lifet;mes for

four broad energy channels for each of the ted LEDs, and have

been accumulated as • functlon of satellite orientation. The

skymap display files contain background subtracted count riles

that are used to construct visual displays. Each file contains

roughly 6 _nths of data. The files with epoch code 1 cover

the first 6 months of the mission; epoch code _ stands for the

second 6 months and epoch code 3 stands for the remainder,

i.e.. about 5 months, of the mission. The epoch eta stands

for the total and indicates that the data ire the superpos;tion

of data from all three epochs. The COUnt rl_e data In the

skymap display files have been smoothed so as to reduce the

high frequency spatial noise. The lifetime data in the

exposure files have been left unsllm_thed. This data set

consists of tee tapes covering the tile Spin August _1, 1977,

to January 8, 1979 The tapes are multifiled, g track, 1600

bpi, and binary, and were created on a Data General Nova 830

computer. For additional information, contact Dr. Duane E.

Cruber. C-0110 Center for Astrophysics and Space Astronomy,

University of California San Diego, La Jolla, CA 9S_)93.

Data set name RI_ DATA BASE, ._t AND .FB FILES ON

HAGNEI|C 1APE

NSSDC ID 77_075A-04C, RtI)UCED DATA BASE, .Nt * .FB fIIF

Time period covered - O8/21/77 TO 01108179

_uantlty of data • 4 REELS OF TAPE

This data set was obtained from the Low Energy Detectors

(IEDs) of the Hard X ray and Low-Energy Gamma ray Instrument

when the satellite was spinning The data consist of event

counts and detector lifetimes for four broad energy channels

for each of the two LEDs, and have been binned and accumulated

in a .rH file as a function of satellite oriental;on. Each of

these files is named M_aaaabbbb.MH, where aaaa (or aaa) is the

sequence number of the first orbit of data and bbbb is the

sequence number of the last orbit of data included in the file.

E_ch data record contains the data accumulated in one satellite

orientation bin. records do not elist for those orientation

blns in mhlch no data were accumulated [_timates of the

background component of the count rate data in the .MH files

are parameterized in the fB files fach of the FB files

contains the parameters for both [EDs for one broad energy

chat_nel The file names are of the form RaaaahbbbX FB, mhere

aaaa is the beginning sequence number, bbbb is the end sequence

number, and X is the energy channel code. This data set

consists of four tapes covering the time span August _1, 1977,

to January 8, 1979 The tapes are multlfiled, 9 track, 1600

bpi, and binary, and were created on a Data General Nova B3O

computer. For more detailed information on this data set.

to. tact Dr Duane E. Gruber. COl}, Center for Astrophysics and

Space Astronomy, UniversiLy of California San Diego. [a Jolla,

CA 9P093.

DaLa _et name -" SKYMAP VISUAt D]SP[AY ON F]LH

NSSDC ID 77 075A-O4D. SKYMAP VISUAL DISPLAY ON F1124

lime period covered 08/_/77 TO 12/30/78

_uanbity of data 95 B/W NEGATIVL FRAMES

This daUa set consists of 95 4 • 5 in. black-a_d mhite

negatives that are pictorial displays of the X ray sky survey

data. I=ch film is a sky image of one of the following nominal

X ray energy channels: 13 2_, 25 40, 40 nO. 80 180, 13 40, and

]_ RO keY Each film is properly oriented for direct viewing,

doe. and the sticker with the film_it.h the emulsion side

_,er;_l number on the upper right. The user should note that

the coordinate system is oriented so that theta, the ecliptic

longitude of the spacecraft spin axis, increases from the

bottom Lo the top of each skymap. Therefore, for those skymaps

that are not superpositions of data from different epochs, time

al_o increases from _he bottom to the top of the skymap. A

comprehensive list of the_e sky survey photographs can be found

in figure 3 of A.H. Levine et al., Astrophys. J Suppl , v $4,

pp. _81 617. ]984.

Data set name - HIGH-F]NfRCY X RAY SOURCE CATALOC ON TAPE

11
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NSSOC ]D 17 075A 04E, HICH _N_y X HAY SOURC[ CATALOG

Time period covered 08127/77 10 17/30/78

Quantity of data [ REJEJ_ OF TAPE

This data set ;s : machine readable catalog of
high energy X-ray sources th t are clearly evident in the

picLor;al displays (77-075A 04D) of the sky survey data Tape

files O •rid ] contain an ASCI] transcription of the catalog

having a total length of 35,6_D bytes. The files are lists of

source name, RA and Dec, ecliptic long;rude and latitude, scan

dates, epoch code, and X ray count rate per second in energy

channels 13-_6, _6 40, 40-80, 80 ]80, and 13 80 keY. Tape files

and 3 have the same content as files 0 and I in non ASCII

format The files contain one record per source and have a

total length of 18,144 bytes. This data set ,s on one 9 track,

]600 bpi magnetic t•pe This catalog has been published in

Astrophys. J Suppl., v. 54, pp_ 681-617, 1984

...........................

H_A0 ], SCFfdAR1/

X RAY SCANNrNC MODULAT|0N COLLIMATOR

(A 3)

Data set name REDUCED X RAY COUNT DAIA ON MAGNET IC TAPE

NSSDC ID 77 07SA 03A, R[]_UCF_ X-RAY COUN1 DATA

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data - 3 RE_J_S Of TAP|

This d•ta set wa_ obtained by the Scann;ng Modulation

Collimator experiment (HEAO A-3) One file was generated for

each of about ]500 trial binning positions at which a possible

X ray source was thought to exist The files preserve data
from each

satellite revolution (a 20 s sample at 30 min

_ntervals) and each of the tie or three celestial scans (about

4 to 8 days at 6 uonth intervals) through the region. Raw

counts and e,posure units •re folded and coadded int_o 60 phase

bins for each coil;mater [30 •re s and _ arc m;n (F_HH),

respectively], for each of three energy channels This data

set <on_ists of three magnet;(: tape5 For additional

information on the A 3 data archive, contact Dr. D_niet

Schwartz, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 60 Garden

Street, Cambridge, NA 02|38.

Data sat name X-RAY Rt'DUCID SCANNING DATA ON MACNEIIC

T AP_

NSSOC ]D 77 0/6A 038, X RAY RE])OCFJ) SCANNING DAIA

lime period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 100 RF_LS OF 1APE

These data represent the Scanning Hodulat;on Collimator

(MC) data binned •round trial positions at vhich X ray sources

were thought to am;st The data are exposure units and raw

counLs separ•tely saved for each satellite rotation, each

energy channel (0.Q to 25 keV, 2.6 to _._ keY, and _.6 to 13.6

keY), and each of the tmo collimator banks (MC1 is 30 nrc s

F_/HH with 4 •rc mln periodicity, MC2 is _ arc min _ mitb 16

arc min perlodlciLy). Data for the tie or three different

6-_onth intervals in which the satellite scanned I f_xed

celestial local;on are collated into one file for each source.

The data are binned according to the phase of the peak response

of the collimator from the trial position of the given source

and are coadded by the precise periodicity of the colllm•tor.

Dat• are binned along azimuths within plus and minus _ deg of

the trial position. Along with the primary X ray counts and

time data, each 5can contains the elevation of that scan circle

from the source, the Ijitterl angle measuring ho_ much the

actu•l scan deviated from _n ideal areal circle then passing

the source, the orbit number and minor frame number th•t =11o_

a calculation of universal time, and some detailed parameters

used by software that performs analysis processing. For data

analysis, the files are used _o determine lhen the NC has, in

fact, detected • _ource and then are used to produce the

illomed locations of the source on _he sky. ]n using the

files, one can choose various combinations of energy channels,

individual scans or passes, jitter angle, detector count rite,

etc , in order to mallmi ze the signal to noise. This data se_

consists of ]OO magnetic tapes For further information on the

A 3 data archive, contact Dr Daniel Scheartz, SIithsonian

Astrophysical Observatory, 60 Carden Street, Cambridge MA
0_138.

H[AO 2, C]ACCON]

MONITOR PROPORTIONAl COUN_i_ (MPC)

Data set name - CATALOG OF ALl TARCETS 08SE_VI!_) BY THE

EINSTEIN DBSF_VATORY ON MAON[_ ]C 1APE

_SDC ID 78 103A OIA, CATALOG OF O_V_ TARG_S-TAPE

Time period covered 11/16/78 TO 04/75/8]

guantlty of dlt• - ] REEL OF TAPE

This da_a set is a listing of all targets observed by the

Einstein Observator_ over its operational lifetime, from

November ]6, 1978, through April _6, 1981. The tape contains

6] separate files. File I ;s a list of all targets ;n order of

increislng right iscenslon. Also included is inforlation on

the instrument used and the exposure time for each observation,

plus comments on the nature of the observation. Files _-4_ are

a further breakdown of at| observations by sc=entific category,

and files 49 6] contain all spectral observations listed by

instrument. Documentation is provided to interpret the coded

entries and sequence numbers. These same listings are

ava@lable on microfiche as NSSDC data set 18 103A O]B For

inform•lion on the na i n data base arch;re contact Dr Martin

We;sskopf, Code IS 6_, Marshall Space Flight Center/ NASA

Huntsville, At 35812.

....................... .....

Data set name CATALOG OF ALL TARCEIS 0BSE_VE]) BY THE

EINSTEIN OBSEIRVATORY MICROFICHE

NSSOC ID 78 ]O3A O18, CATALOG Of 0BSI_RVFJ) I ARGEIS FICH[

lime period covered 11/16178 TO 04/75/B1

_uantity of data - 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set is the catalog of f'nstein observations on

microfiche cards+ The microfiche has been produced directly

from the tape listings (hI_SDC data set 78 ]O3A OIA). _ch tape

file is printed as a sep•r•te list, Documentation ;s included

be identify each file and all coded entries For inform•Lion

on the main data base, contact Dr. Rartin _eisskopf, Code

62, Marshall Space flight Center/NASA, Huntsville, At 3581_

H_O 2, G1ACCON]

H]_t R_SOIUTION ]MAC_ (FIR])

Data set name CATALOG 0f ALl TARCE_S 0BSE!RVED BY THE

EINSTEIN OBS_3_VATDRY ON MACN_TIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 78 I03AO2A, CATA|OC OF OBSt_RV[D TARCFIS TAPF

Time period covered ]1/16/78 10 04/_5/8]

Quantity of data - ] REEl Of TAPE

This data set ;s a listing of all targets observed by the

Einstein Observat_ry over its operational lifetime, from

November 16, ig78, through April 25. 1981_ The tape contain_

61 separate files. File ] is • llst of all targets ;n order of

increasing right ascension. Also included is information on

the instrument used and _he exposure time for each observation,

plus comments on the r_ture of the observation Files 7-48 are

a further breakdown of •11 observations by scientific category,

and files 49-61 contain all spectral observations listed by

instrument. Documental;on is prey;dad to interpret the coded

entrils and sequence numbers These same listings are

avi;llble on microfiche as N_S_C d•ta set 78 103A-OIB.

Information on the B 7 main data base can be obtained by

contacting Dr. Fred Seaard, Smithson;an Astrophysical

Observatory, 60 Carden Street, Cambridge, MA 07138

...........................

Data set name - CAIALOC Of ALL TARC_TS OBSERVED BY TH_

EINSTEIN OBSERVATORY MICROFICHE

NSSDC ID 78 103A O2B, CATA[0C OF OBSERVE_ TARCrrS F101_

Time period covered - 11/]6/78 TO 04/75/81

Quantity of data - 4 CARDS OF B/W M]CROFICH|

This data set is the catalog of Einstein observations on

microfiche cards. The microfiche hie been produced directly

from the tape |iskings (NSSDC data set 78-IO3A-OIA) _ch tape

file is printed as a separate list. Documentation ;s included

to identify each file and ill coded entries. Information on

the B 7 main data base can be obtained by contacting Dr. fred

Ses•rd, Smithsoniln Astrophysical Observatory, 60 Garden

Street, Cambridge, HA 07138.
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Data set name X-RAY DATA OF JOVIAN AURORAE 0N MAONETIC

TAPE.

NSSDC ID 78 103A 02(:, X RAY DATA OF JOVIAN AURORAE

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

This data set consists of a ]600-bpi magnetic tape

written in FITS Format containing high spat;el resolution

images of the X-ray aurorae of Jupiter. At the time of high
arc mln

resolution ;mater (HR[) observation, its FDV was _5 - " and

its angular resolution for a strong source was about 4 arc s.

The raw data lere smoothed by three Caussian functions with

v;dths of 64, 128, and 256 arc s. All of the arrays ire

integer and have been scaled to a maximum pisel value of 4000.

Each field has a 256x256 in. pixel dimension and a resolution

of ] arc-s per pixel, and las centered on RA 1_ h 36 min 41 s,

Dec 2 deg 30 min 35 s. The HR] responded _o essentially the

same energy range of 0.15 3.0 keV as the 1PC (Imaging

Proportional Counter) m;th no effective energy resolution. The

measured emission intensities of the northern and southern

auroral sources are 3.4 plus Ind minus 1.1E-3 counts per second

and 3.3 plus and minus 0.9E-3 counts per second, respectmvely.

This observation las performed on January 6. 1981, beginning at

_.1 h LIT and ending at 7.8 h LIT. For a more detailed

description of the data analysis process, see A.E. Metzger et

al., J. Ceophys. Res., v. 88, pp. 7731 7741, 1983.

HE_O _, C]ACCONI

FOCAL pLANE CRYSIA[ SPECTROMFIFR (FPCS)

........................................

Data set name - CATALOG OF ALL TARCEIS OBSBVE]) BY THE

EINSTEIN OBSERVAIORY ON MAGNETIC 1APE

NSSDC ID 78 103A. O3A, CATALOG OF OBSERVED IARCE_S-TAPE

Time period covered - 11/16/78 TO 04/_S/81

_uantlty of data 1 REEL OF TAPL

This data set is a listing of ill targets observed by the

Einstein Observatory over its operational lifetime, from

November 16, lg78, through April _b, Iq81. The tape contains

5] separate files File ] is a list of all targets in order of

increasing right ascension Also included is information on

the in_trumenL used and the exposure time for each observation,

plus comments On the nature of the observation, files 2 48 are

a further breakdoln Of all observations by scientific category,

and Tiles 49 51 contain all spectral observations listed by

_nstrument Documentation is provided to interpret the coded

mentries and sequence numbers lhese sa e listings are

available on microfiche _ NSSDC data set 1B I03A 0lB.
Information on the B 3 da archive can be obtained by
contacting Dr. Claude Canizares. Room 37 501, Department of

Physics, Massachusetts InstiLutue of lechnology, Cambridge, HA

02139

Data set name CATALOG OF ALL TARGETS OBSE]RVED BY IHE

IINSTEIN OBSERVATORY MICROfICHF

NSSDC ]D 78 ]03A 03B, CATALOG OF OBSERVFI) 1ARGllS FICHe

lime period covered 11/16/1B TO 04/Pb/81

quantity of dale 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set is the catalog of EinsLein observations on

microfiche cards The microfiche has been produced directly

from Lhe tape listings (NSSDC data set _8 103A O1A). Lach tape

File ,s printed as a separate list. Documentation is included

to identify each file and all coded entries. DeLailed

inform_L,<)i, on the B 3 data archive can be obtained by

(:(>nt,_( t,,n_ I)r Claude Canizares, Room 37 50], Department of

l'hy_.i(:.. H_:._._chusetbs Institute of Technology, Cambridge, HA

OPI3q

DaLe set name FOCAl PLANE CRYSTAl SPECTRDHE3IR (FPCS)

REDUCED DAIA ON IAPF

NSSDC ID 18 I03A O3C. FPCS REDUCED DATA IAPLS

Time period covered (N/A)

_uanLity of data 1Z REELS OF 1APE

This data set consists of 17 FPCS (Focal Plane Crystal

Spectrometer) reduced data tapes. EAmch tape file contains

reduced data for a particular X ray target as mell as files

that describe the parameters used in the reduction process.

These tapes conLain four types oF Files For each of the sources

observed by _PCS: two source Files, an inde, parameter file,

and an event file. The source files contain Che parameters

used by a processing program when the data were reduced The

index parameter file contains • short description of each of

the data intervals and the definitions of grouping data The

event file contains the reduced data and is the file used by

analysis programs. Accompanying documentation describes the

FPCS experiment and the data on the tapes. This document also

contains • brief description of the organization of the F_S

data, the method of data reduction, • catalog of observations,

and a description of the physic•l characteristics of the tapes.

Detailed scientific aspects of these reduced data can be

obtained by contacting Dr. Thomas H. Markmrt, Room 37-515,

Department of Physics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, MA 0_139_

.........................................

HEAO 2, GIACCONI

IMAGING PROPORTIONAL COUNTER (IPC)

................................................

Data set name CATALOC OF ALL I ARCETS OBSERVED BY THE

EINSTEIN OBSERVAFORY ON MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 18 I03A-O4A, CAIALOC DF OBSERVED 1ARGEIS-TAPE

Time period covered - 11/16/78 TO 04/2S/81

Quantity of data I REEl OF TAPL

This data set is a listing of all targets observed by the

Einstein Observatory over its operational lifetime, from

November 16, 1978, through April _, 1981. The tape contains

SI separate files. File 1 is a list of all targets In order of

increasing right ascension. Also included ;s information on

the instrument used and the e_posure time for each observation,

plus comments on the nature of the observation. Files 2 48 are

a further breakdown of all observations by scientific category,

and files 49-51 contain all spectral observations listed by

instrument. DocumentaL;on is provided to interpret the coded

entries and sequence numbers. These same listings are

available on microfiche as NSSOC data set 78-103A OlB.

Information on the D 4 data archive can be obtained by

contacting Dr. Fred Semard, Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory, 60 Carden Street. Cambridge, HA 0_138.

Data set name CATALOG OF ALL TARC_lS OBS_VED BY THE

EINSTEIN OBSFRVAIORY MICROFICHE

NSSDC ID 78 103A O4B, CATALOG 01 OBSLRVE_ I ARCETS FICHE

lime period covered 11/16//8 TO 04/2_/B1

_uanLity of data - 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set ;s the catalog of [insteln observations on

microfiche cards. The microfiche has been produced directly

from the Lape listings (NSSDC data 5eL 78 103A-OIA)_ E_ch tape

file is printed as a separate list. DocumentaL;on is included

to identify each file and all coded entries. Information on

Lhe B 4 data archive can be obLained by contacting Dr. Fred

Seward, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 60 Garden

Street, Cambridge, HA 02138.

tFE_O 2, C]ACCON]

SOt ID SLATE SPE:CTROHE_IR (SSS)

Data set name CATALOG OF ALL TARCETS OBSERVED BY THE

EINSIfIN OBSFRVAIORY ON MAGNETIC TAPI

NSSDC ]D 1B I03A OSA, CATALOG OF DBSF_V_D 1ARCEIS-TAPE

lime period covered 11/16/7B 10 04/_b/81

_uantiLy of data l RF_FJ OF 1AP_

This data set is a listing of all Largebs observed by the

fmnstein Observatory over its operational lifetime, from

November 16. 1_70, through April 2_, ]QB1. 1he tape contains

bl separate files. File 1 is a list of all targets in order of

increasing right ascension Also included is inform•Lion on

the instrument used and the e=posure time for each observation,

plus comments on the nature oT the observation. Files _ 40 are

a further breakdomn of all observations by scientific category,

and files 49 51 contain all spectral observations listed by

;nstrumenL. Documentation is provided to interpret the coded

entries and sequence numbers, these same listings are

available o ;crofiche as NSSDC data set _8-103A OIB.

Information ;bou_ the B-3 instrument and data archive can be

obtained by contacting Dr. Frank Marshall, Code 666. CSFC/NASA,

Greenbelt Road, Greenbelt, HD 20711_

................................

Data set name CATALOG OF AF{ TARC_IS OBSERVED BY THE

EINSTEIN OBSIRVAIORY MICROFICHE
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_SDC IO 78 I03A 05B, CAIALOC OF OBS_VED TARCE_S FICHE

Time period covered 11/16/78 TO 04/25/81

Quantity of data - 4 CARDS 0F 8/¥ MICROFICHL

This data set ;s the catalog of Einstein observations on

microfiche cards. The microfiche has been produced directly

from the tape listings (NSSDC data set 78 103A 01A). Each tape

file is printed as a separate list. Documentation is included

to identify each file and all coded entries_ Information about

the B 3 instrument and data archive can be obtained by

contacting Dr. Frank Marshall, Code 666, _F C/NASA. Creenbelt

Road, Creenbelt, HID _0771

eeoeeee*o*oe*oe*ooo*eeoe*eee*_a**e*oe_eeeeeeeJeeewoe_eeelwoowo
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HEA0 3. ISRAE3

fffAVY NUCLEI

Data set name HEAVY NUCLEI PROCESSED DATA "COLD e FROM

HEJ_0 C 3 0N 22 TAPES

NSSDC ID Zg DOra 03A, HEAVY NLEtE I Rt])UCED DATA COLD

Iime period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data _1 REEL S OF TAPE

This data set is 21 tapes of =gold u processed data from

600 tapes of the basic data set that contains all HEAO C 3

data The Heavy Nuclei E=per;ment collected data for 600 days.
and the data contain information on more than _.OE_I iron

nuclei with lore than ].el+4 nuclei of • > 40. The 600 I_brary

tape_ have been compressed into tvo small processed data

sets =gold, = which contains all data for nuclei w_th atomic

number above 30, and =cobalt, = mhich contains all data for

nuclei that pass through the center of the instrument at small

angles of incidence_ The Igold i data include pulse heights and

subsidiary information for each event to allow selections and

charge =st=mates to be made such as: trajectory, geomagnetic

cutoff, data consistency, etc For more information contact

Dr. lhomas Carrard. 220 41. Douns laboratory, Call=oh.
Pasadena, CA g1125

Data set name HEAVY NUCL[.I PROCLSSI]) DAIA =COHAll = FROM

HFA0 C 3 0N IB /APES

NSSDC ID Zg 00?A O3H. IffAVY NUCIf I R|I)UC[]) DATA COBAL1

lime period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data II REELS OF TAPE

This data set is I1 tapes of Icobalt= processed data from

fide tapes of the basic data see that contains all HfJt0 C 3

data. lhe Heavy Nuclei Experiment collected data for 6CK) days.
and the data contatn information on more than 2.OE_l iron

nuclei with more than 1 0[*4 nuclei of • > 40. The 6OO library

tapes hive been compressed into two small processed data

sets =gold. = mh;ch contains =11 data for nuclei mlth atomic

number above 30, and icobalt,l which contains all data for

nuclei that pass through the center of the instrument at small

angles of incidence and, thus, have good resolution. For more

information contact Dr Ihomas Carrard, 2?0 47, Domns

Laboratory, Caltech, Pasadena. CA g1125.

Data set name HEAO C 3 VE_IF_ PRO(_RAM READINC PROCLSSI_}

DATA

NSSDC ]D 7g 08_A O3C, tt[:AO C 3 V_IFY P_DCRAM

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 1 R_L OF TAPE

lhis data set is a HEAD C-3 V_(IE_( program reading a

Igold I (NSSDC IO 79 082A O3A) or _cobalt = (NSSDC ID

7g O02A 03B) tape ;n chapter/verse format and records -_Lart

and stop times; time gaps in excess of a specified interval;

number of tape records; chapter counts; and reid errors. The

===cation is in two stages. First, run VERIFY, which requests

a minimum gap time and the tape unit number. No=t, run
PRVE_RIF_, _hich reads the output files _IMF-_ and REJCHP9g and

prints out the results for more detailed information, contact

Dr. lhomas Carrard, 2"20 47, Downs Laboratory, Caltech,

Pasadena, CA 91125.
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INTE_COSMOS 4, TINge

SOLAR X-RAY POL_RIM_FE_

Data set name - SOL^R X RAY POLAHIZAIION DATA, FLARES OF

OCI 24, NOV 5, AND N0V 16 1970

NSSDC ID 70 O_4A-OIA. SOLAR X-RAY POLARIZATION DATA

llme period covered 10/24/70 TO 11/16/70

Quantity of data ! CARD OF B/W M]CROFICII[

This data set consists of a document received from World

Oata Center B] ;n Hoscom, U.S.S R. The data consist of lists

of count rates and backgrounds for threm separate channels.

The three channels measure different scattered flu,e= depending

on the plane and degree of polarization The data cover Lhree

events on _hree different days: 0ctober _4, November 5, and

November TO, lg7_. lemporal resolution is _ s. 1he original

document is in Russian, and a translated version is also

included in the data _mt. For a detailed analysis of these

daLa0 _ee I.P. lindo et al., Solar Phys., v. _4, p 4_g, lg_.

NSSDC ID 83 OO4A OlA. SKYPIAI[ IMAC[S 3RD tEON, COLOR

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of daLa 188 COLOR NECAIIVE FRAM_

This data set conslsLs of =Skyplate Images

HCON(_ur_ CONf;rmed) 3" on 4_5 in color negatives. The IRAS

observations were made by the confirmation process that

consisted of examining multiple oh=err=Lions and identifying

which plausibly belonged to the same object. HCON 1 represents

the first hours confirmed data observed with time separations

from leO min up to 36 h H4:ON _ represents the data confirmed

about 2 weeks after the first hours confirmation, and maCON 3

data were confirmed after the second confirmation. _enera]ly,

the hours confirmation was run on groups of three successive

satellite operation plans [Jlch skyplate image covers

16._x16._ deg on the celestial sphere, a;th i pixel size of

arc. mln and an angular resolution Of 4 6 arc min For more

information on this data set. see lIRAS Catalogs and Atlases

Explanatory Supplement, = edited by C 0eichman et al., ]QB_

Detailed information on the data base and this data set is

available by contacting IPAC, ]OO 22, Caltwch. Pasadena, CA
gll2_.

Data set name SKYPLATF IMAC_ 12,2_,60 AND 100 H1CROHI_

ER5 FOR HCON 3 ON BLACK AND WIIITE FILM.

NSSDC ID 83 O04A OIB, SKYP[ AT[ IMACFS 3RD #_ON, B/W

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 188 D/W POSITIVE F_AHLS

lhis daLa set consists of =Skyplate Images

HCON(Hours CONfirmed)-3 = on _=_ in black and mhite positives

The IRAS observations mere made by the confirmation process

that consisted of examining multiple observations and

identifying ghich plausibly belonged to the same object
HCON 1 represents the f;rst hours confirmed data observed with

time separations from leo min up to 36 h. |_ON _ represents

the data confirmed about _ weeks after the first hours

confirmation, and the HCON-3 data were confirmed after the

second confirnation, Generally, the hours confirmation mas run

on groups of successive satellite operation plans. Each

skyplate image covers 16.6=16_ deg on the celestial sphere,

with a pi=el size of 2 irc min and an angular resolution of 4-6

arcmln For more information on this data set, see mIOA5

Catalogs and Atlases Explanatory Supplement, = edited by C

0eichman mt al., 1985. Detailed information on the dill base

and this data set is available by contacting ]PAC. 1OO-_.

Caltech. Pasmdena, CA g1125.

.........................

Data set name SKYPI_T[ OVL_'_L_YS

_J_-vO0_ QUALITY



NSSDC ID 83-004A-01C, SKyPLATE OVL_LAYS

Time period covered - IN/AT

Quantity of data _0 B/W NECATIVE FRAIH[_S

This data met is • set of coordinate overlays for the

photographs as photogriph;c negative transparencies in S in,

sq. format. The scale is identical to the corresponding map

product, so the overlays will be the correct size if enlarged

by the same factor as the map. One overlay is provided for

each declination zone from -30 dee to +30 dee; the overlays for

zone5 of opposite sign are obtained by rotating the grids

through 180 dee. Five overlays are provided for each

declination zone between 45 dee •nd lS dee to accommodate the

fact th•t integer hour meridians cross the plates in these

zones in five different configur•t_ons- Again, the overlay for

the zone of opposite sign is obtained by rotating the grid i80

dee. All integer hour meridians are labeled OOM. lhe hour of

right ascension should be determined from the position of the

plate center given in the label on the photograph. The plate

number to ehich a particular overlay pertains is printed in the

lower right corner of the overlay. For lore information on

this data set. see "IRAS Catalogs and Atlases _=planatory

Supplement,' edited by C. Beichman et al., 198b. Detailed

information on the data base and this data set is available by

contacting IPAC, 100 22, Call.oh. Pasadena, CA q1125.

Data set name PO]N1 SOURCI CATAI OC ON MICROFICHE

NSSDC ID 83 004A DID, POINT SOURCE CAT VE3R 2.0

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 24 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set is a catalog on microfiche cards

identifying 245,839 confirmed infrared sources and, for each.

giving position infrared flu= density, angular positional

association with'previously cataloged astronom;c:al 5ources, and

miscellaneous information such as uncertarnties and data

quality flags The sources are smaller than O S 1.0 arc min

depending on wavelength The covered wavelength bands are 1_,

_, 60, and IOn micrometers, lhe cat•tog is ordered by source

right ascen_ioI,. _or more information on this data set. see

"]RAS Catalogs and Atlases lxplanatory Supplement.' edited by

C Oeichman eL al., 198b Detailed information on the data

base is available by contacting IPAC, In0 22, Call.oh.

Pasadena. CA 9II_

Data set name POIN3 SOURCI CAIAI tIC ON MACNI 1 ]C lAP|

NSSDC ID 83 O04A 01[, POINT SI)URCI CATAIgC ON IAPE

Time period covered (N/A)

_uantity of data _ RITES Of ]APE

This data set is a catal<)g on magnetic tapes identifying

245.839 confirmed infrared 5ources and, for each. giving

position, infrared flu. density, angular positional associat,on

eith previously cataloged astronomical sources, and

m_scellaneous information such _T uncertainties and data

quality flags The sources are sm ler than O.S 1.0 arc min

depending on wavelength. The covered wavelength bands are 12,

_b. 60, and lOO micrometers 1he catalog is ordered by source

right ascension. The catalog is contained on one 6_SO bpi

character coded tape, but it i_ divided into two files of 12 b

right ascension increments if 16OO bpi tapes are requested_

For more information on this data set, see "IRAS Catalogs and

Atlases E.planatory Supplement, I edited by C Oeichman eL al ,

198b Detailed information on the data base is available by

contacting IPAC, 100-22. Call.oh. Pasadena, CA 91125.

Data set name WSDH ANCILlaRY DATA ON MACNFI]C TAPE

NSSDC ID 83 O04A OIl, WSDO ANCIllARY DATA

_ime period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data I R_E Of IAPI

In addition to the "Working Survey Data Base'

(WSDB 83 O04A Oll), the •WSDB Ancillary" file contains flags

and derived quantities obtained during the final processing of

the Point Source Catalog. This WSD8 Ancillary data set is in

binary format, with variable length and blocked records. It is

• vail•tie only on 6250-bpi and 1600-bpi density tapes. For

more inform•Lion on this data set. see mIRAS Catalogs and

Atlases Explanatory Supplement • ed ted by C. Beichman et al_,

1985. Detailed information on the data base and this data set

is available by contacting IPAC, ]00 _2. Call,oh, Pasadena, CA

91125

Dat.a set name - HIO_ SOURCE DENSITY BINS CATALOC

NSSDC IO 83 004A-01C, HIGH SOURCE DENSIIY BINS CATALDC

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of dat• 1REF_ OF TAPE

The •High Source Density Bins" file was created for point

sources in certain regions of the sky. In the regions of the

sky. particularly near the galactic pl•ne and small regions in

Orion. Ophiuchus. •nd the LJI4C, the density of 18 _ources

elceeds the resolving capability of the instrument. A special

p ...... ing was done - " i _dfor the polnb sources ln these regsO

For mo e information on this data set, see IRAS Catalogr

Atlases E.planatory Supplement," edited by C. 8elchman et el.,

1985 Detailed information on the data base and this dat_ set

i_ •reliable by contact;no ]PAC. 10022. Call.oh. Pasadena. CA

911_5.

Data set name ZODIACAL HISTORY FlUE ON MA(_NL_IC TAPE

NSSDC lO 83 OO4A OIH, ZODIACAl HISTORY file ON MAC TAPE

"Tile period covered (N/A)

_uantity of data ? Rt_S OF 1APE

This data set ,as created as an aid to modeling and

e=tracting the zodiacal emission contribution in any of the

e_tended source products. The file contains, at 0._ deg sample

spaclng, the t_me (_C), celestial coordinates, sun-referenced

observing angles, and measured brightness in the survey bands

for all observations included in the e_tended source image

products_ This data set is on FITS formatted magnetic tape.

_:or more ;nforlatlon on this data set, see "IRAS Catalogs and

Atlases E_planatory Supplement, • edited by C. Beichman et al.,

1985. Detailed information on the data base and this data set

is available by contacting ]PAC, TO0 _P, Caltech, Pasadena, CA

9117_

WORKINC SURVEY DAIA BASE (WSD8) ON
Data set name

MAC_IIEC IAP!

NSSDC ID 83 O04A 011, WORKINC SURVIY I)AIA BASE (WSDB)

|ime period covered (N/A)

Uuantlty of data 1 Bill 0I IAPE

Ihe 'Working Survey Data l]ase (ISDO) _ contains the most

complete observational and data reduction history for the point

sources observed during the survey. Information in the WSDH

includes separate detectors, individual HCON observations, and

history of each observation, lhe WSD8 _s broken up into _0

files _ne for each range of ecliptic longitude is called a

Lune. tach file is preceded by a header file containing a

simple 80 character re(:ord giving the date and version of the

WSDB. The _SDO i_ on a binary formatted tape with variable

length, blocked records (due to the variable number of HCON

slght]ngs or assOCiations) L_tra information ha_ been added

to the WSDO to make *t possible to read in these variable

length record_ The WSDB is •variable only on 6_S0 bpi and

1600 bpi density tape_ lor more inform•lion on this data set.

see mIRAS Catalogs and Atlases I=planatory Supplement,• edited

by C. Beichman eL al., 1985 Deta_ led information on the data

base and this data set is available by contacting IPAC, IO0 2_,

Caltech, Pasadena, CA 9lI?b

Data set name PRLSS _Rt_t_SL CO[{)R PH010S

NSSDC ID 83 O04A OIJ, PRISS RE|EASI COIOH PHOTOS

lime period covered (N/A)

_uantity of data 4 COLOR NIGATIVI FRAMES

The "Press Release Color Photos I include IRAS images of a

protostar, the Milky Way, the constellation of Orion. and the

Andromeda galaxy on 4=b in. color negaLives. 3he 1RAS image of

protostar shoes a new star emerging from the cloud of dust

_nd gas in which it .as born. IRAS found that this cloud,

called Barnard 5, contains as many •s five such protostars

The IOAS image of ti_e Milky Way shows the center of our gata_y

lhe yellow and green knots and blobs scattered along the band

are giant clouds of interstellar gas and dust heated by nearby

st•rs. Red areas represent region_ dominated by cold gas and

dust. The large yellow bulge near the middle is the center of

the gala=y. The constellation Of Orion i_ also • false color
r

image the intense red and yellow a ,as mark regions of

active star formation, and the blue areas shoe the therlal

radiation from sun warmed zodiacal dust in our solar system.
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The ZRAS image of the Andromeda galaxy identifies regions lhore

young stars are forming, seen in red, orange, and yellol_ Blue

areas represent regions of faint infrared radiation while

green, yellow, orange, and red areas shol more inLense infrared

emissions. Brighter areas represent regions populated by

either numerous or massive young sLars. For more information

on this data seL, see "IRAS Catalogs and Atlases Explanatory

Supplement," edited by C. Beichian eL el., 198_. Detailed

information on the data base and thin data set is available by

contacting IPAC, IO0 2"2, Caltech, Pasadena. CA QI]2S.

DaLe set name - SKY PLAII CALIBRATED SURFACE EIRICH[NESS

VALUES ON MAC;NF_IC TAPE

NSSDC ID 83 O04A OIK, SKY PLATE (HCON 3) DATA ON TAPE

1;me per_od covered (N/A)

Quantity of dale _4 Rf_S Of IAPE

This data set consists of mSkyplate Images

_ON(Hours CONf;rmed) 3 m on TITS formatted magnetic tape The

]RAS observations mere made by the confirmation process that

cons;sLed of ezam;ning mulL;pie observations and ;denLify;ng

which plausibly belonged _ the same object. HCON I represents

the first hours confirmed dale observed with time separations

from lO0 min up tx) 36 h. HCON 2 represents the dale confirmed

about _ leeks after the first hour confirmation, and the HCON 3

dale aere confirmed after the second confirmation. Cenerally,

the hours confirmation mas run on groups of successive

satellite operation plans. Each skyplaLe image covers

16.5.16.5 deg on the celestial sphere, math a pizel size of 2

arc m;n and an angular resolution of 4-6 arc min For more
informaL;on

on this dale set, see lIRAS Catalogs and ALiases

fxplanaLory SupplelentJ edited by C. Beichlan et el., 1985.

Detailed inforlation on the data base and this data set is

available by conLacLing IPAC, 1OO 2_, Caltech, Pasadena, CA
91125

Data set. name ALl SKY MAPS DAIA ON MACNEIIC TAPE

NSSI)C ID 83 O04A 011, All SKy MAPS DAIA ON IAP[

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data I REtl Of IAPE

This data set mas produced by dividing the 0.5=0.5 deg

beam data contained ;n the Zodiacal History File (83-O04A-OIH)

into the three separate sky coverages (LIONs) and assembling

them inLo three maps wiLh an Aitoff equal area projection in

galactic coordinates, lie fields of each sky coverage were

produced, one centered on [he galactic center (J=O deg) and one

on the galactic anLicenter (l=]BO deg) . The dale are available"

in dig;tel form on one 62b0 bpi FITS formatted tape similar in

structure Lo the skyplate tapes. For more mnformaLion on this

data set, see lIRAS Catalogs and ALiases F=pJanaLory

Supp emenL, m edited by C Beichman et el., 19B_. Detailed

information on the dale base and this dale set is available by

contacting IPAC. 100 _, CalLech, Pasadena, CA gIl_.

DaLe set name ALL SKY IMACES H CON ],2,3, BUICK AND

_ITE

NSSDC ID 83 O04A-OIM, ALL SKY IMAGES 1,2,3 HCON, B/W

1;me period covered (N/A)

QuantiLy of data _4 B/W N|CAIIVE FRAMES

This data set mas produced by dividing the 05=O.S-deg

beam data contained in the Zodiacal HmsLory File (83-004A-O1H)

into the three separate sky coverages (HCONs) and assembling

them into three maps with an Aitoff equal area proJection in

galactic c(>ordinates Tmo fmelds of each sky coverage mere

produced, one cenLered on the galactic center (l=O deg) and one

on the galactic anticenter ( =180 deg). Fh_s dale set is

ave;fable on 5x5 in black and wh Le negatives. For more

information on this dale set. see "IRKS Catalogs and ALiases

Explanatory SupplemenL m edited by C. Beichman et el., 198S.

Betailed information on the data base and this data set is

available by contacting IPAC, IO0 2_, CalLech Pasadena, CA
91125.

Data set name ALL SKy IMkCES H CON 1,2,3, COLOR

NSSDC ID 83 OO4A OIN, ALL SKy INACLS 1,2,3 HCON, COLOR

l;me period covered - (N/A)

QuantmLy of data 6 COLOR NECATIVE FRAMES

lhis data set mas produced by dividing the 0.5=O.bdeg

beam data conLa;ned ;n the Zodiacal H;story File (_ OO4A O]H)
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into the three separate sky coverages (HCONs) and asselbling

them into three maps with an Air off equal area proJeCtion in

galactic coordinates. Tmo fields oF each sky coverage mire

produced, one centered on the galactic center (1=0 dmg) and one

on the galactic anticenter (l=180 deg). Th;s data smt is

available on 4z_ in. color negatives. For more information on

this data set. see lIRAS Catalogs and Atlases E_plana_ory

SupplemenL,: edited by C. Beichman eL el., 198_. OeLaited

information on the data base and tbls data set is available by

contacting IPAC, 100 22, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125.

Data set name - All SKY OVE_LAYS ON BLACK AN]) WttIT[

NEGATIVES

NSSDC ]D B3-OO4A 010, ALL SKY eVIl'LAYS

T;me period covered (N/A)

_uantity of data _ H/W NEGAIIV| FRABF_

This dale set is a set of c_rdinate overlays for the

photographs as photographic negative transparencies in _ mn.

sq. format. The scale ;s identical to the corresponding lap

product, so the overlays will be the correct size if enlarged

by the same factor as the lip. Bne overlay is provided for

each declination zone from -30 deg to +30 deg; the overlays for

zones of opposite sign are obtained by rotating the grids

through 180 deg. Five overlays are provided for each

declination zone between 4_ deg and Z5 deg t_ accomlodate the

fac_ LhaL integer hour meridians cross the plates in these

zones in flve different configurations. Again, the overlay for

the zone of opposite sign is obtained by rotating the grid 180

deg All integer hour meridians are labeled 00@4 The hour of

righL ascension should be determined from the posiL;on of Lhe

plate center given ;n the label on the photograph. The plate

number LO which a particular overlay perLain_ is prmnted in the

lower right corner of the overlay. _he overlays for the

Ioereso uLion, all-sky maps cone _n tmo varmeties: galactic

longitude _ 0.0 deg ;n the center and galactic longitude = 180

deg in the center. For more informaL;on on Lhis data seL, see

lIRAS CiLllogs and Atlases Explanatory SupplemenL,= edited by

C Beichman eL el., 198_. Detailed information on the data

base and this dale _eL is available by conLacting IPAC, 100 2_,

CaJtech, Pasadena, CA 91125

Data set name - SKYPL_TE IMAC[_ ON BLACK AND WHILE

NEC_IIVES, HCON I

NSSDC ID 83 O04A OIP, SKYPL.AII IMACFS 1SI HCON, B/W

lime period covered (N/A)

Q|JanLity of data - _1_ B/W NFCAT]Vt fHAB|S

This data set consists of mSkyplate Images

HCON(Hours CONfmrmed) 3 = on bxb in black and while negatives

]he IRAS observations lere Bade by the confirmation process

that consmsLed of examining multiple observations and

idenLifylng lhich plausibly belonged L() Lhe _ame object. This

data seL is one of _he primary dale producL_ of the IRAS

mission. HCON 1 represent_ Lhe f,rst hours confirmed data

observed miLh Lime separations from ]00 m_n up to 36 h. HCON 2

represents the data confirmed about 2 weeks after the first

hours confirmation, and the #_ON 3 dale _ere confirmed after

the second confirmation. Cenerally, the hours conf;rlaL;on mas

run on groups of successive satellite operation plan_. F_ch

skyplaLe image covers 16._x]_._ deg on the celestial sphere,

with a p;xel size of 2 arc-min and an angular resolution of 4-6

arc-m;n. There are 212 fields in |_ON I. for more information

on this dale set, see lIRAS CaLalog_ and ALiases Explanatory

Supp ement • edited by C. Be;chman eL el, 198b. Detailed

information on the dat_ base and Lhls data set ;s available by

contacting IPAC, 100 22, Caltech, Pasadena, CA qll2b.

Data set name = SKY PL_IE (HCON I) DAIA ON MACN[I]C IAPL

NSSDC ID f13 O04A-OIQ, SKy PtAlt (ttCI)N I) I)AIA [IN IAF'F

lime period covered (N/A)

QuanLity of data 27 REFLS Of TAPE

Thi_ data set consists of "Skyplate Images

HCON(HoursC0Nf;rmed) 3 m on FITS formatted magnetic _ape The

IRAS observations mere made by the confirmation process LhaL

consisted of examin_ng multiple observat;ons and identifying

ehlch plausibly belonged to the same object. This data set is

one of the primary data products of the IRAS m;ssion. _ON I

represents _he flrsL hours confirmed data observed with time

separations from IO_ min up t_ 36 h. HCON 2 represents the

data confirmed about 2 _eeks after the first hours

confirmation, and the HCON-3 data
were confirmed after _he

second confirmation. Generally, the hours confirmation _as run

on groups of successmve satellite operation plans. E_lch

skyplaLe image covers ]6.5=16.5 deg on the celestial sphere,

with a. pixel size of _ arc min and an angular resolution of 4 6

arc m_n. There are 212 fields in HCON ]. For more informaL;on

OF POOR QUALITY



on this data set, see "IRAS Catalogs and Atlases Explanatory

Supplement, = edited by C. Oeichman et al., 1985. Detailed

information on the data base and this data set ;s available by

contacting IPACo 100 3, Caltech, Pasadena, CA g1125.

O_ta set name - GALJ_C_IC PLANE IMAGES. HCON I ON BLACK

AND WHITE FILM.

NSSDC ID 83-O04A-OIR. GALACTIC PLANE IPA3ES ISl HCON,B/W

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data - 24 B/_/ NECATIVE fRAMES

1his data set consists of galactic plane maps produced by

mapping the skyplate images in galactic coordinates within tO

dig of the galactic plane to cover the full circle of the

galaxy. This mapping was done because Of the importance of the

]RAS survey data for analyzing structure near the plane of the

Milky Way. These remapped data are called the igalactlc plane

maps I or Igalactic plane images, e Although the pixel size in

the galactic plane maps is the same as for the skyplate images,

the remapping resulted in a slight degradation of resolution.

The data set includes 24 16.7x20 deg fields, lith centers at

integral multiple_ of tS deg _n galactic longitude. This data

set, remapped from the skyplate images HCBN-1. is on 5xS in.

black and white negatives. For more information on this data

set, see mlRAS Catalogs and Atlases Explanatory Supplement, m

edited by C. Beichman et al., laBS. Detailed _nformatlon on

the data base and this data set ;s available by contacting

IPAC, 100 27, CalL,oh, Pasadena, CA 9t175

...................................

Data set name - CALACIlC pLANE OVERLAYS, ON BLACK AND

WHITE NEGATIVES

NSSDC ID 83 004A-01S. GALACTIC PLANE DVEI_LAY

Time period covered (N/A)

quantity of data - 1B/W NEGATIVE F_AME

This data set is a coordinate overlay for the photographs

as a photographic negative transparency in 5 in. sq formaL.

1he scale is identical to the corresponding map product, so the

overlay will be the correct size if enlarged by the same factor

as the map. One overlay is used for all galactic plane maps.

It is aligned by the same method as the skyplates. One

orientation of the overlay is used for even numbered fields and

has 0 deg as the center longitude; the other orientation, used

for all fields, has 5 dig as the center longitude the tens

digit of the true longitude should be obtained from the label

of the picture. _or more information on this data set, see

BIRAS Cata_og_ and Atlases Liplanatory Supplement," edited by

C. Belchman et al., 19BS. Detailed information on the data

base and this data set is available by contacting 1PAC, TO0 77.

Caltech. pasadena, CA 91]75

Data set name GALACTIC PLANE DAFA ON MACNLIIC lAP[

NSSDC ID 83 O04A OTl, CAtACIIC PlANt DATA ON MAC TAPE

lime period covered (N/A)

Guantity of data 6 rt_lS OF TAPE

This data set consists of galactic plane maps produced by

mapping the skyplate images in galactic coordinates within 10

deg of the galactic plane to cover the full circle of the

galaxy This mapping ia_ done because of the importance of the

IRAS survey data for analyzing structure near the plane of the

Milky Way. lhese remapped data are called the "galactic plane

• or =galactic plane images_l Although the pi=el sile in

_:Sgalactic p l ..... ps i s th ....... for the skypl ate i mage_,

the remapping resulted in a slight degradation of resolution.

The data set includes 74 16./x70 dig fields eith centers at

integral multiples of |b dig in galactic longitude This data

set, remapped from the skyplate images HCON-I. _, and 3. i_

on FITS formatted magnetic tape For more information on this

data set. see •IRAS Catalogs and Atlases F!xplanatory

Supplement, m edited by C Beichman et a_, IgB_. Detailed

information on the data base and this data set ;s available by

contacting ]PAC. ]DO ?7, Caltech, Pasadena, CA g]l_

Data set name SHALL SCAIi STRUCIURE (SSS) CATALOG ON

HACNEIEC IAPI.

NSSDC ]D 83 O04A OIU, SMALL SCALt SIRUCIURE (SSS) CA1

lime period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data I REEl Of ]APT

The mSmall Scale Structure Catalog (SSS) • is a companion

to the ipoint Source Catalog I for extended sources larger than

pointlike but smaller than 8 arc min, listing objects such as

galaxies planetary nebulae, or compact H 11 regions. The

catalog contains 16,740 sources. In spite of Ivory effort to

select only resolved, well-deflned, and isolated sources for

i .... ion in the catalog, a few proh I eros. .... !n.. A_. !el

signal-f_o-nolse ratios the researcher ,s taut,enid ,n eec,e,ng

whether a source is resolved or not. This data set is on a

tape containing a file ordered by right ascension. For more

information on this data set. see lIRAS small Scale Structure

Catalog," by George Helou and D.W. Walker. IPAC, 100-_,

Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91t25.

.....................

Data set name - POINTED OBSI_VATIOleS DIREC]ORY ON TAPE

NSSI)C ID B3004A-O1V, POINTED OBSERVATIONS DIRECTORY

lime period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data - I R_F-L 0] TAPE

This data set is a directory for requesters desiring

observations of a particular object. In addition to the three

nearly full sky surveys during the tO month lifetime of the

satellite, roughly 40S of the observing time was used to obtain

pointed observations of selected objects, lhe "pointed

observations," also commonly called •addlt_o_al observations

(AO)." lere lade of virtually every kind of istrOnolical

object, using elther the survey array or the Chopped

Photometric Channel (CPC). 1he selected targets for areas of

scientific interest areT ictive galaxies, bright stars, close

galaxies, deep fields, molecular clouds, galactic structure,

and solar system- A typical pointed observation took about 15

min. The primary data products resulting from the AO are a

directory of all observations, Dva;lable as a character coded

data file. and the "deep sky grids, = each of which consists of

eight two-dimenslonal arrays of numbers, called maps. A

requester consults the AO dlrect_ry to see if observations in a

particular region of interest have been made; the images are

then requested by asking for coordinate identifications. For

more information on this data S et • Se e "User's Guide to IRAS

Pointed Observation Products,S by E I. Young et al., IPAC

prepr;nt No. PRE O08N, 198S; mlRAS Catalogs and Atlases

Explanatory Supplement. m ed;ted by C Beichman et al , 198S.

Detailed information on the data base is available by

contact;rig EPAC, 100 27, CalL,oh, Pasadena, CA g)I76.

Data set name POINTED OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE.

N%SDC ID 83 O04A DEW. pO]NTED OBS[RVAIIDNS ON TAP[

I'me per_od covered (N/A)

_uant,ty of data 66 RIEI S Of TAPE

In addition to the three nearly full sky surveys during

the ]0 month lifetime of the satellite, roughly 40ti of the

observing time was used to obtain pointed observations of

selected objects. The Ipointed obse rvitiOns,I also commonly

called •additional observations lAD)," were made of virtually

every kind of astronomical object, using emther the survey

array or the Chopped Photometric Channel (CPC). 1he selected

targets for areas of scientific interest are: active gala.ies,

bright s_ars, close galaxies, deep fields, molecular clouds.

g_lactic structure, and solar system A typical pointed

observation took about ]S min. ]he primary data products

resulting from the AO are a directory of all observations,

available as character coded da_a file, and the "deep sky

gr;ds." each o_ which consists of eight two d_mensiona_ arrays

of numbers, called maps A requester consults the AO directory

(83 O04A OlV) to see if observations in a particular reg_on of

interest have been made; the images are then requested by

asking for coordinate identifications |or more information on

this data set, see "User_s Guide to ERAS Pointed Observation

Products. I by _1. Young et at , IPAC preprint No. PN[ O08N,

1_S, II_AS Catalogs and ALtases E•planatory Supp lement,•

edited by C. Beichman eta(., ]gB_. Detailed information on

the data has. _s available by contacting IPAC. IO0 ?7, Caltech,

P_,._dena, CA gll2b

Data seL name SHALL SCALE SIRUCIUI_[ (SSS) CATAIDC ON

M]CRO[ ICH|

NSSI)C ID B3 O04A OlX, SMALL SCALE STRUCTURE CA1, Hi lCttt

lime period covered - (N/A)

_uantity of data 3 CARDS Of B/W HICRDFICH|

The "Small Scale Structure Catalog (SSS)" is i companion

to the mpoint Source Catalog l for extended sources larger than

po_ntlike but smaller than 8 arc m;n, tist_ng objects such as

galaxies, planetary nebulae, or compact H II regions. ]he

catalog contains 16,740 sources In spite of every effort to

select only resolved. .ell defined, and _solated sources for

inclusion in the cata It, a fee problems remain At low

signal to noise ratios the researcher is cautioned in deciding

ehether a source is resolved or not. This data set is on

1/



microfiche cards. For more inTormation on this data set, see

RERAS Small Scile Structure Catmlog,I by Cmorge Helou and D W.

Walker, IPAC, ]00 22, Ciltech, Pasadeni, CA 91125.

...............................

Data set name - HCON p, SKYPLATE IHIACES 12, 25, 60, AND

IO0 MICRONS.

I_SDC ]D 83 O04A OIY, SKYPLATE IMAGES 2NO HCON, B/W

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data _1_ 8/W NI:CAI1VE FRAMES

This dill set consists of eSkypJate Images

t_ON(H_)urs CONfirmed) 3" on Sx5 in black and white negatives

The IRAS observations were made by the confirmation process

that consisted of elamining multiple observations and

identifying ihlch plausibly belonged to the same object.

HCON ] represents the Tirst hours confirmed data observed with

time separations From ]00 Ill up to 36 h. HCON 2 represents

the data confirmed about 2 leeks after the first hours

confirmation, and the HCON 3 data Bore confirmed after the

second conf;rmallon CeneraJJy, the hours confirmation was run

on group& of successive satellite operation plans. Each

skyplate image covers 16.bx16.S deg on the celestial sphere,

with • piael size oT 2 arcml n and an angular resolution of 4-6

arc min. For more information on this data set, see IIRAS

Catalogs and Atlases EIplanatory Supplement, m edited by C

Be;chman eL am, 1985 Detailed information on the data base

and this data set is available by contacting IPAC, 100 22,

Caltech, Pasadena, CA 911P5

.....................

Data set name SKY PLATE (HCON 2) DATA ON MACNEWIC TAPE.

NSSDC 1D 83 O04A 01Z. SKy PLATE (HCON 2) DAIA ON 1APE

Time period covered (N/A}

_uantity of data 2[ REEIS OF [APE

This data set consists of ISkyplate Images

EICON(t_,rs CONfirmed) 3 m on F IIS form•Lied magnetic tape. The

IRAS o6servations mere made by the {onflrmaLion process that

consisted of examining multiple observations and identifying

mhich plaus;bly belonged to the same object. HCON ] represents

the first hours confirmed data observed with time separations

from |00 min up to 36 h. HCON 2 represents the dale confirmed

about 2 weeks after the first hours confirmation, and the

HCON 3 data ler_ confirmed after the second confirmation

Cenerally, the hours confirmation wa_ run on groups of

successive satellite operation plans [ach skyplate image

Covers 16.5x165 dog on the celestial sphere, ,ith a p;xel size

of 2 arc min and an angular resolution of 4 6 arc min. For

more information on this data set, see lIRAS Catalogs and

Atlases Eaplanatory Supp ement, I edited by C. Beichman et el..

1985. Detailed information on Lhe data base and this data set

is available by contacting ]PAC, ]DO _, Caltech, Pasadena, CA
91125.

Data set name CAIACT IC PLAN[ IMAC_:S, H CON 2 ON BLACK

AND WfIITE F ILM

NSSDC ID 83 O04A 01a, CA[ACT]C PLANf IHCI S ;_ND HCDN,B/W

T;me period covered - (N/A)

_uanbity of data 24 8/W NECATIV[ FRAM[S

This data set consists of galactic plane maps produced by

mapping the skyplate images in galactic coordinates within 10

deg of the galac£ic plane Lo cover the full circle of the

galaxy. This mapping was done because of the importance of the

IRAS survey data for analyzing _tructure near the plane of the

Milky Way. These remapped data are called the mgalactic plane

maps m or Igalactlc plane images • Although the pixe_ size in

the galactic plane maps is the same as For the skyplate images,

the remapping resulted in a slight, dPgradat, ion of resolution

The data set includes 24 16.TxPO dog field_ with centers at

integral multiples of 15 dog in gaiacLi(: longitude This data

set, remapped from the skyplaLe images HCON 2, is on 5x5 in

black and white negatives. For more information on this data

set, see lIRAS Catalogs and Atlases L,planatory Supplement l

edited by C. Beichman et el., lg85. Detailed information on

the data base and this data see is v
a atfable by contacting

IPAC, 100 _. Caltech. Pasadena. CA 91]25.

Dat• set name CALACTIC PLANE IMAC_, HCON 3 ON BLACK

AND WHITE EILH.

NSSOC ID 83-004A-01b, GALACTIC PLAN[ IRCF_ 3RD HCON,B/W

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data - 24 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES

This data set consists of galactic plane maps produced by

lapping the skyplate images in galactic coordinates mithin 10

deg of the galactic plane to cover the full circle of the

galaxy. This mapping was done because of the importance of the

IRAS survey data for inalyzing structure near the plane of the

Milky Way. These remapped data are called the mgalact;c plane

maps I or Igalact;c plane images m Although the pixel size in

the galactic plane maps ;s the same as for the skyplate images,

the remapping resulted in a slight degradation Of resolution.

The data set includes 24 16.Tx20-deg fields lith centers at

integral multiples of IS deg in galactic longitude. This data

set. remapped from the skyplato images HCON-3, is on 5x5 in.

black and white negatives. For lore information on this data

set, _ee lIRAS Citalogs and Atlases Explanatory Supplement"

edited by C. 8eichman et el., 1985. Detailed information on

the data base and this data set is available by contacting

IPAC, 100-22, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91125

Data set name - ASTEROID AND COMET SURVEW DATA ON TAPE.

NSSDC ID 83-004A 01c, ASTEROID AND CONE1 SURVEY

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data ) RF_EL OF IAPE

The "Asteroid and Comet Survey a is the survey for moving

sources, while the all-sky survey is for fixed sources. Some

96_ of the sky was scanned, providing data for 25 comets, 1811

knomn asteroids, and a number of unknown asteroids. Th_s

survey mas the first to observe thermal emission from theme

mov;ng objects, an d it avoided the severe albedo bias presence

in vlsuaJ surveys. Silteen data products were generated: (1)

possible asteroids/comets, (2) catalog of astmroid slghtings,

(3) probable asteroids/comets, (4) astero;d catalog, (5)

graphic data, (6) asteroid statistics, (7) comet catalog, (B)

fast moving objects, (g) astmroid and comet I_S spectra, (]0)

unknown asteroids' LRS spectra, (1]) master asteroid data base,

(1P) asLeroid names and pointers, (13) asteroid ground-based

data, (14) deep sky asteroid catalog, (15) rejected sightings,

and (16) asteroid and comet supplement NSSL)C holds seven data

products, including a header file with a catalog of asteroid
sightings, ;n addit on to an asteroid catalog, asteroid

statistics, a comet catalog, asteroid names and pointers,

asteroid ground based data, and asteroid rejected s_ghtings.

For _re *nformatlon on this data set, see lIRAS Asteroid and

ComeL Survey, I edited by Dennis L NeLson, ]986, ]PAC. Caltech,
Pasadena, CA 91109

Data set name - SERE]MDIPITOUS SURVE_y CATA[OC

NSSDC ID 83 OO4A Old, SERE]_)]PITOUS SURVFY CAT

lime period covered (N/A)

quantity of data 10 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

lhe mSerendipitous Survey Catalog (SSC)" contains

fortuitous observations of 43,866 pointlike sources that

happened to lie in the 1813 individual fields included in the

Pointed Observation Program. ILs limiting sensitivity is

higher than that of Lhe Ipoint Source Catalog a typically by a

factor of 4 because of longer integration times for each

source, lhe amount of sky sampled in the SSC is nearly 1400 sq

dog, but because of uneven sensitivity across the point

observation fields, the effective sky coverage is 1108 sq deg.

This data set is on microfiche cards. For more information on

this data set, see mExplanatory Supplement to the IRAS

Serendipitous Survey Ct_@log, I by SO. Kie;nmann eL el., 1gOB.

Detailed information on the data base is available by

contacting IPAC, 100 22, Caltech. Pasadena. CA 911_5

..............................

Data set name 5ERE_E)IPITOUSSURVEy CAIAtDC ON TAP[

NSSDC ID 83 OO4A-Ole, SERENDIPITOUS SURVFY CATALOC

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 1RF_F_L OF TAPE

The ISerendlpi_ous Survey Catalog (SSC) • con rains

fortuitous observations of 43,866 pointl;ke sources that

happened to Ill ;n the 1813 individual fields included in the

Pointed Observation Program. Its limiting sensitivity is

higher than that of the iPoint Source Catalog I typically by a

factor of 4 because of longer integration times for each

source. The amount of mky sampled ;n the SSC ;s nearly 14OO sq

deg, but because of uneven sensitivity acro_s the point

observation fields, the effective sky coverage is leO8 sq deg.

18
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This data set is on magnetic tape. For more information on

this data set, see eE=plinatory Supplement to the IRAS

Serendipitous Survey CataJoo,' by S.C. Klolnmann et al., 1986.

Detailed information on the data base ;= available by

contacting IPAC, 100-22, Caltec_, Pasadena, CA g1126.

....................................................

Data set name - IRAS _FACE 8RIGHTNESS MAPS OF LARGE

oPTICAL GALAXIES (RICE AND KOPLAN lg88)

NSSDC ID 83-OO4A-O1f, SURF B_IGH] MAPS OF LArCE OPT GAL

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of daLa - 1RF_L OF rAPE

IRAS, JOINT IRAS SWG

LOW RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER

Data set name CATALOG OF LOW RESOLUTION SPECTRA DAta ON

MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 83-004A 02A, CATALOG Of lOW RE_OLUTION SPECTRA

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 1RE__L OF TAPE"

This data set provides spectra of selected bright point

sources in tad overlapping wavelength regions, one extending

from 7.7 13.4 micrometers, the other from 11.0-2_.6

micrometers. The spectral resolution varied from i? to 60

depending on wavelength. Three selection criteria were applied

for the inclusions of the sources, as follows: (1) the source

is contained in the ]RAS Point Source Catalog, e (2) the entire

spectrum mas observed at least tmice with agreement in the

results, and (3) each source passed a subject;we inspection.

The spectra are presented In two forms a tape version, called

mThe Catalog of Low Resolution 1RAS Spectra. I containing fJul

vs maveJength data. and a hard copy version, entitled mThe

Atlas of Lom Resolution IRAS Spectra, m containing graphica_

representations of the spectra, lhe latter has been published

by the IRAS science beam in AsLron Astrophys. Suppl , v. 65.

p. 60/, lg86. Detailed information on the data base and this

data set is available by contacting IPAC, 100 _, Caltech,

Pasadena, CA 91125
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Data set name LOW /HIGH RESDLU3ION, ULTRAVIOLET

SPECTROGRAPH IMAGES ON FIL3H

NSSDC ID 18 012A Old, IUE SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA, FL_

Time period covered 06/20/78 TO 03/25/88

Quantity of data 49674 8/W NEGATIVE F_AMLS

lhis data set consists of images reduced by the image

processing _ystem at the IU[ Observatory. fach image has a

photographic hard copy generated by an Optronlcs photomrite

device. Photometric representations of the IU[ two dimensional

_pe(:Lral images in _6 discrete grey levels are produced on

8=10 in (20.3x_b.4 cm) film sheets, using digital images on

mag,_tm(: tape as input. In addition to the images themselves.

a_(_l lary mrlTormab_on also transmitted to the photowrite film

_.( lud_ a _6 _tep linear grey scale, a tickmarked border, and

_ele( t,_d l i_:e_, of the IUE _pecLraJ imaging processing system

(IkJE _IP_) mabel associated with each image. A typical

photowrite film sheet is arranged to display tee adjacent

images, e.g. the raw image and the image as it appears after

appropriate processing operations have been performed on it.

lhe precise nature of the processed image on photoarite film

sheet depends on the type of original raw image, for

wavelength calibration (WIC) images, the processed image is

simply a geometrically corrected version of the original image;

for astronomical target images, the processed image is a

geometrically and photometrically corrected version of the

original; for flat field images used in the construction of

intensity transfer functions, the processed image is a

geometrically corrected version of the image after the f_ducial

reseauz have been nremoved a by the computer. Although these

prints are processed _o be as photometrically accurate as

possible compared _o the original digital data. it is

recommended that they not be used to produce intensity plots of

IU[ spectra Only digital image data on tape should be used

for spectral analysis purposes requiring photometrically

accurate data. Detliled information on the data base is

available by contictlng Dr. Catherine Imhoff, Reglonll Data

Analysis Facility, CSFC/NASA, Creenbelt, MD 2Ol/i.

..................................................

Data set name - LOW-/HI_H-rESOLUTIDN, LFIRAVIOLET

SPECTROCRAPH INA_-S ON TAPE

NSSDC ID 78 Ol_A OIB, SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA ON TAPE

Time period covered - 04/01/18 TO 06/30/87

Quantity of data - 66S REELS OF TAPE

This data set consists of digital spectral data in

image-type format provided by the IUE Observatory spectraJ

image processing system group at NASA/GSFC; Consequently. these

spectra are referred to as images. Images on tape consist of

various numbers of files depending upon their types, such as

Iom dispersion, double aperture, calibration, etc. A ram image

consists of 768 SEC vid;con scan lines containing 768 8-blt

picture elements (Ipilels I ) each. All reduced images (except

for some calibrations) contain _ geometrically and
photometrically corrected (GPI or G Ol) image plus an

extracted spectrum. Low-dispersion images contain image

segment files in addition to the above. Images are supplied to

NSSDC on blocked, 1600-bpl tapes prepared on the IUESIPS Sigma

g computer. Fhe tapes are processed by NSSOC to 6_SO-bpl tapes

in variable block size. spanned record format so that several

]UE tapes can be combined onto each NS_OC archive tape.

Supplied aith the data tapes are computer generated hard copy

reports giving information relevant to each object observed,

including object and program identifications, a date on _hich

the image will become releasable to the general scientific

community. ]UE tape identification and files, date delivered to

NSSOC, and series of codes to indicate nonstandard data

reduction. _eprocessing, or. other anomalous circumstances

related to the image processing. Detailed information on the

data base is available by contacting Dr. Catherine lmhoff.

regional Data Analysis Facility, CSfC/NASA, Greenbelt,

_0771.

............................

Data set name - E-U_tOPF_N SPECIROSCOPIC ]MACE DATA ON TAPE

lg

NS_DC ID /8 012A 01C, L_JroPF_AN SPECT. IMAGE DATA

Time period covered 04/01/78 TO 06/30/87

Quantity of data _6_ RE_LS OF TAPE

lhis data set consists of digital spectral data in

image type format provided by the IUE Dbservatory spectral

image processing system group at NASA/CSFC; consequently, these

spectra are referred t_) as images. Images on tape consist of

various numbers of files depending upon their types, such as

low dispersion, double mperture, calibration, etc. A ram image

consists of 768 SEC vidicon scan lines containing 768 8 bit

picture elements (lpixeJs m ) each. All reduced images (except

for some calibrations) contain _ geometrically and
photometrically corrected (CPI or C 01) image, plus an

extracted spectrum. Low-dispersion images contain image

segment files in addition to the above. Images are supplied to

NSSDC on blocked, 1600 bpi tapes prepared on the IUE_IPS Sigma

g computer. The tapes are processed by NSSDC to 62SO-bpi tapes

in variable block size. spanned record format so that several

]UE tapes can be combined onto each NS_DC archive tape_

Supplied mith the data tapes are handwritten hard copy pages

giving idenLificatlons and file locatlons for each image on an

associated tape. Honthly reports supplied on magnetic tape

contain flags indicating ehen an image _s releasable to the

scientific community. Images from the VILSPA IU_ Observatory

are not supplied to NSSDC before an agreed upon proprietary

period of 6 months has elapsed. For detailed information on

this data set, contact Dr Wayne Warren, Code 633, NASA/CSFC,

Greenbelt, Me _0771.

Data set name IUE NASA AND VILSPA EXIRACTEI) SPECIRUM

IMACE DAIA DN MA_NFT]C laP[

NSSDC ID 1B O]_A OID, EXTRACTE]) SPECTRA DN laP[

Time period covered 04/01/78 10 06/30/87

Quantity of data _55 RE_S OF TAPE

The mExtracted IUE Spectra i were created by subsetting

the principal IUE image data (78 012A O]A. O10, and 01C).

Using 5oftware developed by ]U[ project personnel, tapes of

e=tracted spectra are produced on a continuing basis by NSSDC

personnel directly from newly completed primary data tapes.

lhe e_tracted spectra are also transferred to the mass storage

system on the 1B_ 3081 computer at CSFC in order to make the

data readily available to IUE project personnel and to visiting

scientists. Detailed inforlation on the data base is available

by contacting Dr. Catherine Imhoff, regional Data Analysi_

Facility, CSFC/NASA. Greenbelt, MI) _O7_1.
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Data set name - IUE (NASA/VILSPA) M_CEI) OBSERVATORY LOG

ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 78 Ot2A 01[, IUE (NASA/VILSPA) MERGED DBS LDC

Time per_od covered 04/01/18 TO 03/31/85

quantity of data - 21 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set. contained on microfiche, is = merged IUE

observatory (CSFC/VILSPA) log. The dates for observations are

April 1. 1978 Nay 31. 198_ The Jog lists object

ident;ficatlon, program identification. RA and Dec. magnitude.

color ;ndez. spectral type. luminosity, object class. FF_S mode.

FF_ counts, camera used. image sequence number, high or low

dispersion, large or small aperture, large aperture status.

e,posure length, time of observation, acquisit;on sLat;on.

notes, processing data, and general comments. Solar system

objects, sorted by right ascension, are listed separately at

the end of the log For detailed information on this data set.

contact Dr Wayne Warren. Code 633, NASA/CSFC, Greenbelt, P_)
20771.

.....................

Data set name IUE (NASA/VILSPA) MERGED OBSERVATORY LOG

ON MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 18 OI)A OIF, IUE (NASA}VIISPA) MERGED OBS LOG

Time period covered 04/03/78 TO 05/31/81

Quantity of data I RFLL OF TAPE

1his data set consists of one g-track. EBCDIC. 1600-bp;

magnetic tape mith one file of data containing merged IUE

observatory (CSFC/V]LSPA) log. The dltes for observations are

April 1. 1978 May 25, 198_ Fhe logical record length is lOg

bytes. This log lists object identification, program

identification, RA and Dec, magnitude, color index, spectral

type. luminosity, object class. F_ mode. F_ counts, camera

Used. image sequence nuiber, high or Jaw dispersion, large or

small aperture, large aperture status, exposure length, time of

observation, acquisition station, notes, processing date, and

general comments For detailed information on this data set,

contact Dr Wayne Warren, Code 633. NASA/CSFC, Greenbelt, _]

_0771

Data set name VIISPA PtIOTOWNITES

NSSDC ID 70-012A O]C, VILSPA PF]OIOWRIIES

Time period covered 10/03/78 TO 04/04/82

Quantity of data T_3 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES

]his data set, contained on 8sEO in. black and white

negatives, is photowrites oF VILSPA images Fach f; Im contains

ell raw image only photoerites. Images a r e grouped by camera

used and ordered by image sequence number. _ch image is

annotated by five or s; • I ines of selected image header

information. The size of each image is the same as that used

in the three image, processed-image photomriLe films created

For DSFC IUE images, i.e , ]00 micron picture elements mith the

S_C vidicon target ;)bout 70 mm ;n diameter_ No images with

superimposed wavelength scales and no photometricat my corrected

images sere in thi_ data set. For deem; led information on this

data set. con]act Dr. Wayne Warren, Code 633, NASA/C;SFC,

Greenbelt, MI) 20/71

Data set name UV SP]CTRAI ATLAS (1983) DATA ON MAGNETIC

TAPI

NSSDC ID 18 OI2A OIH, UV SPECIRA[ AIIAS(Iq83) ON MAC IP

T.me period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 1 R_ OF TAP[

This data set consists of one 0 track. 1600- or 62SO-bpi

magnetic tape with a mixed EBCDIC and binary mode. The data

set is an atlas listing HD number and name or _ number of the

star, spectral type, color inde=, coloer e=cess, |E(B-V)] IUE

image number, aperture used for exposure, elposure time in

seconds, temperature of the camera held ampl ifier during

exposure, maxl mum ezposure level expressed _n unit of data

number (DN), which has g range from 0 tO 2SS. and general

comments For detai led information on processing of IUE

spectra, a copy of the IInternat;onal Ultraviolet E_p#orer

]mage Processing Information Manual I is available from _ or

t_-A.

.......................................

Data set name IUE LOW DISPERSION SPECTRA FLUX CATALOGUE

PART 1 NORMAL STARS

NSSDC ID 78 OI_A 01], LOW DISPERSION ATLAS VItSPA 1984

Time period covered - (N/A)

_uantity of data - l REEL OF TAPE

This atlas, known as the mill[ Low Dispersion Spectra Flux

Catalogue. Part I Normal S_ars, I iS a compilation of flux data

issued by European IUE scientists. The atlas was published by

A Hack. D. Egret, M. Jaschek, and C. Jaschek as ESA SP 1052.

giLh a brief description and announcement of availability on

magnetic tape _n Astron. Astrophys. Suppl.. v. $7. p. 213.

]984. The atlas contains _9 spectra oF 229 stars and is

available on a character coded, fixed length-record file;

hence, no special processing software is needed to work with

the data. The opec]re for individual objects are arranged

back t_ back in the data file. Each spectrum contains the same

number of records, w;th the first record g}v)ng the object

identification and ancillary information, and thw following

records containing the absolute fluxes in 2-A steps in the

wavelength range 1150 3200 A. The file is contained on one

magnetic tape and is adequately documented by the published

paper and an accompanying Format description that _s

disseminated with the data. For lore information on this data

set, contact Dr Wayne Warren, Code 633, CSFC/hLASA, Greenbelt.

MID _0771.

Data set name IUE ATLAS OF O TYPE SLAMS

NSSDC ID 78 012A-OIJ, ATLAS 0 TYPE SPECTRA (19811

lime period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data i REEL OF TAPE

The data set is the Diet Atlas of 0 Type Stars, t by N.R.

Walborn, J Nichois-Bohlin, R J Panek. Ig8S, NASA Ref. Publ.

]155. containing 101 high-dlspersion spectra of 98 O stars ;n

the wavelength range 1200-1900 A. The data are ;n

character-coded form with header and fluz records ;n i uniform

format, They are contained on one magnetic tape and are well

documented by the published atlas and by special documentation

for the machine readable version, prepared by the Astronomical

Data Center (A[_). CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt. MID 20f71.

IUE, NONE ASS]CNED

PARTICLE FLUX MONITOR (SPACECRAFT)

Data set name ANALDC TLLEMLIRY SIRIP CFtARIS ON

MICRDFICHE

NSSDC ID [8 OI2A O_A, ANALDC 1FIEHTIRY CtiARIS, MflCHI

llme period covered 02/03//8 10 0//21/B3

Quantity of data 84 CARDS OF O/W MICROFICHE

This data set, coati;ned on 84 microfiche cards, is

analog telemetry strip charts_ The hard copy charts were

supplied by Ivan Mason. CSFC/NASA. and they were microfiched at

NSSDC. Note that the time order of the panels is written on

the plots as I. _, 3. 4. The order for a day is 1 • 3 and _ •

4 For detaited information on this data set, contact Dr.

James Vet]e. Code 630 2. OSFC/NASA. Greenbelt. HD_OZ/]

Data set name _ MINUTE MEDIAN COUNI HAIE DAIA ON

RAONFT_C TAP[

NSSDC ID 78 OI2A-O2B, 5 MINUTE MEDIAN COUI_ RAIl DAIA

Time period covered - 11/06/80 TO 08/15/86

Quantity of data 34 RE_S OF lAP(

lhis data set. contained o1+ 9 track, 1600 bpi, EBCDIC,

multifiled magnetic tapes, is media;, count rate data of the IU[

Flux Particle Noni_or over a Lime interval of 5 mln. Also

included ;n this data set are additional data providing

spacecraft orbit and attitude information associated :ith the

median count rate data Currently this data set covers the

time perked November 6. 1980. to August 15. 1986 As nee tapes

are received by NSSDC, they sill be stacked and added to this

data set. For detailed information on this data set, contact

Dr. James Vet]e. Code 630,2. CSFC/NASA. GreenbelL, MID 20_?].
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WISCONSIN EXPERIME)IT PACKAGE

.........................................................

Data set name - REDUCED PHOTOMEII-_ DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSOC ID 68-110A-O2A, REDUCED PHOTOMETER DATA MAGTAPE

Time period covered - 17/11/68 TO 02/08/73

Quantity of data - 414 REELS OF TAPE

This data set. on 414 tapes containing raw data frol all

of the seven W_scons;n tmlescopes as well as reduced data from

the stellar photo)meters, is ordered by the date and time of

olbssrvat;on. Sufflclmnt information is included on each tape

t_ allow hand reduction of the raw stellar photometer data. To

find observations of a particular object or locaL;on, the user

lust first refer to the catalogs available on microfilm (data

set 68 llOA O2C) or on magnetic tape (data set 68-1)0A O2G),

find the orbits containing the data desired, and then request

those tapes containing the des;red orbit(s). These data,

received from the experimenter, are contained on 1-trick,

5_6-bpi, bcd magnetic tape. E_ch reel contains data covering 2

_o 3 days of operation. For more detailed information on the

main data base, contact Dr. Arthur Code, Washburn Observatory.

University of Wisconsin, 475 N. Charter St., Madison, WI 53706.

.......................

Data Set name REDUCED PHOTOMETI_ DATA ON MICROFILM

PLUS SUPPLEHENTAL OPERATIONAL INFORMATION

NSSDC ID 68-1IOA 028, RE])OCE]) PHOTOMEIER DATA,MICROFILM

Time per_od covered - 17/11/68 10 02/08/73

Quantity of data 99 REELS OF MICROFILM

This data set consists of microfilmed printouts of the

data contained in data set 68-110A OPA. Although raw data from

all instruments are included in this data set, the principal

data are the raw and reduced stellar photometer data. These

data are ordered by the date and time of observation. To find

observations of a particular object or location, the user

should first refer to the catalogs available on microfilm (data

set 68 110A 020) or on magnetic tape (data set 68-110A 02C),

find the orb;Is containing the data des;red, and then order

only the reels of microfilm containing those orbits. Eor

detailed information on the data base, contact Dr Arthur Code,

Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin, dTS N Charter

St., Mad;son, WI 53706.

Data set name CATAIOG OF OAO 2 - WEI' DAIA, ORDE}_ED BY

DATE Of OBS., R A., AND SPECTRA! TYPE

NSSDC ID 68 I]OA O2C, INDL_< lO 68 IIOA O2A,02B

Time period covered 12/11/68 10 12/15/7P

Quantity of data I Rl_l OF MICROFItH

These data, conLained on 16-mm microfilm, are a catalog

of data sets 68 IlOA 02A and 68 llOA 02B. Ibm catalog data are

I_sbed in Lhree ways: (1) by the conLact number, which is the

number of the spacecraft orbit during which data taken

previously were being transmitted to the earth during a contact

with a telemetry station thus, this sort is ordered by the

time of observation; (7) by the right ascension of the observed

object with all observed objects having the same right

ascension ordered by cent•eL number; and (3) by the spectral

type and luminosity class of the observed object Objects

having the same spectral type are ordered by their JuminosiLy

class. ObJects having the same spectral type and the same

luminosity class are ordered by the contact number. All

catalog JisLings provide the orbit numbers of the times when a

particular objecL was observed, thus enabling the user to find

the appropriate data in the tape or microfilm data sets. 1his

data seL was generated at NSSDC from Lape data set 68 EIOA O2C.

For detailed information on the data base. contact Dr Arthur

Code. Washburn Observatory, University o1 Wisconsin, 475 N.

CharLer St, Madison, WI 53706

Data eel name CA|AtOC Of OBSt_VATIONS. ON MACNFIIC

TAP[, ORDfMED 8Y VARIOUS PARAM[ ILRS

NSSOC ID 68 IIOA 02C, INDE_ TO 68 ]IOA 02A (MACIAP_ )

Time period covered 12/11/68 TO 02/08/73

Quantity of data 3 RE_J S 0F 1APE

This data set, submitLed by the etperimenter and

contained on / track, SS6 bpi, bcd magnetic tape, is a catalog

of the data contained on data sets 68-110A-O2A and 68-110A=O2B.

The catalog data arm listed in three ways: (]) by the contact

number, which is the number of the spacecraft orbit during

which data liken previously were _slng trlnsi;tted to the esrth

during • contact mlth a telemetry sLit;on--thus, this sort ;s

ordered by the time of o_servat;on; (2) by the right

ascens;on/decl;natlon of the observed object, with ill observed

objects having _hm same right ascmnslon ordered by contact

number; and (3) alphabetically by the name of the observed

objmct. All catalog I;mt;ngs prey;de the orbit numbers of the

times when a particular object las observed, thus enabling the

user to find the mppropriltm da_a on the tape or microfilm data

sets. For more detailed information on this data set, contact

Dr. Arthur Code, Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin.

475 N. Charter St., Madison, WI 53706.

Data set name - ARCHIVE MAPS ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 68-110A-O_H, DAD 2, ARCHIVE MAPS, MICROFILM

Time period covermd - 12/11/68 TO 02/08/73

_uanLity of data 7 REELS OF MICROFILM

The arch;re maps describe in orbit-by orbit history of

the OAO 2 spacecraft. A header record containing the orbit

number, station, mstlmatmd time of arrival, ind duration of the

first contact in the orbit is given for each orbit. The

following information _s reported in plot form •s • function of

Oreenwich Mean Time (CJffT): ground contacts during the orbit,

spacecr•fL night, and positlon of the South Atlantic Anomaly.

For each stir observed during the orbit the following

information is given: (1) star card containing object

identification, 1950 equatorlaJ coordinates, visual magnitude,

spectral type, and URV photo)merry; (7) m;scellafleous comments

(if any); (3) rise and set periods for the object; and (4) one

line showing periods of phof.ometry and spectrophot_)metry math

either scanner 1 or Scanner 7. Instrument identifications and

periods are plotted only if observations were made. For more

detailed information on this data set, cont•ct Dr. Arthur Code,

Washburn Observatory, Unlvers;ty of Wisconsin, 475 N. Charter

St , Madison, WI 53706.

Data set name OAO 2 UL TRAVIOLFI SPECTRA: AN AELAS OF

STELLAR SPECTRA

NSSOC ID 68 llOA 02I, ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY

llme period covered - (N/A)

_uantity of data l REEl DF TAPE

This data set ;s a subset of ultraviolet stellar spectra

comprising the highest quality data obtained with both

spectrometers aboard the OAO 7 1he first file of the d•ta set

contains ultraviolet stellar fluxes for 164 bright stars in the

spectral range between ]200 to 1300 A, with resolutions of

about 22 A in the region from 3600 to 1850 A and about 12 A in

the region from 1050 to 1160 A. Files 2 and 3 contain spectra

for 132 stars ;n the region 1200 1850 A and 34 st•rs in the

region 18003600 A, respectively, with resolutions as stated
above, lhe monochromatic flu= is given in units of ergs/sq cm

s A for all d•ta. the data have been published in graphical

and tabular form by A.D. Code and M R Meade, Astropbys. J.

_uppl., v 39, p. 195, 1979; M.R Meade •nd A.D. Code,

AsLrophys J. _UppI V. 42, p. _83, 1gO0.

Data set name OAO 2 UITRAVIOtFT F/ITrLI_ PIIOTOMI_BY FOR

531 STARS

NSSDC I_ 68 llOA 02J, ULTRAVIOLET EILT ER PttOTOMETRY

Time per=od covered (N/A)

QuantiLy of data ) RE_I OF TAPL

Ihls data set consists of one file of the ultraviolet

phe_tc)met, ry data of 531 stars observed with the Wisconsin

|xperime_nL Package aboard the OAO 2. The data _ere obtained
with medium band interference fillers and have been reduced to

a uniform magnitude system. They represent a subset of

partially reduced data currenLly on file •L NSSDC and described

in NSSDC/WDC A document _4 02. The ultraviolet magnitudes

contained in the tape file were published by A.O Code, AV.

Holm, and R.E. _oLLemiller, AsLrophys. J Suppl , v 43, p.

50], 1980

OAO 2, WHIPPLE

HIGH RESOI UTION TEL [SCOPES

..............................

Data set name REfaCED OBSERVATIONS OF UV OBJECTS IN

CATALOG FORM ON MAC_E_IC TAPE
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_SI)C ID 68 ]IOA_OIA, C_ESCOP[ CATALD(_Jf - HAG TAP[

llme period covered 12/08/68 TO 04/30/70

(Dabe suppiimd by experimenber)

Quantity of data 1KF_EL OF TAP[

This data set, contained on magnetic tape. ;s _he

complete celescope catalog of object= observed in the

ultrav;oJeL region. These are reduced data suppl,ed by the

experimenter This catalog is i tabular listing including, for

each object observed, (1) the Henry Draper number, (2) the

right ascens;on/declinatlon (equinox lqDO), (3) the visual

magnitude, (4) the photoelectric colors B-V and U B, (5)

spectral type and luminosity class (including a peculiarity

flag). (6) the observed ultraviolet magnitudes (for the four

passbands) and standard deviations. (/) the right

ascension/declination (epoch _ADOO), (8) the weighting values

used to obtain _he average ultraviolet magnitudes reported, (Q)

a code referring to the general type of object observed

(galactic cluster, radio source, etc.), (1O) code(s) indicating

photometric properties of the object (e.g, visual binary.

classical cepheid VaT;able, novalike variable). (11) codes

indicating spectral characteristics of the star (e g..

spectroscopic binary, peculiar A type spectrum, magnetic

field). (1P) a remarks column, and (13) a listing of

bibliographic references, lncJuded with the data set are

programs that enable the user 5o search the tape for various

types of stars, as well is for specific objects. [his tape was

generated on I CDC series computer and ;s written ;n binary

format at 556 bp i on 7 track tape. For information on the main

data base, contact Dr. Robert J. Day;s, Harvard Sm;thson;an

Center for Astrophysics. 60 Carden St . Cambridge, HA 0P138.

Data set name - CEi_COPE CATALOG R_RD_ED BY VARIOUS

PARAH_ERS ON H]CROF]LH

NS_)C [D 68 |IDA-DaB, C[I[SCOPF CATALOC H]CROF[[H

lime period covered 12/08/68 10 04/30/70

(Date supplied by experimenter)

Quantity of data 1 R[EI O_ HICHOF[IA'4

|his data set includes the complete catalog of the

celescope data and is contained on 16 mm microfilm at was

generated at NSSDC from data set 68 11DA O]A and includes all

it_ data These cataloged data are divided into five segments,

each ordered ;n a different manner The first ordering is by

right ascenslon/declination. This ordering ;s a longitude

sort, with all sources appearing at _he same right ascension,

then being ordered by declination (north f_ south, or _90 deg

to QO deg). The coordinates used are epoch 1950. ]his

ordering is the form in which the ceJescope catalog is ordered

on the magnetic tape. |he second ordering is by Henry Draper

(_) number. ]his ordering _s based on the serlai numbers

assigned sources in the Henry Draper star catalog. Sources not

assigned HD numbers appear at the end of the listing. The

third ordering is by Durchmusterung number. 1his ordering is

sorted on declination (north to south, or _QO deg to 90 deg).

The fourth ordering is by visual magnitude. This ordering

list_ the sources in order by ascending magnitude, lhe fifth

ordering ;s by spectral class and subclass and, within each

_ubclass, lists sources by ascending luminosity. In the last

two sorts, object_ with the same sort parameter (e.g., visual

magnitude) are ordered by right ascension and then, ;f

necessary, by declination. For informaLio, on the main data

base, contact Dr Robert J. Davls, Harvard _mlthsonian Center

for Astrophysics, 60 Carden St., Cambridge, HA 02138.

Data set name - B[Bt ]OCRAPIIY, ON MACJ_ETIC IAPf, FOR US[

WIIH 1HI C[I[SCDPE CATALOC

NSSOC IO 68 IIOA OlC. BIBLIDCRAPHY HACTAPE

lime period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data _ R[}LS OF 1APE

This data set contains full citations for the

blbleographic entries that are listed by serial number in data

sets 68 llOA OIA and 68 I10A OIB. These entries are ordered

both by the assigned serial number and by author. This data

set, which is supplemental ;nformatlon for data sets

68 110A-OIA and 68 ]10A DaB. ;s contained on 7-track, 556-bp;.

bcd magnetic tapes supplied by the experimenter. For

information on the main dale base, contact Dr. Robert J. Day;s,

Harvard-Smlthsonian Center for Astrophysics. 60 Garden St.,

Cambridge, HA 0213_.

Data set name BIBLIOCRAPHY ON MICROFILM FOR USE WITH

THF CELESCOP[ CAIALOC

NSSDC ID 68 IlOA OlD, BIBLIOCRAPHY - HICROFI_H

Time period covered - (N/A)

This data set contains full c;tatlons for the

bibliographic entries that are listed by serial number in diti

sebs 68-110A-OIA and 6B-110A-O]B. These efltries are ordered

both by the assigned serial numhmr and by author. This data

set, which ;s supplemental information for data sets

68-110A OIA ind 68-110A OlB. ;s con(_l;ned on 16 mm microfilm

tha_ was generated at N_C from data set 68 llOA-OlC. For

information on the main data base, contact Dr. Robert J. Davis,

Harvard Sm;thson;an Center for Astrophysics, 60 Carden St.,

Cambridge, MA 0P138.

Data _et name HAEOPY CELF_SCOPE CATALOC OF ULTRAVIOLUI

STELLAR ODSERVATIONS

NSSDC ID 68-11OA-OIF, CELESCDPE CAIALDC HARDCDPY

Time period covered - 12/01/68 10 01/00/10

(Date supplied by experimenter)

This hard copy data set is the complete telescope catalog

of objects observed in the ultraviolet region. These reduced

data were published by the experimenters. This catalog is a

tabular listing of each object observed and includes: (1) the

Henry Draper number, (2) Che right ascension/declination (epoch

IgSO). (3) the visual magnitude, (4) the photoelectric B V and

O B colors. (5) the spectrum and Juminos;ty class (including a

pecul;arlty flag). (6) the observed ultraviolet magnitudes (for

the four passbands) and standard deviations. (1) the right

ascension/declination (epoch _)0), (8) weighting values used

be obtain the average UV magnitudes reported, (Q) a code

referring _o the general type of object observed (e.g.,

galactic cluster, radio source), (10) code(s) indicating

photometric properties of the object (e.g.. visual binary.

cephe;d variable). (11) codes indicating spectral

characteristics of the star (e.g., spectroscopic binary.

peculiar A type specLrum). (1_) a remarks column, and (13) a

listing of bibliographic references. This document, WThe

CeJescope Catalog of Ultraviolet Stellar Objects,' by R.J.

Davis, IA Deutschman, and K [. Haramundan;s (B14387), is

available from _he Superintendent of Documents, U.S Covernment

Printing Office, _ashington. DC 20402, stock .o 4700 00P60

Data se_ name SOF]_dA_ 10 AIO 1HL USE OF THE HACNE_[C

1APE VE_S]ON 0f lttl CEIESCOPE CAIALOC

NSSDC ID 68 110A oaF, COC U[][IIY PR]N1 PRDCRAH ON IAP[

Time period covered 12/08/68 IU 04/30//0

_uantity of data I RE_I OF IAPI

This data set, contained on 5_6 bp_, / track magnetic

tape_, consists of programs that are needed to read and process

the catalog data set 68 I]OA OIA easily, and are supplemental

data for that data set. This software package fs intended be

allow users to access the magnetic tape version of the catalog

with a minimum of programming effort Ihis package consists of

a driver subroutine plus several prin_ing and processing

subroutines All routines have been written in USA Standard

Fortran. ezcept where otherwise noted. Several subroutines

(reading and unpacking of records) must be written by the users

to conform to the word s_ze of their machines. Detailed

descriptions of [h;s softlare are to be found in the IUsers

Cu_de to the Hagnet;c Tape Version Of the Celescope Catalog of

Ultraviolet Observatlons, m by R. Dav_s et aJ (BI/IO1),

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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OAO 3, BOYD

ST__LAR X RAYS

Data set name R[-I)UCED DATA ON MAGN[q IC TAPE

NS_DC ID 72 065A 02A, REI)DCFI) DATA TAPES

Time period covered O8/_S/I_ TO 12/14/B0

Quantity of data - _8 REELS Of IAP[

This data se_, contained on 9 track, 800 bpi. binary,

muir;filed tape, is digitized data from the University College

London Stellar X Ray Experlment on the Copernicus satellite

The data are all in a continuous t_me sequence from tape number

1. covering the interval from August |972 to December ]9_0.

The data record contains U_ of start of data Frame. observation

constraint symbols providing pointing of the instrument, X ray

count accep_ince period, detector counts In 1-3 A, 3 g A, and

6-18 A spectral channels, background shutter position, Pulse
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Height Analyser (PHA) fed from 1-3 A, 3-9 A, and 6-18 A

channels. PHA channel counts, guard counts, high or low

sensitivity, pulse shape discriminator speed and mode, detect_r

high tension, experiment heater cond_t;on, background alternate

mode, low voltage power supply "condition. _ris selected, filter

selected, analog telemetry group, operating Bode, startracker

aa_s count, analog telemetry word, day of year, and year. For

more detailed information on this data set, contact Dr. Keith

Hason, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Un;verslty College

London. C_mer Street. London WCIE 6aT. _gland.

......................................

Data set name QUICK LOOK PLOTS DF REDUCED X-RAY

FLUX VS TIME IN 30 MIN BINS WITH SOURCE ID

NSSDC 1D 72 06SA-02B, QUACK LOOK PLOTS FLUX VS TIME

Time period covered - 08/30/72 TO ]2/F4/80

(Date supplied by experimenter)

Quantity of data - 2 REEI S OF MICROFILM

Fhis data set consists of two sets of qu_ck I o ok plots of

reduced data. The plots are X-ray flux vs time on and off

X ray sources. They are a continuous record of all

observations from instrument turn-on in August 1972 Lo shutdown

in December 1980. The Flux ;s in DAD counts per 82.9 s

integral;on period and binned in 30 min bins. Sources observed

are identified by name. An averaged background subtract;on is

done. These plots can be used for differential flu= variations

and Lime relations, but they should not be used to obtain

absolute fluxes. One set of plots is scaled for weak

low resolution X-ray sources and the other set is for stronger

SOUrCeS that go off scale on the toeresolution plots A more

quantitative analysis can be done from the complete data base

on tape. See hlSSDC data set 72-06SA 02A. For more information

on the main data base. contact Dr. Keith Mason, Department of

Physics and Astronomy, University College Iondon, Cower Street,

London WCIL 68T. England

.............................

Data set name UCL CATA[OC OF OBSERVED SOURCFS

1972 - 1980

NSSl)C ID 72 065A 02C, UCL OBSERVINC CATAIOC

I.me per;od covered 08/26/72 TO 12/14/80

Quantity oF data 1 REEl OF HICROFItH

This data set cons=sts of an observing catalog from the

UCI Stellar X Ray FxperimenL and contains two separate

listings The first listing is in chronological order and the

second is in ascending order of the right ascension (]950

epoch) of the source. Both listings contain: (1) source

name common name, HD number, or an identifier for an off.el

pointing or scan; (2) RA and Dec 1QbO epoch of the actual

spacecraft po;nting; (3) day and CHl day and time of the start

of the spacecraft orbit during .h;ch the observation begin; (4)

orbit- spacecraft orbit number• The catalog covers the

timeframe August 1972 through February 1981. For more

information on this data set. contact Dr. Keith Mason,

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London

Cower Street, tendon WCll 6aT, England

0AO 3, SPITZLI_

H]CH RFSDt Ul 10N 1LJ LSCOPIS

Data set name UV DAIA OF SIUIAR DHJECIS ON MAC IAPE

NSSDC ID 72-065A OIA, ULTRAVIOtll DATA

lime period covered 08/2//72 I0 07/29/79

_umntity of data 10 REiJ S OF IAPE

These ultraviolet data are contained on 9 track,

1600 bpi, binary magnetic tape created on an I_ 360 computer

The tapes are multifiled with a physical record length of 7294

bytes. Each logical record consists of a 13-.ord header and an

array of scan information containing _ variable number ofwords. The header information consist of star observation

number; spacecraft equivalent Limeclock reading; number of

points in data scan; photomultipl_er tube number; longitude of

ascending node and orbit; CMI of observation; first and last

times and wavelengths of scan; satellite and earth orbital

parameter; total observed counts; sigma and average counts; and

reduction year, day, and fraction of day. The array contains

wavelength and count information in pairs of words. Ihe time

for each measurement must be computed from the fields

containing time information. |or more detailed information on

the main data base, contact Dr John Rogerson Jr.. Department

of Astrophys. Sci,, Peyton Hall, Princeton University,

Princeton, NJ 08540.

Data set name - UV SPECTRAL ATLAS OF TAU _ORPII ON MAC

TAPE

NSSDC IO 72 065A-018, TAU SCORPII UV SPECTRAL AT_S,TPE

Time period covered - 07/02/73 TO _127/73

(Date supplied by experimenter)

quantity of data - I RF-fJ- OF TAPE

This data set consists of one 9-[rack, 1600-bpi, magnetic

tape eith two files. File one contains the second order

spectrum of Tau Scorpil in the wavelength range from 948.735 -

1420.510 A. File two is the First order spectrum of the same

star (observed From the Copernicus satellite) in the wavelength

range of 14]8.187 - 1560.372 A. Construction of both files is

identical, except that the variable IB2 and I_2 (defined in

the documentation) contain zeros because there is no

alternative calculation for the scattered light in this part of

the spectrum. The printout columns (atlas variables) are as

follo=s. N = number of sets of data (24). Col 1, IW =

wavelength of _ datum point in milllangstroms, ehlch may be
converted _o t e published atla_ eavelength by dividing by

1000.0 [publication is J.B. Rogerson, Jr., mThe Copernicus

Ultraviolet Spectral Atlas of Tau Scorpii," Astrophys. J.

Suppl. Series 3S, (1), September 1977] Col _, IC = corrected

count rate for wavelength point multiplied by ]O.O. The

scattered light has not been subtracted from IC. Dividing by

]O will return ;t to the count scale tabulated in the published

atlas. Col 3, 181 = a scattered lighL estimate for the datum

point multiplied by ]0.0 to obtain the scale of the published

counts. Col 4, 182 : another scattered light estimate,

multiplied by 10.0. It, too, should be divided by I0.0 to

agree lith published atlas values. Col 5, ICN = normalized

count, which is plotted in the atlas; multiplying by ]0OD.O

will return it to the published scale of 0.0 to 1,0. Col 6.

IBN] = scattered light discussed in I81, normalized using the

same normalization factor. Dividin_ IBN] by ]O,O(O) will place

it on the scale as the published one. Col 7, I_ = ]Er_

normalized in the same manner as discussed for FONI.

.....................................

Data set name IOTA HE]_CULIS ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRAL ATLAS

ON HACNET]C TAPE

NSSDC ID 72-065A-01C, 1OIA HFRCULIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS

1;me period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data ] REEL OF TAPL

These Iota Herculis UV spectral at]as data are on

g track, 1600 bpi, binary magnetic tape created on an IBM 360

computer 1he tape contains three files. File one _s the

_econd order spectrum; file two is the first order spectrum;

and file three contains a program to read and mist files one

and two lhe _pectral data are blocked at ten 145 eord logical

record!; per physical block. The first word of each logical

record contains the number Of sets of data (_4, except for the

last set) in each read. at is folloled by .ords containing

wavelength tn angstroms of a data point; corrected count rate

for the wavelength point (scattered light has not been

removed); smoothed count rate computed at the wavelength point

using a tearier smoother; scattered light estimate derived by

experimenter; normalized smooth count rates as displayed in the

atlas, with unity at the top of each plot; and scattered light

normali_ed u_;ng the same normalization factors as were used on

smoothed count rates. These data are detailed in _ L. Upson IT

and J.D. Rogerson, Jr., mThe Copernicus Ultraviolet Atlas of

Iota llerculls," Astrophys. J. Suppl., v 42, p. 1, ]980.

Data set name UV PLOTS

NSSDC ]D 72 065A DID, UV pLOTS ON MICROFILM

lime per'od covered 12/09/72 IU 01/05/II

Uuantit, y of data 164 HEELS OF M]CROFIIH

lhe:>e data are UV spectral plots on microfilm. These UV

spectra e(_r{! obLained by the Princeton lelescope Spectrometer

_n the perlod from December Q, 1972. through July 5, 197;. The

spectra cover the 9S0 - 31000 A range The plots contain
observation times in U_, observed astronomical objects, and

flux scales For additional information on these plots,

contact Dr. fd,ard Jenkins, Princeton University Observatory,

Princeton, NJ 08544

Data set name - COPERNICUS OBSI_VINC CATALOC f OR THE

PR]NCE1ON UV EXpE_IMENI
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NSSI)C ID 72-065A-OIE, COPERNICUS UV OBSERVATION DIRECI

Time period covered 081_7/72 TO 02/15/81

(Date supplied by experimenter)

quantity of dak• 4 CARDS OF BIg MICROFICHE

This data set is • catalog of observations made with the

Princeton University UV Experiment on Copernicus. It covers

the full mission lifebime from August 19/2 to February 1Q8].

1here are two separate listings of information, one ordered by

HD number and the second ordered by star/object name. This

catalog lists information on date observed, date reduced, orbit

number, first serial number, number of scans, spectral type of

the object, and color excess. Data from these observations are

available on magnetic tape from NSSOC (data set ID

72 065A O]A). The observations can be identified on Lape by

the orbit numbers in this catalog. For more ;nform•tion on

this catalog, contact Dr. Edward Jenkins. Princeton University

Observatory. Princeton, NJ 08544.

....................................

Data set name = A CATALOG OF 0.2 A RESOLUTION FAR UV

STELLAR SPECTRA HEASURI_) WITH COPERNICUS

NSSOC ID 12 065A OIH, FAR UV SPECTRA COP_ICUS

llme period covered - • (N/A)

Quantity of data - ] REJ_I OF TAPE

This data set, contained on 9 track magnetic tape,

consists of one file representing a subset of far ultraviolet

stellar spectral data for 60 0 and O-type stars, The data

cover the spectral region ]000 ]450 A elth a resolution of 0.2

A. The tape has 151 JoglciJ records and 22S0 data points each.

The first data point for each star begins at ]000 A and the

points step ;n 0._ A intervals to ]450 A Record ] contains

the object identification in the first 16 bytes; the remainder

of the record in blank (bytes IZ 1201_ Records 2 1SI contain

the _pectrel data. 15 data points per record. _ch data point

;s of the form mAverage Corrected Signal/Number of

ObservaLions m in format (]6, 1H/,II) or blank If a data point

is blank, it was deleted from the originally published results

because Of the obvious file attributable to guidance errors or

to overcorrecLion or undercorrect;on for particle background.

The data have been pobllshed in graphical and tahular form by

T_P Snow and L.B Jenkins. Astrophys J• Suppl., v 23. p.

269. lot/. for more detailed information on this atlas.

contact Dr _dward Jenkins. Princeton University Ohserv•tory,

PrinceLon. NJ 08544.

Data set name UtIRAV]OIEI SPtCtRA[ ALIAS (If HtlA

ORIONIS DA1A ON MACJ_tl]C TAP(

NSSDC ID ?_ 065A D]], HI IA I)H]ON1S UV SPICIHAL ALIAS TP

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data I RE_I OF TAPE

lhis daLa set is an ultraviolet spectral atlas of Beta

Orionls covering the 999 1561 A spectral range. The spectrum

was observed by the Princeton spectrometer aboard the

Copern;cu_ s•telJlte with a nominal spectral resolution of 0.05

A from the 999 Lo I4_0 A r@nge (second order spectrum), ind 0.|

A for the longer wavelengths (first order spectrum) The data

were obtlined between December 3 and 1/, 1974. with • short

observat;on on January 19, IQ/5, _ replace some unusable

measurements. This atlas was published in the AsLrophyslcal

Journal Supplement Set;ms, v. 49, pp. 353 404. ]9@2, by J.B.

Rogerson, Jr., and W Upson II. The data are contained on a

Q track. 1600 bpi tape written on an IBM 3033 computer. The

tape contains three files: (1) the second order spectrum. (2)

the first order spectrum, and (3) i program to read the tape•

For more detailed information, contact Dr John Rogerson, Jr..

Peyton Hall, Princeton University Observatory. Princeton. NJ

08544 •

Data set name - UV I::XPERIH_J_rl ORSERV]NC H]SIUHY

NSSDC ID ?_-065A-O]J, UV D(PERIMEN] OBSERVINC HISTORY

Time period covered (N/A)

_uantlty of data 14_ PACES OF UNBOUND HARDCOPY

This data set ;s a hard copy d;rec_ry of all Copernicus

observations. 1his directory lists chronological orbit number.

star number, stir name, star RD number, number of scans, date

observed, diLe reduced, etc. For addit;onal inform•bion on

this directory, con tact Dr. Edward Jenkins, PrinceLon

University Observa_ry. Princeton, NJ 08544

...............................

Data set name _A PEPSI UV ATLAS O_V_ BY UV

PRINCEION EXPE_IME}I1 ABOARD COPI_hlICUS

NSSOC ID 72-065A-OIK, CANHA PEGASI UV ATLAS

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data I REEl Of TAPE

This data set is an ultraviolet spectral alias for the B_

IV stir Cilia Pegasl. The spectrum was observed by the

Princeton spectrometer aboard the Copernicus satellite in bhe

970 1501 A spectral range. From 970 to 1430 A the

observations have I nominal resolution of 0.05 A, and at thm

longer wavelengths the resolution ;s 0,] A_ The data for this

atlas sere obtained at four different per;ode, on July 27.

1978. October 30-November 22, 1978, December 16 _. 197B,-and

December )0-17, ]979 This atlas e•s published in the

Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, v. 51, p. 75], April

1985, by John Rogerson. Jr. Ihe center wavelengths of over

29_0 absorption features in thls alias have been measured. Ind

approlimately 57_ of them have been identified. This data set

is on . 9-track, 1600-bp; tape written in ASCII by i UNIX

op erat ing system on a VAX 8_K). Llch record ;s terminated by a

new t;ne character whose ASCII decimal code is lO Physical

tape records are blocked Lo 51_ bytes. The tape contains three

files. File ) is the second order spectrum covering 970 to

1430 A. file 2 is the T;rst order spectrum cover;rig ]4]7 to

1501 A, and file 3 is a description file for the Lape.

Data set name - UITRA¥IOLET SPECTRAL ATLAS OE SIRIUS

OBSERVED BY PRINCUTON UV EXP ON CDPE}tNICUS

NSSOC ID 72 065A OIL. COPERNICUS UV ATLAS OF SIRIUS

Time period covered - (N/A)

_uant;ty of data - ] REF_ OF TAPE

This data set ;s a near-ultraviolet spectral atlas for

_he AI V star alpha CHa (Sirius) _n the 1649 t_ 3170 A s_ectral

range with a resolution of 01A. This atlas his been prepared

from the data taken by the Pr;nceLon spectrometer aboard the

Copernicus satellite. The data for this atlas were obtained

mainly during the periods March 5 8, March 12 16, and March

IB April 5, 1977. Several gaps in the observations were filled

during the period February 0 9, 1981, although a 05 A gap

star_;ng around _292.7 A was overlooked. This atlas has been

published in the Astrophysical Journa_ Supplement Series. v•

63, p. 369. February I98/, by John Rogerson, Jr. This data set

iS on I 9 track, 1600 bpi tape written in ASCII by a UNIX

operating system on a VAX 8_00. _C_lch record is terminated by a

new-line character whose ASCII decimal code is )0. Physical

Lipe records are blocked to hi2 bytes The Lape contains seven

files. File 1 ;s the tape description file; file _ contains

the counts for the vacuum spectrum; file 3 cent•ins the

normalizing continuum and the scatLered light values for the

vacuum spectrum; file 4 contains Lhe idenLif_cation table for

the vacuum spectrum; file 5 contains the counts for the air

spectrum; file 6 contains the normal;zing continuum and the

scattered light values for the air spectrum; and file 7

contains the identification table for the air spectrum.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

OSO i, FAZIO

HICH-I_hlERGY CAMMA RAY

Data se_ name SKY I_/_qT, EARIH E_E_, AN_ ASPEC1 DATA

ON M]CROFIIJ4

NSSDC ID 62-006A OgA, HI_ ERERCY CAtlMA 50 ME_

Time period covered - 03/17/62 TO 09/22/62

_uanLity of data I3 RE_S OF MICROFILM

This data set consists of 16,000 computer printout sheets

on 13 reels of 16-_ microfilm• The printout was provided by

the experimenter. The dill include time of observation (IJT).

orbit number, spin axis orlenCation, count_ of sky-orlented

events, counts of earth-oriented events, and combined counts_

Abnormal pulses are flagged in the listings. Via Allen Belt

anomaly, however, is not included ;n Lotal counts ind number of

mamples. This ;s the complete set of reduced data from _he

H;gh-_nergy Gamma-Ray Experiment covering the time period March

7, 1962, to May 14, 1962. Information on the main dita basm

tin be obtlined by contacting Dr. Ciovanni Fazio, Center for

Astrophysics, HCO/SAO, 60 Garden St., Canbridee , I_ 02138•

.............................................

OSO 1, FROST

_0- TO IO0-KI_V SOLAR X-RAY DETECTOR

..............................................



Data set name - REI_E]) X-RAY COUNT RATE PLOTS VS TIME,

LATITUDE, AND LONCITUDE ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 62-O06A-O2A, X-RAY COUN_ RATE VS Lrr.LAT.LONG

Time period covered - 03107162 TO 05115162

Quantity of data - 4 RF._J-S OF MICROFILM

This reduced data set. contained on = single reel of

elcrofilm, consists of plots of 20 to 100 koV X ray flu= counts

per second vs U_. The geocentric latitude and longitude of the

spacecraft are also plotted with the flu= data. Except for

periods when the satellite was in the earth's shadow or In the

South Atlantic Anomaly (where particle interference degraded

the data), the data are continuous from March 7 t_May 15,

1962. and cover the first 103q orbits. For = complete

discussion of the data. see "Comments on High Energy X ray

Bursts Observed by OSO 1." by K.J. Frost, NASA SP 50.

X-610 6460. 1964. Information on the main data base can be

obtained by contacting Kenneth J. Frost, Code 600.0, CSFC/NASA,

Creenhelt, _ 20771.

.................................

Data set name RED_ED X-RAY COUNT RATE LISTING VS

lIME, LATITUDE, AND LONGITUDE ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 62-006A 02B, TABULATED VALUES OF 62 OOBA-O2A

Time period covered 03107162 TO 05115/62

Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF MICROF ILH

This data set, contained on three rolls of microfilm,

consists of a listlng of _0 to IO0 keV X ray counting rates as

function of time (UT). Included are the spacecraft latitude

_nd longitude and the average count rate in each 20-s frame

(there were eight rates recorded per frame, and these were also

listed). Also included on the same rolls of microfilms are the

1-8 A X-ray measurements as a function of I_. These reduced

data are available from March 7 to May 15, 1962, covering

orbits I 103Q. These data appear on plots ;n data set

62-O06A-O2A. For more information on this data set. contact

Kenneth J. Frost. Code 600.0. CSFC/NASA. Creenbelt. _ 2077I.

OSO 1, F_OSI

O. I TO 0 1 MEV SOLAR CAMMA RAY MONIIOR

Data set name RfDUCLD CAMMA RAY COUNTS PFR FNFRCY

CIIANNII VS TIME ON MICROFIIM

NSSDC ]D 62 O06A 03A. CAMMA I_FN1 AV_ACE VS CHANNEl NO

Time period covered 03/07/62 10 05/15/62

Quanti ty of data g Rt EL SOt MICROF]UH

The reduced data from the gamma ray monitor experiment

consist of computer printouts on 35 mm microfilm

lwo dimensional arrays of the ]6 pulse height channel outputs

are printed vs universal time The data cover orbits t to 1039

(March / to May I5, 1962) The data listed are (i) time of

observation. (_) pass number. (3) detector, (4} average number

of gamma events per channel, and (5) energy channel.

Informatior_ on the main data base can be obtained by contacting

Kenneth J Frost, Code 600.0, CStC/NASA. Creenbelt, I_ 2071I.

0S0 1 . ttAI I AM

3B00 l0 4BOO A SOLAR IIUX HON]IOR

Data set name RIDUCI_ IABULAIIONS Ol RtOlODIOD[ 0UTPU1

CURRENT VS TIME ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ll) t_ OOGA 06A, 3800 4BOOA SOLAR ILUX MONITOR

lime period ((iv(!red 03/07/62 10 05115162

_uantity of data 9 RELLS OF MICROFILM

This reduced data set, provided by the experimenter, is

contained on nine reels of 3S-mm microfilm. The data consist

of tabulations of photodiode current in microamps Ys UT. A

measurement is given for each OSO wheel rotation period

(approximately _ s). Orbit start tile, orbit number, and spin

axis orientation are indicated for each orbit. The data ire

inclusive for orbits 1 through 1039 (March 7 to May 15, 1962).

Information on the main data base can be obtained by contacting

Dr Kenneth Hallam, Code 684.0, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, HI) _0771.

OSO l, HALIAM

SOLAR HYDROC[N LYMAN ALPHA FLUX MONITOR

Data set name - RE_E]:) PEAK FLU)( DATA ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 62-OO6A-07A, LYMAN-ALPHA

Time period covered - 03/07/62 TO 05/15/62

Quantity of data 9 REELS OF MICROFILM

These experimenter supplied reduced data, on 35 mm

microftlm, consist of tables listing peak flux reading of the

Lyman alpha ;on chamber in volts and corrected universal time.

There ;s one table per orbit. Orbit number, start time of an

orbit in UT, and spin axis attitude in RA and Dec averaged over

the orbit are also tabulated The data cover orbits I through

1039 (March 7 _o May IS, 1962). Information on the main data

base c_n be obtained by contacting Dr. Kenneth Hallam, Code

684.0, CSFC/NASA. Creenbelt. HD 20771.

.........................................

050 1, HESS
BF 3 PROPOR1]0NAL COUNTER NELRRON

DETECTOR
...................................

Data set name COUN] RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM

NSSOC IO 62-O06A-IOA, CNTS VS TIME,L,SUN ELEV./MICROFLM

Time period covered - 03107/62 TO 07114163

Quantity of data - _I REELS OF MICROFILM

This reduced data set consists of 21 reels of 3b-mm

microfilmed plots received from the e=perilenter. The graphs

include one-orblt plots of enriched and depleted counter rates

vs UT, and of enriched counter rates (l) vs L (McIIwain's

magnetic coordinate) during day, (2) vs L during night, and (3)

vs angle of sun elevation. There are approximately two

measurements per minute. The microfilm also includes graphs of

protons and electrons for data set 62-006A-|IC and plots of CPR

vs satellite altitude, latitude, and longitude Information on

the main data base can be obtained by contacting Dr. Wilmot

Hess, NOAAIE_L. Boulder, CO 80303.

0S0 1, NFUPIRT
SOLAR SPECTROMETE_

Data set name SOLAR EUV SPECTRAL SCANS ON MICROFILM

25

NSSOC ID 6_ O06A O1A. SOLAR UV, 170 340 A. COUI_ RATF

Time period covered - 03107/62 TO 05/15/62

Quantity of data 12 REF-LS DF MICROFILM

This data set consists of over 7000 spectral scans of

solar EUV radiation in the range of 140 to 400 A. The EUV

counting rate was recorded on = semilogarithmic scale for each

spectral scan. Markers corresponding to lavelengths of ]40 and

230 A have been labeled by hand aith LFI. It took about 95 s

for a scan between 140 and 230 A. Only the data between 170

and 340 A can be considered usable. The 10 to 140 A data were

plotted separately and can be obtained from Or. Werner Neupert
of CSFC. The 140 to 400 A plot_ have been microfilmed, and

the data are available on 12 reels oF 35 mm microfilm Some of

the plots have either missing time marks, gaps in the data. or

unusual spikes For more information on the main data base.

contact Dr. Werner Neupert, Code 680, CSFC/NASA, Creenbelt, HD

_0771

0S0 I, PEIERSON

CAMMA RAY SCINIII I_TION DEIICTOR

Data set name - COSMIC-RAY AND SOLAR CAMMA-RAY FLUX DATA

ON TAPE!

NSSDC ID 62-006A O8A, GAMMA RAY FLUX IN COUNTS PER SQ C

lime period covered 03/07/62 T0 05/15/62

Quantity of data 3 REELS OF TAPE

A total of 614 h of good daytime data and 318 h of

nighttime d_ta are available from the first 1039 orbits, which

covered the time period March 7, 1962, to May 15. 1962. These

reduced data are on three reels of magnetic tape in bcd mode at

a density of 556 bpl, aith g60 characters per record. The

following information ;s included for each pas_: (l) pass

number, date, and identification information; (2) U_; (3)

geographic latitude, longitude, and altitude; (4) B and L

(HcIIwain's magnetic coordinate); (5) computed trapped

OR_C_AL PACE IS

OF pOOR QUALITY



radiation environment; (6) decommuLated digital data; (7)

counting rates and IO for each data frame; and (B) necessary

spacecraft orientation parameters Because of background

problems, data can be used only to determine the upper lim;ts

of gamma ray flux. Information on the main data base can be

obtained by contacting Dr. Laurence Paterson, Center for

Astrophysics and Space Science, Code C 0|], Univers_ty of

California at San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093.

OSO ], SCHRAD[]_

PNO/0N EI ECTRON ANAEYZF_

Data _et name TIME ORDERED PROTON AND _I[CTRON COLI_IT

BATES 0N 1APE

NSSOC ID 62-006A 1lB. PRO]ONS,ELECTRONS,CLEAN TAPE_

lime period covered 03/07/62 TO 07/08/62

Quantity of data 4 BE_S OF TAPE

Thls data set consists of four / track, 556 Spa, bed

tapes that eere generated at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

(LRL). The tapes contain one file per orbit w; tha variable

number of physical records per file. E_ch physical record is

lade up of 40 BO character logical records. The 80-character

records are the card images that were used _o generate some of

the proton and electron plots found in data set 62 OO6A 11C.

The data are in the form of electron and proton count rates

46.4 s averages) as functions of U1, B, and L. There ;s no

neutron data from the LRL neutron detector on these tapes.

_hemerls ;nformatlon is presented in the form of latltude,

Jongltude0 and altitude vs L_. These tapes contain data from

approximately 75" of the orbits between March 7, 1962, and May

)5, 1962 (orbits 1 through ]039)_ For more detailed

information on this data set, contact Dr. James Waggoner.

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA
94550.

Data set name - PLOTS OF PR01DN AND F_ ECTRON COUN1 RATES

0N M]CROFI[J4

NSSDC ID 62 OOEA )]C, PR01BN E/ECIRON,MICROFILH

lime period covered 03/07/62 1O 07/)4/63

quantity of data _1 REEL S OF MICBOFILH

This data set consists of 21 reels of 3b mm microfilm

submitted by the experimenter. Each frame contains data from

approximately one orbit Electron and proton count rates, in

the fore of 6.4 s averages, are plotted against U_, O, L,

invariant latitude, and the difference between the spacecraft

spin axis and the geomagnetic field. Each frame ;s Identified

by date and orbit number. Ephemeris _nformation is presented

in the form of plots of latitude, longitude, and altitude vs

Lrl. The data are Lime ordered and cover approximately 50" of

the period from March /. ]962, to July 6, ]962 (orbits 1

through |80_) and appro, imately ]C_ of the period from July 6,

1962. _o July 14. 1963 (orbits 1803 through 7419). Also

presented are data from the University of Callfornia Neutron

Detector on the spacecraft. For lore ;nformation on this data

set, contact Or James WaQgoner, Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory, P.O. Box BOB, livermore, CA _4_0.

0SO 1, WHITE

l T0 8 A SOLAR X-RAY FLUX

Data set name REDUCED PLOTS 0F 1MIN AVERACED X RAY

Ft_UX VALUES 0N MICROFILM

NSSOC ID 62 006A O4A, X RAY FLUX PLOT VS U_,LAT,LONC

]ime period covered 03/0//62 TO O5/15/62

Quantity of data - ] REEJ_ OF MICROF]LM

These reduced data, as supplied by the principal

investigator, cons;st of plots of 1-gin averaged X ray flux

values [in ergs/(sq cm-sec)] assuming a 2.8 by 10 f_) the 6

power deg K blackbody distribution) vs Lr[. The data are on one

reel of 35 mm microfilm. Each Frame contains one orbit of data

along with satellite geocentric latitude and longitude plots.

Except for data lost as a result oF particle interference ;n

the South Atlantic Anomaly and m a result of nighttime

interruptions, all data for orbits sT t_) ]039 (Harch 7 to May

15, 1962) are present. For information on the main data base,

contact Kenneth J. Frost, Code 6OO.0, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, HD

20771.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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DS0 2, CE_BB

SOLAR X-RAY BURSIS

..................................

Data set name - PLOTS AND LISTINCS 0F SOLAR X RAY BURST

DATA BN MICROFILH

NSSDC ID 65 OOIA O_A, SDLAB X RAY(2 B 20A,44 60)

]ime period covered - 02/04/65 10 03/08/65

quantity of data - 2 REELS OF M]CBOF]LH

The data set is contained on two reels of 35 mm

microfilm. The dlti are in reduced form, having been converted

from QH tube counting rates t_ units of X ray flul by use of

appropriate conversion factors. The conversion factors for

each detector are included in the data set, Only the data from

the pointed mode of the experiment are given, since the raster

mode failed 1.o function. The f_rst reel of microfilm covers

the period February 4, 1965 (1327 U]), to February 1Q, 1Q6S

(0247 U]), and the second reel covers February 19, 1965 40326

l/T), to March B, 1965 (]858 LFI). Plots of hourly and minute

flux averages, tabular listings of minute flux averages and

their standard deviations, detect_0r energy calibration curves,

and detec_or spectral sens;tlv;ty curves are included on the

microfilm. For inforlat;on on the main data base, contact Dr.

Robert Krepl;n or Dr. Talbot Chubb, Naval Research Labora t_)ry.

4555 Overlook Avenue S.W., Washington, I)(2 20375.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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.....................................

Data set name ORB1] A]] ITUD[ TAPES

NS_)C IO 67 020A 000, ORBII AT[ITUO[ 1APE

Time period covered 03/08/61 10 04/29/68

_uantity of data - 60 BE.EtS OF TAPE

This data seE, consisting of l track, 556 bpi binary

magnetic tapes of orbit and spacecraft aspect data, was

supplied by the principal investigator of experiment

67 020A 05. This data set is particularly useful in

interpreting this data but lay be helpful ;n other data sets.

For more information on this data set, contact Dr Minoru

Nakada, Code 6B2.O, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, HID 2077]

......................

OSO 3, CLARK

HIGH _J_E_GY GAMHA RAY

Data set name RF_K)C[D DIRECTIONAL GANIHA RAY FLUX DAIA

ON TAPE

NSSDC ID 67-O_OA OIA, REAL*ARTIFICIAL EVE]NIS,ATIIIUDL

Time period covered - 03/08/67 TO 06/28/68

Quant;ty of data Ig BLEIS OF TAPF

This data set consists of lg 7 track, 556 bp;. bcd

magnetic tapes compatible to IBH _Og4. The original tapes of

this data set were processed at HI1 on an ]B_ 360/6_ computer.

Each tape contains one file. The data, which cover the period

from launch (March 1957) until the second tape recorder filled

(June 196B), represent the complete set of reduced data from

the MI] Celestial Camma-Ray Experiment. The d_ta were provided

to NSSOC by _he experimenter. The information recorded

consists of directional plramebers in celestial coordlnates for

real and artificial galma-ra_ events along w;th some data

quali_y flags. The real events were those seen by the

anticoincidence detec_r array aboard the satellite, and the

artificial events were those generated by a computer at a

constant random rate and proportional t_ the observing time ;n

each portion of the celestlal sphere 1he ratio of real ¢o

artificial events is the directional gamma r=y flu=. For

information on the maln data base. contact Dr. George Clirk,

Department of Physics° Massachusetts Institute of lechnology.

Bldg. 37-611. Cambridge, MA 02139.

...................................

0S0 3, NL_L)P_I

SOLAR E]LW SPECTROH_TB_ ) TO 400 A

26 OF POOR _UALITY



Data set name - RE]:)UCE]) SPECTROHETER DATA DN NAGNI_[IC

TAPE

NSSOC ID 67-O_DA-OSA. REDUCED SPECTRBHETER DATA-TAPE

Time period covered - 03108/67 TO 08/06/68

Quantity of data - 82 REELS OF TAPE

This data set consists of reduced data from the principal

;nvestlga_r and ;s contained on 8] Q-track, lult;f;|ed,

1600-bpi magnetic tapes. Data from 96 main frames are grouped

together into one logical record, where = main frame consists

of 32 lords covering a 640 millisecond data readout cycle. The

data include both detector readouts and relevant housekeeping

parameters. Orbit and aspect data are not included and are

contained in data set 6•-.020-OOD. For information on the main

data base, contact Dr. Hinoru N•kada, Code 682.0, or Dr. Werner

Neupert, Code 680.0, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, _ 20•71.

............................................

OSO 3, PLL1ERSON

SOLAR AND CELLSTIAL GAHHA RAY TEl _COPE

.....................................

Data set name Rf_)UCED SOLAR ANO COSMIC SOURCE DATA PE_

ENERGY CHANNEL VS TIHE ON TAPE

NSSDC ;D 6•-020A-O•A, SO+ST EVILS VS TIME * E.CH NO

Time period covered 03/09/67 10 04/08/68

_uantity of data 100 REELS OF TAPE

This data see, provided by the e=perimenter, consists of

1 track, 800 bpi tapes generated on a CDC 3600 computer. EJch

physical record consists of 960 bed characters. These tapes

contain the complete set of reduced solar and cosmic source

data. The solar data include counts per energy channel,

channel number, and universal time. The cosmic source data

include the direction, in celestial coordinates, of an X ray

event and the energy channel in which it fell. Eicept for

nighttime gaps, data coverage is continuous from launch through

April 8, 1968. For relevant references, see D.A. Schlartz,

H S. Hudson, and L.E. Peterson (1970), Astrophys. 3., v. 162,

pp. 431=437; D.A. Schwartz (1910). Astrophys. J., v. 162, pp

439-444; D.A. Schwartz (]974), Astrophys. J., v. 190, pp.

2q/-303. For information on the main d•t• base, contact Dr.

Daniel A. Schlartz, Smithson;an Astrophysical Observatory, 60

Garden Street. Cambridge, HA 02]38

OSO 3, [ESKE

8 10 12-A SOLAR X RAY ION CHAMBE_

Data set name - SOLAR X RAY FLUX. 8 10 12 A, ON MACNLIIC

TAPE

NSSDC ]D 67 020A 06A, CORREC[tD 8 12A X RAY FLUX VS 1

lime period covered 03/09/6/ 10 0//16/68

Quantity of data 20 REdS 0E TAPE

The data set, lh;ch consists of • track, 556 bp;, miled

mode magnetic tapes and 1 track, 800 bpi, binary magnetic tapes

produced on an IBH 70q4 computer, contains first generation

reduced data. The data set includes a sequence of solar flu=

data lords [in ergs/Csq cm s), assuming a 2E6 K blackbody

energy distribution] lith background subtracted, alternating

with a flag conta_n;ng universal time, sensitivity level, and

data quality. All valid data are included in this data set.

For information on the main data base, contact Dr. Richard

Teske, Astronomy Department, David H. Denn;son Bldg.,

University of Hichigan, Ann Arbor, H] 40109

Data set name - NSSDC $1ANDARD 1APE VERSION OF DAIA SE1

61 O2OA 06A

NSSDC ID 67-O20A O6B, 67 O20A OBA IN SIANDARD NSSDC FMI

Time per,od covered - 03/09/67 10 07/1b/68

_uantity of data I2 REELS Of: 1APE

This data set consists of 12 magnetic tapes generated •t

_C as the standard tape version of data set 67 020A-O6A.

For more information on this data set, contact Dr. Richard

Teske, Astronomy Department, David H. Dennison Bldg.,

University of R;chigan, Ann Arbor, N] 40109
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*********************** OSO 4 *********************************
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DSO 4, GIACCON]

SDLAR X-RAY TELESCOPE

.....................................................

Data set name - X-RAY H_IO_APIH RASTER SCANS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 67 IOOA OBA, COUNTS/FRAME VS RASTER P. LR

Time period covered - 10/20/67 TO 05112168

Quantity of data 7 REELS OF TAPE

This data set, provided by the e=perlmenter, consists of

9-track, 800 bpl, IB_H 360 binary magnetic tapes lith variable

length records. It consists of • sequence of 48- by 40-1ord

arrays of phot_emiss_onsclntillatlon X-ray detector count

rates (counts/0.14 s) as a function of raster position and

universal time. Also included are flags indicating f_lter and

aperture lheel positions and data quality. Reduced raster data

ire obtained by subtracting the correspondlng background raster

values described in data set 6/-100A 080. Programling support

to produce the reduced data is available at NSSDC and can be

provided upon request. For informaL;on on the main data base,

contact Dr. R_ccardo C;accon;, Space Telescope Science

Institute, ttomelood Campus, BalL;more, HD 21210.

.............................................

Data set name BACKCROUND RASTER SCANS ON RAGN_IC TAPe

NSSDC ID 67-10OAO8B, AVt BKGND COUN3S/F_AMF VS RASTER

Time period covered - 10/26161 lO 05/12/66

_uanLi Ly of data 2 REELS BE TAPE

This data set, supplied by Lhe experimenter, provides

background correction for the ral raster data in data set

67 ]OOA OBA. at consists of g track. 800 bpi, IBM 360 bin•ry

magnetic tapes with variable length records- It is made up of

48 by 40 lord arrays generated by summing all calibration

rasters that eere made by scanning in a direction alay from the

sun and sub_r•cting the COUnting rate that la_ due be the FeS5

calibration source. Flag lords indicating detector calibration

and count rate statistics are also included, for more

information on this data 5eL, contact Dr Riccardo Ciacconi,

Space Telescope Science Institute, Homewood Campus, Bait;more,

HD 21218.

OSO 4, COLDBERC

SOLAR _UV SPECIROM[TER

Data set name I_JV RASTER SCANS ON NACNEI]C lAP[

NSS_)C ID 67 ]OOA 07A. EUV RASIE_ SCANS

Time period covered 10/_b/67 I0 11/29/67

Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE

This data set consists of all recorded specLroheliograms.

The data are contained on 000 bpl, 7-track, binary magnetic

tapes. The tapes, furnished t_ NSSDC by the principal

investigator, were created on an IBM 7094 and copied on a CDC

6400. 1he data are contained in two logical records that occur

in •lternaL;ng sequence Record A is either 119 words or 129

words in length and contains identificaLion information.

Record R contains the raster array d•La and consists of seven

physical records of 256 words and one record of 136 _ords. For

inform•Lion on the main data base, contact Dr. Ceorge Withbroe,

Center for Astrophysics, 60 Carden StreeL, Cambridge, NA 0_]38.

Data set name 300 1400 A PO1_T[T) SPEClRA1 SCANS ON

MA_N_IC TAP_

NSSDC 1D 67 I00A O/R, 300 1400A pO]NIED SPECTRAL SCANS

Time period covered 10/_S/6l TO 11/71/67

Quanti_y of data ] R_I Of IAPf

This data set conslsL_ of all spectral scan data obtained

by the EUV spectrometer lhe data are conLalned on a 8OO bpi,

l track, binary magnetic tape. The tape. furnished _o NSSDC by

the principal investigator, was created on an IBM •094 and

copied on • CDC 6400. lhe data are contained in Leo logical

records Record A consists of 121 lords and contains

;denLifying informaLion for the particular scan record B
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contalns the spectral scan data and consists of several

physical records _S6 mords in length. The count rate has been

wntermd for each step Of the spectrometer. For more

information on this data met, contact Dr. George Withbroe,

Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street. Cambridge, HA 02|3B.

.........................

Data set name ATLAS OF EUV RAST_ SCANS ON MACNL_IC
TAPE

NS_DC IO 67 I OOA O/C, ATLAS E]JV RASTEJ_ SCANS

Time period covered - 10/25/67 TO 11/29/61

quantity of data - I RF_L OF TAPE

This data set consists of 3/g mean spectroheliograms

published in the Astrophysical Journal Supplement, v_ _,

August 1970. [ach mean spectroheliogram was constructed for a

given orbit by averaging the high qumlity count data from the

good quality rasters f_o form a latri, of recorded counts.

Cal;bration constant and identification information are

supplied for mach of the mean =pectrohel;ograms. The data,

which are contalnwd in one file of a 1 track, E_56-bpi, CDC 6400

binary magnetic tapm, were mupplimd to NSSOC by the principal

investigator Idmntify;ng information and rastmr data for each

mean wpectroheliogral are contained in one record of 1997

words. For more information on this data set, contact Dr.

George Withbroe, Center for Astrophysics, 60 Carden Street,
Cambridge, HA 02138

....................................

Data set name - 300 1400 A QUIEt SUN SPECTRUM ON

MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 67 IOOA-O7D, 300 1400A QUIEI SUN SPECIRUH

lime period covered 10/26/61 TO 10/27/67

quantity of data 1 R_ OF TAPE

A number of spectral scans mere made during quiet solar

conditions on October 26 and 27, lg67 (orbits 114 to 121). The

counts for the sale grating step of each of the scans mere

averaged to prey;de maxim.m slgnal-to noise ratio, lhese

averages, divided by 2 for approximately 1],021 steps starting

with step 1, are contained in one file of a f track. 556 bpl

tape that was produced at NSSDC from punch cards supplied by

the principal investigator Data have been entered as bed card

images using an IBM 7094 For detailed information on this

data set, contact Dr Ceorge W_bhbroe, Center for Astrophysics,
60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.

OSO 4. WAGCONE]R

PRDION [1FCTRON DET_CIUR

Data set name COUNI HAlE DAIA DN HACNFIIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 67100A 04A, ELECTRON,PROIDN COUNT RA1LS,IAPE5

Tile period covered 10/23/67 TO 12/30/67

_uantity of data 11 REELS 0E TAPE

This data set consists of 11 experimenter generated,

7-track, 556 bpi, binary multifile tapes generated on a CDC

3600 computer. Oata from one orbit fills one tape file, ehlch

itself has _ maximum of 18 physical records. Full temporal,
spectral, an angular resolution of the measured fluxes gas

preserved in the generaL;on of these tapes. E_l)bemerls

information is also included. The tile period October 23,

1961, to December 30, 1g67. is covered by these tapes math

essentially 100S completeness. Very fem data were reduced by
the experimenter for 1968. For information on the main data

base, contact Dr. James Waggoner, Lamrence Radiation

Laboratory, P.O. _x 808, L;vermore, CA 94550.
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OSO 6, CHUBS

SOLAR X-RAY RADIATION ION CHARBE_

PHOTOMEI_R

................................

Data set name - PLOTS OF RI_)UCEI) SOLAR X-RAY FLUX VS.

TIM'[_ DN MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 69 O06A-O4A, X-RAY PLOTS, 4 CHANNELS,MICROFILM

Time period covermd 01/23/69 TO 08/0_/70

Quantity of data .+ 13 REELS OF MICRDF]LN

This data set, supplied by the mxpmrimenter, consists of

plots of reduced X ray fluxes in four spectral channels

recorded on 13 reels of 35-mm first generation microfilm. The

plots mere generated from digitized tmlemetered information

contained on the orlg;nal experiment data tapes. The X-ray

fluxes [ergs/(sq cm-s)] were plotted vs time. The beginning of

each plot starts at the sale earth longitudinal point so as to

distinguish the photometer responme to the energetic part;ties

of the South Atlantic Anomaly from its response to _lar

X-rays. The photometer outputs mere converted to fluxes by

assuming that the sun OliOS (1) as a 10 mill;on K blackbody in

the 0.5 to 3 A region, (2) as a _ million K blackbody in the

1 to 8 A and 8- to 16-A regions, and (3) as a .5 million K

blackbody in the 44 to 60 A region. With the ezcept;on of a

fem small gaps. the data set covers the period January 23,

1969, to August 2, 1970 However, the 44 to 60 A detector

output became intermittent on June g, 196g, and by June 20,

1969, it was completely off+ The coverage for the other threm

channels began to deter;orate ;n April 1g/0. and by July 1970

the usefulness of the data obtained maw minimal. For

information on the laln data base, contact Dr. Robert Kreplin

or Dr. Talbot Chubb, Naval Research Laboratory, 4555 Overlook

Avenue 5.W., Washington, DC 20375

........................

DSO 5, NFUPERT

SOLAR SPECTRUM 5IUO]ES

.....................

Data 8at name REDUCED SPECTROMFfI_R DATA ON HAGNEIIC

TAPE

NSSDC ID 69-O06A-O3A, REDUCED SPECTROMETER DATA-TAPE

Time period covered - 01/28169 TO 01/12/73

Quantity of data - 393 REELS Of TAPE

This data set, consisting o_ reduced data supplied by the

principal investigator, resides on 3g3 magnetic Lapes written

in binary format ;n odd parity. [he I track tapes have a

density of 800 bp; and were created on an I[_N /094 computer.

The data are grouped ante segments of siK lain frames of data,

mith each main frame consisting of g6 minor frames of data

_ch minor Frame is the information from one 320 millisecond

readout cycle Each main frame includes instrument

housekeeping parameters and time in_rmaLlon For each minor

frame. _ch minor Frame includes relevant housekeeping data

and data from each detector. For more information on the main

data base, contact Dr. Hinoru Nakada, Code 6870, CSFC/NASA,
Greenbelt, HID _01/1

DSD _, NEY

ZODIACAl L]CH1 MONIfDR

Data set name ZODIACAl I ICHI AND AIRCI OW PLOTS ON

MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 6% O06A-OTA, ZODIACAL LCT + AIRCLOW, PLDIS

Time period covermd - 01/27/6g TO 03/1_/71

quantity of data - 400 REELS OF MICROFILM

This data set consists of sets of plots of _O-s maz/min

values For four of the six phoLometers and tee monitor eyes

(photodiodes) p,otted _ time. th;s data set ;.... bset of
69-006A OPB Approlima ly 40 mln of data are on each plot,

and a set of four plots covers a given time period. One plot
conta ns the intensities measured by photometer5 3 and _,

another contains the intensities measured by photometer_ 4 and

6, and the last contains the intensities measured b_ the

pho_odiodes. The intensity scales are 0 Lo 4000 for the

photometers, and O to 256 for the phoLod;odes. The dale of

observation is givmn on the plots. The data, supplied by the

e_perilenter, are partly reduced and are contained on )6 mm

microfilm for information on the laln data base. contact Dr

Edward Ney, Astronomy Department, University of Minnesota, 116

Church Street S.[., Minneapolis, _ 5_455.

.............................................

Data set name - ZODIACAL LIC_I_ AND AIRGLOW TARLES ON

MICROFILM
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NSSDC ID 69-OO6A-070, ZODIACAL LGT * AIRGLOW, TABLES

Time period covered - 01/27/69 TO 03115171

Quantity of data - 300 REELS OF MICROFILM

Th;m d.ta set consists of photometer and mon;t_)r eye data

in tabular form on microfilm. All photometer outputs are

listed as • function of main frame time for each period of

spacecraft night. Each page cent•ins data from 15.36 s. At

the top of each page, in the header, the outputs from the

ionltor eyes, sunrise/sunmet times, mplcecraft position, •nd

spacecraft orientations are given. These data are partly

reduced dat• supplied by the experimenter and are contained on

16-mm microfilm. A subset of these data appears on plots as

data set 69-006A-OlA. He•ever. users may have access to the

data on the premises of NSSOC. For more information on this

data set, contact Dr. Edward Ney, Astronomy Oeplrtment,

Unlvermity of Minnemota, 116 Church Street S.E., Minneapolis,

HN 55455.

.....................................

Data set name - REDUCED PHOTOMEIER DAIA ON NAGNE1]C TAPE

NSSOC ID 69 OOhA 07C, ZODIACAL LGE * AIRGLOW, MAC TAPE

lime period covered - 01/26/69 TO 07/12/70

Quantity of data - 78 REEL5 OF TAPE

This data met, received from the experimenter, im

contained on odd parity, Z-track, 800 bp;, binary magnetic

tlpes written on a CDC 6600. Data cover only n_ghttlme

operation of the spacecraft, and each nighttime period covered

includes complete spacecraft altitude, aspect, and ephemeris

information along •ith relevant housekeeping infer•at;on and

the count rates of the six telescopes. The data from the

individual telescopes are packed as ]? bit words, yielding i

count rate range of from O to 4095 The third •ord oT

telescope 3 is incomplete, containing only B bits, and should

not be used for detailed analys;s_ Quest;enable or missing

data •ere set to O. When turned ore becluse of excessive

light, the telescopes read a small number of counts (fewer than

TO). For more information on this data set. contact Dr. Edmard

Ney. Astronomy Department. University of Minnesota, 116 Church

Street S [ , Ninneapol_s, NN 5545_

DSO 5, RENSE

S01AR E](TRFH[ U[ IRAVI0t IT MONI10R

Data set name REI)(JCeD AND MERGF_ 3 CHANNEl U[ IRA VI01 E1

DATA ON MACNE1 IC IAPf

NSSDC 1_ 69 OOhAO8A, REDUCFD,M]RCED 3 Cfl UV DATA TAPES

Time period covered 0_/O5/69 TO 07/19/7]

Quantity of data ?B REELS 0f TAPE

These experimenter supplied reduced and merged

three channel UV data are on 7-Lrack magnetic tape created on a

CDC 6400 computer at 556 bpi in binary format The tapes are

mull;filed, e;th one orbit of data per file. Each file begins

m;th one label record of 50 CDC 60-bit •erda followed by

variable length data records containing one attitude/orbit

record and a variable number of spacecraft data records. The

label recordm contain satellite I0, begin and end orbit

numbers, begin and end year, day of year, seconds of day.

number of 1 mln records in file, pitch, spin, calibration

values for three channels, time (milliseconds). record and line

numbers for five calibrations, midday and total counts for

three channels, e_posure time. and number of calibrations in

file. Each data (attitude/orbit) record contains day count.

milliseconds of day, ephemeris information, data type

indicator, orbit number, orbit start and end times, day/night

indicator, sunlight exit and entrance day, and milliseconds of

day. 1he spacecraft data consist of time. code, sensor,

background, digital, and wheel data For more information on

the main data base and this data set, contact Dr. William

Rense, Department of Physics and Astrophysics, Duane Physics

laboratory, University of Colorado, Boulder, C[} 8030?

050 6, ARGO

X-RAY SPECTROME!TFT_

Data set name REDUCED SOLAR X RAY LINE FMISSIONS ON

MAO_N_IC TAPE

NSSOC ID 69-068A-O4A, COUNT RATF_S,6 CHANNELS, MAC. TAPE

T;•e period covered - 0B/14/69 TB 01120170

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

This data set, supplied by the experiment_lr, conslstm of

one file of reduced X-ray count rates recorded on 7-track,

556-bp], IBH 7094, binary (odd-parity) magnetic tape. The tape

was derived from 62 reels of NASA OSO 6 1-track, 800-bpl,

binary data tapes, •hlch contained the original data obtained

frol the X-ray spectrometer e.perlient during the period August

14. 1969, t_ January _0, 1970. Dat• contl;ned on the t•pe

include (1) the sum of counts, (?) the average count rate per

second, and (3) the standard deviation for that rite for each

spectral channel for each orbit. Theme parameters are listed

;n tabular form by record number for both the msunW

(solar centered) and lshidel (60 deg alay from the sun)

spectrometer s•eep lodes. _ach record contlins the above three

parameters for each of the six channels in addition to the date

and time (UT) of observation. The first30s of data after

solar X-ray data acquisition and the I•st 30 s at summer have

been removed arbitrarily from the count summations t4_ eliminate

atmospheric transm;sslon errors. The count rates can be

converted to absolute flu=ms by use of the calibration factors

given ;n Tables 1 and ? of IThe 0S0 6 X-r•y Spectrometer

Experiment and Data Description w by Dr. Harold V. Argo, August

4, IgTI (unpublished). The data set covers the period August

14, 1969. to January 20, 1970. Homever. the data after the

first 60 days are probably not useful because the detect_rs

suffered severe gain degradation. For more ;nformatlon on the

main data base, contact Or. Harold Argo, Los Ata_os Scientific

Laboratory, MS 436, P.O. Box ]663, Lom Alamos, NM B7545.

.................................................

0S0 6, BOYD

STUOY OF SOLAR HELIUM I, HELIUM II,

OXYGEN, AND NITROGEN RADIATIBN
..........................................

Data set name - EXPERIHEN1 ASPECT TAPES

79

NSSDC ID 69 06BA 06A. EXPERIMENT ASPECT TAPES

Time period covered O8/11/69 T0 0B/0B/70

Quantity of data 3 REEIS OF TAPE

This data set, received from the experimenter, ;s on

BOO bpi, Q track, binary magnetic tapes created on an IB_

series 360 computer and contains the aspect inEBriation needed

to interpret data sets 69 06BA 06r and 69-06BA-06C. Listed are

day, hour (in seconds of GF_). spacecraft geodetic latitude and

longitude, spacecraft altitude in kilometers, declination of

the solar vector, McIIJmain's [ parameter, magnetic Tield

strength, af_d spacecraft spin rate (in rotations per second).

For information on the main data base and this data set,

contact Dr Bruce Woodgate, Code 681, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, MID

20/71

Data set name I ]SIJNC oF SOLAR EUV FIUXE_ ON RACNElIC

TAPE (4 SECOND F_AMES)

NSSDC ID 69 O68A 06B, FLUX VS lINE. FINF TIME R_ 1APE

lime period covered - OB/]4/69 10 10/03/70

Quantity of data 9 REJ_LS Of TAPE

]his data set, obtained from the experimenter, is on

Roe bpi, 9 track, binary magnetic tape created on an TOM series

360 computer and incorporates the flu.es observed by each

detector during each frame eith relevant housekeeping data

Listed are the fJules observed at 180, _56, 304, 537, 504, B35.

991, and 1175 A and lyman alpha (]716 A) from a continuum

channel, from an electron detector, and from a scattered light

de bector AI so included a re date, t; me (C_4T), spacec raft

pitch, _p,n rate, temperature, and various voltages.

Informat,_(_n _ll(_eing the data to be placed with regard to their

iocat=(_n ,rl t,he spacecraft main frame data stream is given

Data are pr(>v,ded for about 60 min of each 96 min orbit. Pitch

and spin rates are incorrect for satellite dusk or dawn

cond_tlons, when the aspect tapes (data set 6g-06BA OhA) must

be used _nstead. For information on the main data base and

this data set, contact Dr. Bruce Woodgate, Code 681, GSEC/NASA,

Greenbelt, ND _O77].

Data set name - 2 MIN AVI_RACES OF SOLAR EUV FI UXES ON

MACNE_]C TAPE

NSSDC ID 69 06BA O6C, 2 H]NLFIE AVERAGES (MAGTAPE)

Time period covered - 08115/69 T0 09/29/70

Quantity of data I RE_ DF 1APE

This data met. obtained from the e=per=menter, _s on

BOO bpi, 9 track, binary magneLic tape generated on an I_M



serles 360 computer and contains 2 mln averages of the data

listed in data set 69 068A-068 listed are the day number, a

damn/dusk flag, the air•lilLe pitch and spin rate, and the

counts averaged over 2-mln intervals for [he ]80, 256, 304,

53•, 584, 835. 991. and 1175 A and Lymanalpha channels from a

continuum channel, from an electron detector, and from a

scattered light detmct_r. A[_o listed are the spacecraft spin

rate, pitch angle, and hour and minute data over 60 min of each

96-mln orbit_ Each varlable ;s averaged over in entire sunlit

pass, and this average and ;ts standard deviation are also

given. High count rates that are due to the South Atlantic

Anomaly, as detected by the scattered light detector, are not

included in" the pass long averages. Following the above

informatlon, the same data are reported mith the count rates

converted t_ i mcounts per second m scale. For more inforlation

on this data set, contact Dr. Bruce _oodgate, Code 681,

CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, _ 20•71.

0S0 6, COLDBERC

SOLAR UV SCANNING SP[CTRONFTER,

SPECTROttELIOHETE_ (300 TO 1400 A)

Data set name - EUV RASIF_ SCANS ON MAGNETIC TAPE

NSS[X: ID 69 068A-OIA, EUV RASTER SCANS

Time period covered 08/12/69 TO 05/12/70

Quantity of data - 5) REEl5 OF TAPE

This data set, supplied by the principal investigator,

consists of all recorded full disk (large) and small

spectrohellograms that mere obtained mhile the spacecraft

operated in a raster pattern. The data are contained on

bpl, 9 track, binary magnetic tapes generated on an ]_

360/65 computer. The tapes contain, for each specbrohel;ogram.

the time each was obtained and the intensity measurements as a

function of position in the spectroheliogram. For information

on the maln data base and this data set, contact Or. George

Withbroe. Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street. Cambridge.
HA 02138

Data set name 300 10 1400 A POINTED SPFCTRAt SCANS ON

HACN| TIC TAPE

_SSOC ID 69-O68A-O]8, 300 |400A POINTED SPECTHAI SCANS

Time period covered 08/11/69 TO O5/11//0

Quantity of data 15 RLLLS 0F ]API

This data set. supplied by the principal invesLigator,

consists of all spectral scan data obtained by pointing the
spectrometer at the center of the solar disk or at one Of the

pointing positions. The data are contained on 800 bpi,

Q-track, binary magnetic tapes generated on an IRH 360/65

computer. The tapes contain, for each scan, the Lime of scan

and intenslty measurements in a serial list. 1he procedure for

relating posltion in the serial I;st to wavelength and t;me is

given ;n the documentation furnished eith the data. For more

informaL;on on the main data base and this data set, contact

Dr. George Withbroe, Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street,
Cambridge, HA 02138.

Data set name EXPE]_IH_ C8HI4AND L80S ON HACN[TIC TAPE

NSSOC 10 69_068A 010. COHHAND LOCS

Time period covered O8/12/69 TO 05/12/70

quantity of data 1RE_ 0F TAPE

This data set contains the Harvard College Observatory

(HCO) OSO 6 experimen t observing log, available a_; one Tile on

556-bp;, bed, • trick tape The information, mhlch includes

UT, spacecraft and emperiment operating modes, all of the f_O

commands sent to the spacecraft, etc.. is given for each orbit.

This log also contains indea information that permits rapld

computer searching for given types of observatlons to satlsfy a
particular criterion. For detailed information on thls data

set, contact Dr. George W;thbroe. Center for Astrophysics. 60

Garden Street. Cambrldge. HA 02138.

...............................................

Data set name HARCH •. 19•0 SOLAR ECLIPSE DATA ON

HAGNFT]C TAPE

NSSOC ID 69 068A-01D, HARCH •, 1970 SOLAR ECLIPSE DATA

Time period covered - 03/07/•0 TO 03/08/70

Quantlty of data - ] REEL OF TAPE

This solar eclipse data set contains data taken from the

tapes described under data set 69-068A-OIA and copied on

800-bpi. 9 track, binary tape by NSSOC. During the period from

0246 UT on March • to 2213 LIT on March 8, 1970, the spacecraft

uam operated primarily in the raster mode. A number of large

raster scans were made at may•lengths of 625 A (Hg X), 630 A (0

V), 977 A (C I]1), 1026 A fly beta), 1032 A (0 VI), and 1216 A

(Ly alpha). For _re information on these data, contact Dr.

George Withbroe, Center for Astrophysics. 60 _irden Street.

Cambridge. HA 02138.

.......................................

Data set name SEARCH PROC_AH FOR DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSOC ID 69 O68A-OIE, COMHANO L0G SEARCH PRO_AM

Time period covered - (N/A)

_uant;ty Of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

Thls data set is a Fortran IV program available as one

file on a _56-bpi. bed. • track magnetic tape generated on an

IBM •094 computer by NSSDC. It is designed to search the tog

described under data set 69-068A O]C for all blocks of data

sat;sfying the criter;a chosen by the user. The input data for

a search must be provlded on tie cards. Instructions for

preparing the cards are contained in the documentation

furnished alth the data. For more informaL;on on thls data

set, contact Dr. Ceorge _ithbroe. Center for Astrophysics, 60

Garden Street. Cambridge, HA 02138

..................................

Diti set name CALIBRATION FACTOR DO HAGNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 69 068A-OIF, CALIB_ATION f ACTOR COMPUTATION

Time period covered - (N/A)

Uuantity of data ] RF--_L DF TAPE

This data set ;s composed of a program lritten in Fortran

]V contained as two files on 5S6-bp{, bed, • track magnetic

tape generated on an ]BH •094 computer by NSS_)C. The program
can be used to calculate the calibration factor that converts

the observed intensities from engineering to absolute units.

Also included are the standard data required ;n the

calculation. For more information on this data set, contact

Or. Oeorge _ithbroe, Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street.

Cambridge. HA 02]38
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0S0 7. CHUPP

SOLAR _A-RAY MONITOR

..................................

Data set name _ 0S0 7 SOLAR X RAY DATA (7.5 - 11_OK_V) ON
TAPES

NSSDC ]D 710B3A-O6A, X-RAY (7.5=I2OK_V) OATA

Time period covered 09/30/71 10 12/27/72

_uantity of data 19 R_LS OF ]APE

This experimenter-generated data set consists OF 9 trick,

]BH 360 compatlble magnetlc tape packed at 300 bpi The

informatlon on the tapes is the X-ray counting rites detected

by the ;nstrument over the period from September 30. 1971. t_

December 31. 1972. The data are for the four energy intervals

from •.5 to 15 keY, 15 to 30 keV, 30 to 60 keV. and 60 to 1_0

keY. These data are the uncorrected observed counting rates.

Data coverage i_ evenly divided among _olar counting rates and

countlng rites obtained from the dayslde of the earth, the

nightside of the earth, and the celestial antlsolar point (2S_

for each of the four). For information on the main data base,

contact Dr. Edmard Chupp, Physics Department, OeMerltt Hall.

University of Nem Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824.

Oat• set name TAPE 0E OSO • GAHMA RAY EXPCRIMD4TS

R_SPONSF FUNCTION

3O



NSSDC ID 71-083A-O6B, CARHA-RAY EXP. RESPONSE FUNCTION

Time period covered - 06/12/71 TO 06/17/71

(Date supplled by eaperlmenter)

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

Thls data set, obtained from the ezperimenter, is on

Q-track. bed magnetic tape packed at 800 bpi. The data are of

the calibration runs made with the fully loaded spacecraft at

Ball Brothers Research Corporal;on during the period from June

12-17, 1971. These data are in the form of pulse-helght

spectra produced by the instrument. _lch spectrum is of 400

channels ;n length. Thm spectra were taken with the instrument

irradiated by gamma rays from Sn]13. Cs137, Zn66, mnd Na24

sources. In addition, gamma-ray lines 1.460 MeV (K4O) and

2.615 MeV (Th_8) mere imposed onto the background. These

lines mere used to determine the gain and channel/energy

registration as a function of tlme over the 5-day etudy period.

Each spectrum ;s for a particular choice of radiation

source/instrument elevation and azimuth angles- The methods

used to produce these spectra and the procedure used in

calibrating the instrument from these results ire described by

Higb;e et al. in mNucJeir Instruments and Hethods m

(North-Holland Publishing Co.), v. 108, pp. 167 176, 1973. For

detailed information on this data set. contact Dr. Edward

Chupp. physics Department, DeMer;tt Hall, University of New

Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824.

Data set name - 0S0-7 GAMMA rAY DATA (0.3 9.1MEV) ON

TAPES

NS5DC ID 71-083A-06C, CAHHA-RAY (0 3-9.]ML-_/) DATA

Time period covered 10/03/71 TO 12/25/72

Quantity of data - 48 RF-_J_S OF 1APE

Ibis data set was obtained from the elperimenter- The

data set consists of g-track, bcd magnetic tape packed at 800

bpi. The set gives the gamma-ray puJse-helght spectra (0.3 to

9.1 HeY) gathered by the University of New Hampshire instrument

over the period 0ct_Dber 3, 1971, to December 25, 1972. I_ch

pulse height spectrum ;s represented by the contents ;n 350 to

380 energy channels. The data are corrected for variations in

the gain of the instrument during its lifetime. ]he spectra

are of the sun (25_), the days;de of the earth (25_), the

nightside of the earth (25S), and the celestial antisolar point

(25S). Each spectrum is accompanied by much ancillary

information: starting and end times for the integration,

positional informal;on for the satellite, magnetic parameters,

pointing coordinates, Van Allen parameters, etc For

information o[I the main data base and this data set, contact

Dr Edward Chupp. Physics Department, DeMeritt Hall, University

of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824

OSO 7. CLARK

COSMIC X RAY 50URCf5 IN THI RANC[

].6]DgA

Data set name MASTE_ DAtA 1APES FOR CELE_]IAL soURcES

OF X-RAYS, 1 60 KE_

N55DC ]D 71 083A 04A, 1-60KEV CF_F_TIAL XRAY DATA TAP_

lime period covered " 10/02/71 TO 05/24/13

Quantity of data 66 REF_LS OF TAPE

These experimenter supplied, X-ray master event data are

g-track magnetic tape written on an IBM 360 computer at

_0 bpi ;n binary f .... t. Th ...... d .... blocked m;th .....

logical records per physical record. Each tape begins with a

label record containing descriptive information and the year

and day of the data. ]he telemetry data records (one

subcommunication cycle) comprise 48 digital main frames of (1)

the four main frame words, (_) the mheel, sail, and digital

subcommunicat.*<_,l words, and (3) quality flags. The

subcommunicat, i(_n <y(-le contains 1536 s of data Just over 12

subcommunicatic_ _ycles contribute to one MIT format, which is

190.08 of data. The MI] format is composed of 264 lines of

nine 8-_it words each. The 264 lines are broken into eight

data blocks, each of which is, in turn, composed of either a

format start line or a block start line and 32 data lines. The

beglnnlng line of the block is used to transmit synchronization

and elperiment status information. The following 32 lines are

used to transmit data. Each data llne begins with the number

of the bin from which the data about to be read out were

accumulated In sequence, but without identlf;cat;on, the

contents of the submemories associated with that bin and each

of the eight measurement chains whose outputs have been

accumulated are read out That this sequencing is being

performed is verified by the first three b_ts of HI1 .ord 3 of

every block start line. The bin number is transferred directly

from the readout location register, giving a positive

indication of the merry location during readout. For

information on the main data base and this data set, contact

Dr. lhomas Markert, Center for Space Research, Massachusetts

Institute of ]ethnology, 37-515, Cambridge, MA 02]39.

Data set name - ANNOTATE]) PLOT5 OF THE 1-60 KEY X-RAY

RESULTS ON MICROFILH

NSSOC 1D 71 083A-O4B, MICROFILM PLOTS 1-60KEY XRAY DATA

Time period covered - 03/27/72 TO 01/11/74

Quantity of data - 115 REEJ-S OF RICROFILH

This data set contains microfilm plots of ]-60 key data

on celestial X-ray sources. There is one plot for each NIT

telemetry format (190.08 s). The descriptive labels on each

plot are e_pla_ned on the sample frame furnished by RIT. The

stronger knomn X-ray sources are listed in a table at the top

of the frame mhen they mere detectable during the format.

These sources are also cited in the bin mhere they should be

observed. When more than eight sources are ;n vlel the

sources are cited but not labeled. Refer to printouts of these

sample dill, provided upon request, for ;dentlficatlon of the

unlabeled sources. There are about 450 frames on microfilm for

each day of data to dmy 86g, when the tape recorder failed.

The amount of data after day 869 is reduced accordingly. For

more information on this data set, contact Dr. Thomas Harkert,

Center for Space Research. Hissachusetts Institute of

Technology, 37-515, Cambridge, HA O_13g.

...........................................

050 7, p_ER50N

COSMIC X-RAY EXPERIMENT

.......................................................

Data set name - UCSD COSMIC RAY 5KYMAP

NSSOC ID 71 083A-O3A, UCSO, COSHIC X-RAY SKYHAP

Time period covered - 09/2g/71 TO 05/18/73

_uant;ty of data - _7 CARDS OF B/M MICROFICHE

This data set on microfiche, provided by the

experimenter, consists of computer printout page images. E_ch

image contains three 1-deg solid angle data sets. 1he data are

ordered by increasing galactic latitude, beginning mith minus

go deg and going through 0 deg t_ plus go deg. For each

latitude there ;s a set of longitude bins whose size is

adjusted t_ give a 1-deg solid angle_ The number of longitude

bins per latitude ranges from 1 (aL plu_ or minus 90 deg) bo

360 (at the equator) or approzimately 42,000 bins for the

entire sky. Th;s data set covers approximately 37,000 of these

bins averaged over from one Lo three of the sky scans performed

in the 2_1 days of the mission betmeen September _g, lg_], and

May 18. ]973. The data in each set are ordered in four

columns lhe columns are labeled as CH, COUI_tS, 5](_!A, and

L]VET]ME- CH is the pulse height channel (PHA) of the event.

COUNIS is the number of background subtracted photons observed

from that portion of the sky in that I::_'-IA channel. 5]CJ4A is the

variance (not the standard deviation) on the net counts.

L]VE_IM[ ;s the livetime for that channel for that bin on the

man
sky. For information on the i data base. contact Dr.

Richard Rothschild, Center for Astrophysics and 5pace Science.

UCSD, C- 011, La Jolla, CA 92093.

050 7, pETI_50N

HARD SOLAR X-RAY MONITORINC

.......................................

Data set name - UCSO SOLAR X-RAY CATALOC ON MICROFIt_

NSSOC ID 71083A-ObA, UCSD SOLAR X RAY CATALOC

]ime period covered-- ]0/02/11 TO 0_/21/13

Quantity of data Q CARDS OF B/_ M]CROFICH_

This data set ;s a microfiche copy of a catalog that

lists the times of complete data coverage of, and the principal

Xray events observed with. the University of California at San

Diego (UCSD) 050 7 solar X ray experiment (7] 083A-05). ]he

catalog is intended as a data reference for scientific

investigators wishing to do correlative studies _nvolving solar

X ray data. The IJ_SD instrument observed a large number of

X-ray events during the period covered by this catalog, October

2, 1971, to February 27, 1973. The basic data contained in the

catalog are (1) the times of observations, (2) the times of

occurrence of charged-particle events. (3) the times of the

peaks in solar X-ray bursts, and (4) the peak Fluxes in

photons/(sq cm s-keY) for the 5.] to 6.6 keV channel of the

proportional counter and for the 20 t_ 30 keY channel of the

scintillation counter. The catalog was generated using the set

of magnetic tapes containing the reduced data that were

produced by the UCSD experimenters for NSSOC. E_ch requester

should receive a hard copy of *Oata Users Note for the 050 7

UCSD Solar X-ray Instrument's Data Coverage and Deleted X ray

_vents Catalog (_*_876-000A)* and a listing of the 1RF

3]



bibliographyfor the experiment Z1 O83A 05 and its associated

data sets. For information on the main data base and this data

set, contact Dr Laurence Paterson, Center for Astrophysics and

Space Sciences, Univmr&ity of California at San Diego, Code

C-all, L= Jolla, CA 92093

...........................

DS0 7, TOUSEY

WHILE LIC24] CORONACRAPH AND EXTREPIE

ULTRAV]OLE1 CORONA

.............................

Data see name -SYNOPTIC 0BSERVATIONS OF THE SOLAR CORONA

DURINC ROTATIONS 1S80-1S96

NSSOC ID 71-083A-O2A, SYNOPIIC OBS Of SOLAR CORONA

Time period covered 10/11/71 TO 01/15/73

Quantity of data - ] BOOK OR BOUIND VOLUHE

This data set is conta;nmd in report UAC-48A, entitled

nSynoptlc Observations Of the Solar Corona During Carrlngton

Rotations 1680 - 1596 (October 11, 197] January 15, 19/3). =

It includes images of the white light corona between 3 and 10

solar radii taken with the 0S0 I ehltm light coronagraph, solar

XUV (171 630 A) corona_rams taken with the 0S0 7 XUV

coronagraph, polar plots of coronal brightness at ].5 and 4

solar radii (using data from the Mauna Loa K coronameter as

metl as from the OSO 7 coronagraph), synoptic maps of coronet

brightness at 1.1, 1.5, and 4 solar radii (Hauna Loa data plus

OSO 7 data), and a list of white light transients observed

between 3 and lO solar radii. Daily images of the lhite-light

corona for the period February 197_ through June 1974 have been

publ;shed ;n Solar-Ceophys;cal Data, number 332, part 1 (April

1972), through number 360, part 1 (August 1974). Daily solar

XUV coronagrams for the period October 1972 through October

]9/3 have been published in Solar Ceophysical Data, number 340,

part ] (December 19/2), through number 352, part ] (December

]973). Ibis data set ;s available through National Climate

Center, Asheville, North Carolina. Information on the main

data base can be obtained by contacting Dr. Bichard Iousey,

Naval Research Laboratory, Code 4107, Washington, DC 2037S.

NSSDC ]D 15 OSIA 000. SKY MAPS OF SPACt_CRAFI POS]IIONS

Time per;od covered (N/A)

Quantity of data S CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set consists of maps that indicate the

approximate posit;on of the 0S0 B spin mils during the lifetime

of the mission with respect to selected X-ray sources,

displayed on. a local coordinate system (_.e., sky map). The

right ascension and declination of the marked central position

in each map are sholn at the bottom. SOurces are indicated by

abbreviations, as listed in the accompanying cata}og. Sources

relevant to both the positive spin ax,s po_nt;ng detector of

experiment 7S 057A-06 and the negative a=is pointing detect_)rs

are shown on the same map. Starred sources refer _o the

negativesplr_ ax;s direction_ The right ascension and

declination of the marked posit;on relate to the starred

sources The catalog was compiled before the OSO B launch, so

most of the candidate sources are now known to have fluxes that

Ire undetectable by ezperiment 7b OS/A 06. Other sources,

although detectable, have by now improved poe;Lions. However,

eith the maps and thm catalog, one should be able to find the

appro, lmate coordinates of any point on the maps. Catalog

source positions are given in 1975 epoch coordinates. Day

numbers along the spin alis path are ind;catmd, with day 0

corresponding to January 1. 1975 For more information on thls

data set. contact Dr Peter Serlemitsos, Laboratory for High

Energy Astrophysics, Code 661, CSFC/NASA, Creenbelt, MD ?0771.

........................

OSO 8, ACION

HAPPINC X RAY HLLIOMEI_R

...........................

Dltl set ham@ DAILY SOLAR X-RAY DAIA

NSSDC ]D 75-057A-O4A, DAILY SOLAR X-RAY DATA

Time period covered 06/24/75 TO 09/30/78

Quantkty of data 101 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This ditl set consists of tea major pmrt_: (1) i printout

of all available solar data coverage times, and (2) a daily

graphic presentation of the variation of X ray intensity mith

32

t;me for selected po;nts corresponding primarily to the centers

of optically detected solar active regions at ] m;n time

resolution. 1he data are accompanied by e=tens;ve

documentation that explains thm process of converting the raw

dati on the origenal tapes to solar histogram X-ray maps. For

information on the maln data base and this dale set contact

Dr Loren Acton, Dept. 91 _O, Bldg. 2SS, lockheed Pato Alto

Research Laboratory, 3251 Hanover Street, Paid Al_o, CA 94304.

.......................

OS0 8, BARTH

HICH-RESOLU_ION ULTRAVIDLE_ SPECTROHETE_

MEASURF)IEN_S

Data set name SPECTBOHD_IOCRAM ON MACNL_ IC 1APt

NSSDC ID 75 OSlA-OIA, SPECTROHELIOCRAH ON mAC. TAPE

Tile per;od covered 06/_8/7S 10 09/30/18

Quantity of daba 38 REELS OF TAPE

These experimenter supplied, spectrohel;ogram data are on

7 track, IBOO-bp;, binary magnetic Lape created on a PDP 11/34

computer. The tapes are multilaned, lith each file contaln;ng

_) seven lord header of Red;= 50 LiLle information for internal
P use followed by an e=per;ment header record and a varilble

muller of logical header records and data records of 1024 bytes

each. ]he experiment hoadmr record contains tape and

experiment ident;f_cablon information, dale and orbit number,

and satellite pus;Lion. A logical header record precedes each

dita record. It contains the dimension of the logical data

array of the data record, wavelength information, time at start

of logical record, absolute and differential temperatures, gate

time, true spacecraft mode, calculated actual azimuth and

elevation (for raster experiments only), and experiment type

Each data record contains an array of one of the following five

experiment types: (]) spectroheliogram (observation of the

variation of a single wavelength or several wavelengths in a

llne profile wlth tlme and with position on the solar disk);

(_) spectroheJiogram emission eel;mum or minimum, (3) flare

latch (observation of the intensities at one wavelength with

position within a small raster frame, (4) spectroheliogram with

limb offset, and (5) mmlssion mallmUm or minimum mith limb

offset. DaLe reduction programs for data analysis are

available on data set -011. Ear more information on the main

data base, contact Dr. Charles Berth, Laboratory for

Atmospheric and Space Physics, Campus Boa 392, University of

Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309.

Data set name LIMB BRICHTE_INC ON HACNFI]C T APE

NSSDC ]D 75 OS/A OlB. tIMB BH]C_NENINC ON MAC. TAPE

Time period covered 09/28/75 10 09/30/18

Quantity of data - 15 REELS 0E ]APE

lhese elperlmenter supplied, limb brightening data are on

7 track, 800+bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a PDP 11/34

computer. The tapes are multifiled, with each file containing

i seven-lord header of Radi=-SO title information for internal

POP use followed by an eIperlment header record and a variable

number of logical header records and data records of 1024 bytes

each. The m=per;ment header record contains tape and

eaperiment identification information, date and orbit number,

and satellite position. A logical header record precedes each

ditl record. It contains the dimension of the logical data

array of the date record, wavelength information, t_me at start

of record, absolut_ and differential temperatures, gate time,

true spacecraft mode, calculated actual azimuth and elevation

(for raster experiments only), and e=periment type. L1)ch data

record contains an array of one of the foltoling three

e=per;eent types: (1) limb brightening (observation of a line

profile repeated fewer than 64 times at each preselected

position on the disk or above the limb), (_) detailed llmb

brightening (identical to llmb br;ghtenlng e=cept the user is

allowed _o observe up _o 10_4 data points per llne profile

instead of up t_ 64), and (3) limb br;ghten;ngo multiple llne

profile (observation of up to eight line profiles at positions

on the dlsk and ibove the limb). Data reduction programs for

data analysis ire contained on data set -011. For more

information on thls data set, contact Dr. Charles Berth.

Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, Campus Bo_ 392,

Un;verslty of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309.

...................................................

Data set name - V_LOCIIY ST{JOY ON NACNEFIC TAPE

.......... IS
_ _+Ory Qbf_L#TY



NSSOC IO 75-057A-01C, VELOCITY STUOY ON HAC. TAPE

Time period covered - 06/25/75 TO 09/30/78

Quantity of data - 16 REELS OF TAPE

These experlmenter-supplied, velocity study data are on

7-track, 800-bpi, b_nary magnetic tape crested on a POP 11/34

computer. The tapes ire lultlfiled0 with each file containing

a seven-word header of Radix-50 title information for internal

POP use followed by an experiment header record and a variable

number of logical header records and data records of 10_4 bytes

each. The experiment header record contains tape and

experiment identification inforiation, date and orbit number,

and satellite position. A logical header record precedes each

data record. It contains the dimension of the logical data

array of the data record, wavelength information, time at start

of logical record, absolute and differential temperatures, ga_e

time, true spacecraft mode: calculated ictual azimuth and

elevation (for raster elper;ment5 only), and experiment type.

Each data record contains an array of one of the following

three eKperlment typeS: (11 mull;pie I;ne scan (observation of

up to eight indlv;duil llne profiles at a single position) -- i

group of lines may be scanned repeatedly to observe changes or

shifts in the lines lith time, (2) velocity study (identical to

line scan e=cept thab no more than 64 data points per line

profile are aJloled and up to 127 eave_engbh drive steps

between observations may be used), and (3) velocity study w_th

llmb offset. Data reduction programs for dale analysis are

available on data set 011. For more information on this data

set, contact Dr. Charles Berth, Laboratory for Atmospheric and

Space Physics, Campus Box 392, University of Colorado, Boulder,

CO 80309.

.............................................

Data set name - SPECTRUM SCAN ON MACNET]C TAPE

NSSOC ID /5-05/A-OlD, SPECTHUH SCAN ON MAC 1APE

I_me period covered - 06/23/7S TO 09/30/78

Quantity of dale 18 RELLS OF TAPE

These eKperimenter-suppJied, spectrum scan data are on

I Lrack, 800 bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a POP 11/34

computer. The tapes are multlfiled, with each file containing

a /-word header of Radix-SO title information for internal PDP

use followed by an experiment header record and a variable

number of logical header records and data records of 1014 bytes

each. The experiment header contains tape and experiment

identification information, dale and orbit number, and

satellite position. A logical header record precedes each data

record It contains the dimension of the dale array,

wavelength informaEion, start Lime of logical record, absolute

and differential temperatures, gale Lime, true spacecraft mode,

calculated actual azimuLh and elevation (for raster experiments

only), an_ e_perimenL type. (_ch data record contains an array

of one of the following eighL experiment types: (11 eavelength

maximum (observation of a single line profile at one position

on the solar disk), (2) line scan (observation of the profile

of a single position in point mode), (3) spectrum scan

(observation of a large part of the solar spectrum), (4)

multiple line scan (observation of up Lo eight individual line

profiles at a single poinL), (_) wavelength maximum with limb

offset, (6) line scan with limb offset, (7) spectrum scan with

limb offset, and (8) multiple line with limb offset. Data

reduction programs for data analysts are available on dale set

-OE]. Eor more informatlon on this data set. contact Dr.

Charles Berth, Laboratory for Atmospherlc and Space Physics,

Campus Box 392. University of Colorado, BouSder, CO 80309.

Data set name SP_CTRUHRANCE SCAN ON HAC_q|IIC TAPE

NSSOC ID 75-057A OlE, SPECTRUH RANCt SCAN ON MAC IAP|

lime period covered 06/23//5 10 06/24//8

Quantity of dale 7 RLfJS Of IAPI

These experimenter-supplied, spectrum range scan dale are

on 7 track. 800-bpi. binary magnetic tape created on a PDP

11/34 computer. The tapes are mulLifiled, with each file

containing a seven gord header of Radix SO title information

for internal PDP use followed by an experimenL header record

and variable number of logical header records and dale

records lhe experiment header contains tape and experiment

identification information, dale and orbit number, and

satellite posit;on. A logical header precedes each data

record, at contains the dimension of the logical dale array,

wavelength information, start time of logical record, absolute

and differential temperatures, gate time, true spacecraft mode.

calculated actual azimuth and elevation (for raster e=periments

only), and experiment type. Each dale record contains an array

of one of the folloeing two experiment types: (11 spectrum

range scan and (2) spectrum range scan with limb offset. These

are similar to the spectrum scan data (OlD) The differences

are in the original wavelength speclf;cation, the number of

eavelengLh pos=Lions observed, and the number of slops beLeeen

observed points. Data reductlon programs for data analysis are

available on data see -OlI. For more information on this data

set. contact Dr. ChmrJes Barth, Laboratory for Atmospheric and

Space physics, Campus Box 89_, University of Colorado, Boulder,

CO 80309

..........................................................

Data set nile - SINCLE WAVELI_ICTH MONITORINC DATA ON

MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 7S-057A-OIF, SINCLE WAVEJ_ENCTH MONITORINC DATA

Time period covered - 06/23/75 TO 09/18/78

Quantity of data 5 REELS OF TAPE

These experimenter-supplled, single eavelengLh emnlt.oring

data are on 7-track, 800-bpi, blnary mlgnetic tape created on I

PDP 11/34 computer. The tapes are mulL;filed, with each file

containing a seven-eord header of Ride= 50 title information

for internal POP use followed by an experlment header record

and variable number of logical header and daLn records of

1024 abyte5 each The experiment header record contains tape

and experiment ;dentiflcaLion informaL;on, date and orbit

number, and satellite posit on. A logical header record

precedes each data record. It contains the dimension of the

logical dora arrays eavelength information, Start time of

logical record, absolute and differential temperatures, gate

Lime, true spacecraft lode, calculated actual azimuth and

elevation (for raster experiments only), and experiment type.

Each data record contains an array of one of the following two

experiment types: (11 single wavelength monif_oring (repeated

observation of the intensity at one wavelength at one posil_on

on the solar disk to monitor changes wlth tile), and (21 single

wavelength monitoring with limb offset. Both experiment types

are point mode. Data reduction programs for data analysis are

available on data set 011. For more information on this data

set, contact Dr. Charles Berth, Laboratory for At_spheric and

Space Physics, Campus BOx 39_, University of Color_do, Boulder,
CD 80309.

......................................

DaLe set name - HISC F_LANEOIJS DATA ON HACNF_IC TAPE

33

NSSDC ID /5-O&/A-OIC, MISCEiLLANEOUS DATA ON MAC. TAPE

llme period covered 06/28/75 lO 07/22/78

Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPt

These experimenter supplied, miscellaneous data are on

/-track, 800 bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a POP 11/34

computer. The tapes are multifiJed, with each file containing

a /-word header of Radix 50 LiLle information for internal P1)P

use followed by an experiment header record and a variable

number of logical header and data record_ of 10_4 bytes each.

lhe experiment header record contains Lape and e_periment

identification information; date and orbit number, and

satellite posit;on. A Iogicat header record precedes each data

record. IL contains the dimension of the data array.

wavelength inforsatlon, start time of logical record, absolute

and differential temperatures, ga_e Lime, true spacecraft mode.

calculated actual azimuth _nd elevation (for raster experiments

only), and experiment type. _ch data record _n this

miscellaneous data set contains an array of one of the

following six experimen_ types: ()) wavelength maximum

(observation of a single line profile at one pos;tlon on the

sitar di_k). (2) lilt finder (observation of intensities aL one
offset

sereswavelength aL each i of _0 selectable spacecraft

posit;gas), (3) specLroheliogram with limb offset (observation

of a single wavelength for one or more raster frames or

different eaveleng£h along a line prelate with each repeat of

raster). (4) eavelengLh maximum wibh limb offset, (S)

wavelength monitoring with limb offset repealed observations at

a limed wavelength, and (6) spectrum range scan eith limb

offset (one or repeated observations of a large section of the

spectrum where starting and ending wavelengths are _pe¢ified)

Data reduction program_ for data analysis are available on data

set OlI. For Bore informaL;on on this data set, contact Dr.

Charles Birth. Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics,

Campus Box 3Q_, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309.

Data set name CAIALOC OF SON]E_ FINAl DATA 1APES

NSSDC ID lb OS7A-OIH, CAT OF SORTED FINAl DATA 1AP[_

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data 1 RF_I OF TAPE

This experimenter supplied Catalog of sorted final data

tapes is on 7-track, 800 bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a

POP 11/34 computer. The catalog conLalns 103 formatted files.

1he first record of each file is a seven-eord header containing

Radlx-50 title informal;on for internal PDP use. The second

record is a lO_4-byte record of Filler data. The data records

consist of eight 32-eord logical records per physical block.

Lach logical record contains catalog number; sequence number on

tape; sequence number of experiment; starting and ending

,::_,_T_G,,,_;!/:_LPAGE IS
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wavelength; roll angle; first and second dimensions of data

arrays; commanded azimuth and elevation in arc minutes; number

of first and last logical record Jn file; gate time in seconds;

start time in day, hour, and minute; emperiment type and

category; number of wavelength drive steps between

observations; number of observations of a line; duration of

experiment in minutes; elperiment complete/incomplete fJag;

year code; number of lines observed; spacecraft mode; silt

length in arc seconds; orbit number; minutes since sunrise at

start Of experiment; length of day for orbit in minutes; and

day, hour, and minute of sunrise for this orbit. Data

reduction programs for data analysis are available on data set

-01]. For more information on this data set, contact Dr.

Charles Birth, Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics,

Campus Box 392. University of Colorado. Boulder. CO 80309.

Data set name DATA REDUCTION PROC;RAMS ON IAP[

NSSOC ID 75 OSZA 011, DATA REDUCTION I_R0_AM5 ON TAPE

Time per_od covered (N/A)

Quantity of data I REJ__L OF TAPE

These experimenter supplied data reduction programs are

on 7-track0 800-bpi, ASCii magnetic tape created on a PDP 11/34

computer. The programs are contained on 6/ data files. The

first record Of each file is a seven word header containing

Radix _0 title information for internal POP use. The most

useful program is SO|, an interactive data processing language

developed specifically for OSO 8 data analysis. The language

;s statement oriented and is designed to handle scalars,

vectors, llne profiles, and matrices of both integer and

floating point modes The interactive nature of the language

IIIoms single statement ezecution as welt as slbored program

execution. The stored programs include RDCAT.FrN, which is

used to read the sorted catalog tape (-O1H) and make a list of

files whose parameters satisfy the input criteria; SORTFD.F_N,

which separates the data tape's experiment types into

categories; LOCAT.PRO. mhich allows the user to input the name

of an experiment and find the pointing coordinates of that

raper;meat
on a particular hydrogen alpha p_cture; SOll.l_N,

which ;s a collection of Fortran routines to read and write

SOL formatted data files; B_S[T MAC. mhlch is a routine to

open a block access file; CFII.FIN. a collection of subroutines

that use a Newton Raphson technique to fit a Caussian to the

input data; and MASSACE. which is a data processing routine

designed to smooth spectrum scans and correct for distortion of

the line proTiles. For more information on this data set,

contact Dr. Charles Birth, taboratory for Atmospheric and Space

Physics, Campus Box 3gP, University of Colorado. Boulder CO
80309.

050 8. FROST

HIgH EN[_CY CELESTIAL X RAYS

Data set flame TABLE OF ALL C_EST/AL X RAY SOLI_CES

OBS_v_ BY THE H1_t FN_CY DETECIOR

NS_C ID 75 05ZA 07A. CELFSTIAI X RAY SOURCE_ DeS

TiIe period covered 06/21/7S TO O9/30/ZB

quantity of data 1 PACE OF UNBOUND HARDCOPy

This data set is a hard copy table of all X ray sources

observed by the high energy celestial X ray detect_r The

table is arranged ;n chronological order, covering a period

from June _l. ]975, to September 30, 1978, and includes the

source name and the day, ex)nth, and year of the start and end

of each observatlon_ Magnetic tapes of the data obtained

during these observations are available from NSSDC. For

information on the main data base and this data set, contact

Kenneth Frost. Code 600.0° CSFC/NASA. Creenbelt, MD 20771.

OSO 8, KRAUSHAAR

SOFTr X-RAY BACKCR0UI_) RADIAIION

INVF_T]CATION

......................

Data set name - RE]YU_E]) COSMIC X-RAY COUNTS BY DE-lECTOR.

ENERGy CHANNEl. AND SECTOR ON TAPE

NSSOC ID 75-057A-OSA. RLDUC[D DATA TAPES

Time period covered 06/26/7S TO 09/_0/Z8

Quantity of data 1_0 REELS OF TAPE

This data set consists of soft X-ray data _ 1600-bp;,

binary, Q-trick, lutt;filed Ilgnet;c tape recorded on • UNIVAC

1110 computer. Logical records are pmcked ]O to a physical

record gay;rig 300 • IO - 3000 word blocks. All references to

Swords mean 36 bit words. An end-of-file mark was written if

more than 1_ h elapsed after the beginning of i file or if the
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total movement of the positive spin axls was greater than or

equal to I 10 deg change after the beginning of a file. _ch

data record contains ID and flag words; day and seconds of day;

minor frames of telemetry words; digital subcomiun;catlon

words; high voltage power supply analog monitorm; righ t

ascension ERA) and declination (Dec) of top sky; RA and Dec of

centers of sectors; magnetic field strength and roll imis;

geodetic latitude and longitude; MclIliain's L Ind 0

parameters; zenith, azimuth, and height of the satellite

(k ometers)- relay monitors; spin rate; and attitude flies.

For information on the main data base and this data set,

contact Dr. _;lllam Kriushaar0 Department of Physics,

University of Wisconsin, 1150 University Avenue, Madison. WI
53706.

OS0 8, NOVICK

H|GIt-SE]_SIT]YITy CRYSTAL

SPECTROSCOPY OF STELLAR AND SOLAR X RAYS

.......................................

Data set name STEJ_R AND SO_R X-RAY SPE_ROSCOPE

M_OED DATA EAP_

NSSDC ID ZS-OSZA 03A, MINCE]3 X-RAY DATA

Time period covered - 07/24/75 TO 09/15/78

_uantity o£ data 370 R_S Of TAPE

This data set contains merged X ray data from the

following three sources: stellar X ray poJarlmeter, stellar

X-ray spectrometer, and solar X ray spectrometer. Although the

tmo spectrometers are physically the same instrument, the data

from each appear in different formats in the telemetry stream.

In add;flea, only one of these three experiments can be

conducted at a given time. The fundamental time period for

data collection is one revolution of the satellite, and each of

the logical records represents 1432 bytes of information

relevant to one revolution. The data are on Q-track, ]800-bp;,

binary magnetic tape created on an ]1_4 360 computer. There are

five logical records per physical block. A logical racord

contains day and seconds of day; spin, roll, and aspect right

ascension and declination; pitch angle; position X. Y, and Z;

height; magnetic field B; right ascension; declination;

long;rude; latitude; span; high voltage readouts; temperature

readouts; low voltage readouts; flare and aindow thresholds;

raster one and two; sungate, reference and status used; number

of missing events; number of events; and data words. This data

set is accompanied by a program that reads the tapes and writes

onto three output tapes, so that the three kinds of data

referred to above can be separated onto three sets of tapes.

For information on the main data base and Lhis data set,

contact Dr. Martin We;sskopf, Code |S 6_. HSIC/NASA.
Huntsville, AL 35812.

OSO B, SGRLEH]TSOS

COSMIC X RAY SPECTROSCOPY

Data set name SPIN AXIS POIN1]NC MAPS

NSS/DC ]D 7S 057A 06A. SPiN AXIS POIhqINC MAPS

Time period covered 07/C_2/7S TO 10/0)/18

_uantity of data - _ CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This ;s the same data set as 75 057AO00. ]t consists of

sky maps showing the approxJmate position of the OSO 8 spin

axis with respect to selected X-ray sources and is accompanied

by a catalog. Sources are displayed or_ a local cc_)rd;nite

system The right ascension and declination of the marked

central position in each map are shown at the bottom Sources

are indicated by abbreviations, as listed in the accompanying

catalog. Sources relevant to both the

positive &pin axis pointing detector of e_periment _50S/A O_

and the negative-axis pointing detectors are shown (}n _he same

map. Starred sources reTer to the negativ_ spin axis

direction. The right ascension mild decli_atiorl of the marked

pOSltion relate to the starred &ources. 1he catalog was

compiled before the OSO 8 launch, so most of the candidate

sources are now known _o hive flu•ms that are undetectable by

experiment 7S-057A-06. Other sources, although detectable,

have by now improved posit;gas. HOwever, with the maps and the

catalog, one should be able _o find the approximate coordinates

of any point on the maps. Catalog source positions are given

in 197S epoch coordinates. Day numbers along the spin aa;s

path are indicated, e;th day O corresponding to January ],

]97_. For information on the main data base and this data set,

contact Dr, Peter Serlem tsos. Laboratory for High Lnergy

Astrophysics, Code 661, CSFC/NASA, Creenbelt, HI) 20771.

............................................................

OSO 8, WEJ[LER, JR.

_V FIROR EARTH ANO SPACE



Data set name - COLOR PLOTS ON UV EMISSIONS IN SPACE

NSSOC ID 75-057A-OeA, COLOR DA_A PLOTS ON UV E)4ISSION

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data - 30 COLOR SL]DF-S

Th_s data set consists of 3S-mm slides, supplied by the

e,perimenter, that are copies of computer plot_ of data on

ultraviolet emlsslon in space. There are 30 slides in color

(data set 7S-057A-OeA) and S9 ;n black and white (data set

75-057A-O8B). The color slides each show tee charts. The

lower chart presents the intensity of ultraviolet radiation

measured in space using three different detector-filter

combinations for three different mavelength ranges. These

combinations are identified on the chart in color for each of

the three data plots (one in Green, one in blue, and one ;n

red). The upper chart gives four angles of interest: the

sun earth-satellite angle, the local zenith angle, and the

latitude and long;rude o£ the intercept of the line of sight on

100km radius sphere. The black-and-whlte slides also

:onta;n two charts, lhe lower chart shows the intensity of

ultraviolet background emission in RayJeighs measured with

background detector 1. The upper chart show_ the folloming

four angles: the right ascension and declination of the

intersection of the line of sight aith the celestial sphere.

the local zenith mnGJe, and the angle between the line of s_ght

and the downstream flow axis of the local interstellar medium.

For information on the main data base and this data set,

contact 0r. Charles Weller, Naval Research Laboratory,

Vashlngton, DC 20375.

............................

D.ta set name BLACK AND WHITE PLOTS ON UV EMISSIONS IN

5PACE

NSSDC ID 7S-OSZA-OBB. B/W DATA PLOTS ON UV EMISSION

Tile period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data $9 B/W SLIDES

lhis data set consists of 3S mm slides, supplied by the

experimenter, that are copies of computer plots of data on

ultraviolet emm;s;on ;n space. There are 30 slides in color

(data set 7b-OS1A OBA) and 59 ;n black and eh;te (data set

7S OS7A eBB). The color slides each shoe tee charts The

lower chart presents the intensity OF ultraviolet radiation

measured in space using three different detector filter

combinations for three different mavelength ranges These

combinations are identified on the chart in color for each of

the three data plots (one in green, one in blue, and one in

red). The upper chart Gives four angles of interest: the

sun earth satellite angle, the local zenith angle, and the

latitude and longitude of the inLercept of the line of sight on

]00-km radius sphere. The black and white slides al_o

_ontain two charts The lower chart shows the intensity of

ultraviolet background emission ;n Rayleighs measured eith

background detector I. The upper chart shows the following

four angles: the right ascension and declination of the

intersection of the line of sight e;th the celestial sphere,

the local zenith angle, and the angle between the line of sight

and the domnstream floe axis of the local interstellar medium.

For detailed information on this data set, contact Dr. Charles

Waller, Naval Research Laboratory, WashinGton, DC 20375

NSSDC ]D 65 OOqA O)A, CARDS AND 1APt IMAGES OF CARDS

Time period covered - 02/17/65 TO 03/29/66

_uant;Ly of data ) REFI OF IAPF

These reduced data were received from the e=perimenter.

This data 5at is mvailable as one tape containing approximately

4000 card images. The tape was written on the IBm1 70Q4 in even

parity, mith 84 bcd characters per record, at a density of 5S6

bp;. The follom;ng information is included for each meteoroid

penetration event- date, time, side penetrated, panel

penetrated, thickness penetrated, latitude and longitude of the

spacecraft, and either spacecraft housekeeping data (e g.,

temperatures, spacecraft clock) or spacecraft location in

equatorial and ecliptic coordinates. See ePegasus Meteoroid

Penetration Detectors, i NSSDC Data User_ Note 69 15, by C.

Fuller and M. Beeler. Data from Pegasus 2 (6S-03gA O]A) and

Pegasus 3 (6S 06OA 01A) are also contained on this tape.

NSS_ ID 65-039A OIA, CARDS AND TAPE IHIAGF._% OF CARDS

Time period covered 05/25/65 TO 10/31/67

_uantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

These reduced data are from the experimenter. This data

set is available is one tape containing approlimately 4000 card

images. The tape was written on In Ii_q 7094 in even parity,

with 84 bcd characters per record, at a density of 556 bp;.

The following information ;s included for each meteoroid

penetration event--date, time, side penetrated, panel

penetrated, thickness penetrated, latitude and Iong_tude of the

spacecraft, and either spacecraft housekeeping data (e.g.,

temperatures, spacecraft clock) or spacecraft location ;n

equatorllJ and ecliptic coordinates. See IPegasus Meteoroid

Penetration Detect_)rs, e NSSDC Data Users Note 6Q-15, by C.

Fuller and R. Bawler. Data from Pegasus 1 (65-009A 01A) and

Pegasus 3 (6S=06OA-OIA) are also contained on this tape.

*********************** PECASUS 3 *****************************

...........................

PEGASUS 3, NAUNANN

R_EORO]O pEM_RATION DE3EC]DRS

Data set name ME3EOROID PENFTRATION DAIA ON TAPE

NSSDC ID 65-060A OlA, CARDS AND TAPE ]MAC_ 0f CARDS

];me period covered 07/30/65 10 08/1S/67

_uantity of data ] RLLI D| TAPE

]base reduced data were prey;dad by the experimenter

lhls data set, containing approlimateJy 4000 card images, is on

magnetic tape ]he tape was written on an I_H /0_4 in even

parity, with 04 bed characters per record, at a density of 5S6

bp;. Listed for each meteoroid penetration event are date,

time, side penetrated, panel penetrated, thickness penetrated,

latitude and longitude of the spacecraft, and either spacecraft

housekeeping data (eg., temperatures, spacecraft clock) or

spacecraft Iocation ;n equatorial and ecliptic coordinates

See mpeGasus Meteoroid Penetration Detectors, e NSSDC Data Users

Note 6g 15, by C. Fuller and M. Bawler. Data from Pegasus ]

(6S OOqA O]A) and Pegasus 2 (65 03qA OIA) are also contained on

this tape

$$$$l$¢$$$*$$$1$$$#$**= PROCN0/ 9 .e***e**e.*=**w.*=ee-*w****.

PROCNOZ 9, UNKNOWN

SOLAR X RAY SPtCTR0_[ILR

Data set name _()IAI{ X 14AY S_V[Y PtOTS ON M]CROFICHE

NSSDC ID 83 067A OPA, S0tAR X RAY 5L_RVE_ PLOTS, NFICHE

lime period covered - 07/01/83 lO 01/13/84

_uantlty of data 5 CARDS Of B/V MICROFICHE

This microf;che data set was produced at NSS[)C from a

hard copy submitted by Or. Farnik of the Ondrejov Observatory,

Czechoslovakia, entitled Prognoz Data Part IV, and published by

the Astronomical Institute of Czechoslovakia in ]q85. It

contains plots of solar X rays detected by a 4-B key bind

detec_or. Each page has _4 h of data, at a time resolution of

] m;n. The flu%ms are in relative units Data contaminated

during flights through the radiaL;on belt are plotted as

horizontal lines. Higher time-resolution data may be obtained

by request to the Ondrejov Observatory.
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RAt A, STONE

STEP FHEQUf_)CY NADIONEIERS

DaLe set name RYLE VONRERC RECEIVER PLOTS

NSSOC ID 68 055A OIA, RYLE VONBERC RECEIVER PLOTS

Time period covered - 09/25/68 TO 12/25/72

Quantity of data 308 RF_cIS OF MICROFILM

In this dale set, a complete orbit of dale is plotted on

nine frames of microfilm, one for each operating frequency. On

each frame, all three antenna systems (upper V-shaped antenna,

lower V shaped antenna, and dipole) are indicated aL the right

edge of the frame for the frequency listed in the upper

left hand corner. The abscissa ;s marked every 10 m;n _n C;HT

and labeled every hour. The actual span of dale plotted is

listed at the Lop of the frame in a yymmddhhmmss format. Every

half hour of CMI, the poinLPng positions of the V antennas are

listed directly beige the appropriate abscissa value lhe

ordinate is logarithmic and shows five decades of calibration

temperature, m;Lh each decade marked aL the 1, 2, 4, 6, and B

levels. For informaL;on on thw main dale base and Lh;s data

set, contact Dr, Robert Stone. Code 690.0, CSFC/NASA,
Creenbelt. MID 20771.

......................

RAt-A. SIONE

RADIO BURSTS RECEIVERS

Data set name SWEPT t:REQUENCY BURST RECEIVER CONIOUR

PIOIS

NSSDC ]D 6B ObSA 0?A, SWII'I FREQUENCY BR CONTOUR PI DIS

lime period covered 05/25/6g IO 03/13/71

Quantity of data /Q RE_I S OF MICROFILM

lhis data Set consists of contour plots made from

swept frequency data from the 32 frequency burst receiver.

Contours of equal intensity referenced L() the galactic
background are plotted against time in minutes ori the abscissa

and frequency number on the ordinate The frequency number Js

complemented on the right by an actual frequency scale in _]z

(logarithmic) The galactic background reference is scaled

from Alelander et al , Astron. Astrophys., v. 6. p 4/6, 1_70.

The dale and time of the first data point are shown aL the

lower left, along with satellite position, The ploLted frame

always starts on the minute. At the lower right, the minimum

and maximum levels show the dynamic range in decibels, and the

increment gives the contour interval lhe actual minimum and

maximum values in the frame are listed in decibels at the

bottom center. The individual contour lines are labeled ;n

decibels, For information on the maln dale base and Lhls dale

set, contact Dr Robert Stone, Code 6gO.O, CSFC/NASA0
Creenbelt, MD 20771

DaLe set name SWF_PF FRFQU_NCY BURST RECEIVER PKJtIICRID

PLOTS

NSSDC ID 68 055A 02B, SWEPT FREQUENCy BR HUITICRID PLO1

Time period covered Oq/26/6B TO 12/03/72

Quantity of data 530 REJ_S OF MICROFILM

This data set contains the same data preset_t, ed in data

sot 6B-OSSA-O_A (Swept Frequency Burst Receiver Contour Plots).
but in this case the intensity of radio emission in ea(h of 24

individual frequencies is plotted on the abscissa, and each

panel covers an hour. On the ordlnate, intensity is plotted _n

the unit l sub cat, which ;s proportional Lo antenna

temperature. 1here are three frames for each hour of Lime.

each consisting of eight plots for eight frequencies. For more

information on Lh;s data seE, contact Dr. Robert Stone. Code

690.0, CSFC/NASA, Creenbelt, Hi) 20771.

Data seL name BURST RECEIVER MULTICJ_ID TEN HINt/TE PLOTS

NSSDC ID 68 05SA 02C, B_ MULTICRID 10 MINUTE PLOTS

Time period covered - 07/23/68 TO 07/20/71

Quantity of data 1041REEJ_S Of MICROFILM

The dale from burst receiver 2 are plotted in ]0 Bin

segments for each of 24 frequencies. Each frame consists of

slx plots, and there are four frames in each set, covering _he

24 frequencies. The horizontal sciJe is 11 m;n long with every

20 s. The starting _ime of the frame is indicated at the _op.

The frequency in kilohertz ;s shown in the upper right-hand

corner of each plot. The spacecraft coordinates a_ the tile of

Lhe flrsL data point are shown at Lhe bottom of Lhe frame. The

ordinate can be either linear or logarithmic (see upper

right-hand corner of frame). A standard set of four frames

conststs of two logarithmic plots displaying six decades and

three decades of dynamic range and two linear plots sholing a

factor of _0 and a factor of 2 in dynamic range based on the

minimum temperature ;n the frame. In the linear mode, all

ordinate lines are labeled; in the log mode, the integral

decades are labeled For more information on Lh;s data set,

contact Or. Robert Stone, Code 690.O, CSFC/NASA, Creenbel L, MD
'2O771.

Data set name - FULl ORBI1 B_SI RECEIVER PLOTS

NSSDC ID 68 055A 02D, F_L[ ORBII BURST RECEIVER PLOTS

lime period covered 07/23/6B IO 12/22//2

Quantity of data 523 REEJ_S OF NlCROtIIJ4

The data are displayed on Ewe frames The particular

receiver is indicated It the Lop of each frame. The observing

frequency in kilohertz is given at Lhe right of each plot.

_hen burst receiver 2 is displayed, the top Lmo plots on the

second frame are missing. The abscissa is marked every 10 min
of _ and labeled every hour_ The dale ;s at the bottom of

each frame, ;n yymmdd format, and corresponds to the beginning
of Lhe frame, lhe ordinaLe of Lhe receiver data is

logarithmic, and five decades of calibration temperature are

shown, marked once per decade. The bottom four plots of frame

2 she= various coordinates as functions of CH]. [he third plot

from the top shows the saLelJiLe right ascension and

declination. Right ascension is read in hours using the

left hand coordinate and ;s the plotted curve marked with IRI

Declination in degrees is reid from the right-hand ordinate and

is the plotted curve marked w;Lh IDI Similarly, the next plot

shows subsaLellibe local Lime in hours and geomagnetic latitude

_n degrees The local Lime curve is marked wit and the

geomagnetic latitude curve, mL.t The bottom two plots show a

dipole representation of invariant latitude in degrees and the

l shell parameter in earth radii, for more information on this

data set, contact Dr Robert Stone, Code 690.O, CSFC/NASA.
Greenbelt. HO 20771.

*********************** RAt P *********************************

RAt B, STONE

STEP ERE_UENCY RADIOMETERS

DaLe set name RYLE VONBERC 24 HOUR PLOTS

NSSDC 10 73 039A OIA_ RYLE VONBERC 24 HOUR PLOTS

Time period covered 10/31/74 lO 04/_6/77

Quantity of data B REJ_LS OF MICROFILM

This data set is conLaineJ on 16-mm microfilm. It

summarizes the observations made with the RyJe Yonberg

receivers (RV-1 and RV _) on RAt B. Each frame represents the

observations taken on a parL_cular day (shown ;n yy/mm/dd

format in the lower left-hand corner) IL a particular

frequency, one of the nine frequencies of operation, from 0.45

t_o Q.IO PIHz. lhe upper plot is for RV ], connected to the

upper V antenna; the lower plot ;s for RV 2, connected LO the

lower V-antenna. The fine and coarse measurements of the

relative antenna temperature (called calibration temperature)

are plotted Iogir;thm;cllly as squares and dots, respectively,

on a scale that covers 60 dB, with horizontal grid lines at

decade intervals. VerL;cal grid lines are draen every hour and

labeled. For ;nfornation on the main dale base and Lh;s dale

set, contact Dr. Robert S_one, Code 690.0, C_FC/NASA.

CreenbelL, HD _771_

..........................................................

Data set name - RYLE VONBERC 24-HOUR DATA ON HACNE11C

TAP_
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NSSDCID73-039A-OIB,RYLE-VONBI_C24-HOUR TAPES

Time period covered - 07/12/73 TO 06/28/75

Quant;ty of dita ll REELS OF TAPE

These tapes are the basic data base for the Ryle-Vonberg

receiver investigation. Each tape file contains 4 days of

dill, ind there are 15 files per tape. The tapes ire 1600 bpi

Ind 9 track, with IBIq standard labels. The logical record

length is 908 bytes, consist;ng of i 4-byte logical record
control lord and 904 data bytes. The physical record length is

31,784 bytes, cons;stlng of I control lord ind 35 logical

records. Each logical record contlins day and dale; channel

number (i.e., frequency); X, Y, and Z spacecraft vectors; right

ascension and declination of the upper V-anLenni; coarse and

fine dita samples from both the RV-1 lad RV-2 receivers; and RV

albient temperiture. Each frequency is selected for 15.4 s

before stepping to the next, and each Jogici] record contains a

set of the perimeters for each frequency step in i given

sequence, llenty-four-hour plots of these paraleters ire

available on microfilm (NSSDC data set 73 03qA OIA). For Kre

information on bhis data set, contact Dr. Robert Stone, Code

690.O, CSFC/NASA, Creenbelt, MID 2077].

................................

RAE-B, STONE

RAPID- BURST RECEIVERS

Data set nlme DATA SUMMARY (10 MIN. INTERVALS) FROM

BURRS1 RECEIVER ON LOWER V ANTENNA, ON MFLH

NSSDC ID 73 039A-02A, LOWER ANT, DATA SUHMARY, M/FILM

Time period covered - 01/12/73 lD 06/30/75

Qulnt;ty of data - 1REEJ UE MICROFILM

1his data set ;s contained on one reel of 16-mm microfilm

lad is supplied by the PI. It summarizes the observations made

with the burst receiver, BR-2, on RAE B. The data are four

dynamic spectril displays showing the viriat;on *n the average,

mlnllul, maximum, and mode of the received noise as a function

of frequency and time mitt lO-min resolution. The dell are

displayed
being the a_rd:na_ra_ of four plots per day, with freq .... ytime being the abscissa, and appear as

darkness variations. For information on the main data base and

Lh;s data set, contact Dr. Robert Stone, Code 690.0, CSFC/NASA,

Greenbelt, MD 2077].

Data set name DAIA SUMMARY (]0 HIN ]NIEHVALS) FROM

BURSI R[CEIVIR ON iDWF_ V ANILNNA, ON TAPE

NSSDC ID 73 03gA-O2B. I OWER ANT, DATA SUM_IARY MACIAP|

lime period covered 0//12/73 10 03/09/76

_uanLity of data _ REIIS Of IAPI

lhi_ data set, contained on two reels of magnetic tape

(9 track. 1600 bpl, standard labeled 32 b*t word length,

generated on an IBM 360 computer), aulmar;ze5 the observations

made with the burst receiver, _ 2, on HAL B. 1he dale shoe

the variations in the average, minimum, maximum, and mode of

the received noise as B function of frequency and t_me e;Lh

10 min resolution ]hese data are presented graphically on

data set 73-039A 02A. For more informit;on on this data set,

contact Dr. Robert Stone, Code 690.0, CSEC/NASA, Creenbelt, HD

20771.

Data set name - BURST RECEIVER IIOURLY Pt.OTS ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 13-039A O_C, BURST HLC[IVER HOURLY PLOTS,MFILM

Time period cuvered 0//1_//_ I0 04/26/77

Quantity of data 4g l_lJl_ (If HICB(}FI{M

These plot_, ()r_ ]6 mm microTilm, display relative antenna

temperature as a function oT time aL eight selected frequency

channels for both the upper V antenna (bursL receiver, BR ])

ind the IDler V anLer_na (burst receiver, BR 2). For BR |, the

frequencies displayed are g. IB, 4.17. 2.20. 103, 0 475, 0 250,

0.]|0, and 0.044 HHz lhe sime frequencies are used in the

mr-2 plots except for the lowest channel, which is 0.O55 MHz.

The UI hour is aL the beginning of the plot interval, and the

dates (yy/mm/dd format) are shown in the lower left-hand

corner. Eight panels of data are displayed, with the highest

frequency data in the top panel ind the lowest frequency data

at the bottom. The frequency channel for eich plot is

identified in megahertz aL the right-hand end of each plot

The relative anLenna temperature d;spllys (called calibration

temperature) are logarithmic plots that cover a total dynamic

range of 80 dO; the horizontal grid lines are plotted at decade

intervals _he calibration temperature is the equivalent noise

temperature (in K) from a 50 ohm generator that eould give the

sill receiver output is thlt observed in flight. Vlrticat grid

Jlnes are plotted evlry 2 min and are libmled for every 4 i;n

after the hour. When lunir occultat;ons of mirth or sun

occurred, the t_ies of the geoeltrlc occultation (flrsL contict

t;o list contact) irl sholn by solid lines along the bottom of

the frail. Such occultation plriods irl identified by in E for

earth and in S for sun. For morl inforllt;on on thim dmta set,

contict Dr. Roblrt Stone, Code 690.0, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, HD

20771.

............................................................

Dibi set nile - BURST RECEIVED 24-HOUR PLOTS

NSSOC ID 73-039A 02D, BURST RECEIVER 24-HOUR PLOTS

Time period covered - 07/12/73 TO 04/26/77

_uantity of data - 12 REFJ_S OF MICROF]Uq

These plots, on licrofilm, display relative antenna
is I function of tile at 32 frequency channels fortemperlturm

both the upper V-antenna (burst recl;ver 1, or BN-1) and the

lower V-antenna (burst receiver 2, or _'2). The date

(yy/mm/dd formaL) is sholn in the lower left-hind corner.

Eight pinels of dale ire displayed on each frame, m;th the

highest-frequency dmti in the top pinel and the

lowest frequency dita at the bottol. The frequency chinneJ for

each plot is identiflld in megahertz at the right hand end of

each plot. The relative antenna temperiture displlys (called

calibration temperature) are logarithmic plots that cover a

total dynamic range of 60 dO; the horizontal grid lines are

plotted at decade intlrvals. The ciJibrition temperature is

the equivalent noise tlmperaLure (in K) from a _)O ohm generabr

that would give the same receiver output as that observed in

flight. Vertical grid lines are driwn and labeled for every

hour. For more information on this diLa set, contact 0r.

Robert Stone, Code 6go.o, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, HD 20771.

........................................

Datl set nile - SPECTRAL BURST RECEIVE]R HOURLY PLOTS ON

HICRDFII_

NSSDC TD 73 039A 02E, SPECTRAL BURST RECEIVER HRLY PLO1

Time period covered - 05/07/75 TO 04/24/71

Quantity of data 1 RF-_L Of" MICROFILH

lhese plots, supplied by the experimenter as hard copy,
As in data set 73 Oq3A 02A, thewere microfilmed aL NSSDC.

observations made i_th the B_ P (burst receiver) on RAE B are

presented, but in this cise much more detail is shown. The

data for each day are plotted in 24 I h long strips that shoe

the variation in the received noise as a function of frequency

and time. The 32 frequencies are spread along Lhe ordinate,

llth 25 kHz at the bottom and 13_1MHz it the _op, and Lime is

plotted along the abscissi, lhe daLa appear as darkness

variations. For more information on this data set, contact Dr.

Robert Stone, Code 690.0, CSFC/NASA, GreenbeLt, MD 20/71.

S 15, CARMIR|
CRYSIAL SANDWICIi/CERENKOV COUN]FR

Dati set name DF_ECTOR COUNT RAIE_ ON MAGNFTIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 61 OI3A-O2A, COUN1 PALE, LONG, LAI, B,L, UT

Time period covered - O4/2B/61 10 11/12/61

Quantity of data ] R_£ OF 1APE

These reduced data for the period of April 2B to November

)_, 196], are avlilible on one 7 track, bed, card ;magi

magnetic tape written on an I_ _0_4 at a density of _6 bpi

lhis tape was generated at NS_DC from punched cards supplied by

the e_perimenter, lhe following items are contained on the

tape: detector channel, latitude, longitude, altitude, b

(galactic long*rude), I (galactic latitude), Lime (month, day,

hour, minute), and uncat_brated count raLe. _or informaLion on

the main daLa base and thls data set, contact Or. Cordon

Cirmire, Astronomy Department, 504 Davey Laboratory,

Pennsylvmn;i State University, University Park, PA 1680_.

.........................................

S 15, KRAUSHAAR

PHOSWICH-CERE-}_KDV COU_[TE]_ TELESCOPE

.........................

Data set name RLDUCU) DIRECTIONAL CAMHA RAY FLUX DAIA ........

3/



ONTAPE
NSSOCID61-013A-01A,ASPECT*0BSE_VF TIME CAHHA EVENTS

Time period covered 04/27/6] TO ]1/17/6]

Quantity of data 2 RF_J_S OF TAPE

This data set, supplied by the experimenter, is contained

on / track. SS6 hp;, binary magnetic tapes prepared by an I[_#4

70Q4 ;n Fortran format. One tape contains the direction

parameters of 1012 events that were accepted is true alma• ray

events by the instrument circuit logic and subsequent data

reduction. The second tape contains direction parameters for

random events generated by the experimenter it a rate 25 times

that of the real events. The number of these events is

proportional _ the tile that the telescope looked in a g;ven
direction, so the ratio of real to random events for one

direction ;s proportional to the directional gamma ray flux

The data include t_me of observation (decimal Julian date),

geographic position of satellite, geomagnetic position.

telescope oriental;on in galactic coordinates, and additional

position and orientation information. For information on the

main data base and this data set. contact Dr. William

Kraushair. Department of Physics. University of Wisconsin, 1150

University Avenue. Madison. W] 53706.

oeloooeaaaaeoeaeaaoaeeleaeeeeeoeeeeeeeeee*oe*ioeaweeeeeeeee.eee

emieeoeeaeeleeaeaeaoeoo S SSB aaaeaemooee*alaleeaaaaeaaealeeeaa

aeeeoeaealeoleaeaeaeeaoeeaeooee*eeeeeaaeaae_.o.wooaoeaeeaa_aaea

S SSB, BE_WICK

MICROMEIEORITE DETECTOR

..............................

Data set name MICROPHONE MICRONL1EORIIE IMPACT PLOTS ON

MICROFICHE

NSSDC I0 62-O/OA-O4A, MICROPHONE IMPACT PLOTS

Time period covered 12/16/62 TO 04/20/63

Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W HICROFICHF

This data set consists of two types of graphs, namely,

count rate vs time and daily impact accumulation vs time.

Count rile graphs are included for all three ampler sens;tlvity

ranges, but since ;t appears from these graphs that the hlgh

sensltiv;ty detector malfunctioned, o. ly two impact

accumulation graphs were prepared Data and documentation are

in E C Hastings, IThe Elplorer XVI Micrometeoroid Satellite

Supplement JII, m NASA TM X-Q4Q. pp 8 14 and pp. 25 2Q. March
1964.

S 5bB, DAVISON

GRID DETECTORS OF MICROMEIEORITES

Data set name O.RID DEIECIOR PENEIRAIION PLOTS ON FICHE

NSSOC ID 62 O/OA 02A. CRID DII PE]W[TRAIION PLOTS, FICHF

Time period covered 12/16/62 TO 0_/30/63

Quantity of data 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set consists of tabular and graphic

presentations showing cumulative numbers of recorded

penetrations vs time. Documentation and data are in Day;soft

and Winsloe, IM;crometeorold Satellite Stainless Steel

Penetration Rate Experiment, w (NASA TN D 2445), pp. 6-7

Another plot, along with least squares fit and theoretical

scatter, can be found in J.M. Alvarez, eStatist;cal Analysis of

Meteoroid Penetration Data Including Effects of Cutoff, = NASA

1N l) 5668, p. 57.

...........................

S 5_B, CURTLER

PRESSURIZED CELt MICROMEIEDRITE D_TECTOR

.............................

Data set nile - _J_E CELL CUI4ULATIVE PBETRATION

PLOTS

NSSDC ID 62-O/OA-OIA. PRESSURE CELL P_FTRATION PLOTS

T;me period covered - 12/15/62 TO 07/02/63

quantity of data 2 CARDS 0F B/W MICROFICHE

This data set consists of one graph showing cumulative

numbers of cell pene_rations VS time. Curves for all three

cell wall thicknesses are on one graph. Traces of least

squares fit for the data and theoretical scatter ire included

Document•tion and data are on page 54 of J.M. Alvirez,

IStit;StiCll Analysis of Meteoroid Penetration Data Including

Effects of Cutoff,I NASA/I_C 1594N.

.......................................................

Data set name - PRESSURE CELL CUMULATIVE PENETRATION

TABULATIONS

NSSDC ID 6_-O/OA-O1B, DETECTOR PFJMETRATION LISTINCS

Time period covered - 12/16/62 TO 07/L_2/63

Quantity of data 4 BOOKS OR BOUND VOI UHF_

This data set consists of four tables showing cumulative

cell puncture counts (by wall thickness) for each satellite

interrogation time. Three other tables list only interrogation
t;mes at which i new puncture occurs lad note time since last

interrogation. Other descriptive Information about the

experiment operation iS included. Data •re in E.C. Hastings.

IThe Elplorer XVI Micrometeorold Satellite I and three

supplements: NASA TM X-810. p. 9; TM X 824. p. 3; TM X-BQQ. p.

7; and TM X 949, p. 4.

................................

S SSB. SECNETAN

COPP_ WIRE MICROMEIEORIIE DETECTOR

..........................................

Data set name - _FC WIRE CARD MICROM_EflROID D_ECTOR

PLOT ON MICROFICHE

NSSDC ID 62-O/OA-O3A, WIRE CARD DETECTOR PLOT

Time period covered 12/16/62 T0 07/22/63

_uantity of data - ] CARD OF B/W N]CROFICHE

The record of data from this experiment is contained on

page _B Of J.M. Alvarez, IStitlst;ciJ Analysis of Meteoroid

Penetrit;on Data Including Effects of Cutoff, I NASA TN D-5668,

and on page 8 of E.C. Hastings. IThe Eiplorer XVI

Micrometeorold Satellite Supplement III, m NASA TM X-Q49. March

1964 Hastings gives only i statement of the penetrations •S

noted in the experiment brief description. AJvirez presents

one graph of penetrations vs time, lith theoretical scatter
boundaries.

S 5SB, SECRETAN

CADMIUM SULFIDE CELL MICROMETEORIIL

DEIECTOR

..................................

Data set name CADMIUM-SUIFIDE CELL MICROMETEORITI

DE_ECTOR DAIA TABULATIONS ON MICRDFICH_

NSSDC ID 62-070A-OSA, CDS DETECTOR TABULAIlONS

Time period covered - 12/16/62 TO 02/09/63

Quantity of data 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE

These dati list cumulative perforation areas oT the

opaque CdS cell cover for each time for which data could be

read. The readout time depended upon the solar aspect of the

satellite when the satellite was in range of a readout station.

since the des;red minimum cell resistance (for i given hole
area) occurs only when the sun is normal _o the cell surface.

Seven lines of data are listed for the 20-day operition of cell

A, and eight lines of data are given for the 55 day operation

of cell 0. The data are on page 10 of I. Secretan,

aMeasurements of Interplanetary Dust Particle flux from

Explorer XVl CdS and Wire Grid Dust Particle Detectors, I

NASA/CSFC X 613 66-4S1.

Data set name CADMIUM SULFIDE CELt MICROMETEOR]F[

DETECTOR DATA PLOTS ON MICROFICHE

NSSDC ID 62 O/OA-OSB. CD-5 DETECTOR PLOfS, MICROFICHI

Time period covered 12/16/62 TO C_2/09/63

Quantity of data 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data met consists of one graph shoeln O plots (for

each of two cells) of tile vs hole area in the opaque Mylar

shield. The time plotted is readout tlie and depended upon the

solar aspect of the s•tellite when the satellite WaS in rlnge

of i readout station, since the deslr0d minimum cell resistance

(for • given hole area) occurs only mhen the sun ;s normal to

the cell surflce. The dill ire on plge 61 of J.M. AJvirez,

wStatistical Analysis of Meteoroid Penetration Data Including

Effects of Cutoff. w NASA/LRC L-5944.
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S 65C, CAJRTLE_

PRESSURIZED CELLS

Data set name - ANALYZED DATA PUBLISHED IN NASA TN-D-4284

_SDC I0 64-074A-OIA, PUBLISHED RF_0RT TN D-4284

Time period covered - 11/O6/64 T0 11/O5/65

Quantity of data - _ CARDS OF 0/W MICROFICHE

This data set is contained in the published report IThe

Explorer XXIII Micromebeorold Satellite. Description and

Results for the Period November 6. 1964, through November S.

1965, m compiled by R.L. O'NeaJ. NASA TN D-4284, pp. 9 29, June

1968. Accumulated punctures for the 25 micron-thlck

pressurized cup detectors are given in • time-ordered tabulated

form (four pages) including the pass number, Greenwich date,

Creenwich mean time at interrogation, and time since last

interrogation ;n hours and minutes. Also included in the

report are the time-area products and puncture rates for both

detectors as derived from the puncture data. The analyzed data

consist of sin graphs depicting the following relations: (1) a

comparison of puncture history with average puncture curve for

the 25 micron detect_r with boundaries of one standard

deviation noted; (2) same as (1) but for the S0 micron

detector; (3) a history of punctures for the 2S-micron detector
in which slopes are drawn

as a Eunct;on Of the time area

through groups oE data points, indicating possible changes in

meteoroid flux rates; (4) a comparison of observed and expected

values of the number of punctures for the 2S-mlcron detector

whose time area products between punctures fall e_th;n the

time area classifications sholn; (5) same as (4) but for the

_)-m;cron detector; and (6) i comparison of Explorer 16 (S 55B)

and Explorer 23 (S SSC) pressurized-cell puncture rates. The

data consist of 124 counts, are of good quality, and are in

reasonable agreement with data obtained from similar

experiments flown on earlier satellites.

S SSC, HOIDEN

]MPACI DETECTORS

Data set name ANALYZED DATA PUBLISHE_) IN NASA IN D 4284

NSSDC ]D 64 O/4A 02A, PLIBLISI4FD RFPOR1 IN D 4284

Time period covered 11/06/64 TO 11/05/65

Quantity of data 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROF]CtIE

The data set is contained in the published report mThe

Explorer XXlI] M;crometeoroid Satell;te. Description and

Results for the Period November 6, 1964, through November S,

1965,' compiled by R.L. O_Neal, NASA TN D 4284, pp 45-57, June

1968. The total number of counts for each sensitivity range

(low, medium, and high) is given in the text as are four

Eigures describing the impact detector configuration. Four

figures _n the report display the data in the following ways:

the daily impact accumulation for the high and

medium sensltiv; ty ranges plotted vs time (IJT); a comparison of

impact data from Explorer 8 (S 30), Explorer 16 (S SSB), and

Explorer 23 (S 5SC) plotted on an impact rate vs particle mass

coordinate system; and the predicted time in sunlight for

Explorer 23 compared with the high sensitivity range daily

impact accumulation. 1he quality of the data is questionable

in all sensitivity ranges The highsensibivlty range data

contained false impact counts because of sensor temper•Lure

effects and do not compare well _ith penetration data. The

medium range data were flOt temperature sensitive but still

could not be interpreted with any certainty. The

low sensitivity data were too sparse to be statistically

significant

S 5SC, SECRETAN

CADMIUM SULFIDE CEILS

......................

Data set name CADNIUH-SUL FIDE CELL DETECIOR EXpEIRIMF_T

REPORT

NSSDC ID 64-O/4A-O3B, CADMIUM-SULFIDE-CELL MEIEOR DEC3.

Time period covered - 11/06/64 TO 11/05/65

Quantity of data - _ CARI)S OF B/M MICROFICHE

This data set is a two-page report by the principal

investlga_or, L. Secretan. and is included in • larger document

that describes the results of ewper;ments on Explorer 23 (S

55C). This larger document, irltten by R.L_ O'Neal, is

entitled mThe _xpJorer XXlII Nicrometeoroid Satellite.

Description and Results for the Period November 6. 1964,

through November 50 |965. a NASA TN D-4_84, June 1968- Secretan

states that there are no sc;entif;c resulf_s from this

experiment because the aluminized PE_ film covers on the cells

mere damaged during launch and could not provide

meteoroid penetration data.

..............................................

S 55C, SIVITt_

CAPACITOR DE_ECTORS

..............................................

Data set name ANALYZED DATA P1JOLISHED IN NASA TN D-4284

NSSDC ID 64-O74A O4A, PUBLISHED REPORT TN-D 4284

Tile period covered 11/O6/64 TO 11/05/6S

Quantity of data - _ CARDS OF 0/W MICROFICHE

This data set is contained in the published report Ilhe

Explorer XXIII H;crometeorold Satellite. Description and

Results for the Period November 6, 1964, through November 5,

1965, I compiled by R.L. O'Neal, NASA TN 0-4284, pp. 31-44, June

1968. Only tmo counts mere recorded by the detectors during

the 365-day lifetime of the ezperiment. The dates and times of

these events mre g_ven in the text. The rest of the article

describes the experiment, instrument design and operation,

calibration° and attempts to determine ;f the counts were due

to radiaL;on or meteoroid penetration. Also included are six

f_gures depicting the capacitor detector configuration, a

typical cross section of the detector, a photograph of the

detector, block diagram of detector circuitry, calibration

curves of t_e Capac;_r detector signal conditioning units, and

photographs of typical oscilloscope patterns oE detector

discharges caused by hyperveloc;ty-project;le penetration. The

origin of the counts could not be determined from laboratory

tests because the number of radiation-induced pulses mould be

about the same as or less than the number resulting from

meteoroid punctures. Iherefore, the data are too sparse and

inconclusive to be of any significance.

SAS A, CIACCON]

ALI-SKY X RAY SURVEY

Data set name SOURCE LIBRARY 1APE

NSSDC ID 70-10IA-OIB, SOURCE LIBRARY IAPL

lime period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 1 REEL OF 1APE

lhis data set consists Of a tape, written _n 9-track,

binary format at 800 bpi, containing the source language

I_stings of the SAS-] computer programs used to produce the

daily summary data. lhe programs are designed to run on IBM

360/65, 360/75, or 360/95 computers, lhese programs can be

used for Eurther processing of the data, using different

control parameters or a nee program written Lo accompJ;sh the

specialized needs of the user. for further information on this

data set, contact Dr. Stephen Hurray, ftigh Energy Astrophysics

Division, Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge.

HA 02138.

Data set name - DAILY SUMMARY DATA ON TAPE

39

NSSDC ID 70 IO1A 0]C, DAILY SUMHARY DAIA ON TAPES

Time period covered 12/16/70 TO 05/17/71

_uanti ty of data - 3_0 RE_I S OF TAPE

This data set contains the nighttime summary data up to

the time of star sensor failure in November 1971 lJch tape

contains the data correspondlng to one scan of the sky mith the

spin axis of the spacecraft fixed. These tapes are images of a

OF POOR QUALITY



2314-typo disk containing a series of 21 files, The files

appear in the foJlom;ng format: (]) procmssing step that

created the file, (2) name of the film, and (3) starting orbit

number of telemetry data groups. Details on the various files

can be obtained from the documentation assoc;ited u;th the data

set. For information on the main data base and this data set,

contact Dr. Stephen Murray, High Energy Aetrophysics Division,

Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA O_13B.

Data set name THE FOURTH tlIURU CATALOG OF X RAY SOURCES

NSSOC ID 70 IO/A OlD, 4U CA1ALOC OF X-RAY 50URCES

Time period covered 12/12/70 TO 03/18/73

Quantity of data _ CARDS OF B/V M]CROFICHf

This data set, microfiched from hard copy supplied by the

eaperimenter0 in the final catalog of 33g X-ray sources

observed uith the Uhuru (SAS A) X-ray observatory. The catalog

contains positional information in the form of QOK confidence

level error boxes, 2 6 keV intensltles0 possible optical and

radio counterparts, and aJternite names for _Durces observed in

earlier compilations The observations employed In producing

this catalog were obtained between December 12, 1970, and Narch

18, 19/3. See Astrophys. J.'Suppl., v. 38, p. 4. 1978. for the

published version For further information on this data set,

contact Dr. William Forman. High Energy Astrophysics Division,

Center for Astrophysics, 60 Cardon Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.

SAS 8, FICHIFI

CA_A RAY ]_VLSCOPE

Data eel name - CARIdA RAY EVEN1 DATA ON MICROFILM

N55[_ ID /P OgLA OIA, CANt4A RAY EVfN! DA|A ON MICROfilm4

|ime period covered FF/20/ZP 10 O6/O3/Z3

Quantity of data 1691 RF[LS OF MICRO|ILM

Each frame of this data set consists of a plot of the

tracks of the electron pair arising from a single gamma ray

event as the two electrons passed through the spark chamber

grid system. On the left side of the frame are given the year,

month, day. hour. second, and mill;second of the event. In the

spirk chamber, there are 32 modules, each consisting of two

planes (X and Y) of 200 parallel, evenly spaced wires The tmo

planes are separated by 3.6 mm. and the directions Of the mires

;n the tmo planes are orthogonal The 32 modules are stacked

vertically into two 16 module units. The two upper sections of

the plot show the path of the electron pair as it crossed the

_)00 wires of each X plane (I POe on the horizontal a=is) in the

32 module vertical array (0 3] on the vertical aNis) The two

lower sections of the plot ahem the same thing for the

Y planes. The vertical a=is has been compressed by • factor of

2.F relative to the horizontal ax;s In all, there are over 3

million gamma ray events depicted In this set For further

information on the main data base and this data set° contact

Dr Carl llchtel. Code 660, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, t_ 20771.

Data set name COUN] RAT E OF CAMHA RAY BURSTS ON

MICROFILM

N_._DC ]D IP Og]A OIB, COUNI RAT| OF GAMMA RAY _JRSTS

Time period covered I1/20/77 TO 06/08//3

Quantity of data 15 RE, iS OF MICROFILM

]h;s ant;coincidence dome (a-dome) surrounding the

high energy gamma ray experiment is itself an efficient

detector of both charged parLicles and low energy gamma rays

In particular, it has a detection efficiency of about EC_ for

]50 600 key photons. Data are read out in major frames, which

cover approximately 4Q s Fach major frame consists of 64

minor frames, each with a duration Of 0.768 S. During each of

these minor frames, the counting rate of the A dome is read out

once. The actual number of counts ;n the dome is scaled before

being transmitted by the satellite. The anticolncidence rate

(A rate) data are displayed as folloms. The first line gives

the start time of the major frame ;n _!0 different lays. To

the left ;s given d•y/month/year and

hour/minute/second/mill;second. To the right Is given days

from day O of lgTO and mill;second of day. The 1 or 33

following the left-hand time tells whether the line starts mith

the first or _rd minor frame of that )mrticu|ar major frame.

The folloming line gkves the scaled rate of counts in the

A dome for each of 32 minor frames Thm A rates range from O

to 2SS, which correspond to 0 to 1,0_8,O96 counts per 0 768 s

as shown on the table that accompanies the data. In the A-rate

listing, _ I 1 = indicates that no data el;st for that minor
frame. F r additional information on this data sot. contact

Dr. Carl Fichtel, Coda 660, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, ND 20771.

Data set name - ANTI COINCID_WNCE SCINTILLATOR COUNl]te0

RATE PLOTS, 0N MICROFILM

NSSOC I0 72-OglA OIC, ANTI COINCID SCIN] CNT RIS. MF TIM

Time per;od covered 11/19/TP T0 06/08//3

_uant;ty of data 30 RF_F_S OF MICROFILM

This data set consists of the same data as data set

72-Ogl-OlB, only ;n the form of plots rather than tables The

time along the horizontal axis ;s given ;n dlys and seconds of

day. The days are counted from day 0 of ]Q10, and the table

accompanying the dale shows the conversion from these days to

day/month/year for the period of the SAS 2 observations The

seconds run from O to B6,400 each day. The vertical bars on

the plot are appro=imately 4Q apart, corresponding to the

length of a major frame ;n data set 7_-091-010 On the

vertical axis, the antlcoincldence rates (A rates) have already

been converted from the 0 26_ scale of data set 72-091-01_ to

the O 1,028,0Q6 counts per O._bB s scale mentioned in the brief

description for data set 72 091-01B. For additional

information on this data set, contact Dr. Carl Fichtel, Code

660, CSFC/NASA, Creenbelt. MD 20771.

Data set name HIGH FNF_GY CANNA RAY TF_IT_SCOPE A RATE

SUI_IARY DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE

NS_ I0 72-Og1A gem, A RATE 5UIqMARY TAPF

Time period covered 11/18/7_ TO 06/08/73

_uantity of data [ REEl OF 1APE

Th;s ant;coincidence rate (A rate) summary data set is on

magnetic tape written at 160O bpi, in Q track, binary format on

an IBM 360 computer Fach physical record contains 3_ logical

records of /_ bytes The data consist oT SAS day and

m;llisecond_ of day (the beginning time for the frame), and 64

one byte A rates _ach major frame is 4Q.152 s long. _ach

A rate accumulation is 768 ms, with the first one in the frame

beginning time The A rate readout alternates between two sets

of four ant;coincldence tubes (A tubes) and is a prescaled,

quasi _og representation of the actua_ counting rate For

additional information on this data set, c(>;_LacL Dr Carl

Fichtel. Code 660. CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, MI) _0//1_

Data set name TABU[J_TI_) DATA F_(}H THF SA_ _ HIGH [NFRCY

CAMMA RAY TELESCOPE IN PUBLISHED RfPOH1

NSSOC ]D 12 O91A OlE, CAF_lA HAY TABULATED DAIA. PUB

Time period covered ]]/lg/l? TO 06/08//3

Quantity of data ] BOOK OR HOUND VOIUR[

This data set consists of tables taken from the

publication NASA TH-79650, "Tabulated Data from the _AS _ High

_nergy Gamma-Ray Telescope, = by C.E. F;chtel et if.. October

1978. The summary tables are presented in two energy binds,

35 100 MeV and greater than 1130 MeV. The table entries are

pa_rs of numbers: the upper value is the number of gamma rays

observed w_thin a particular bin of galactic longitude and

latitude (system at), and the lower value is the exposure

factor, or esensit;v;tya The isensttivityl is the ratio of

the effect;re area at the angle of the centroid of the solid

angle element to that for the detector a_is mult;pl_ed by the

time in seconds in mh;ch an event could have been recorded and

divided by 2380. The solid angle elements were determined by

dividing the sky into 144 square elements with equal latitudes

of 2.5 dog and equal solid angles For more ,nfc_rmat,o_ on

this data set, contact Dr Carl Fichtel, Code _(;O, C_+C/NA_A,

Greenbelt, HD _O7_1

weeaeeaewoaw*weaaaooeao,aeeeeeaeaoeaeeoeeeaao.oeoeeeaeeeoeeaaea
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SAS-C, CLARK

D_rRACALACTIC EXPE}_)MI_II (EC[)

Data set name PLOTS OF DFTECTOR COUNTINC BATES AT 5 SEC

RESOLUlIDN PLUS HOUSEKEEPINC DATA

4O



NSSDC TD 75-037A-OIA, QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS

Time period covered - 01/25/76 TO 04/07/79

Quantity of data - 751 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

These SAS-C data plots provide an overview of data

avlilability and quality for the SAS-C X- ray observatory. A

plot contains information obtained during the tlme _nterval

from one satellite noon to the next. The data ire plotted is

functions of the minor frame number. One minor frame

corresponds to approxlmately 0.8314 s. The verticll header at

the left edge of a plot contains the date on which the plot wis

created, the sequence number, the epoch of liner frame zero,

and the duration of a minor frame ;n Julian days. A data plot

contains 14 separate data panels. Nine panels contain detector

photon counts per Sll minor frames, three contain star tracker

information, one contains ant;coincidence information, and one

contains the Iom-energy filter wheel position. For information

on the main data base ind this data set, conbict Dr. Ceorge

Clark, Department of Physics, Oldg. 37 611, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA O_13Q.

..................................

SAS-C, CLARK

C,ALACTIC MONITOR EXPERIME_ (CHE)

....................................

Data set name PLOTS OF DEIECTOR COUNTINC RATES AT 5 SEC

RESOLUIION PLUS HOUSEKEEPINC DATA

NSSOC ID 75-031A C_A, QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS

Tile period covered 01/2S/76 TO 04/07/79

Quantity of data 751 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

These SAS C data plots prey;de an overview of dita

availability and quality for the SAS C X ray observatory. A

plot contains information obtained during the time interval

from one satellite noon to the next. The data are plotted as

functions of the minor frame number. One minor frame

corresponds to approximately 0.8314 s. The verticil header at

the left edge of a plot conLiins the date on which the plot was

trotted, the sequence number, the epoch of minor frame zero,

and the duration of a minor frame in Julian days. A data plot

contains 14 separate dell panels. Nine panels contain

detector photon counts per six minor frames, three contain star

tracker information, one contains ant;coincidence information,

and one contains the Joe energy filter mheel position, lor

additional information on this data set, contact Dr. George

Clark, Department of Physics, Bldg. 37-611, Massachusetts

Institute of lechnology. Cambridge, HA 02139

.......................

NSSDC ID 75-037A 03A, QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS

Time period covered - 01125/76 TO 04/0FI79

Quantity of data - 7Si CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

Those SAS-C data plots provide an overvlml Of data

Ivailabillty and quallty for the SAS-C X-ray observatory. A

plot contllns information obtained during the time interval

from one satellite noon to the nezt. The data ire plotted as

functions of the minor frame number. One m;nor frill

corresponds to approxlaately 0.8314 s. The vertical header at

the left edge of i plot contains the date on ehich the plot .as

created, the sequence number, the epoch of minor frame zero,

and the duration of a minor frame in Julian days. A data plot

contains I4 separate data panels. Nine of these panels contain

detector photon counts pmr slz minor frames, three contain star

tracker [nforlation, one contains inticolncldence information,

and one contains the tow-energy filter wheel posit;on For

further ;nforlatlon on the main data base and this data set,

contact Dr_ Ceorge Clark, Department of Physics, Bldg 37-611,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, HA 0213q.

........................

Data set name - Y AXIS POIhrIED OBSERVATION LOC

NSSI)C ID 75 037A-030, Y-AXIS POINIED UBSERVAI]ON LOC

Time period covered - 05/30/7S TO 03/23/79

_uintity of data B PACES OF UNBOUND HARI)COPY

This log identifies possible pointed observations that

mere performed with the Y-axis detectors of the SAS C X-ray

observitory of celestial X-ray sources. The log eas compiled

from notes made at the time of the observations. It is neither

a complete nor fully accurate list of all pointed observatlons,

but it can be used as an in;till refermnce for the SAS-C data

base. The columns in the log are: the right

ascenslon/decJlna Lion designation of the source in IQSO

coordinates, the common name of the X-ray source or its optical

counterpart, the stirt and end universal dates of the

observation, lnd duration of observation in days. Possible

errors ;n the Jog are the misclassification of in observation

as i pointed observation mhen ;t mas either I spinning or

dither observation, and inaccuracy in the dates of the start

and end of an observation. Anyone interested in the misted

sources or time periods can obtain further information ind data

directly from Dr Ceorge Clark, Department of Physics, Bldg

37 61]. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, HA

02]39.

SAS C, CL_RK

CAIACIIC ABSORPTION IXPIRIMINI (CAt)

Data set name Y AXIS PDINI[D OHSIRVAI]ON tOG

NSSDC ID 7b-O3/A 02B, Y AXIS POINIE1) OBSERVATION LOC

lime period covered 05/30/tS TO 03/23/79

Quantity of datl 8 PACES Of UNBOUND HARDCOPY

This Jog identifies possible pointed observations that

were performed with the Y axis detectors of the SAS C X ray

observatory of celest;ll X ray sources. The log was compiled

from notes made at the time of the observations. It is neither

a complete nor fully accurate list of all pointed observations,

but it can be used as an initial reference for the SAS C data

base. lhe columns in the log are: the right

ascension/decJinaLmon designation of the source ;n 1950

coordlnate_, the common name of the X ray source or its optical

counterpart, the start and end universal dates of the

observation, and the duration of observation in days. Possible

errors mn the log are the misclassificatlon of an observation

pointed observation when it mas either a sp;nnlng or_th r observation, and inaccuracy in the dates of the start

and end of an observation Anyone interested in the listed

sources or time periods can obtain further information and data

by contacting Dr. Ceorge Clark, Department of Physics, Bldg

37-611, Massachusetts Institute of Iechnotogy, Cambridge. MA

0_139.

SAS-C, CLARK

SCORPIO MONIIOR _XPERIM_NI (SM()

......................

Data set name PLOTS OF DEI_CTOR COUN]INC HALES AT 5 SIC

RESOLUTION PLUS HDUSE)(LFPINC DATA

Data set name PIOIS Of DETECIOR COUNIII'_; RAlI_ AI 5 SiC

R[SOIUI]ON PLUS HOUSEK,_pINC DAIA

NSSDC ]D IS 031A 04A, QUICK IOUK DAIA PLOTS

lime period covered 01/2b/76 TO 04/07/79

Quantity of data 151 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHL

These SAS C data plots provide an overview of data

availibility and quality for the SAS C X-ray observatory. A

plot contains information obtained during the time interval

from one satellite [_oon to the next The data are plotted as

functions of the m_nor frame number. Une minor frame

corresponds to approm;mateJy 0.8314 s. The vertical header at

the left edge of a plot contains the date on which the plot was

created, the sequence number, the epoch of minor frame zero,

and the duration of a minor frame in Julian days A data plot

contains |4 separate data panels. Nine of these panel_ contain

detector photon c()unt_ per si_ minor frames, three contain star

tracker information, one contains ant;coincidence informatmon,

and one cont_ln_ I,h(! I_)w energy filter wheel position For

further informat, l()rl (>m_ the main data base and this data set,

c_ntact Dr. George (:larR, [)_parLment of Physmcs, Bldg 37 611,

Massachusetts Institute of Jechn(>logy, Cambridge, MA 0213_.

Data set name Y AXIS PoINnED OBSERVATION LOC

NSSDC ID 7S 037AO4B. Y AXIS POINIEI) OBSERVATION IOC

lime period covered 05/30/75 TO 03/23/79

Quantity of data 8 PACES OF UNBOUNO HARDCOPY

lhis log identifies possible pointed observltions that

were performed w;th the Y ax;s detectors of the SAS-C X ray

observatory of celestial X ray sources, The log was compiled

from notes made at the time of the observat;ons. ]b is neither

a complete nor fully accurate list oF all pointed observations,

but it can be used as an initial reference for the SAS C data
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base. The columns in the log ire: the right

• scension/decl;nation des;gnmt;on of the source in 19_>0

coordinates, the common namm of the X-r•y source or its optlc•l

counterpart, the st•rE and mnd univers•l dates of the

observation, and duration of obmerv•b;on in days. Possible

errors in the log are the mi&class;ficat;on of an observation

•s • pointed ob..... tlon .h.n it .... ith .... g,nn,ngor
d; ther observation, and inaccuracy in the dites of the start

end end of an observ•t;on. Anyone interested in the listed

sources or time periods can obtain further information •nd data

directly from Or. Ceorge Cl•rk, Department of Physics, Bldg.

37 611, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Caibr;dge0 MA
02139.

ee*ee*ee*eeeeeeee_oeoeo SKY_B eeeeeeeeeoeee*e**eoe*oe*eeeeeeee

_*_eae*ee*eeee**eo*ee_eeeeeeeeeeeee_eeeee*a*e*a*eee*ee*ee*_eee

Data set name CRAPHICAL CATALOC OF ATM/S_YLAB SOLAR

COVERACE (INCLUOINC SOLAR ACTIVITY)

NSSDC 1D 73 02ZA OOD. ATM SOLAR COVERAGE (FILM)

Time period covered OS/28/73 TO O2/O8/74

quantity of d•ta 1 REFit OF MICROFILM

This catalog, cont•ined on one reel of 35 mm film, is

intended to portray :hen the various ATH/SEyIab experiments

were in operation during spacecraft day (and presumably

obtained dwt•) and when solar act;vEry gas reported. This

catalog is not • definitive guide to spacecraft operations (see

data sets 73-Ce27A-OOE or 73-027A OOF, the ATM operetions log)

and concurrent solar activity, but it is intended to enable the

users to decide whether to pursue d•ta during • particular time

period_ The data are first presented on plots (bar charts)

covering one terrestrial day (24 h) each. Time is plotted

• long the abscissa in hours (Ct_T), eith the finest increment

helng 30 s. The dates are given in standard month day year

form and in terms of day-of-year 1q73, the form usually given

;n the ATM/SkyI•b d•t•. Along the ordin•te, operating times of

thm various experiments ere shown first, followed by

observations of solar actlv_ty (solar X r•y flares observed by

SOlRAD satellites, followed ;n turn by hydrogen alpha flar e

reports, microwave radio bursts, Ioe frequency radio bursts°

and finally observations of sudden ionospheric activity, ehich

are indirect observations of solar X ray or EUV flares). The

same data are then listed in tabular form. This d•t• set was

generated at NSSDC from the ATM mission operatlon5 log •nd

sol•r •ctivity reports obt•;ned from the World DaLe Center A

for solar •ctivity, Boulder. CO

D•ta set name AIM MISSION OPFRAIIONS [OC l)N MACN|;IC

TAPE

NSSOC ID 73 027A OOL, ATM MISSION OPEJ_ATION LOG ON IAP[

Time period covered 0S/78/73 TO 0_/08/74

(Date supplied by experimenter)

quantity of data S REELS OF iAPE

The ATM mission operation log is a chronological listing

of the oper•tions of the solar instruments on the ATM/Skylab

between days of year (DOY) 14B (May 28, 1973) and 404 (feb+ B,

1914). Its purpose is to provide rapid access to the detailed

operation of the instruments on the AIM and to aid each ATM

principal investigator in correlet;ng the as floen operation of

his instrumenL eith those of other ATM instruments. The

complete log is contained on five magnetic tapes. 1ape ]

contains manned and unmanned portioos of the S| 2 mission (DOY

148 209). T•pe 2 contains manned portions of the SI 3

mission (DOY 209 244) Tape 3 conE•ins manned and unmanned

portions oT the S| 3 mission (DOY 244 320). Tape 4 conE•ins

manned portions of the SL 4 mission (DOY 320 360). Tape S

contains nenned portions of the SL-4 mission (DOY 360 - 404).

The primary source of data for the log w•s the Harv•rd College

Observatory (I_XZO) compressed user tapes Addit_t>.al

information concerning ;ndiv;du•l instrument operation wa_

supplied by each of the PIs. The Q-track, 1600 bpl, [OCDIC

tapes contain one file. _ch physical record is 1_0 bytes ;n

length The data mere supplied by the Ball Brothers Research

Corp

.......................................

Data set name AIM MISSION OPE]_ATIoNS LOC ON MICROFICHE

NSSDC ID 73 027A OOf0 ATM MISSION OPERATION LBC FICHE

Time period covered - 05/2B/73 TO 02/0B/74

quantity of d•ta - 48 CANDS OF B/W NICROFICHE

The ATM mission opermtion log is a chronological listing

of the operations of the solar instruments on the ATM/SkyI•b

hermes° days-of-year (DOY) 148 (Hay 2B, 1973) and 404 (Fmb. B,

1974). Its purpose is to provide r•pld access to the detailed

operation of the instrument.s on the AIM and to mid eech ATM

principal invest;Eater in correlating the •s flown operation of

his instrument mith those of other ATM instruments. The

original log was conteined in five volumes of hard copy

supplied by the Ball Brothers Research Corp. Volume 1 contains

manned •nd unmanned portions of the SL-2 m;ssion (DOY 148 -

_09). Volume 2 contains manned portions of the SL-3 mission

(OOY _09 244). Volume 3 contains manned and unmanned

portions of the SL-3 mission (DOY 244 320). Volume 4

contains manned port;one of the SL 4 miss;one (DOY 3_0 - 360).

Volume 5 cent•ins manned portions of the SL-4 mission (DOY 360

404). The primary source of d•ta for the log was the Harvard

College Observatory (HCO) compremsmd user tapes_ Additional

information concerning individual instrument oper&tion was

supplied for each of the Pie. The data are contained on

m;crof;che.

Data set nile + MISCELLANEOUS SUPPORTINC DDCUHEN_S FOR

ATM EXPERIMENTS ON MICROFICHE

NSSDC ]D 13 021A-O 0 C, NISC. ATM SUPPORTING ODC , FICHE

Time period covered - 03/09/13 IO 07/09//3

Quantity of data 1S CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

_h_s data set cons;sis of a set of supporting documents

for Ill of the ATM experiments (73-(Y2ZA-04, 73 02ZA OS,

73-027A-06, 73-027A-07, 73-0_7A-10, end 73 027A 11). They

include the ATH experiments reference book, the coordln•Led

observing program observerPs information package, and two

different sets of AIM job summary sheets. These documents •re

available in microfiche form

SKYLAB, HENIZE

ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR ASTRONOMY

D•ta set name - MASTER POSITIVES (1.BX) OF FLIGI_I FIL)4 OF

UV SPECTRA/IHACERY OF STAR FIELDS

NSSDC ID 73-O?7A-O2A, UV SPFCIRA/IMACFRY 4X5 B/W

Time period covered 06/06/73 TO Ol/l]/14

Quantity of daLa 46g B/W POSITIVE FRAMES

This dat• set consists of a complete set of 469 m•ster

positives, on Kodak commercial type 4127 _tar thick base film,

that are enlarged l.B times from the fligbt film obtained from

the S 019 Prism Spectrograph Experiment The SL 2 set eas

reproduced on acetate base type 6127 film but is otherwise

identical the SL 3 •nd 4 master positives. Sensltometrlc

strips for process control were contact printed through • step

wedge with an effective interval Accompanying this dat• set

are tables that give data corresponding to the flight

exposures, which were identified by frame number. For example.

fr•me SL_ 003. taken on June 5, 1973, was a nominal 270 s

exposure centered at 11 h 58 lin -65.S dee (star field no.

360), taken through the objective prlsm_ For information on

the main data base and this data set. contact Dr. Karl Henize.

Code 5N3, Johnson Space Center/NASA, Houston, TX 77OSB.

..............................................

D•t• set name CATAIOC OI FAR ULTRAVIOLET OBJECTIVE

PRISM SPECIROPHDIOMEffRY: EXPERIMLN] S 019

NSSDC ID 13-027A-O2B, SKYLAB S 019 FAR UV DAIA (lq/q)

1;me period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

This data set is a machine, readable version of the

catalog of F•r Ultraviolet Objectlve Prism Spectrophotometry

(S 019) The data are on one Q track, I600-bpl, ASCI] tape,

eith Leo files, created on an IBM 30BI computer. The d•t• set

contains arrays of ultraviolet flu_ measurements at wavelengths

of 1300 to 4200 A. The spectri were digitized with • POS ]010

A microdens;tometer, and each spectrum was scanned in a series

of strips 30 microns wide. This cat•log contains deta on 4q4

stars. The data on each star are quite complex and include •

number of parameters in addition to the adopted fluxes.

Accompanying thi_ data set is a copy of a documeot entitled

IDocumentet;on for the Machine-Readable Version of the

Catalogue of Far Ultr•vlolet 0bjective-Prism Spectropho_ometry:

SkyJib Experiment S-O]9, Ultraviolet Stellar Astronomy n by _.S.

Hill and L.[. Brotzman, 1984 (B35702-OOOA). For more

information on this data set, see the above document or contact

Dr. Karl Hen;ze, Code S_13, Johnson Spice Center/NASA, Houston,

TX 77058

..............................................

SKYLAB, KRIECER
X RAY SPECTRDCRAPHIC TEJ_ESCOPE
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D•t• set name - R_ED CONTRAST X-RAY PHOT0_A_ OF THE

(THIRD O_ERATION NF_GATIV_ ON 7_)

_ ID 73-_7A-OSA, RED. C0_T, _ C_. NEO. 701414

Time period covered - 05/28/73 TO 01/31/74

Quantity of d•t• - 8400 B/W NEGATIVES

This data set is contained on reels of 70-mm type 5366

film. The data are thlrd-gener•tion negatives and have been

processed to reduce the contrast of the origin•| flight film.

This reduction w•s necessary to enhance the ease of making

prints on paper from the neg•tlves. The d•t• are

chronologically ordered. Individual frames include • white

light image of the sun about 1 in. in diameter, •n image of the

sun in soft X-rays about 2 cm in diameter, reference marks, and

diodm array indlc•t;ng experiment parameters (grating and
Filter positions, exposure times, • film counter, and date-time

of exposure). In addition, mOst frames have numbers located

outs;de the sprocket holes. The orig;n•l flight film was

contained on five 1300-ft reels of film, each conta;ning about

7000 frames. For information on the I•;n data base and thms

data set, contlct Dr. Allen Krleger, Radiation Science, Inc.,

P.D. Box 293, Belmont, HA 02178.

............................................................

DaLe set name - FILH IHACE CATALOC (FIC) ON 16 HH

HICROFILM

NSSDC ID 73-027A-OSB, FILH IHACE CATALOG (T)C) )6HHFILH

Time period covered 0S/28/73 TO 01/31/74

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM

This data set is a copy of the Film Image Catalog (FIC)

mhlch catalogs the data obtained by the AS*E (Ammrican Science

* EJ_gineering) X-ray Spectrographic Telescope (Experiment

S-0541. This catalog is • computer listing copied onto 16 mm

mlcrof;l=. The dale appear •s 22 columns •cross each page.

Each data frame, or X-ray picture of the sun, is described by

the dale in one row of the catalog. The columns include: a

cross-reference index to the frame number printed on the film

itself, the calendar date and the Creenlich mean time (UT) to

the nearest second of the end of thaL frame's exposure, the

exposure duration in seconds, the filter ;n place during that

exposure, a notation whether the gr•t;ng m•s ;n place or not,

pitch and yam offsets from Lhe sun center (in arc-s), and

various other housekeeping parameters such as operational mode,

Skylab orbit number, etc. This catalog essentially gives

complete data for all five S 0S4 film magazines Any errors

are of a minor nature and should not affect the user. For more

information on thin data set, contact Dr. Allen Krieger,

Radiation Science, ]no , P.O Be= 293, Belmont, HA 02178.

Data set name SYNOPTIC SUHMARY OF DATA, ONE F_AME PER

DAY, ON IOMH FILM

NSSDC ID 13 027A.05C, SHECIED FRAMES, ONE/DAY (IOMM)

Time period covered 05/2q/73 TO 11/27/73

quantity of data 700 B/W POSITIVES

This data set consists of one roll of 70 mm film

containing 163 X-ray images of the sun. The data set ;s •

_ubset of NSS_ data _et 73-027A-OSA. and it is intended Lo

provide a series of synoptic vlels of the X ray sun at

approximately _4 h intervals. The filter/exposure combiner,on

mas chosen to optimize the data for use in studies of coronal

holes and other coronal structures, mhich vary on time scales

of days or longer. All images are taken in filter 3

(disjointed pass6and of 2 to 32 A and 44 to $4 A), eith 64-s

ezposure times. E_ch frame includes the while light image

taken prior to the Xray exposure, since the corresponding

whlte-llght image is offset on the film. lhe date of each
frame and its location on the film are listed next to each

frame. Orientati()n _ be_t, accomplished by laying the X-ray

_mage over a hydrogen alpha image of the sun. The

documentation cross-re_Fer_lice_ the frame location, the date and

Lime, and the frame number in the film image catalog (data set

73-027A-OSB). Eor more information on this data set, contact

Dr. Allen Krieger, Radiation Science, Inc., P.O. Be= _93,

Belmont, HA 02178.

............................................

Data set name SEJ_ECTED FLARE DATA, SE1 1

NSSOC ID 73 027A-OSE, SELECTED FLARE DATA.SET 1

Time period covered 06/14/73 TO 09/08/13

Quantity of data - 600 B/W POSIT]VE_

This data set, contained on one reel of 70-mm black and

white film, ;s also available on 35-mm film and only includes

data relevant to the following six solar flares: June 15, lq13,
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at 1413 (LIT); July 29, 1973, it 1330 CUT); August 9, 1973, at

1S53 CUT); September S, 1973, st 1834 CUT); September 7, 1973,

at 1203 CUT); and January 21, 1974, mt 2320 (LIT). The datm act

includes samples taken •round 24, 18, 12, and 6 h before the

flare in question, •11 data taken from 1 h 6efore through 2 h

after the flare, and d•t• simpJes taken at 6, 12, 18, and 24 h

after the flare. It am • su6set of 73-027A-OSA and mis

generated at NSSDC. For more information on this data act,

contact Dr. Allen Kr;eger, Ridiiticm Science, lnc., P.O. Box

293, Belmont, HA 0"2178.

..........................................................

SKYLAB, HACQUF_E]N

WHITE EICHT CDROHAORAPtt

...............................................................

Data set name - FOURTH(POS.) AND FIFTH(NEC.) CENERATION

CDPIES OF A CDROHACRAPH PHOTOGRAPHS

NSSOC 10 73-027A 04A, WHITE LICHT CORONIACRAPHY-35MH FLH

Time period covered - 0S/_8/73 TO 0_/12/74

Quantity of dale Q B/W NECATIVE ERANES

This data set is a complete set of all frames

photo,graphed on all Skyl•b missions Aproximately 38,000

frames of data were taken, or about 2000 ft of 35-mm black and

white film. These frames are in chronological order. Each

frame contains an image Of the solar corona and the occulting

disk mith out-of-focus occulting disk pylon, intensity

calibration pattern, four fiducial marks, and the diode matrlx

arrly. A diode matrix array (6 columns by 12 rows) is printed

on the film for each emposed dab• frame. From the array,

information about experiment operating mOde, Polaroid wheel

position, sun centmr pointing •nd instrument internal

alignment, spacecraft roll, and time of day can be o6talned.

The copy supplied to NSSDC was Jade _y contact printing the

original flight film (_stm•n Kodak 0_6-02) using _stman Kodak

S0-355 film with processing optimized for the 9-s clear (i.e.,

no pol•rizer in place) eaposure. These data have • step medge

located in the center of the occulting disk. They •re

available 35-mm hegeL;re or posit;re copies or _
enlargements•Son film or paper. For paper enlargements, t

step wedge ;s usually covered. For information on the main

data base and this data set, contact Or. Robert MacQueen, High

Altitude Observatory, University Corporation for Atmospheric

Research, NCAR, P.O. Boz 3000, Boulder, CQ 80307.

.......................................

Data set name - SH ECIED FLARE DATA, SE1 1

NSSIDC 10 73-027A 048, SELECTED FLARE DATA,SE1 1

Time period covered 07/29/73 10 01/21/74

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM

This data set, contained on one reel of 35-mm black and

white film, only includes data relevant ¢o the folloming five

solar flares: July 29, 1973, at 1330 (U]); August 9, 1973, at

1553 (LIT); September S, 1973, at 1834 (UI); September 7, 1973,

at 1203 CUT); and January 21. 1974, at 2320 CUT). The data set

includes samples taken around 24, 18, 1_. and 6 h before the

flare in question, all data taken from 1 h before through 2 h

after the flare, and data samples taken at 6, 12, 18, and ?4 h

after the flare. This is a subset of 73-027A 04A an_ mas

generated at N_DC. For more information on this dale set,

contact Dr. Robert MacQueen, High Altitude Observatory.

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research, NCAR. P.O. Be=

3000, Boulder, CO 80307.

............................................

SKYLAB, NOYE_

UV SCANNING

POIYCHROMATOR/SPECTRDHELIOM_TER
............................

Data set name - UV SCANNINC POtYCHROMATOR SOLAR EIJV DAIA

ON MAGNETIC TAPE

NSSD_ ID 73-O??A-OBA, SOLAR _V DATA ON TAPE

Time period covered 05/28/73 TO 02/08/74

_uantity of data 1163 REELS Of TAPE

This tape data set contains the scientific data obtained

by the experiment from the three modes of operation during the

Skylab 2, 3, and 4 manned mission. It also contains data for

periods during the unmanned intervals betmeen the manned

missions The tapes are identified by day, batch. _nd tape

number. The data •re contained on 7-track, 556-bp;,

multifiled, binary magnetic tapes creatJd on I CDC 6400

computer Details concerning the experiment (tape, file, and

record structure), along mith inform•Lion concerning data

problems and dlagnost;c techniques, are contained in I Harvard

College Observatory report, mSO_/ATH Scientific User Tape

Cuide, I by H1]. Wadzinski (B290g2-OOOA), which will be

OF POOR (jjALBTY



furnished l;th the data. For information on the main data

base, contact Dr. Robert. Noyes, Solar and Stel Ilr Physics

Division, Center for Astrophysics. 60 Garden Street. Cambridge,
HA 02138.

Data set name - (_IAY LEVEL DATA ON MICROFICHE

NSSOC ID 73-027A-O6B, (:RAY LEVEL MICROFICHE

Time period covered 05/29/73 TO 02/08/74

Quantity of data - 3601 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

The gray scale mlcroflcbe d_splays variable density plots
of rasters and a;rror-llne scans for each detector that is on

during the cycle. The heading displays day/night cycle number,

calendar date, and CMT, with the heading at the _op of the

page. There are up to 77 gray scale pictures arranged ;n a

matr;z of ;I across, from left to right eith time ;ncreasing,

and 7 domn, e;th detector number increasing from I to 7. If a

detector ;s turned off, the space for the gray-scale picture is

left blank. For more information on this data set, contact Dr.

Robert Noyes, Solar and Stellar Physics Oiv_s_on, Center for

Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, HA 02138.

....................... : .........................

Data set name DIGITAl DATA ON MICROFICHE

NSSDC I0 73-0_7A-06C, DIGITAL DAIA ON MICROFICHE

Time per_od covered 05/2Q/73 TO _/(_B/74

Quantity of data 13214 CARDS OF B/W HICROFICFfl:

These data comprise a raster tab and a linm tmb. The

tabs are in four parts: lines 1 30= data samples 1-60; lines

i-a, data --_les 61-I20; lines 31-60, data samples 1-60; and

lines 31-60, data samples 61 120 The heading _nforlat;on for

the raster indicates the following: GMT is the day and t)me of

start of the raster; DFr I ;s the detector identifier; FSSUO is

the ATH fine sun sensor up/down pointing coordinate in arc

_econds at the time of start Of the raster; CA_R is the AIM

roll coordinate in arc minutes at the time of start of the

raster; CYCLE is the number of day/night cycles since the last

launch; REf SFI OPT ;s the grating reference selected at the

time of stare of the raster; OPT ;s the optical reference bit

indicator (on or off); HECH ;s the mechanical reference bit

indicator; SAMPL| NO ;s the sample number; MOO[ c is the mode

selected at the start of the raster; FSS[R ;s the ATM fine sun

sensor left/right coordinate in arc seconds at the time of

start of the raster; GRI POS is the number of steps lhere the

grating was moved from the selected reference at the time of

start of the raster; N is the number of good data samples in

the raster; ]BAR is the average of the good data samples in the

raster; and ISQR is the average of the squires of the good data

samples in the raster. The line tab heading information has

the same leaning as the raster tab, except for the foltoelng:

HECtt is the mmchanlcal reference bit indicator ;n turns of the

grating being It or near the mechanical reference; C_T FOS is

the number of steps where the grating ;s from the reference

selected. F_re detailed descriptions of these data can be

found ;n the data handbook for the Harvard _JV Spectrometer on

ATH. For more information on this data set, contact Dr. Robert

Noyes. solar and Stellar Physics Division, Center for

Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street. Cambridge, HA 0_138.

..................................................

Data set name - HIO SUP_ RASIE_R DAIA ON HTCROFICHE

NSSDC ID 73 O21A O60, HL0 SUPE_ RASTE]( DATA

alma period covered 01/28/74 TO 01/_9/74

Quantity of data 17 CARDS Ot BIW MICROFICHE

lhis data set. contained on gray scale microfiche. ;s all

the super rasters made during the observational program. I_lch
super raster consists of a series of 45 rasters and covers the

entire solar disk. The centers of the 4S rasters are separated

by 2gO arc s. For more information on th_s data set, contact

Dr. Robert Noyes, solar and Stellar Physics Division, Center

for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, HA O213k6.

................................

Data set name UV SCANNING POLYCI4_OHATOR SUPER RASTE]_

DATA ON HACNt_IC TAPE

NSSOC ]D 73 027A-ObE, SUPER RASTER DATA ON TAPE

Time period covered - 01/28/74 TO 01/29/74

Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE

This data set contains all the super rasters m]dm during

the observational program. The difference beteeen the raster

and the super raster data on tape is that in super raster tapes
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all unnecessary data mere eliminated, and raster data mere

recorded in l normal data flol mode. Each super raster
consists Of a series of 4S rasters and covers the entire solar

disk. The cmnters of the 45 rasters are separated by 290 arc

s. The tape cons)its of i series of files, with each file

consisting of an ID record followed by engineering records,

data records, and in end-of-file mirk. The data are contained

on 7-track, 5S6-bpi, binary magnetic tapes created on I CDC

6400 computer. For more information on this data set, contact

Dr. Robert Noyes, solar and Stellar Physics Division, Center

for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, HA 0_I38.

Data set name - SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET 1

NSSOC ID 73-027A-06F, SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET l

Time period covered - 06/15/73 TO 01/21/74

Quantity of data - 122 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set, contained on microfiche, only includes

data relevant _ the following four solar flares: June 15,

1973. at 1413 CUT); August 9, I973, at 1553 CUT); September S,

1973, it 1834 CUT); and January 21, 1974, at 2320 (U_). The

data set includes samples taken around 24, ie, 12, and 6 h

before the flare in question, all data taken from 1 h before

through 2 h iftar the flare, and data samples taken at 6, 12,

18, and 24 h after the flare. It is = subset of data sets

73-027A-O6D and 73-(Y27A-06C and was generated at NSSDC. For

more information on this data set, contact Dr Robert Hayes,

solar and Stellar Physics Division, Center for Astrophysics. 60

Garden Street, Cambridge. HA O2138.

SKY.B. NDY_

HYDROGE_N ALPHA TELESCOPE _BE]_ I

Data set name - H-APLHA DATA ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 73-O_7A lSA. H ALPHA DATA ON 354_M FILM

lime period covered OS/29/73 10 02/03/74

Quantity of data - 103 RF_-LS OF MICROFILM

This 3S-mm microfilmed data set contains H alpha image

data from Skylabs 2, 3, and 4. The data cover Hay 29 through

June 1B. 1973; August 7 _hrough September 21, 1973; and

November 26, I973, through February 3, 1974. Each negative has

tqo prints--one of density appropriate to the solar disk and

the second for the solar llmb. The disk and limb ezposures for

the same time period are on separate reels _ch frame ;s

labeled by time in days, hours, minutes, and seconds. The day

number, called H-alpha day, is an arbitrary tlme indez from 0

t_ 63. A calendar ;s provided to convert H-alpha days to

calendar days. There are some sun-orientation anomalies in

this data set; the accompanying documentation ezpla;ns the

necessary corrections. Tea problems occurred in the 014 Tilms

The first was a film advance malfunction, causing overlapping

of solar euposures. The second aas a periodic image

degradation caused by the telescope filter drift. For

information on the main data base and _his data set, contact

Dr. Robert Hayes. Solar and Stellar Physics Division. Center

for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 0_138.

................................

Oata set name - ATH H-ALPHA ATtAS IN HARDCOPY

NSSDC ID 73-027A-1SB, ATE H-ALPHA ATLAS IN 47 VOLUMES

lime period covered - 06/29/73 10 02/03/74

Quantity of data - 4? BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES

The H alpha atlas provides selected photographs of the

sun taken from the H alpha telescope film described in

73-027A-ISA. The atlas consists of approlimatety 47 volumes or

prints of 100 pages each. _ch volume contains about five

prints per day/night cycle. This coverage ;s close Lo OS of

the total numbmr of pictures contained in data set 73-027A ISA.

Each page of the _tlas consists of a 16- by 16-arc-mln port;on

of the solar disk enlarged from the 3_-mm film to B by 8 in. A

film and an atlas guide, which describe the data set in detail,

are available. For more information on this dial set, contact

Dr. Robert Noyes, Solar and Stellar Physics Division. Center

for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, HA 02138.

......................................................

SKYLAB, PACK_

UV AIRCLOW HOREZON PHOTOGRAPHy

........................................

Data set name - DIGITIZED AIRGLOW DATA ON TAPE



ID 73-027A-OSA, DICITIZ_ A]RCLOW DATA ON 1APE

Time period covered - 03/02174 TO 03/03/74

Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE

This 7-track, _6-bp; binary magnetic tape dita set was

copied at _ from the experimenter's tape. It contains the

data from m]crodensi¢oaetwr scans oF the airglow phote_graphs

mlkin9 up data set 73-027A-OBO (airglow photo>graphs on film).

Each tape record contains one scan llne. A file mark is placed

at the end of each complete frame scan. Fo_lr File marks

indicate the end of rmcordlng on a tape. The identification

libel at the beginning oF each record gives the magnetic tape

nu_er and file number, date Of the tape recording, ID of film

frame, Frame number, number of steps per scan llne, number of

scan lines, aperture slze in micrometers, and speed oF scan.

Included in the record are the X and y coordinates, the

distance between density readings, and the density (or

transmission) value. Details of the scan technique and

calibration procedures are presmnted in the document

distributed with the diem. Almo see Applied Optics, v. 16, no.

4, pp- 983-992, April 1977. For information on the main data

base and this dlta set, contact Dr. Donald Packer, 1823 Fran

Hammond Parkway, Alexandria, VA 22302.

............................................................

Dita set name - DICITIZI_ OZONE DATA ON TAPE

NSSOC 1D 73-027A-OSB, DICITIZI_ OZONE DATA ON TAPE

Time period covered 02/28/74 TO 02/26/74

Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE

This 7 track, _6 bpi magnetic tape data set was copied

at NSSDC from the experlmenterJs tape. It contains the data

from mlcrodens;tometer scans oF the film frames in data Set

73-027A 088 (ozone photo)graphs on film). Each tapm record

contains one scan line. A file mark ;s placed at the end of

each complete Frame scan. Four file larks indlcite the end of

recording on a tape. The identification label at the beginning

oF each record gives the magnetic tape number and file number,

data of tape recording, ID oF film Frame, Frame number, number

of steps per scan line, number of scan I_nes, aperture size in

micrometers, and speed of scan. Included in the record are the

X and Y coordinates, the distance between density readings, and

the density (or transmission) value. Details of the scan

technique, the calibration procedure, and conversion to ozone

data are contained in the document distributed with the data.

Also see Appl=ed Optics, v. 16, no 4, pp. 983-992, April 1977.

For more information on this data set, contact 0r. Donald

Packer, 1623 Eran Hammond Parkway, Alexandria, VA 22302.

Data set name - DICITIZI_D AURORAL DATA ON TAPE

NSSOC ID 73-027A-08C, DIGITIZED AURORAL DATA ON 1APE

Time period covered 03/14/74 (0 04/05/74

Quantity oF data 14 R_S OF TAPE

This 7-track, 556-bpi magnetic tape data set eas copied

It NSSDC from the experimenter's tape. It contains the data

from m;crodensltometer scans of the iuroral and lower

me--sphere emission photography contained in data sets

73 027A 08C [auroral photography (black and white) on Film] and

73-02ZA-OSH [auroral photography (color) on Film]. Each tape

record contains one scan line, and a f_le mark is placed it the

end of each complete Frame scan. Four File marks indicate the

end of the recording on a tape. An identification label at the

beginning of each record gives the magnetic Wipe number and

file number, date oF tape recording, ID oF film frame, frame

number, number of steps per scan line, number of scan lines,

aperture size ;n micrometers, and speed of the scan. Included

in the record are the X and Y coordinates, the distance between

density readings, and the density (or transmission) value.

Data;Is oF the scan technique, the callbrat;on procedures, and

an analysis and interpretation OF several auroral _rames are

contained ;n the document d;sLrlhuted with the data Also see

Applied Optics, v. ]6, no 4, pp. 983-992, April 197J. For

more information on this data set, contact Dr. Donald Packer,

1623 Fran Hammond Parkway, Alexandria, VA 22302.

.......................................

Data set name - AIRCLOW PHOTOCRAPHS ON FILH

NSSDC ID 73-027A 08D, AIRGLOW PHOIOCRAPHS ON FILH

Time period covered - 08/14/73 TO 09/0]/73

Quantity of data - 135 B/W NEGATIVE FRAMES

This data set, on 3S-mm black and white negatives, was

copied from Tilm provided by the experimenter and consists oF

eight (re|el. Seven night airglol pictures were obtained at

$577 A, and one picture was taken of the airglow without a

filter. The film should be viemed lith the idwntlflcaticm

numbers (mission, film roll, and frame) readable at the bottom

of thm frmme. It will then be Is in the ¢elera iben vlewmd

from the rear loading d(x)r. The emulmlon side emil be on the

film side opposite the viewer, and thm frame numbers will

increase from right to loft. Calibration procedures, date and

time of leisuremmnt, location, aaposure time, and other details

ire Found in the report accompanying the data.

N;crodensltometer scans of these (rates were lade, and those

melsurelents mike up fhm megnetlc tape data =el 73-(Y27A-OGA

Cdigitized airglow data on tape). See Applied Optics, v. 16,

no. 4, pp- 983-992, April lq77. The original flight film is

kept at the Johnson Spice Center. For more informatio- on _hls

data set, contsct Dr. Donald Picker, 1623 Fran Hammond Parkway,

Alexandria, VA 212302.

..........................................................

Data set name - OZONE PHOTOGRAPHS ON FILH

NSSOC ID 73-0_7A-08E, OZONE PHOTOCRAPHS ON FILM

Time period covered 01/31/74 TO 01/31/74

Quantity of data - 95 B/V NEGATIVE FRANES

Thls data set, on 35-mm black end mhite negatives, was

copied from Film provided by the experimenter. Several

trilogies of photographs mere obtained. Tmo ultraviolet

exposures mire obtained through different Filters, and one

color exposure mas obtllned above the same ground site. This

film set contains six frames, i.e., tie trilogies, where the

filtered frmlms were taken at iivelengths of 2700 and 3200 A.

The film should be viewed wlth the identification numbers

(mission, Film roll, and Frame) readable at the bottom of the

Frame. The film mill then be as in the camera when viewed From

;n back of the rear loading door. The emulsion side mall be.on

the Tilm side opposite the vlemer and thm frame numbers mlll

increase from right to left. The procedure for obtaining ozone

data from this Film; the date, time, and location oF these

measurmments; the sun angles; Ind the calibration procedures

are contained in a report accompanying the data set.

Hicrodensit_meter scans of these (rimes were made, and the

resuJtlng meisurements are in data set 73-027A-OBB (digitized

ozone data on Wipe). See Applied Optics, v. 18, no 4, pp.

983 992, April 1977. The original Flight Film is kept at the

Johnson Spice Center. For more information on this data set,

contact Dr. Donald Packer, 16_3 Fran Hammond Parkway,

Alexandr;a, VA 22302.

...........................

Data set name - PHOIOC_APHY OF COH_ KOHOU1E]<

NSS_)C IO 73 027A 08F, PHOTOGRAPHS OF COH_I KOHOLRE_K

Time period covered - 12/09/73 10 O1/09/74

Quantity of data 190 B/W NEGATIVE F_AHES

This data set, on 35 mm black and mh;te negaLives, was

copied from Film supplied hy the ezperimenter and contains 15

photographs oF the Comet Kohoutek taken either in white light

or mith filters in both the ultraviole_ and visible spectral

regions, ;.e , at wavelengths oF 3581, 3090, and 4700 A. _he

film should be oriented ;_ that the frame identification
numbers (miss;on, film ro , and frame) are readable at the

bottom of the Frame when viewed. The f;Im mill then be as in

the camera mhen viewed from the rear loading door. The

emulsion elde will be on the film side opposite the v;eeer, and

the frame numbers will increase From right to laTe.

Calibration details, tabulated Frame numbers aith Tilters used

and operational chronology, isophote plot oF
.icrodensibo.eter traces of the co_t, and other details are

included in the report distributed with the data

Hicrodensitometer scans of these Frames mere lade, and the

results mere recorded on magnetic tape. Since the instructions

For locating the comet and star images are too diverse and

detailed to be recorded For general distribution, the des;red

tapes can he obtained directly from the experimenter. See

Applied Optics, v. 16, no. 4, pp. 983-992, April 1977. The

original flight film is kept at the Johnson Space Center For

more information on th;s data set, contact Dr. Oonald Picker,

1623 Fran Hammond Parkmay, Alexandria, VA 22302

Data set name - AURORAL PHOIOCRAPHY(B _) ON FlU4

NS_)C ]D 13-O_IA -08G, AURORAL PHOTOS. (B-V) ON EILH

llme period covered - 09/11/73 TO 02/07/74

QUantity Of data - 134 B/W NEGATIVE FRAHES

This data set, on 35 mm black and mhite n0gl_;ves, was

copied From film supplied by the experimenter and contains 14

black and white pho_ographs of the aurora and lower atm_sphore

em;ssions_ Color photographs of these data lake up data set
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73-027A-OBH.]he film should be oriented so that the frame

identification numbers (miss;on, film roll, and frame) are

readable at the bottom of the frame when viewed. Th0 film will

then be _ ;n the camera when viewed from the rear loadingdoor. Th Semuls;on side will be on the film side opposite the

viewer, and the frame numbers will increase from right to left.

Callbrat_on details, an analysis and interpretation of several

auroral frames, and three plots of relative intensity vs

apparent altitude are costa;ned ;n the document accompany;no
the data. Microdensitometer scans of the frames ;n this data

set were made, and the measurements lake up dlta set

73-027A-08C (digitized auroral data on tape). See Applied

Optics, v. 16. no. 4. pp. 983-992, April 1977. The original

flight fill is kept at the Johnson Space Center. For more

information on this data set, contact Or. Donald Picker, 1623

Fran Hal_nd Parkway, Alelandria, VA _30_.

Data set nile AURORAL PHOlO(_APHY (COLOR) ON FILM

NSSDC )D 73 027A-OSH. AURORAL PHOTOS. (COl OR) ON FI[J4

Time period covered 09/11/73 TO 02/07/74

Quantity of data 134 COLOR POSITIVE F1RAMF_S

1his 35-mm f; Im data set was copied from the fl Im

supplied by the experimenter and contains 14 color photographs
of the aurora and lower atmosphere emissions. Rlick and white

photographs of these data make up data set 73-027A-08C [auroral

photography (black and white) on film]. The film should be

oriented so t,hat the frame identification numbers (mission,

film roll, and frame) are readable at thm bottom of the frame.

The film will be as in the camera when vlelted from the rear

loading door. The eaulsion side will be on the film side

opposite the viewer, and the frame numbers will increase from

right to left. Cam ihration dalai Is, an analysis and

interpreLa%;on of several auroral frillS, and three plots of
relative intensity ws apparent altitude are contained in the

document accompanying the data. Nicrodensltometer scans of the

frames in thls data set were made, and the measurements make up

data set 13-027A 08C (digitized auroral daLa on tape). See

Applied Opt;ca, v. 18, no 4. pp. 983 Q92. April 1Q77. The

original flight film is kepL at the Johnson Space Center For

more information on this data set,, contact, Or Donald Packer,
1623 Fran Hammond Parkway. Alexandria, VA _302

SKYLAB, T OUSE_

UV CORONAL SPEC/ROHEI ]O_APH

Data set name SPFCTROH[[ IOCRAPH S01_J.R IMAGES ON /O-MR

F ]LM

NSSOC ID 73 O_/A )OA, SP[CTROHELIOC_APH IMACF_ ON /OHM

Time period covered 0S/28/73 TO 0]/31/74

Quantity Of data L/SO B/W POSITIVES

This data set consists of five 400 ft reels of lO-mm

black and white Film and includes all 1032 spectrohellograms

• aken with the S 082A instrument. The original flight film

(strips 35 lea • 258 mm) were enlarged by the P] to fit on 70-ill

roll film. The copies available to the requesters are fourth

generation positives and fifth generation negatives (the flight

film is cons;doted first generation). Accompanying this dat, a

set is a set of transparencies that can identify emission lines

of ;oni zed components- -He, No, MS, Si , 0, and Fe by

overlapping the transparencies on the specLrohel iooraph images.

For information on the lain data base and this data set.,

contact Dr. Richard Tousey 0 Code 4107, Naval Research

Laboratory, WashlnoLon, DC 20375.

Data set nile SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET ]

NSSOC ID 73-027A-]OB, SELECT[]) FLARE DATA,SET 1

1;me period covered 06/15/73 TO 0]/_/74

Quantity of data - 700 R/W POSITIV_

This data set, contained on one reel of 70-mm black and

white film, only includes data relevant Lo the following five

solar flares: June 15. 1973. at 1413 CUT); August 9, 1973, at

]553 (UT) ; September S, 1973, it 1834 (UT); Sepbember 7, 1973,

at 1203 CUT); and January 21, 1974. at 232)0 CUT). The data set

includes samples taken around 24, 18, 12, and 6 h before the

flare in question, all data Liken from 1 h before through 2 h

after the flare, and data samples Liken at 6, 12, lB, and 24 h

ifter the flare. This is a subset of data met 73-O_TA-]OA and

gas generated at NSSDC. Accoe_any;nQ thls data set is a set of

transparencies that can identify emission lines of ionized

components--He, Ne, No, S;, O, and Fe--by overlapping the

transparencies on the spectroheliograph images. For more

information on this data set, contact Dr. Richard Tousey, Code

4]07, Naval Research Laboratory, Vishlngton, I)C 20375.

.......................................................

Data set name -. _A_ CATALOG ON HACNEIIC TAPE

NSSDC ID 73 O_7A 10C, FRAME CATALOG ON MACTAPE

Time period covered - 05/28/73 TO 01/31/74

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

This data set is contained on one 7-track. 800-bp;, bcd

magnetic _ape mith three files and is a listing of the film

index number (appearing on each frame), date. day of year,

shutter open/close times, exposure time, and wavelength range

used for each of Lhe 1032 frames taken with the 5002A

experiment. For more informaL;on on this data set, contact Dr.

Richard Tousey, Code 4107, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20375.

..........................................

Oata set name FRAME CATALOG ON MICROFICHE

NS_)C ID 73 027A-100, FRAME CATALOG ON MICROF-]CHE

lime period covered - 05/28/73 TO 01/31/74

_uantity of data I CARD OF B/W MICRRFICHE

This data set is contained on one microfiche and is a

listing of the film ;nde_ number (appearing on each frame),

date, day of year, shu_ter open/close times, exposure time, ind

wavelength range for each of the 1032 frames taken lith the

SOB_A experment. For more information on _his data sot,

contact Or. Richard Tousey, Code 41070 Naval Research

Laboratory, Washington, IX: _0375.

.......................................

Oa_a set name - SYNOPTIC MAPS OF SOLAR CORONAL BOUNDARIES

NSSDC ID 73 02ZA-IOE, H£ 304 SYNOPTIC MAPS, I_ROCOPY

T_me period covered 05/23/73 10 02/02/74

guant;ty of data ] BOOK OR BOUNO VOLUME

This data set is contained ;n a paper document, entitled

mThe World Data Center A for So larTerrestriat Physics Report

UAC 51, Synoptic Maps Of Solar Coronal Hole Boundaries Der,ved

from He ]I 304 A Spectroheliograms from the Manned Skylab

Miss;on." by J.D. Bofli;n and D.N Rubensteln (025723 O00A).

1he coronal hole boundaries, were plotted as synoptic chart_ ;n

both the standard Mercator maps as well as polar view

projections The polar view projections emphasize that the

major areas occupied by coronal holes during t,h;s period were

in the polar caps at latitudes greater than 60 deQ north and

south, lhe periods of time for which boundaries were

determined are Nay 24 through June 23, 1973 (first manned

Skylab mission), August _ through September 24, 19/3 (_econd

manned mission), and November 21, 1973 through february ), 1974

(third manned mission). These charts are presented for use ;n

the study of Skylab and corroborating space/ground-based da_a

_aken during the manned mission perlod_. A microfiche version

of th;s document, is also available upon request For more

;nformat;on on this daba set, contact Or. Oav;d Bohlin, Code

EZ/Solar and Hel;ospheric Physics Office, NASA Headquarters,
Washington, DC _)546.

SKYLAR, T OUS_Y

EUV SPECTROGRAPH

Data set name EXTREME ULTRAVIOLE_ SPECTRACRAPH ON 70 MM

FILM

NSSDC ID 73-O_7A-11B, SOLAR UV SPFCTRA ON 7OHM FILM

lime period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data - 1600 B/W NEGATIV_

The _ata are solar EUV spectra obtained by _he N_L _UV

spectrograph, recorded on strips of black and eh;te 70 Im lille.

with eight specgral frames being recorded on each film strip.

The strip covers the 970 to 3940 A spectral range, ai£h a

spectral resolution of between 0.04 and 0.08 A. The overall

spectra are readable, but _ome film strips were contaminated by

outside lights. A compendium of these data, entitled mThe

High-Resolution Solar Spectrum. 1175-1710 A0 • by G.D. Sindlin,

J.-O.F.Bart_e, C.E. Brueckner° R Tousey, and H.E. VanHoosier,

was published in the Astrophysical Journal Supplement _er;es.

v. 61, pp. 801-898, 1986. Rocket flights were made on

September 4, 1973, and Januar_ 15, ]974, to calibrate _hese

spectra, and the rocket data are available on lagnet;c tapes l_

NSSD_ under the identif;cation number RS-I_A. Part,ies
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interested in detailed scientific aspecbs of these spectra may

contact Dr. J.-D.F. Bert, De, Naval Research Laboratory,

Washington DC.

.............................. c ..........................

Data set name - _ SPECTROGRAPH FR_E CATALOG ON

HACNE_IC TAPE

NSSOC ID 73-027A-11C0 _E CATALOG ON HAQNETIC TAPE

Time period covered - 05/29/73 TO 0"2/03/74

Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE

This data set consists of frame catalog data from the

Solar EUV Spectrograph Experiment on 800-bpi, bcd, 7 track

magnetic tape. The data are card images created on an I_ 360

computer. The data, three files, consist of strip number;

record number; day of year; hour. minute, and second of day;

eaporiment time; ya=; pitch; roll; and mode. For more

information on this data set, contact Dr. Richard Tousey, Code

4107, Naval Research laboratory, Washington, DC 20375.

..........................................

Omti set name - SKY_8 _ SPECTROCRAfll CATALOC OF FRAHE

EXPOSURES ON MICROFICHE

NSSOC ID 73-027A-lID. FRAHE CATALOC ON MICROFICHE

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data -- 5 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set consists of frame catalog data from the

Solar EUV Spectrograph Experiment on five microfiche cards.

The data consist of strip number; record number; day of year;

hour. minute, and second of day; exper_mmnt time; yal; pitch;

roll; and mode. For I_re information on this catalog, contact

Dr_ Richard Tousoy. Code 4107. Naval Research Laboratory,

Washington, DC 20375.

...............................................

SKYLAB, UNDEI_WOOD

OUAL X RAY T_ F_SCOPE

Data set name - I_R]CH] FEATURE AND FAINT FEATURE V[3RSIONS

OF B_CK-AN[)-WIIITE FLIGHT FII_

NSS_ ID 73 027A O/A. SolAr X-RAY IMAGES BtACK/WItIT[

Time period covered (N/A)

Quantity of data 6370 B/W POSIIlVE_

This data set consists of a posit;v• copy exposed for

bright features and a positive copy exposed for faint features

of each of the four loads of flight film on the total of eight

reels of film. _ch set of four reels contains 22,000 solar

images, mostly ;n X rays. For informaL;on on the main data
base and this data set. contact Dr. Robert Wilson, Space

Science Laboratory. ESS2, Solar lerrestrial Physics Division,

HSFC/NASA. Huntsville, AL 35812,

Data set name X-RAY EVBql /INALYZE_ (XREA) DATA LISTINCS

ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ]D 13 027A-070, XRE_ PRINTOUT ON MICROFILM

Time period covered 05/29/73 TO 02/05/14

Quantity of data 50 REELS OF MICROFILM

]hose reduced data. received from the experimenter, are

contained on 50 reels of 16 um microfilm. The data cons;st of

lists of the day of year. time (hh,mm,ss in CM_). the aperture

posit;on for the aluminum (AI) w_ndoeed proportional countmr,

the counts accumulated ;n each channel of the AI-mindomed

counter, the total counts accumulated in all channels of the

AI wlndoeed counter, the total counts accumulated in all

channels of the beryllium (Be) windowed counter, the counts

accumulated an each channel of the Be-m;ndo,ed counter, the

aperture position of the Be-windowed counter, and the telemetry

station receiving the data, for each 2._-s readout of the X ray

event analyzer. Also included on the microfilm are the

telescope housekeeping data, including temperatures, currents,

Dnd discrete events. For more informaL;on on this data set,

contact Dr Robert Wilson. Space Science Laboratory. E_S2.

Solar-Terrestrial Physics Division. HSFC/NASA, Huntsville. AL

35812.

Data set name - BLACK A_ _WHITE R_ITION OF COLOR FI_

(13-O_7k 078) HIGH AND LOW CONTRAST COPIES

NSSDC ID 73-027A-O7E, BLACK+WHITE vERSION OF 73-027AO7B

Time pmriod covered - (N/A)

_uantity of data 500 B/W POSITIVES

These data are black and lh;te positive copies of solar

X-ray imIQeS on ieriil color reversal film (S-056 film load 5).

Two copims lore exposed for bright features and riO C_IOS mere

exposed for faint features. I_l)ch rill contains 5000 solar

images. For more informal;on on thls data set, contact Dr.

Robert W;l_on, Space Science Laboratory, F_S2,

Solar-Terrestrial Physics Division. _FC/NLm_SA, Huntsville, AL

35812.

.....................................................

Data set name - FR_E CATALOOS OF S056 X-RAY TELESCOPE

DATA, ON MICROFICH_

NSSDC ID 13-021A-OTF, FRAME CATALOGS ON MICRDFICHE

Time period covered - (N/A)

Quantity of data - 16 cARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

Th;s data set consisbs of microfiche copies of (1) the

frame listing, which ;ndlcaLes the frame number, operational

mode, filter number, smquence number/frame number ;n sequence

(used mhere an operational mode runs many identical sequences

of exposures), day-of year 1973 or lq74/m_ss;on day, start Lime

(GMT) of exposure, end time Of emposure (GNT), _otal exposure

time, and comments; and (2) the alias of Skylab ATH/_OS6

super long exposures and stepped itage frames (NASA TM

X-64992), which lists the above information e_cept that It

excludes the sequence�frame number and includes both primary

and secondary exposure stop tiles and elposure lengths. For

more information on th_s data set, contact Dr Rob•re Wilson,

Space Sc;ence Laboratory, E_S2, Solar Terrestrial Physics

Division, I_EC/NASA, Huntsville, AL 35_B12.

.........................................

Data set name - SELECTED FLARE DATA, SEa 1

N550E ID 73-027A-07C, SFLFCTF_) FLARE DATA. SE_ 1

Time period covered - 06/15//3 10 01/21/Z4

Quantity of data - 1295 B/W NEGATIVES

This dale set, cents=ned on 35 mm black and ihite film

(one copy is a highlight, copy and the other is a faint feature

copy), only _ncludes dat.a relevant to the following five solar

flares: June 15, 19/3, aL 1413 (UI); August 9. 19[3, aL 1_$3

(U_); September 5, 1973, at 1834 (UT); September 7, 1973, at

1203 CUT); and January 21, 19Z4, at 2320 CUe). lhe data

include samples taken around 24. IB, 12, and 6 h before the

flare in question, all data taken from I h before through 2 h

after the flare, and data samples Liken aL 6, 12, 18, and 24 h

after the flare. It is a subset of da_a set 73 027A-OTA and

oas generated at N_SDC. for more informaLion on this data set.

contact Dr RoberL Wil_on, Space Science Laboratory, F_2,

Solar lerresLr;al Physic_ Division. MSFC/NASA. Huntsville, AI

3_B12

Data set name POINIlNC lOG ON MICROFICHF

NSSD_ IO 80 OI4A-OOD. POINT INC LOG

lime period covered OP/14/BO I0 11/23/80

_uant;ty of data 8 CARDS Ol B/W BlCR[IfICHE

This data set *s a con_intJOUS history of SM_ pointing

covering the period from i_unch on tebruary 14, 1980, to

November 23, 1980, when fine poinLing capability aas lost. The

log is based on a review of planning forms, real-time log

books, and real Lime pass summaries that _ere prepared during

the SMM mission. The log maw printed out by the slew table

generator (STAG) software system that ran on GSFC's 360/65.

_ch output covers one SJ_M operational day, which runs from

1300 U1 to 1300 U1. For more information on this data set,

contact Kenneth Frost, Code 6000, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, HID

20771.

........................................

SMM. DE JACFR
HARD X RAY IHACI[ SPECTROH_ (HXIS)

......................................

Data set name HARD X-RAY HIMSff FORMAT DATA ON NAQNL_IC

IAPE

• _ ,++ .: ,++_!, :+++"
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NSSDC IO BO-O14A-OSA, HARD X-RAY HIHSEL FORMAT DATA

Time period covered - 06/29180 TO 06/29180

Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE

Th;a data set consists of data from the Hard X-ray

lmaging Spectrometer (HXIS) on Q-track, 1600-bp; binary tapes

created on a POP computer. The number of ;nags files on a tape

is restricted to • naxlmum of 32,767, but physically this

number is not likely tlo be attained. An image is designated by

its image number and its file number (eg. 400/3 indicates

image 400 of file 3) The files are preceded by a label of 256

words followed by a tape mark (EDF) A label contains file ID.

tape ID. tape number, file number, record number, image number,

dale, eLc If no files exist, • second tape mark (EOT) ;s

added. The files are separated by one tape mark (_F), while

the last file is closed by two tepe marks (EOT). _ch image

cons;mrs of two record blocks of 1920 eords each. For further

information on the main data base and this data set, contact

Dr C deJaoer. Space Science Laborat_ry, Beneluxlaan 21.

Utrecht, the Netherlands

......................................

SHFt, FROST

HARD X-RAY OURST SPECTRDHETE_ (I-IXRBS)

........................................................

Data set name - PULSE HEIGHT SPECTROHETER DATA ON

HACNE_ IC TAPE

NSSOC ID 80-OI4A-O6A, PULSE HEICHT SPECTROHET_ DATA

T;me period covered 06/29/80 TO 06/29/80

Quantity of daLa - 3 REELS OF TAPE

This data set consists of puIse-height spectrometer (PHS)

data on 9-track. 800-bpi, ASCII tlpes. Each f;le on the tape

contains i header record followed by data records. The header

record contains the folloling: code ident;fylng header record,

start day of int0rval, start millisecond of interval, time

between data intervals in millisecond, source ]D, and channel

edges in keY. The data records contain the follow;no: record

number in data interval, data interval number, PHS channels

1 10 or 1] 1S. and flYer;me in seconds. The data records have

the form of pairs of data records, and the pairs continue until

the selected end time is reached. The PHS data are ;n units of

counts or counLs per second depending on an option set. For

further information on the main data base and this dale set,

contact Dr. OrJan Dennis, Code 60_, CSFC/NASA, Greenbelt, MD
I>O771

..........................................................

Data set name - HARD X RAY _H]SS]ON CU_VE_ FON FLARE_

N_SDC ID 80 014A-O6B, X-RAY _]SS]ON CURV_ FOR FLARES

Time period covered 02/19/80 TO 01/27/83

Quan¢ity of data - 174 CARDS OF B/W N]CROFICHE

This data set consists of • listing of all the flares

observed by the Hard X-ray Burst Spectrometer (HXRBS), followed

by a plot of the hard X-ray miles;on From flare on microfiche.

1he llst includes a serial number for each flare, da_e, start

and peak times Lo Lhe ne•re_L second, po•k emission raLe in

counts per second, total counts, solar active region Of origin,

flare tape number, and some explanatory notes The flare llghL

curves are plots of counts per second vs time Each plot ;s

marked e;th the serial number(s) of the flare(s), so that the

user is ible to refer back to the listing for the pert;neat

information For additional information on this data set,

contact Dr. Brian Dennis, Code 682, CSFC/NASA. Greenbelt, HO
20771.

SHM. MACUU_

CORONACRAPH/POLARIHET£_R

......................................

Data set name COLOR PRESS RFIEASE PHOTOCRAPHY

NSSDC ID 80-O]4A-O]A, COLOR, PR PHOTOCRAF+IY (DELETED)

Time period covered - (N/A)

_uant;Ly of data - 3 COLOR POSIT/VE FRAHES

This d•La set ;s _ coronagraph/polar;ieter imagos The

false color contoured image shows the brightness of the outer

corona off the west |;mb of the sun (North _s t_ the upper

rlghL) The image was Liken _hrough the broadband green filter

it 14;16 (UT) on April 12. 1980 (DOY 103), ind the mO degree w

polarizing filter eas used One partlcularly bright helmet

streamer ;s visible ;n this image, and _he more diffuse

background is Lhe superposltion of many coronal structures --

typical of solar maximum condltlonm The second image is

simply a direct phot_ (fie contours) of the same BOY 103

exposure. The third image on the poster is of the eamL limb of

the sun. (North is to the upper right.) This 6-s exposure mas

taken through the broadband green f;Jter at 17:00 (UT) on Harch

31, 1980 (BOY 091), and no Polaroid filter was used A knot of

bright eject• (i coronal miss ejection) is seen in the

southeast, and a bright front (IoopJlke feature) is visible in

the original photo For information on the main data base.

contact Dr A J Hundhausen, High Altitude 0bservat_ry. P.O

Boa 3000, Boulder, CO 80307.

.......................................................

SHH. TANDBBRC-HANSSEH

ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRQH_TER AND POLJU_IH_r_

................................................................

Data seL nine - ULTRAVIOL_ SP_CTROH_T_R DATA ON HACN_TIC

TAPE

_ IO 80-014A-O2A, U.V. SPECTROHO_ DATA

Time period covered - 06/2_/_ TO 06/_q/_

Quantity of data - 1RFR OF TAPE

This dab• set consists of UV spectrometer data on a

Q-_rack, 1600-bp; magnetic tape created on a POP computer. The

data are multlfiled eith volume header, file header, and

trailer records The tape begins wlth an gO-character volume

label, and each daLa file has file header 1, file header 2, UV

spectrometer data file, flJe trliJer label 1, file trailer

label 2, and end of file marker Using • _P computer, the

data can be accesssed without concern for the header and

trailer records With other computers, one simply reads •nd

ignores Lhe euLraneous information e_cept the UV _pecLroleter

files An important caution in reading the data :ith non-POP

computers is that POP computers hive a nonstandard lay of

representing 16-blt integers, ;e.. the first 8-b;L byte reid

in is the Jo_-order part, contrlry to 1_ and most other U.S

computers. Therefore, one should reverse all the byLe pairs ;n

integer data. For furLher information on the main data b_se

and this data seE, contact Dr. E;nar l•ndberg Hanssen, Code

FS-O1, HSFC/NASA, Huntsville, At 3_812.

......................................

Data set nile - UVSP OBSERVINC CATALOG ON MTCROFILH

NS_ ID BO-O14A-O2B, UVSP OBSBVINC CATALOG ON MICROFL

Time period covered 0_/_0/80 10 02/05/01

Quantity of daCa - 1 REEL OF MICROFILN

Th;s data set, conLalned on a reel of m;crof;Jm, _s an

observing Jog of the uJtravio]e£ spectromeLer and polar;meLer.

The data seb, provided by Dr. B. Woodgate of C_FC/NASA0 covers

Itsa;s tl-" span of F,b .... y 1, 1980, to Feb .... y 5, 1081 The logchronologically the following information: observation

time (year, day, hour, and minute), elperlment type, entrance

and exit silt number, central wavelength, spatial resolution,

picture size, exposure time, etc The magnetic tape version of

this data set iS 80-014A-02C. For more information on this

data set, contact Dr B. WoodgaLe, Code 681. CSFC/ NASA,

Greenbelt, RD 20771.

............................................................

Data sob name - UVSP OBS_V_NC CATALOG ON HACN_TIC TAPE

NSSDC _D 80-014A-02C_ UVSP BBS_VINC CATALOG ON TAPE

T;me period covered - O_/20/BO TO 02/05/81

QuanLity of data - 1RFFI OF TAPE

This data set, contained on • magnetic _ape, is •n

observing log of the ultraviolet spectrometer and polarlieLer.

The dale set, prey;dad by Dr. 0 Woodgate of CSFC/NASA, covers

a Lime spin of February ], 1980, to February 5, 1901. The log

lists chronologically the following information: observation

time (year, day, hour, and minute), experiment type, entrance

and exlt eli t number, central aavelength, spatial resolution,

picture size, exposure time° e[c The microfilm version of

this data set is 80-014A-28. for further information on this

data met° contact Dr_ B. _oodgate, Code 681, C_FC/NASA,

Greenbelt, HD 20771.
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SOLRAD l, FRIEDMAN

X-RAY AND LYHAN-ALPHA STUDY

..............................................................

Data set name - X-RAY (2 TO 8 A) AND UV (1050 TO 1350 A)

DATA

NSSOC 1D 60-O07B-OIA, X-RAY 2-8A. UV 1050 - 1350A

Time period covered - 06/22/60 TO 11/01/60

Quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W HICROFICHE

This data set ;s in a published report in the Journal of

Ceophysical Research, v. 67, pp. 2231-2253, June 1962. The

report, written by the principal investigator, consists of 23

pages, 14 of which contain some type of reduced or analyzed

X-ray and Lyman-alpha flux data. Included are six pages of

time-ordered, reduced X-ray fluxes, in tabulated form,

accompanied by data on all reported flares and other associated

_lar events. Approxlmately 100 events (175 of the total

number of readable satellite records obtained between June 22,

It60, and November 1, 1960, during periods when the solar

aspect angle mas less than 30 dam) are listed. Only those

readings that had measurable fluxes arm included. There are

also three pages of graphs depicting the spin precession

hls_ory of the SO_ ] satellite° four pages of graphs shomlng

various kinds of analyzed data. and one page giving a summary

of the major events observed. In addition, there are graphs

depicting the spectral sensitivity of the Lyman-aIpha

photometer, the X-ray photometer's spectral response

characteristic, the angular response of the X-ray photometer.

and 1 day of raw telemetry data from the Lyman-alpha and X-ray

detectors. The quality of the data is g_d. For information

on the main data base and this data set, contact Dr. Herbert

Fr;edm•n or Dr. Robert Krepiin. Naval Research Laboratory. 4555

Overlook Avenue S.W., Washington. DC 20375.

SOLRAD 7A, KR_LIN

SOLAR XRAY (2 TO 60 A) AND UV (1225 TO

1350 A) FLUX
....................................................

Data set name MACHINE RI_)UCEI) X RAY FLUX DATA (THREE

POINTS P_ PASS) ON MAC;NET]C TAPE

NSSDC ID 64 O01D OIA, MACHINE RED. 3 POINTS PI_ PASS

Time per;od covered - 01/12/64 TO 08/31/64

_uantity of data 1 REEL OF TAPE

lhese reduced data are on bcd magnetic tape. The ion

chamber photometer current re•dings were converted to flux

values. The ram data mere telemetered to 24 ground stations

all over the world. Each of 24 stations received about four

satellite passes per day and obtained 5 to 15 m;n of good data

on each pass The orig;nal time-ordered data mere then reduced

on an IBM 1620. using three points per station pass on a peek

flu= search in certaln wavelength bands. The output from the

machine reduce;on m•s punched on IBM cards and then transferred

on_ magnetic tape at _SDC. There are three card _mages per

pass. The first card ;s • header, the second is blank, and the

third con tails the date. star_ and stop time of the pass (LIT),

orbit number, station identifier, aspect angle. 8 to 14-A

flux. and 44- to 60-A flux. The data. mhich are of good

quality, cover a continuous period from January 12. 1964. to

August 3]. ]964 For information on the ma;n data base and

this data set, contact Dr Robert Krepl;n. Naval Research

Laboratory. 4555 Overlook Avenue 5W , Washington. DC 20375

Data set name 50IAH X RAY (_ re 60 A) AND UV FLUX

(1225 10 1350 A) DAIA ON 1 APE

N55DC IO fi4 O01D OIB, HAND RED I POINT PE_ PASS

Time period covered - 01/11/64 TO 02/03/65

Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAP[

These reduced data are on bcd magnetic tape The

photometer current readings were converted to flux values The

ram data mere telemetered to 24 ground stations all over the

world. _ch of 24 stations received about four s•tellite

passes per day and obtained 5 to 15 m;n of good data on each

pass. The original time ordered data mere hand reduced, using

one point per station pass on a peak flux search ;n five

wavelength bands. The data resulting from the hand reduction

mere fed into an IBM 1620 system that produced an output on IBM

cards. These data mere later transferred onto magnetic t•pe at

NSSDC. There are from one to five card ;lames for each st•flea

pass. The first card of each group contains the date, start

and stop tiH Of the station pass (UT), station pass number,

and some references to _olar aspect sensors and UV detectors.

The second card glvms the eepect angle (deg) and _he UV

dmtector current. The remaining cards contain the currents

from the X-ray detec_orm (2 to 8 A. 8 to 14 A, 8 _o 16 A, 44 to

55 A, and 44 to 60 A) and the corresponding flumes computmd

from them. The data, mhich are of good quality, cover •

cont;nuous period from January II, 1964, to AuQust 31, 1964,

e=cmpt for the 44- to 55-A and 8- to 16 A detector*, which

failed soon after launch. Sporadic data mere obtained from

September 1964 untll February 1965, mith the coverage for each

detector varying somelhat. For lore information on thls data

set. contact Dr Robert Kreplln, Naval Research Laboratory,

4555 Overlook Avenue S.W., Wamhington. DC 20375.
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SOLRAD 7B, FRIEDP_Uq

SOLAR X-RAY MONITORINC EXPERIMI_4T

..............................................................

Data Set name - PLOTS OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES

(ON MICROFICHE)

NSSO_ ID 65016DOIA, PLOTS OF SOLAR XRAY FLUXES

Time period covered - 03/10/65 TO 10/31/65

quantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/I# MICROFICHE

This data set, supplied by the PI. consists of a

microfiche copy of a paper mntitled mNRC Solar Radiation

Monitor;no Satellite lg65-16D X-ray Data Plots m by A.T.

M¢Cl)nton, Jr. (1968). which contains • series of plots. _lch

plot contains the solar X-ray flux ;n 44 to 60-A. 8- TO 20-A.

8- to 12-A. and 0.5- TO 3.0-A passbands plotted vs time in

days. The satellite transmitted useful data from March 10.

1965. to October 1965. after mhich t;me the data could he

reduced by hand only because of a Failure of the suhcarrier

oscillator on channel 5. The plots included _n this report

comprise of three sections: (1) satellite aspect--thm aspect

of the satellite mas defined as the angle between the

photometers as they spln on the axle of the satellite and the

llne of sight to the sun, (2) full month plots, prepared for

March 1965 through October 1965, and (3) half month plots,

prep•red on the same basis as the full month plots except the

time scale las broadened and grld lines were placed on the plot

to make ;t easier for determining the values For information

on the main data base and this data set, contact Dr Robert

KrepI;n, Naval Research Laboratory. 4555 Overlook Avenue S W.

Washington, _C 20375.

..................................................

Data set name TABLES OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUX ON MICROFICHE

NSSDC 1D 65 0160-01B, TABLES OF SOLAR X=RAY FLUXES

Time per_od covered 03/10/65 TO 10/30/65

_uantity of data - 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set mas supplied by the PI •nd reproduced on

microfiche. The da_a set consists of tables giving the daily

average X ray flu= calculated from individual records. Five

X ray bands were normally monitored, but. because the 0-8 and

0 5-3 A bands mere beloa threshold, these data were not

included in the table of daily averages. The data set

contains (1) 44-60 A index--the reduce;on of the 44-60 A

photometer signal to flux values involved the use of a igray

body _ approximatlon in mhich a temperature of 05_6 K aas used

to define the mavelength distribution, (2) O 20 A index this

Flux index was calculated on the assumption that this region of

the solar spectrum may be approximated by a 20_6 K mgray

body, = (3) 8-12 A index -this flu= inde= mas calculated from

the 8-12 A detector using a 2.0E6 K mgray body m approximation.

(4) outstanding events--this table lists those intervals and
flux ;nd_ces ehen the flux in the 0 8 A and 0 3 A bands i•s

significantly different from the average for the d•y or ehmn •

change in flu, value aith time was observed, and (5) times of

observ•t;on--these are the intervals of time mhen the satellite

*as in range of a telemetry station. Intervals have not been

included mhen X-ray flux could not be reduced because of no;s*

or other interference. For more informal;on on this da_a set,

contact Dr. Robert Krepl;n, Naval Research Laboratory, 4555

Overlook Avenue S._.. Washington, _ 20375.
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SOLRAD 8, KREPLIN

SOLAR X-RAY AND ULTRAVIOLET MONITOR

Data set name ONE MIN AVE_ACF_ OF X-RAY FLUX DAIA ON

TAPE

NSSDC 1D 65 093A-O1A, 1MIN FLUX AVC FOR 12 DETECTORS

Time period covered 11/27/65 TO 08/24/67

Quantity of data - 19 REELS OF TAPE

This data set consists of )9 l-track, 556-bp;, bed tapes

that were produced on an IBM 7094. The data on these tapes

constitute the complete set of reduced data from this

experiment as provided by the experimenter. The data include

year. month, day. and universal time of each observation, and

station, pass number, aspect angle, number of samples averaged,

minute average of X-ray flux, or UV current for each detmc_or.

These data conta;n the following errors. During certain known

orbits, the noise counts for tug detectors mere added _ the

data. For other orbits, two data fields mere interchanged,

and, for certain orbits, one data field mas multiplied by 100

For aspect anglos greater than 14 dog, one detector had an

lit proper conversion factor. Data met 65-093A-018 contains a

corrected version of these data. For information on the main

data base and this data set, contact Dr Robert Kreplin, Naval

Research Laborat_ry0 4555 Overlook Avenue S.W., Washington, DC
2037S.

.......................................................

Data set name ONE-MIN AVERAC_ OF X RAY FLUX VALUES ON

RF_]FOI_qAI_fB TAPE

NSSDC ID 65 093A O1B, COMPACT AND EDITED 1MIN FLUX AVC

Time period covered 11/27/65 TO 08/24/67

quantity of data I REEL OF TAPE

The data set consists of one bed, v,riable, blocked IBt4

7094 magnetic tape griffon at 556 bp;. A physical record for

each pass over a telemetry station contains a logical header

record and a series of logical detector records. The length of

the detector record varies with the number of samples obtained

during the pass. The data span the period November 27, 1965,

through August 24. 196/. Data include (1) year, month, day,

(2) pass number, (3) station. (4) aspect angle. (5) number of

samples, (61 universal time, and (1) 1 min averages of X-ray

flu. (or UV current) for each detector. For more information

on this data set, contact Or. Robert Krepl;n, Naval Research

Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Avenue S.W., Washington, DC _0315

...........................................

Data set name CATALOC 0F TRACKINC 5TATION PASSES THAT

RESULTED |N SOLAR X-RAY DATA ON TAPE

NSS4_Z ID 65093A-01C, EDIT CARDS

Time period covered 11/19/8S TO 08/24/61

quantity of data l R_[L 0F TAPE

This data set, generated at NS_)C from

exper;menter-supplied data, is contained on 7-track, bcd,

SS6 bpi magnetic tape. It catalogs each pass over m tracking

station that resulted in solar X-ray data being obtained.

Listed are the year, start and stop times of each pass, station

ID and pass number, and an assortment of flags indicating the

quality of the data received. This data set, supplied by the

experimenter, indexes data set 85-O93A-OIB. For more

information on this data set, contact Or. Robert Kreplln, Naval

Research laboratory, 4555 Overlook Avenue S_W., Washington, DC
5_O3/b

Data set name - CATALOO 0F SOLAR X RAY OBSERVATIONS ON

HACNEIIC TAPE

NSSOC ID 6S-093A-010, STATION LIST.START/STOP * PASS NO

Time period covered 11/27/6S TO 08/23/67

_uant;ty of data I R_-L OF TAPE

This data set, generated aL NSSDC from

experlmenter-mupplled data, is contained on 7-track, bcd,

5S6-bp; magnetic tape. It Catalogs, in ascend;n O order of

time, the data acquired from this oxporlment. List0d on the

tape for math observation are the date, pass muller, station

ID, solar-aspect angle , number of I min avermges obtaQned, and

start ind s_op times of each pass. This data set, supplied by

the experimenter, indexes data in data set 65 093A-O1B. For

_0

lore information on this data set, contact Dr. Robert Kreplin,

Naval Research Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Avenue S.W.,

Washington, DC 20375.

......................................................

Data sot name T_EE CHANNEL 1AEULAT£_D DAILY X-RAY

FLUXES IN PUOLISHED REPORT

NSSDC ID 65-O93A-OIE. DAILY X-RAY FLUXES IN PUBL. RFT_

Time period covered - 12/01/6S TO 11/0S/67

_uantity of datI - 1CARO OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set mas supplied by the Arcetri Astrophysical

Observat<)ry in Italy, eh;ch has received telemetered data
direct from SOLRAD satellites since 1964. The dmtm sot is

publlshmd in hard copy form as IX-ray Fluxes from the SOLRAD 8

Satellite from December 1965 to November 1967, I by M. Landin_,

R. Monsignori Fossi, D. Russo, and C.L. FagJlaferri, Fist;cole

91, Ossmrvazioni • HelK>rie dell' Osservatorio Astrofisico d;

Arcetrl, September 1968, Bologna, Italy (BOaO26-OOOA). Thm

document consists of tabulated daily X-ray fluxes in the 44- to

60-A, 8 to _)O-A. lad O- _o 8-A channels in units of ].E-l,

1.E-3, and 1_E-4 erg/(sq cm-s), respectively. These daily

fluxes were obtained by selecting fluxes that ranged between

the minimum value for that day and 1.25 t_mes that minimum

value and then taking the arithmetic mean. The data mere

reduced from counts to fluxes by assuming that the 44- to 60-A

spectrum could be represented by a one-half million kelvin army

body and the 8- to 20-A and O- to 8-A spectra by a two mill;on

kelvin gray body. The maximum error in f.he flux values is plus

or minus 2_D_, mainly due to reading errors. Blinks in the data

mean (l) aspect angles greater than 30 dog, (_) malfunctions in

the reco;ving stmtion, (3) extremely quiet days, (4) very high

activity, and (S) satellite in the earth's shadow. The data

were processed mlth an IBM 1620 computer and cover the period

December 1, 1965, through November 30, 1967. For more

information on this data set, contact Or. Robert Kreplin, Naval

Research Laboratory° 4555 Overlook Avenue S.W., Washington, DC

_0375.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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SOLJ_N) 9, KRLPL IN

SOLAR RADIATION DE1ECIORS

.......................................................

Data set name - PLOTS OF REDUCED SOLAR X RAY FLUX VS

TIME DN MICROFILM

NSSOC ID 68 OIlA OIA, 3 X RAY FLUXES,BKCND VS lIME

lime period covered - 03/14/68 TO 12/31/71

quantity of data - 2 RFFIS OF MICROFILM

This data set consists of ]6-mm mirror; Imed plots of the

defecator outputs, in X-ray flux units of ergs/(sq cm-s), for

the 0.5- to 3-A, 1- to B-A, and 8- to _O-A photometers

(assuming I 2.016 K gray body temperature distribution for the

]_ to 8-A and 8- to _O-A detectors and a IO.ES K gray body

dlstr;but;on for the O.S- _o 3-A detector). E_ch frame

presents data covering 24 h, with I min time resolution, on a

log base 10 soil log grid. The data gaps that occur indicate

satel I ;to night. Particle interference is indicated by i

background count plot that mas produced by the 0.S- to 3 A

photometer uhen ;t was facing amay frol the sun. The data,

mh;ch cover the period March 14, I9680 to December 31, 197|,

were provided by the experimenter. A complete description of

the SOLRAD 9 satellite can be found in NRL report No. 6800,

IThe NRL SOLRAO 9 Satellite. Solar Explorer 0, 1968-17A. e For

information on the main data base, contact Dr. Robert Krepl in,

Naval Research Laboratory, 45S5 Over I_k Avenue S.W. ,

Washington, OC 2037S.

.......................................................

Data set name - X-RAY FLUX PLOTS AND HOURLY AVERAGES IN

PUBL ISHi_ REPORT

NSS[X_ ID 68 017A-OIB0 HOURLY AVFRACES PUBLISHED IN SCD

Time period covered - 02/01/69 TO 04/24/74

quant_ ty of data 533 PACES 0F UNBOUND HARDCOPY

Those data are conta i ned in the but Imtin

e_ol a r-Geophys ; ca I Data," publ ;shed monthly by the U.S.

Department of Commerce. The prompt report sect;on of this

bul letin contains solar X-rly fluxes for 1- to 8-A and B- _o

20-A pass bands, averaged in 1-h intervals. These averages are

usually for the third month prior to the date of publication

(e.g., Oc¢ober 1972 overages are found in the Oecmldbmr 1972

imsue). The ¢o_prmhmnslve report section Of this bulletin

contains plots of solar X-rJy flux (0.5- to 3-A. ] to B-A, and

B- to _O-A) as well as a background particle count rate, all vs

,'-:_ poOR QUALITY



t;me of day. The plots are semilogarlthm;c, with t;me being

the linear dimension and each plot contains all the data from

1 day. These plotd_ generally are for 6 monthe prior to

publication (e.g-, plots for June 3972 are found in the

December 1972 issues). These'publlcatlons are available from

the Publications Department, National Climatic Center,

Department of Commerce, NOAA, Federal Building, /_heville, NC

2_0]. For more information on thie data set, contact Dr.

Robert Krepl;n, Naval Research Laboratory, 45_5 Overlook Avenue

S.W. o Washington, DC 20375.

...........................................................

Data set name - THREE-CHANNEL TABULATED X-RAY FLUXES IN

PUOL ISHED REPORT

NSSDC ID 68-017A-0]C, 3 CHANNEL X-RAY FLUXES IN PUB.RPT

Time period covered - 03/08/68 TO 12/31/68

Quantity of data - 1 CARt) OF B/W RICROFICHE

Th;s data set was supplied by the Arcetr; Astrophysical

Observatory in Italy, which has received telemetered data

direct from SOLRAD satellites since 1964. The data set is

published ;n hard copy form as "X-ray Fluxes from the SOLRAD 9

Satellite (1968-17A) from March 1968 to December 1968, I by N.

Landln;, B. Monsignori Fossl, C. Poletto, D. Russo, and C.L.

Tagliaferr;0 Fascicolo 92, Osservazlonl e Hemorle dell'

Osservatorio Astroflsico d; Arcetr;, March 1969 (BO80_7-OOOA).

The document consists of tabulated X-ray Fluxes in the 44- to

60 A, 8 to 16-A, and 1- to 8 A channels in units of 1.E-a,

1.E-3, and 1mE 4 ergs/(sq cm-s), respectively, along eith the

start and end t_mes (LIT) of the pass. Those Fluxes were

derived from counts by assuming that the 44- to 60-A spectrum

could be represented by a one half m_li;on kelvin gray body and

the 8- to 20-A, B to 16-A, and 1 to 8-A spectra by a two

mililon kelvin gray body. Some 100 passes were recorded
v 0between March and December 1968. On the a erage three passes,

each approximately O mln in duration, were made each day. The

tabulated Fluxes are for 636 passes monitored during the period

(the records obtained when the satellite eas in the earth's

shadow were ezcluded). The maximum error in the Fluxes is plus

or minus 20S mainly due _o reading errors, apart from the

errors ;n absolute values involved in the gray body assumption.

The data mere processed with an IN 7090 computer and cover the

period March 8 _hrough December 3], 1968. For more information
on this data set, contact Or. Robert Kreplin, Naval Research

Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Avenue S.W., Washington, DC 20375.

Data set name FIVE CHANNEL TABULATED X RAY f[ UXF_ IN

PUBL ISH_ REPORI

NSSDC 1D 68 017A gaD, 5 CHANNEL X RAY FLUXES IN PUB.RPI

Time period covered O1/O1/69 TO 11/02/69

quantity of data - 1 CARD 0F B/W MICROFICHE

This data set was supplied by the Arcetr; Astrophysical

Observatory ;n Italy, which has received telemetered data

direct from SOLRAD satellites since 1964. The data set is

published in hard copy form as IX-ray Fluxes from the SDLRAD 9

Satellite (1968-17A) from January ]969 Lo October ]q69, = by M.

Land;nl. B,C. Monsignori Fossi, C PoleLto0 F. Russo, and C.L.

iagliaferrl. Fascicolo gd, Osservazlonl Memorle dell'
Osservatorlo Astrof;sico dl Arcetr;, April 19_0 (BOdO27-OOOA).

The document consists of tabulated X-ray fluzes ;n the 1- to

8 A. 8 to 16-A0 0.5 to 3-A, 44- to 60 A, and 1- to _O-A bands

in units of 1.E-3, 1.E-2, 1.E-4, 1.E 1, and 1.E-2 ergs/(sq

cm-s), respectively, along with the start and stop times (LFT)

of each pass. These data were reduced from ion chamber

currents or CM counts to fluxes by assuming that the 44 Lo

60 A channel spectrum could be represented by a one half

million kelvin gray body and the B to 16 A, ] to 20 A, 1- to

8 A, and 0.5- to 3-A channels by a two million keiv;n gray

body_ Data from 619 passes monitored in the period January to
October 1969 were processed with an IBH 7090 computer. The

data from the 44- 1be 60-A photometer after February 11, ]969,

are not reliable because of detector malfunction On the

average, three passes, each approximately 8 mln in duration,

mere made each day Data obtained when the satellite mas in

the earth's shadom are excluded. The max;mum error in the

fluxes is plus or minus "LiOn, mainly because of reading errors,

apart from the errors in absolute values involved in the gray

body assumption. The data set covers the period January 1 to

November _, 1969. For more information on this data set,

contact Dr- Robert Kreplin, Naval Research Laboratory, 4555

Overlook Avenue S.W • Washington, DC 20375

.......................................

Data set name REI)UCED sOLAR X-RAY FLUXES ON MACNEIIC

1APE

NSSDC I0 68-017A-OIE, REDUCE]) SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES (TAPE)

Time period covered - 03/14/68 TO 09/30/72

quantity of data - 36 REELS OF TAPE

This data set was muppl;ed by the PI on _56-bpi, even

parity, 1-trick magnetic tapes generated on = CIDC 3800

computer. The tapes contaln one or more calendar months of
reduced data and are unlabeled, i.e., the flux data begin in

the f_rst record. The date and t_me (Ul) associated with each

data sample are uniquely defined by approprliLe fields within

the format. The data ire partitioned into records and files

according to the following scheme. Each record contains 1 h of

data. Each file contains 1 calendar day of data and° thus, is

composed of i maximum of _4 records. The records are of

variable length, since the number of minutes of data present in

each hour comlmDnly varies. The files are also of variable

length, since occasionally there are days during ehich one or

more hours of data are Jacking. The satellite collected

samples oF data once a minute. Each m_nute oF reduced data was

encoded into a string of 80 bed characters suitable for

punchlng on cards. The folJowlng are general comments about
the format oF the 80-character string and the measurements it

contains: (1) in each string, the date is specified by giving

the last digit of the year folloeed by the day of the year, and

the t; me (UT) is given in hours and minutes; (2) the

measurements obtained from experiments 5, 6, and 7B are given

;n units of energy flu= (ergs/sq cm-s); (3) a zero value ;n any

one of the floatlng-point fields indicates the absence of a

measurement from that experiment for that mlnute; (4) periods

of Lime lasting several minutes during which no solar radiation

measurements cound be obtained, such as mhen the satellite

passed through the earth's shadow. For more information on

this data set, contact Dr. Robert Krepl;n, Naval Research

Laboratory, 4555 Overlook Avenue S.W., Washington, DC _0375.

.............................................................

Data set name - PLOTS OF REDUCED SOLAR X RAY FLUXES,ON

MICROFICHE

NSSDC ID 6B 017A-OIF, SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS, FICHE

Time period covered 01/01/70 TO 04/30/74

Quantity of daLa - 70 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set is in the form of plots of X-raY flux vs

time. The abscissa of each plot is scaled ;n hours of

universal time CUT). The date and year are printed at the top

Jeff in yymmdd format. The ordinate is scaled in X-ray flu=

units of ergs/sq cm-s multiplied by the indicated poeer of 10.

There are three different fluz scales along the ordinate. One

scale pertains to the 8- to _O-A flux data and the second scale

pertains to both the ]- to 8-A and 0._ to 3 A fiu= data,

although each is separately identified. The 0.5 to 3 A Flux

scale is denoted as 0-3 flux for brevity. The third ordinate

scale pertains to the digital count output for the background

data of the O.S- to 3 A detector. These background data are

used as ind_catx)rs of charged particle interference with the

X-ray ezperiments. Starting from the top of the Frame, the

first plot is the X-ray flux for the 8- tx) 20-A detector. The

nex_ lower plot represents the X ray flu= for the 1- to 8-A

detec_or. Then comes that for the 0.5 to 3 A detector, which

is often intermittent because the flux Jewel is generally be_ow

the detection threshold. Finally, the bottom plot is the

d;gital count background reading of the 0.5 to 3-A detector.

Caps occurring simultaneously in all data lines and at

regularly spaced time intervals indicate satellite night. Caps

;n one or more data lines, not regularly spaced ;n t_me,

indicate particle interFerence. For more information on this

data set, contact Dr. Robert Kreplln, Naval Research

Laboratory, 45_5 Overlook Avenue SW., Washlng_on, DC 20375.

Data set name - X-RAY MEHORY DATA ON MICROFILM

NSSDC ID 68 017A 01C_ X-RAY MEMORY DAIA, MICROFILM

Time period covered - ]1/19/69 TD 1P/09/70

Uuan_ity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM

Tor more inFormal;on on this data set, contact Dr. Robert

Krep[in, Naval Research Laboratory, 4_55 Overtook Avenue SW.,

Washington, DC 20375.
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NSSDC ]O 71-058A-OIA, SOLAR X-RAY FLUX PLOTS (FICHE)

Time period covered 01/01/72 TO 06/30/73

Quantity of data 18 CARDS OF R/V MICROFICHE

This data set is in the form of plot_ of X-ray flue vs

time. The abicissa of each plot is scaled in hours of

universal time (UT). The date and yea r are prlnted at the top

left in yymmdd format. The ordinate in ecilmd in X ray flux

unite Of ergs/mq cm-s multiplied by the indicated power Of 10.

Starting from the top of the frame, the First plot is the X-ray

fJum for the 8- _o 20 A detector; the second, thlt from the 1-

¢o 8-A detector; the third, that from the 1- to S A detector;

and the fourth, that from the 0.5- to 3-A detector, denoted as

0 3 flux for brevity. The bottom plot, which has i_ own icale

running from 2 to 18 counts, is the digital count output for

the background data of the 0.5- to 3-A detector. These

background data are used as indicaCors of charged particle

interference wlth the X-r ay experiments. Gaps occurring

simultaneously ;n all data lines and at regularly spaced time

intervals indicate satellite night. Gaps in one or more data

lines, not regularly spaced in time, indicate particle

interference. For information on the main data base, contact

Dr. Robert Kreplln, Naval Research Laboratory, 4555 Overlook

Avenue S.W., Washlngt_n. DC _75.

*eoeeeeeweeoeeeeeeeeeee UK 5 **********************************

UK S, POUNDS

TO IO-K_ SKY SURVEY I_T_ (SSI)

.........................................

Data set name - ARIEL V SSI 3A X-RAY CATALOG ON MAGNETIC

TAPE

NSSOC IO 74-077A 02A, 3A CATALOGUE OF X-RAY SOUI_C_

Time period covered 10/18/74 T0 03/14/80

Quantity of data I RFFI OF TAPE

This data set is the 3A catalog of X-ray sources observed

by a large area proportional counter flown on UK 5. the data

are on an 800-bp;, 9 track, ASCII tape eith four fl lee, created

on the POP 11/34 computer. The fi los 0 and 2 correspond to

high latitude catalogs, and the files 1 and 3 correspond to Joe

latitude catalogs. The first record in the file contains 3A

name and alternative names. The second record contains error

bOZ centers and corners in terms Of right ascension and
declination, and error be, areas. The third record contains

average, minimum, and mazimum fluxes and errors, variability

codes, identifications, and identification codes. The fourth

record contains comments. Parties interested in the main data

base should contact Or. ][an HcHardy, Depart.mane of Physics.

X-ray Astronomy Group, On ; versi ty of Leicester, University
Road, Leicester LE] 7RH, England.

.............................................

Data set name - ARIEL V SS[ 3A X RAY CATAL0_ ON

NICROF ICHE

_ 10 74-O77A-02B, _ CAIAL0_E ON HI_0FI_

Time period covered 10/18/74 TO 03/14/80

quantity of data 1 CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE

This data set is the 3A catalog of X-ray sources observed

by a large-area proportional counter flown on UK 5_ The

catalog is on a microfiche card containing 3A names and

alternative names of X-ray objects; positions and error boxes

of positions in terms of right ascension and declination;

fluxes and error fluxes for average, minimum, and maximum

intensities; identl flcatione; object codes; and other

mnformatlon. Parties interested in the main data base should

contact Or. Ion NcHardy, Department. of Physics, X-ray Astronomy

Croup, Unlverslt.y of Leicester, University Road, Leicester LE1

7RH, England.

eeeoooeoeeoeeoeeeeeeoeeoeeoeeeeeeoeeeoeeeeaeeeeeeeeeaoeeeeeeeee
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.............................................

UK 6. POLWDS

X-RAY PROPORTIONAL COUNTER SPECTROHETE]R

...................................................

Data set name - LIST OF SOURCES OBSERVI_D BY THE X-RAY

PROPORTIONAL COUNTE}_ EXPER1HE]MT

NSSDC ID 79-O47A O'2A, X-RAY PROP COUNli_R SOURCE LIST

Time period covered - 06/11/79 TO 03/20/81

(Date supplied by emperill_nter)

Quantity Of data - 1 PAGE OF UNBOUND _0PY

This data set ia a list of objects observed between June

1979 lad March 1981 by the X ray proportional counter

emperimmnt flown on OK 6. The llst am in chronological order

and gives the name Of the source observed and the day number of

the st:rt and and of each observation. The data base from

these observations is maintained at the University of

Leicester. Parties interested in any of these sources should

contact: Dr. M. Ricketts or Dr. R. Hall, U_iverslty of

Leicester. University Road. Leicester, LE1 7Rtl, E_gland.
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INDEX OF DATA SETS
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• SPACECRAF1 NAME LAUNCH DATE

ooeeoooeooom=sooe_eoeseoolooosm•ooesleoeoeooooJeoeoeooooseee_$1ooeooo°°°°J°

* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPEI_IME_IT NAME

i DATA SET NAME

DATA SET INFORMATION

NSSOC ID ............................
TIME sPAN

OF DATA PACE

ANS 08/30/74

CR Ibm)LAY

VAN DU I NEN

HEAD ] 08/12/77

BOLDT

FRIEDMAN

PEIERSON

SCHnWARTZ

HEAO 2 11/13/78

CIACCONI

CIACCONI

GIACCONI

CIACCONI

GIACCON]

HIAO 3 09/20/79

ISRAEl

INTERCOSMOS 4 10/14170

TINOO

IRAS 01125/83

JOINT IRAS SWC

IUE

JOINT IRAS SWO

01126178

GUEST INVESTIGATORS

ANS, HARD(2 40 KEY) X-RAY EXP.
REDUCED DATA BASE

HXX OBSERVINK_ CATALOG

ANS, ]SX)O-3300A ULTRAVIDLE1 EXP.

UV PoINrIsou_cEs CAT

UV INTERSTELLAR EXTINCTION EXCESS

HEAO 1. COSMIC X RAY EXP.

PULSE HEIGHT DATA ON MAC. TAPE

DISCOVERY SCALER ON MAC. TAPE

STATUS INFORMATION DATA ON TAPE

NEW HARD X-RAY SOURCES

EXTRAGALACTIC X-RAY SOURCE CAIALC

A 2 LED SOFT X-RAY SKY CAIALDG

SOURCE TARGET LIST,TIME_A ORDER

PHA DATA BASE

XRATES DATA BASE

HEAO I.LARCE AREA X-RAY SURVEY

HEAD A-1X RAY SOURCE CATALOG

ONE-DAY SCAN SLI4HAT]ONS DATA

HEAO 1, HEV RANGE GAMMA RAY TELES

DATA PLOTS AND TABLES

SKYMAP DISPLAY FILES

REDUCED DATA BASE, .MH * .FB FILE

SKYNAP VISUAL DISPLAY ON FILM

HIGH ERERCY X-RAY SOURCE CAIALOC

HEAD I,SCANNINC MODULATION COLL.

REDUCED X-RAY COUN'I DATA

X-RAY REDUCED SCANNING DATA

HEAO 2, MONITOR PROPORTIONAL CNTR

CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGEtS-TAPE

CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGElS-FICHE

HEAO 2, HIGH-RESOLUTION IMACER

CATALOG OF OBSERVE]) TARGEtS-TAPE

CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGEtS-FICHE

X-RAY DATA OF JOVIAN AURORAE

HEAD 2, CRYSIAL XRAY SPECTROMETER
CATALOG OF OBSERVE]) TARGEIS-TAPE

CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-FICHE

FPCS REDUCED DATA TAPES

HEAD 2, IMAGING PROPORTIONAL CNTR

CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-TAPE

CATALOG OF OBSERVED TARGETS-FICHE

HEAO 2, SOLID-STATE SPECTRM (SSS)

CATALOG Of OBSERVED TARGETS TAPE

CATAI OC Of OBSERVED IARGE_[S FICHE

HEAD 3, HEAVY NUCLEI

HEAVY NUCLEI RE])UCED DATA-GOLD

HEAVY NUCLEI REDUCED DATA-COBALT

HEAO C 3 VERIFY PROCRAM

INTERCOSHOS 4, X-rAY pOLARIMEIER

SOLAR X-RAY pOL_IZATIDN DATA

IRAS, IR TELESCOPE
SKYpLATE IMAGES 3RO HCON, COLOR

SKYPLATE IMAGES 3RD HCON, B/W

SKYPLATE OVERLAYS

POINI SOURCE CAT VER 2.0

POINT SOURCE CATALOG ON TAPE

WSOB ANCILLARY DATA

HIGH SOURCE DENSITY BINS CATALOG

ZODIACAL HISTORY FILE ON MAC TAPE

WORKING SURVEY DATA BASE (WSDB)

PRESS RELEASE COLOR PHOTOS

SKY PLATE (HCON 3) DATA ON TAPE

ALL SKY NAPS DATA ON TAPE

ALL SKY IMAGES 1.2,3 HCON. B/W

ALL SKY INAGES 1,2,3 _ON, CBLOR

ALL SKY OVERLAYS

SKYPLATE IMACES 1ST HCON, B/W

SKY PLATE (HCON 1) DAIA ON TAPE

GALACTIC PLANE 1MGES 151HCON,B/W

GALACTIC PLANE OVERLAY

CALACFIC PLANE DATA ON MAC TAPE

SMALL SCAI_E STRUCTURE (SSS) CAT.

POINTED OBSERVATIONS DIRECTORY

POIIC[ED OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE

SHALL SCALE STRUCTURE CAT, MFICHE

SKYPLATE IMAGES 2NO HCON, B/W

SKY PLATE (HCDN 2) DATA ON TAPE

GALACTIC PLANE IMCES _ND HCON,BIW

GALACTIC PLANE IMCES 3RD HCON,B/W

ASTEROID AND COMET SURVEY

SERENDIPITOUS SURVEY CAT.

SERE_4DIPIIOUS SURVEY CAIALOC

)F )I_ _PS OF _OE OP10AL

IRAS,LOW RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER
CATALOG OF LOW RESOLUTION SPECTRA

IUE, ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROGRAPH

IUE SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA, FLM

SPECTROSCOPIC IMAGE DATA ON TAPE

:"Ti:::L:L./;:-: _-; . ;: ::L._,;_:( _'_OT F;LMED 55

74-070A

74-070A-03

74-070A-O3A N/A q

74 070A-03B NIA 9

74-070A-01

74-070A OlA N/A 9

74-070A-OIB N/A 9

77-075A

77-075A-02

77-075A 02A 09/14/77 10/04/78 9

77-075A 02B 08/17/77 01/04/79 9

77-075A-02C 08/17/77 02/17/78 9

71-OISA-O2D O9/OI/ll 03109/1B IO

77-075A C_E 09/05/77 09111178 ]0

77-O75A-O2F N/A ]O

77-07SA-02C 11115177 I2129178 lO

77-075A 0_11 08115/77 01/09/79 10

77-075A 021 08115177 01/09/79 lo

77-075A 01

77-075A 01A N/A 11

77-07bA-018 08119177 04128/78 11

77-075A-04

77-075A 04A 08/14/77 01/13/79 11

77-075A O4B 08121177 01108179 11

77-075A 04C 08/21/77 01/08/79 ]]

77-OZSA-O4D 08/_2/77 12130/78 11

77-075A-O4E 08/2"2/77 12130/78 12

77-075A 03

77-O75A-O3A N/A 12

77 075A-03B NIA 12

78-103A

78-103A-0)

78-I03A-O]A 11116/18 04/25181 lP

7B-)03A-OlB 11116178 04125181 12

78-103A-02

78-]03A-O2A 11/16/78 04125/81 12

78-103A-02B 11116/78 04125181 12

78-103A-02C N/A 13

78-103A 03

78-103A 03A ]1/16/78 04125/81 13

78-103A-03B ]1/16/78 04/25/81 13

78-103A-03C N/A 13

78 103A-04

78-103A-O4A 11/16/78 04/25/81 13

7B-103A-O4B 11/16/78 04/25/81 13

78-103A-05

78 103A-OSA 11/16/78 04125/81 ]3

/B-]O3A-OSB ]1116/78 O4/_S/B] ]4

79-08_A

79082A-03

79-082A-O3A N/A ]4

79-082A03B N/A 14

79-082A-03C N/A 14

70-084A

70 084A O]

70-084A--OIA 10/24/70 11116170 14

83-004A

83-004A O]

_-O04A 01A NIA 14

83-004A-018 N/A ]4

83-004A-01C N/A 15

83 O04A OlD N/A 15

83-004A OIE N/A 15

83-004A O1F N/A 15

B3-O04A-O1C N/A 15

83-O04A-O1H N/A 15

83-004A 01I N/A IS

83-004A-OIJ N/A 15

83-004A-OIK NIA 16

83-O04A-O1L N/A 16

83-004A DIM N/A 16

_k3-OO4A-OIN N/A 16

83-004A 010 N/A 16

83-O04A-OIP N/A 16

83-O04A-OIQ N/A 16

83-O04A-OIR N/A 17

8K3-OO4A-OIS N/A 17

83-O04A-OIT N/A 17

83-O04A-OIU N/A ]7

83-O04A-OIV N/A 17

83-004A OIW N/A 17

83-O04A-OIX N/A 17

_-004A-O1Y N/A 18

83-O04A-OIZ N/A 18

83 O04A-Otn N/A 18

83-004A Olb N/A 18

83-004A-01c N/A 1B

83-004A-Old N/A 18

B3-O(OA-OIe N/A ]8

83-004A-OIF N/A ]q

83-DU4A-02

83-004A O2A N/A 19

78-012A

78-012A OI

78-012A OIA 06/20/78 03/25/88 19

78-012A-018 04/01/78 06/30/87 19

ORIGI?!AL PAGE IS
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SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE
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• INVESTICATOR N_E EXPE_IME3_I" NAME

* DATA St-[ NAME

NSSOC ID

DATA SET INI-OI_IATIOM

..................................

TIME SPAN

OF DATA PACE

NONE ASSIGNED

OAO 2

COOE

YHIPPLE

12107/68

OAO 3 08/21/72
BOYD

SPITZER

0S0 I 03/07/62
FAZIO

FROST

FROST

HALLAM

HALLAH

HESS

N[UPFRI

P[7_ ERSON

SCHRADFR

WHIT[

050 2 02/03/65
CHUBB

050 3 03/08/6 Z

CLARK

NEUPERI

PE1 FRSON

TESK[

OSO 4 ]0/18/67

{]ACCONI

COLDB_]_C

WACCONE]_

050 5

CHUBB

NEUPD_T

01/22/69

BJROPEAN SPECT_ IMAGE DATA

EXTRACTED SPECTRA ON TAPE

IUE (NAS&/VILSPA) NI31_O_ OBS LOC

IUE (NASA/VILSPA) NI3q_B) OBS LOC

VILSPA PHOTOWRITES

UV SPECTRAL ATLAS(IgB3) ON RAG TP
lO_ DISPB_SION ATLAS VILSPA 1984

ATLAS O-TYPE SPECTRA (1987)
IUEo PARTICLE FLUX MONITOR

ANAIOC TFIBq_FRy CHARTS, NFICHE

S MINUTE NS)IAN COUNT RATE DATA

OAO 2, STELLAR PI_TON 4_DO-3OOOA

REDUCED PHOTOMETER DATA MACTAPE

REDOCQ) PHDTCHME_ER DATA,MICROFILM

INDEX TO 68-IIOA-O2A,O2B

INDEX TO 68-110A O2A (MACTAPE)

0A0-2, ARCHIVE NAPS, MICROFILM

ULTRAVIOLET PHOIOMETRY

ULTRAVIOLET FILTER PHOTOMETRY

OAO 2, 4 HI-RESOLLrrION TELE54:OPES

CELESCOPE CATALOOUE - MAC TAPE

CFIESCOPE CATALOC MICROFILM

BIBLIOGRAPHy - MACTAPE

BIBE IOGRAPHY - MICROFILM

CELESCOPE CATALOC - HARIXCOPy

COC UTILITY PRIN1 PROGRAM ON TAPE

OAO 3oSTELLAR X RAY EMISS. 1-100A

R[])UCED DATA TAPES

QUICK LOOK PLOTS FLUX VS TIME

UCL OBSE_VINC CATALOC

OA0 3, REFL. TELESCOPE,8OO-3OOOA

ULTRAVIOLET DATA

TAU SCORPII UV SPECTRAl ATLASoTPE

IOTA H_RCUIIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS

lr@ PLOTS ON MICROFILM

COPE]_NICUS UV OBSERVATION DIREC1

FAR UV SPECTRA COPERNICUS

BE-IA ORIONIS UV SPECTRAL ATLAS IP

UV EXPERIME_rT OBSERVINO HISTORY

CAMMA PEGASI UV ATLAS

COPERNICUS UV ATLAS OF SIRIUS

OSO i, HIgH ENEROY CAM_A

HIGH ENERCY CANMA 60

OSO 1,20 IOOKEV SCINTILLAIION OCT

X-RAY COUNT RATE VSU1,LA1,LON_

TAI_JLATED VALUES OF 62-006A O2A

OSO Io CAHHA RAY MONITOR

CANNA Ev[_r[ AVERACE VS CHANNEL NO

OSO I.SOLAR FLUX MONITOR

3800 4800A 50LAR FLUX HON]TOR

050 ], SOLAR [ YMAN ALPHA ION CH

LYMAN ALPHA

0S0 I, OF3 PROP CNTR NEUTRON DET.

CNTS V5 TIME,L,SUN ELEV./MICROFLM

OSO 1, ]0 4OOk UV SPECTROMETER

SOLAR UV, 170-340 A, COU_T RATE

OSO I, 50-KV 3 MV CAHRAy

CAHMA-RAY FLUX IN COUbnS PER SQ C
OSO 1.INNER VAN ALLL_4 BFJ_T EXP

PROTONS.ELECTRONS.CLEAN TAPES

PROTON ELECTRON,MICROFILM

050 1,1BA ION CHAMBER

X RAY FLUX PLOT VS UT,IAT,LONC

2,SOLAR X-RAY BURST

SOLAR X-RAY(2-B 20A,44 60)

ORBIT ATTITUOE TAPE

3.CELESTIAL GAMMA-RAY DETECT

REAr,ARTIFICIAL EVENTS.ATTITUDE

3. 1-400A SOLAR SPECTROMETER

REDUCED SPECTROM_E_ DATA-TAPE

3. HARD X RAY SPECTROMEter

SD+S1 EVENTS VS TIME * E.CHNO

3,SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS

CORRECTED B-12A X-RAY FLUX VS T

67-0"20A 06A IN STANDARD NSS_C IN1

4,SOLA_ X-RAY TELESCOPE

COUNTS/FRAME VS RASTER P, U1

AVE ONCND COUNTS/FRAME VS RASTER

4, 300 1400 EUV SPECTROMETER

EUV RASTE_ SCANS

300-1400A POINTED SPECTRAl SCANS

ATLAS EUV RASTER SCANS

300 1400A OUIET SUN SPECTRUM

4,PROTON-ELECTRON TELESCOPE

ELECTRON,PROTON COUNT RATES,TAPES

5. SOLAR X-RAY, 0.5-60A

X-RAY PLOTS, 4 CHANNELS,MICROFILM
5,SOLAR UV+X-RAY SPECT.

REDUCED SPECTROMETER DATA-TAPE

0S0

OSO

050

OSO

OSO

OSO

OSO

OSO

OSO

OSO

78-012A-01C 04101/78 06130/87 19

78-012A-OZD 04/01/78 06130187 19

78-012A-OIE 04/01/78 03/31/85 _0

78-012A-OIF 04/03/78 05/31/87 _Q

78-012A-01C 10/03/78 04/04/82 _0

78-012A-OIH N/A 20

78-012A-01] N/A 20

78-012A-OIJ N/A 20
78-012A-(Y2

78-012A-O2A 0"2/03/78 07/21/83 _0

78-012A-028 11/06/80 08/15/86 20
68-11DA

68-I10A-02

68-110A-O2A 12/11/68 0*2/08/73 21

68-110A-028 12111/68 02/08/73 21

60-110A-02_ 12/11/68 12/15/72 21

88-110A-02C 12/11/6B 0"2'/08/73 21

88-110A-O2H 12/1]/68 D2/D8/73 2I

68-110A-021 N/A 21

68-110A 02J N/A 21
68-110A-01

68-110A-OIA 12/08/68 04/30/70

68-110A OlB 12/08/68 04/30/70 2"2

68-110A-01C N/A ;_2

68-1IDa-OlD N/A _2

68-1IDA-DIE 12107/68 01/00/70

68-110A-OIF 12/08/68 04/30/70 2_
72-06SA

72-065A-02

72-O_SA-O2A 08/26/72 12/14/80

72-065A-028 08/30/72 12/14/80 23

72-066A-0_ 08/26/72 12/14/80 23

72-065A-01

72-065A-O1A 08/27/12 07/2g/79 23

72-085A-01B 07/02/73 08/27/73 23

72-0_SA-01C N/A 23

72-065A-DID 12/09/72 07/05/77 23

72-065A-OIE 08/27/72 02/15/81 24

72-066A-O|H N/A 24

72-065A Oil N/A 24

72-06SA OlJ N/A 24

12-D6SA 01K N/A 24

72--065A O1L N/A 24
62-006A

62-006A-09

62-006A OgA 03/17/62 09/_2/62 24

62-006A-02

62-006A 02A 03/07/62 05/15/62 25

62-006A 02B 03/07/62 05115/62 25
62-006A 03

62-006A O3A 03/07/62 05/15/62 25
62-006A 06

67-006A-O6A 03/07/62 05/15/67 25
67-006A 07

62-O06A-OlA 03/07/62 05/15/62 25

62-006A ]O

62 O06A-IOA 03/07162 07/14/63 25

62 O06A-O]

62-O06A-OIA 03/07/62 05/15/62 ?5
62-006A 08

62-O06A-OBA 03/07/62 05/15/62 25
62-006A 11

62-006A-11B 03/07/62 07/06/6? 26

62-006A-]1C 03/D7/62 07/14/63 26
62-006A-04

62-O06A-O4A 03/07/6_ 05/15/67 26
6S-O07A

65-007A-02

65-007A 02A 07/04/65 03/08/6b 26
67 020A

67-020A-0_) 03/08/67 04/29/68 26
67-020A 01

67-(Y20A 01A 03/08/67 06/28/68 26

67-0"_0A-05

67-O_OA OSA 03/08/67 08/06/68 ?7
67 O_'OA-07

67-020A OTA 03/09/67 04/08/68 27
67-020A 06

67-0_0A-06A 03/09/67 07/16/68 77

67-O_OA-06B 03/09/67 07/15/68 27
67-100A

67-100A-08

67-100A 08A 10/20/67 05/12/68 27

67-100A-OBD I0/26/67 05/]2/68 27
67-100A 07

6I-IOOA-O/A 10/25/61 11/29/67 27

67-100A-078 10/25/67 1]/27/67 27

67 IOOA OlC 10/25/67 11/29/67 28

67-100A-OZD ]0/26/67 10/27/67 28
67-100A-04

67-1OOA-O4A ]0/23/67 12/30/67 28
69-006A

6g-OOSA-04

69-O06A-O4A 0]/23/69 08/02/70 28
6q-OO6A 03

6?-O06A-O3A 01/28/69 01/12/73 28

" .... L '::/:C_: IS
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• INVESTIGATOR NAME E_PERIMEN1 NAME

• DATA SET NAME

NEY

RENSE

OSO 6

ARCO

8OYD

GOLDBERC

0S0 7

CHUPP

CLARK

pFIERSON

pEIE_SON

TOUSFY

OSO 8

ACTQN

BARTH

FROST

KRAUSHAAR

NOVICK

SERLEHITSDS

WELLER. JR.

PEGASUS 1

NAUMANN

PEGASUS 2

NAUMANN

PEGASUS 3

NAUMANN

PROGNOZ 9

LINKN0_I

RAE-A

STONE

STONE

RAE O

STONE

STONE

S 15

CARMIRE

KRAUSHAAR

S 5SB

BESWICK

08109169

09/29/71

06/21/75

02116165

0S125165

07130165

07/01183

07/04168

06/10/73

4127161

12116162

• SO S,ZODIACAL LCT+TERRS.AIRGL_d

ZODIACAL LGT • AIRGLOW, PLOTS

ZODIACAL LCI + AIRGLOW, TABLES

ZODIACAL L.CT + AIRGLOW, NAG TAPE

0S0 S,SOLAR,UV,280-1030A

R_YJCED,ME]RCED 3-CH.UV DATA TAPES

0S0 6,SOLAR X-RAYS, 16-4OA

COUN] RATES,6 CHANNELS, MAC. TAPE

OSO 6,HE RESONANCE RAD.SB4+304A

EXPERIMENT ASPECT TAPES

FLUX VS TIME, FINE TIME RES TAPE

2 MINUTE AVERAGES (MACTAPE)

OSO 6.SPECTRO H_ IOHTR,300-1400A

EUV RAST_ SCANS

300-1400A POINTED SPECTRAL SCANS

CONNAND LOGS

MARCH 7, 1970 SOLAR ECLIPSE DATA

COMMAND LOG SEARCH PROGRAM

CALIBRATION FACTOR COMPUTATION

OSO l, GAMMA RAY SPECI.O.3 IOMEV

X-RAY (I.5-120KEV) DATA

GAMMA RAY EXP RESPONSE FUNCTION

GAMMA RAY (0.3 9.1MEV) DATA

OSO 7, X-RAY SOURCES, 1.S-9A

1-60KEV CELESTIAL XRAY DATA TAPES

MICROFILM PLOTS 1-60KEV XRAY DATA

OS0 7, X-RAY SKY SURVE-Y,IO-SS_KEV

UCSD, COSMIC X-RAY SKYMAP

OS0 7, SOLAR X RAYS, 2-323 KEV

UCSD SOLAR X-RAY CATALOG

0SO 7. WHILE * EIJV CORONACRAPHS

SYNOPTIC OBS DF SOLAR CORONA

SKY NAPS OF SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

OSO 8, MAPPING X-RAY HELIOMETE_

DAILY SOLAR X RAY DATA

OSO 8,HIGH RESOLUTION UV SPECTRON

SPECTROHELIOGRAM ON HAG. TAPE

LIMB BRICHIENINC ON MAC. TAPE

VELOCITY STUOY ON MAC. TAPE

SPECTRUM SCAN ON MAC TAPE

SPECTRUM RANGE SCAN ON MAC. TAPE

SINGLE WAVELENGTH MONITORING DAIA

MISCELLANEOUS DAIA ON MAC TAPE

CAT. OF SORTED FINAL DATA TAPES

DAIA RFDUCTION PROGRAMS ON TAPE

OSO 8.HICH ENERGY CELESTIAL X RAY

CELESTIAL X-RAY SOURCES OBS

OSO 8,SOFT X-RAY BKCNDRADIATION

REDUCED DAIA TAPES

OSO 8.STEII*SDL X TAt SPECTROSCOP

MERGED X-RAY DATA

OSO 8, COSMIC X-RAY SPECTROSCOPY
SPIN AXIS POINT INC MAPS

OSO 8.E]UV FROM EARTH * SPACE E_P.

COLOR DATA PLOTS ON UV E)4ISSION

BIW DAIA PLOTS ON UV EMISSION

PEGASUS I.METEDROID DETECTORS

CARDS AND TAPE IMAGES OF CARDS

pEGASUS 2,MICROME_EORITE
CARDS AND TAPE IMAGES OF CARDS

PEGASUS 3, MICROMETE_RITE

CARDS AND TAPE IMAGES OF CARDS

SOLAR X-RAY SPECIRDMETER

SOLAR X-RAY SURVFY PLOTS. MFICHE

RAE-A,RADIO ASTRO 9FREQ.V

RYLE VONBERG RECEIVB_ PLOTS

RAE-A,RADIO BURSTS RECEIVERS

SWEPT EREQUENCY BR CONTOUR PLOTS

SWEPT ER_EI4CY BR MULTIORID PLOT

BR MUITICRID IO-MINUTE PLOTS

FULL ORBIT BURST RECEIVER PLOTS

RAE B,RADIO AST 9 FRFJ_.V ANT

RYLE VONBERG 24 HOUR PLOTS

RYLE VONBERC 24-HOUR TAPES

RAE-B,RADIO BURST RCVR

LO_dER ANT, DATA SUMMARY, M/FILM

LOWER AN[, DATA SUMMARY - MAGTAPE

BURST RECEIVER HOURLY PLOTS.MFILM

BURST RECEIVER 24-HOUR PLOTS

SPECTRAL BURST RECEIVER URLY PtOl

S IS,CHARGED pARTICLE

COUNT RATE. LflNC, LAT, B,L. UT

S IS,CANNA RAY TELESCOPE

ASPECT+OBSERVE TIME GAMMA EVE]WTS

S 55B.MICROHETEORITE

DATA SET INFORMATION

NSSDC ID ..............................

TIME 5PAN

OF DATA PAGE

69-OO6A-O7

69 006A O7A 01/27/69 03/15/71 28

69-006A 07B 01/27/69 03/1S/71 29

69-006A 07C 01/26/69 07/12/70 29

69-006A-08

69-O06A-OBA 02/05/69 07/19/71 29

69-068A

69-068A-04

89 068A O4A 08/14/69 01/:?0/70 _9

69-068A-06

69-068A-O6A 08/11/69 08108170 29

69 068A-06B 08/14/69 10/03/70 _9

69-068A-06C 08/1S/69 09/79/70 29

69-068A-01

69-068A OlA 08112/69 05112/70 30

69-068A OlR 08111169 05/11170 30

69-068A-01C 08/12/69 OS/l_/70 30

69-068A OlD 03/07170 03/08/70 30

69 068A-OIE NI A 30

69-068A-OZF N/A 30

71 083A

71-083A-O6

71-083A-O6A 09130171 12127172 30

71-083A O6B 06/12/71 06/17/71 31

71-083A-06C 10/03/71 12/25/72 31

71-083A-04

71-083A-O4A 10/02/71 05/_4/73 31

71-083A-04B 03/27/72 01/11/74 3I

71-083A-03

lI-083A O3A 09/_9/71 05/18/73 31

71-083A OS

71-083A-OSA 10/0"2/71 02127/73 31

71-083A-02

71 083A O2A 10/11/71 01/15/73 32

7S-OS7A

75-057A-OOD N/A 32

75-O57A-04
75-057A-O4A 06124175 09/30/78 32

75-057A-01

75-057A-O]A 06/28/75 09/30/78 32

75 OS7A-O1B 09/28175 09130178 32

7S 057A OIC 06/26/75 09130/78 33

75-057A OlD 06/23/75 09/30/78 33

/S-OS7A_OIE 06/23/75 06/24/78 33

75-057A-.O]E 06/23/75 09/18/78 33

7S-OS7A-OlC 06/28/75 07/22/78 33

7S-OS7A 01H N/A 33

75-OS7A OlI N/A 34

7S-OS7A 07

75 OSZA-O7A 06121/75 09130/78 34

75 OS7A 05

75 Ob7A OSA 06/25175 09130/78 34

7S-OS7A-O3

75-OS7AO3A 07124175 09115/78 34

7S-OS7A 06

7S 057A O6A 07/0"2/75 10/01/78 34

7S-057A-08

75-OS7A-OBA N/A 3S

7S-057A-08B N/A 35

6S OOqA

6S OOgA 01

65 OOgA 01A 02/17/6S 03/29/66 3S

6S-039A

6S-039A Ol

65-039A OlA 05/25/65 10/31/67 35

6S-060A

6S-O60A 01
6S-O60A-O]A 07130165 08/1S/67 35

83-067A

B3-O6_A 02

83-067A-O2A 07/01/83 01/13/84 3S

68-OSSA

68-OSSA 01

68-05SA-OIA 09/25/68 12/2_/72 36

68-0S5A 0"2

68-OSSA-O2A 0_/25/69 03113171 36

68-05SA 0"28 09126168 12103/72 36

68-055A-0"2C O7/23/68 07/_O/71 36

68-OSSA-O2D 07/23/68 12122172 36

73-039A

73-039A-01

73-039A-O1A 10/31/74 04/26/77 36

73-039A-018 07/12/73 06/2817S 37

73-039A 02

73-039A-O2A 07/12/73 06/30/7S 37

73-039A-O2B 07/12/73 03/09/76 37

73-039A-02C 07/12/73 04/26/77 37

73-039A-020 07/12/73 04/26/77 37

73-039A-026 OS/07/TS 04/24/77 37

61-013A

61 013A-02

61-013A-O2A 04/28/61 11/12/61 37

61-013A-01

61-013A-OIA 04/27/61 11/17/61 38

62-070A

62-070A 04
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SPACECRAFT NANE LAUNCH DATE
_••_•oooeo*oe*o•o•*ooeo•o*•*••oo*•ooe..,o•oo•o..•.oo•osoooooo.•**o_.•.o.o._

• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIRB_'T NAME

• DATA SET NAME

DAVISON

(:_RTLE_

SECRETAN

SECRETAN

S 554: 11106164

SAS A

SAS O

SAS-C

SKYLAB

5MH

CURTL E_

HOLDER

SECRETAN

SIVITER

CIACCONI

FICHTFI

CLARK

CLARK

C[_,RK

CLARK

MACQUEEN

NOYES

TOUSEY

TOUSEY

UNDEIfWDOD

I2112170

iiii5172

05107175

05114/73

02114180

MICROPHONE IMPACT PLOTS

S 55B.ORID DETECTORS

GRID DET PI3METRATION PLOTS, FICHE

S 5SB,PRESSURIZED CELLS

PRESSURE CELL PENETRATION PLOTS

DETECTOR PB_ETRAT]ON LISTINGS

S 5SO,COPPER WIRE CARD

WIRE CARD DETECTOR PLOT

S 55B,CADIUM SULPHIDE CELL

CD-S DETECTOR TABULATIONS

CD-5 DETECTOR PLOTS, MICROFICHE

S 55C,PRESSURIZED CELLS

PUBLISH[]) REPORT TN-D-4284

S 55C,IMPACT DETECTORS

PUBLISHED REPORT TN-D-4284

S 55C,CADNIUM SULFIDE CELLS

CADMIUM-SULFIDE-CELL METEOR DECT.

S SSC,CAPACITY DETECTORS

PUBLISHED REPORT TN-D-4284

SAS-A,XRAY ALL-SKY SURVEY

SOURCE LIBRARY TAPE

DAILY SUMMARY DATA ON TAPES

4U CATALOG OF X-RAY SOURCES

SAS-B,HI-_Y GAMMA-RAY TELE

GAMMA RAY EVENT DATA ON MICROFILM

COUNT RATE OF GAMMA RAY BMJRSTS

ANTI-COINCID SCINT CNT RTS. MFILM

A-RATE SUHHARY TAPE

C_4MA-RAY TABULATED DATA, PUB

SAS-C, EXTRAGALACTIC 1.5-1OREV

QUICK [00K DATA PLOTS

SAS-C, SCORPIO MONITOR 0.4-80KEV

QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS

Y-AXIS POINTED OBSERVATION LOG

SAS-C, GALACTIC ABS. 0.2-]OREV

QUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS

Y-AXIS POINTED OOSERVATION LOG

SAS-C, GALACTIC MONITOR I.B-SKEV

qUICK LOOK DATA PLOTS

Y-AXIS POINTED OOS_VATION LOG

ATM SOLAR COVERAGE (FILM)
ATM MISSION OPERATION LOG DN TAPE

ATM MISSION OPERATION LOG - FICHE

MISC. ATM SUPPONTINC DOG., FICHE

SKYLAD,UV SIELLAR ASIRONOMY(SO]9)

UV SPECTRA/IMADERY 4X5 BIW

SKYIAB S O]g FAR UV DATA (1979)

SKYLAB,X RAY SPECI. T ELESC(SOS4)

RED.CONTRAS1,3RD CEN.NEC. 70MM

FILM IMAGE CATALOG (FIC) 16MMFILM

SELECTED ERAMES, ONE/DAY - (70MM)

SELECTED FLARE DATA,SET ]

SKYLAB.WHITE L[. CORONACPH (SO52)

WHITI [ ICHT CORONAORAPHY 3SMM FLM

SELECTED FLARE DAIA,SET ]

SKYLAB,UV SCAN.POLYCHROM. (SOSSA)

SOLAR EUV DATA ON TAPE

GRAY LEVEL MICROFICHE

DIGITAL DATA ON MICROFICHE

HLO SUPER RASTER DAIA

SUPER RASTB DATA ON TAPE

SELECTED FLARE DAIA, SET I

SKYLAB,H.ALPHA TELESCI(PHOTO)HAI

H ALPHA DATA ON 35MM FILM

ATM H ALPHA AILAS IN 41 VOLUMES

SKYLAB,UV AIRGLOW HOR.PHOTO(S063)
DIGITIZED AIRGLOW DATA ON TAPE

DIOIIIZED OZONE DATA ON TAPE

DIOIIIZED AORORAL DAIA ON TAPE

AIRGLOW PHOTOGRAPHS ON FILM

OZONE PHOTOORAPHS ON FILM

PHOTOORAPHS OF COMET KOHOUTER

AURORAL PHOTOS. (B-W) ON FILM

AURORAL PHOTOS. (COLOR) ON FILM

SKYLAB,EUV CORONA S HELIO.(SO82A)

SPECTROHEIIOGRAPH ]MACES ON lO_

SELECTED FLARE DATA,SET I

FRAME CATALOG ON MAGTAPE

FRAME CATALOG ON MICROFICHE

HE 304 SYNOPTIC MAPS. HARDCOPY

SKYLAB,EIjV SPECTROORAPH (S0820)
SOLAR UV SPECTRA ON IOMI4 FILH

FRAME CATALOG ON MAGNETIC TAPE

FRAME CATALOG ON MICROFICHE

SKYLAB,DUAL X-RAY TELESCOPE(SOS6)

SOLAR X-RAY IMAGES-BLACK/WHITE

XREA PRINTOLrl ON MICROFILM

BLACK,WHITE VERSION OF 73-027AOTR

FRAME CAIALOCS ON MICROFICHE

SELECTED FLARE DATA, SET 1

NSSDC ID

62-070A-O4A

62-070A 0"2

62-070A-O2A

62-070A-01

62-070A-OIA

62-070A-01B

62-070A-03

62-070A-O3A

62-070A OS

62-070A-DSA

62-070A-OSB

64-074A

64-074A-01

64-074A-OIA

84-074A-02

64-074A-O2A

64-074A-03

64-074A-038

64-074A-04

64-O74A-O4A

70-I07A

70-1OTA-OI

/O-I07A-DIB

70-lOlA-OIC

70-IOTA-OlD

72-091A

72-091A-01

72-091A-O1A

72-091A-01B

72-091A-01C

Z2-OglA-OlD

72-091A-OIE

75-037A

75-037A-O1

75-037A-OIA

75-037A-02

75-037A-O2A

75-037A-Cr20

75-037A-03

75-037A 03A

7S-037A 03B

75 037A-04

75-037A 04A

75-037A 04B

73-027A

73-027A-000

73-027A OOE

73-027A-OOF

73-027A-00C

73 027A 0"2

73-027A-O2A

73-027A 026

73 027A 05

73-02/A 05A

73-027A 05B

73-027A-05C

73-027A-OSE

73-027A-04

73-027A-O4A

73-027A-04B

73-027A-06

73-027A-O6A

73 027A-O6B

73-027A-06C

73-027A-D6D

73-027A-O6E

73-027A-O6F

73 027A-15

73 027A ISA

73-027A ISB

73-027A-08

73-027A-O8A

73-027A-088

73-027A OSC

73-D27A-080

73-027A-O8E

73-027A-08F

73-027A-08C

73-027A-OSH

73-027A-10

73-027A-1OA

73-027A-108

73-027A-10C

73-027A-100

73-027A IOE

73-027A I1

73-027A-]10

73-027A IIC

73-027A 110

73-027A-07

73-D27A-O7A

73-027A-07C

73-D27A-O7E

73-C_7A-O/F

73-027A-O7G

80-O14A

DATA SET INFORMATIOR

...................................

TIME SPAN

OF DATA PAGE

12/I6/62 04120163 38

121]6/62 05/30/63 38

12116/62 07/02/63 38

12/16/62 07/2"2/63 38

12/I6/62 07122163 38

12116162 02109163 38

12116162 02109163 38

11106164 11/05/65 39

11106164 11/05/65 39

11106164 11105165 39

31106164 11105165 39

N/A 39

12/16170 05117171 39

12/12170 03/18173 40

Ill20/72 06103113 40

11120172 06108113 40

11119172 06108173 40

11118172 06/08/73 40

11119/72 06108/73 40

01125176 04107179 41

01125176 o41o7179 41

05130175 03123179 41

01125176 04101/79 41

05130/75 03/23/79 41

01/25/76 04/07/79 41

05/30/75 03/23/79 41

05123173 02108174 42

05/28/73 02108/74 42

05128/73 02/08174 42

03/09/73 07/09/73 42

06105173 01/]1/74 42

N/A 4P

05/28/73 01131/74 43

05/28173 01131174 43

OS/29/73 11/27/73 43

06/14173 09/08/73 43

05/28/73 02112174 43

07/29/73 01/21/74 43

05/28/73 02/08/74 43

05129/73 02/08174 44

05/29173 02108174 44

01/28174 0]129114 44

01128174 01129174 44

06/15173 01/21174 44

051_9173 02/03/74 44

06/29173 02/03/74 44

03/02/74 03/03/74 4S

02/26/74 0_126/74 45

03/14/14 04/05/74 45

08/14/73 09/01/73 45

01131/74 01/31174 45

12/09/73 0t/09//4 45

09111/13 02101/14 45

09/l]//3 02107174 46

05/28/73 01/31/74 46

06/15/73 0]/_2/74 46

05123173 01131/74 46

05/28173 0]131174 46

05123173 0_/02174 46

NIA 46

05129173 02103174 47

NIA 47

NIA 47

05129173 02/05/74 47

N/A 47

NIA 47

06/z5/73 01/21/74 47
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• INVES_ICATOR NAH[ EXPERIMEN1 NAME

• DATA SET NAME

DE JACB_

FROST

HACQUEEN

TANDBFStC_HANSSE]N

SOLRAD 1 06/22/60

FRIEDMAN

SOLRAD 7A 01/11/64

KREPLIN

SDLRAD 7D 03/09/65

FRIEDMAN

SOLRAD 8 11/19/65

KREJPLIN

SOLRAD 9 03/05/60

KREPLIN

SOLRAD 10 07/00/71

KREPLIN

UK 5 10/15/74

POUNDS

UK 6 06/0_/79

pOUNDS

POINTING LOG

SMM, HARD X-RAY IMAGING SPECTROM

HARD X-RAY HIMSEL FORMAT DATA

SI_4,HA, RD X-RAY BURST SPECI(HXRBS)

PULSE HEIGHT SPECTROMETER DATA

X-RAY EMISSION CIJ_VES FOR FLARES

SMM CORONACRAPH/PQLARIMEIER

CDLOR, FR PHOTOCRAPHY (DELETED)

SMH, UV SPECTROMETER/POLARIMETER

UV. SPECTROMETER DATA

UVSP OBSERVING CATALOG ON MICROFL

UVSP OBSERVING CAIALDC DN IAPE

SOLRAD 1, X RAY ANO LYMAN AtPHA

X RAY 2-8A, UV 1050 - II50A

SOLRAD IA, X-RAY (2-60A). UV DET.

MACHINE RED. 3 POINTS PER PASS

HAND RED. 1 POINT PER PASS

SOLRAD /B,XRAY*UV DUI.

PLOTS OF SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES

TABLES OF SOLAR X-rAY FLUXES

SOLRAD 8,SOLAR RADIATION

] MIN FLUX AVC FOR I? DEIECTORS

COMPAC1 AND EDITED ] MIN FLUX AVC

EDIT CARDS

STATION LIST.START/STOP * PASS NO

DAILY X-RAY FLUXES IN PUBL. RPT.

SOLRAD g,SOLAR RADIATION
3 X-RAY FLUXES*OKCNO VS lIME

HOURLY AVERAGES PUBLISHED IN SC_

3 CHANNEl X-RAY FLUXES IN PUB.RP1

• CHANNEL X-RAY FLUXF_ IN PUB.RPT

REDUCED SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES (TAPE)

SOLAR X RAY FLUX PLOTS, FICHE

X RAY MD40RY DATA, MICROFILM

SOLRAD IO,SOIAR X RAY-UVDETCTS

SOLAR X RAY FLUX PL0]S (FICHE)

UK 5,2 10 KEV SKY SURVEY

3A CATALOGUE OF X-RAY SOURCES

3A CAIAtOCUE DN MICROFICHE

UK 6,.X-RAY PROPORIIONAt CDUNIIRS

X RAY PROP COUNTER SOURCE tISI

NSSDC ID

80-014A-000

80-OI4A-Ob

80-Ol4A-05A

80-014A-06

80-014A-O6A

80-014A 06B

80-014A-01

80-014A-O1A

80-014A 02

80--OI4A 02A

80 O[4A O_B

80014A-02C

60 0078

600078-01

60 007B 01A

64-001D

64=001D-01

64 O01D O1A

64 O01D 01B

65 O]6D

65 016D 01

65 O]6D OIA

65016D-01B

65-093A

65-093A-0)

6S-Og3AO]A

65-093A-018

65-093A 01C

65-Og3A-OID

65 Og3A OIE

68 017A

68-017A-01

68017A-OIA

6B-OI/A-OTB

68 011A OIC

68 017A OTD

68 017A-OIE

68 017A-O1F

68 OI7A-0IC

71-05BA

71-05BA-01

71-058A-OIA

74-077A

74-077A-02

74-077A-O_A

74 077A-02B

79-047A

79--047A-02

79 047A O_A

DATA SET INFORMATION

...............................

TIME SPAN

OF DATA PACE

02/14/00 11123/80 47

06/29/8o 06/29/80 48

06129180 06129180 48

02/19180 01/27/83 48

N/A 48

06/29/80 06/29/80 48

O2/20/8O 02/05/81 48

02/20/80 02105/8] 48

06/22/60 II/DI/60 49

01/12/64 08/3]/64 49

01/)1/64 02/03/65 49

03/10/65 10/31/65 49

03/10/65 10/30/65 49

11/_1/65 08/24/67 SO

11/_7/65 08/24/67

11/19165 08/_4/67 SO

11/27/6S 08/23/67 SO

12/oz/6s 1liDS/67 so

03/14/68 12/31/71 S0

07/01/69 O4/24//4 50

03/08/68 12/31/68 51

O1/01/69 II/0_/69 51

03/14/6B 09/30/72 51

01/01/70 04/30/74 51

11/19/69 I_/O9/7o sI

01/01/72 06/30/73 5_

]0/)B174 031141B0 52

10/18/74 03/14/80 52

O6/ii/79 03/20/81 52
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APPENDIX
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

A
ADC
ANS
arc-min
ASCII
ATM

B and L
bcd
BD

bpi
BR
B-V

B/W

Caltech
CdS
tin

dB
Dec

deg
DOY

EBCDIC
EUV
ERL
eV

FES
FITS
FOV
FPCS
FWHM

GM
GMT
GSFC

HCON
HCO/SAO
HD
HEAO
hr, h
HRI
HXX

angstrom
Astronomical Data Center (NSSDC)
Astronomical Netherlands Satellite

arc-minute
American Standard Code for Information Interchange

Apollo Telescope Mount

Mclllwain's magnetic coordinate
binary coded decimal
Bonner Durchmusterung
bits per inch
burst receiver
color index between blue and visual magnitude
black and white

Califomia Institute of Technology
cadmium sulfide
centimeter

decibel
declination

degree
day of year

extended binary coded decimal
extreme ultraviolet

Environmental Research Laboratory (NOAA)
electronvolt

Fine Error Sensor

Flexible Image Transport System
field of view

Focal Plane Crystal Spectrometer on HEAO-2
full width at half maximum

Geiger-Mueller
Greenwich mean time

Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)

hours-confirmed

Harvard College Observatory/Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
Henry Draper
High-Energy Astrophysical Observatory
hour

High Resolution Imager on HEAO-2
Hard X-ray Experiment on ANS



ID
in.

IPAC
IPC
IRAS
IUE
IUESIPS

Jy

K
keV
kHz
km

LED
LMC
LRC
LRL
LRS

MeV
MHz
min
MIT

mnl

ms

MSFC

NASA
NCAR

nJy
nm
NOAA
NRL
NSSDC

OAO
OSO

,

PET
PHA
PI

RA
RAE
RV

identification
inch

Infrared Processing and Analysis Center
Imaging Proportional Counter on HEAO-2
Infrared Astronomical Satellite

International Ultraviolet Explorer
IUE Spectral Imaging Processing System

Jansky (10E-26 W/sq m Hz)

kelvin
kiloelectronvolt
kilohertz
kilometer

Low Energy Detector
Large Magellanic Cloud
Langley Research Center (NASA)
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Low Resolution Spectrometer

megaelectronvolt
megahertz
minute

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
millimeter
millisecond

Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Center for Atmospheric Research (National Science Foundation)
nano-Jansky
nanometer

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Naval Research Laboratory
National Space Science Data Center (NASA)

Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
Orbiting Solar Observatory

page
pentaerythritol
Pulse Height Analyser
principal investigator

right ascension
Radio Astronomy Explorer
Ryle-Vonberg
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S

SAS
SEC
SL
SMM
SOLRAD

sq

U-B
UBV
UCSD
UFU
U.K.
U.S.S.R.
UT
UTC
UV

V

V.

VILSPA

WSDB
WDC-A

XUV

Z

second

Small Astronomy Satellite
secondary electron conduction (vidicon tube)

Skylab
Solar Maximum Mission

Solar Radiation (Monitoring Satellite)

square

color index between ultraviolet and blue magnitude

apparent magnitude in ultraviolet, blue, and visual system
University of California at San Diego
Uhuru flux unit

United Kingdom
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
universal time
universal coordinated time

ultraviolet

visible magnitude in the UBV system
volume
Villafranca Satellite Tracking Station near Madrid, Spain

(ESA)

Working Survey Data Base
World Data Center (NASA)

extreme ultraviolet

atomic number
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DOCUMENT AND DATA

REQUEST FORMS





NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY

The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their

grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations.

DATA REQUESTED

NSSDC DATA SET
ID NUMBER Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names

|

Additional Specifications (Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)

Form of Data* Data Take No., FDS/DAS
{e.g., 16mm microfilm) or Times, Mission Frame

Size of Reproduction No., Timespan Needed, Film
(e.g., contact, 8x10, etc.) Frame Numbers, etc.

*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.

Density Mode No. of Track s

D 800 bpi [] BIN [] EBCDIC o 7

D 1600 bpi [] BCD [] ASCII [] 9

[] 6250 bpi Maximum block size

Computer

(Type/Model)

[] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.

o Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.

[] I shall pay for new tapes.



NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*

Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:

NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER

CODE 633.4

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771

Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:

WORLD DATA CENTER A

ROCKETS AND SATELLITES

CODE 630.2

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA

REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last) TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,

Graduate Student, Research Associate, etc.)

DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT

I MAIL CODE

ORGAN IZATION

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY

DATE OF REQUEST

i STATE

TELEPHONE (Area Code)

I DATE DATA

DESIRED

(Number) (Extension)

(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.

Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if

we cannot meet the date specified.)

INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)

[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.

[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)

[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)

[] Educational purposes (explain below)

E] Preparation of Master's thesis

[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis

[] Other:

[] Exhibit or display

[] Reference material

[] Use in publication

NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have

been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles

based on this research.

"This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.

633-28 (2/85)



NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY

The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their

grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations.

)ATA REQUESTED

NSSDC DATA SET
ID NUMBER

I

Additional Specifications (Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)

Spacecraft, Experiment, end Data Set Names

Form of Data*
(e.g., 16ram microfilm) or

Size of Reproduction
(e.g., contact, 8x10, etc.)

uata I aKe NO., I'U;>IL)/_;>
Times, Mission Frame

No., Timespan Needed, Film
Frame Numbers, etc.

*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below.

Density Mode No. of Track_.

[] 800 bpi D BIN [] EBCDIC [] 7

[] 1600 bpi [] BCD [] ASCII [] 9

o 6250 bpi Maximum block size

Computer

(Type/Model)

[] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.

[] Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.

[] I shall pay for new tapes.



NSSDCDATA REQUESTFORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:

NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER

CODE 633.4

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771

J
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)

DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT

Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:

WORLD DATA CENTER A

ROCKETS AND SATELLITES

CODE 630.2

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA

TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof., Mr., Ms.,

Graduate Student, Research Associate, etc.)

I MAIL CODE

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY

DATE OF REQUEST

I
I DATE DATA

DESIRED

J STATE

TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension)

(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.

Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if

we cannot meet the date specified.)

INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)

[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.

[] Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASAl

[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)

[] Educational purposes (explain below)

[] Preparation of Master's thesis

[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis

[] Other:

rj Exhibit or display

[7 Reference material

[] Use in publication

NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have

been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles

based on this research.

*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
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NASA

Goddard Space Flight Center

NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S DOCUMENT REQUEST FORM

Researchers WITHIN the United States send

order to:

NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER

CODE 633.4

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771

Researchers OUTSIDE the United States

send order to:

WORLD DATA CENTER A

ROCKETS AND SATELLITES

CODE 630.2

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 U.S.A.

REQUESTERINFORMATION (Please print)

-N_ ..... TITLE

O_NIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY

TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Ext.)

L
DATE OF REQUEST IDATE DESIRED

TOur average processing time for a request

is 3 to 4 weeks after receipt of request.

Please allow ample time for delivery. We

will notify you if we cannot meet the date

specified.)

DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION CATEGORIES

INTENDED USE OF MATERIAL (ch,c_all thatapply_

[] Support of a NASA effort (project,

study, etc.)

[] Support of a U.S. Government effort

(other than NASA)

Research and analysis project (in-

dividual or company)

[] Educational purposes (explain be-

low)

[] Preparation of Master's thesis

[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis

[] Exhibit or display

[] Reference material

[] Use in publication

[] Other:

Please indicate the document(s) you wish to receive on routine distribution by placing

an X in the box next to the specific categozy desired. Use the reverse side of this

form to order specific documents.

[_ Documents describing the operation of NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S

_] Documents describing the availability of satellite experiment data

_NSSDC Data Listing [_Particles and Fields

_ Astronomy _Planetary Atmospher s

[]Geodesy and Gravimetry _Planetoloqy

[_ Ionospheric Physics _jSolar Physics

_Meteorolcgy _Earth Resources Survey

_ Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments

_ Spacecraft Program Bibliographies

_ Reports on Models of the Near-Earth Environment

_] World Data Center A for Rockets and Sate]lites l_unch _Immaries

_q SPACEWARN Bulletin

[-] NSSDC Newsletter

[ ] Crustal _rnamics mailings

_ Pilot Climate mailings

_3 Pilot Land mailings

633-82 (_/8(,)
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NASA
r',_a:lOfTal _t_rc)n_ul c:5 and

Goddard Space Flight Center

Gr_,,e_,bell Mar_,l_,c_ ?(3771

NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S DOCUMENT REQUEST FORM

Researchers WITHIN the United States send

order to:

NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER

CODE 633.4

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771

Researchers OUTSIDE the United States

send order to:

WORLD DATA CENTER A

ROCKETS AND SATELLITES

CODE 630.2

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 U.S.A.

REQUESTERINFORMATION (Pleaseprint)

NAME TITLE

)RGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY

TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Ext.)

DATE OF REQUEST IDATE DESIRED

L
(Our average processing time for a request

is 3 to 4 weeks after receipt of request.

Please allow ample time for delivery. We

will notify you if we cannot meet the date

specified.)

DOCUMENT DISTRIBUTION CATEGORIES

INTENDED USE OF MATERIAL (ch,c__11th_,t_,p_ly',

[] Support of a NASA effort (project,

study, etc.)

[] Support of a U.S. Government effort

(other than NASA)

[] Research and analysis project (in-

dividual or company)

[] Educational purposes (explain be-

low)

[] Preparation of Master's thesis

[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis

[] Exhibit or display

[] Reference material

[] Use in publication

[] Other:

Please indicate the document(s) you wish to receive on routine distribution by placing

an X in the box next to the specific category desired. Use the reverse side of this

form to order specific documents.

[]Documents describing the operation of NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S

[]Documents describing the availability of satellite experiment data

[]NSSDC Data Listing U Particles and Fields

[]Astronomy []Planetary Atmospheres

[]Geodesy and Gravimetry []Planetology

[] Ionospheric Physics []Solar Physics

C]Meteorology []Earth Resources Survey

[]Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments

[]Spacecraft Program Bibliographies

[]Reports on Models of the Near-Earth Environment

[]World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites Launch Summaries

[] SPACEWARN Bulletin

[NSSDC Newsletter

[] Crustal Dynamics mailings

_Pilot Climate mailings

C]Pilot Land mailings
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